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DISCOURSE ON METAPHYSICS (1686)

Summary of the Text

The ‘Discourse on Metaphysics’ is the earliest expression of Leibniz’s philosophi-

cal thought in anything like a systematic form. Quite possibly it was written as the

metaphysical underpinning for ambitions Leibniz had concerning reconciliation

of the Catholic and Protestant churches.
Its thirty-seven sections fall naturally into five groups: (i) on the nature of God

and of his actions (Sects. 1–7), and (ii) on the nature of created substances (Sects.

8–16); (iii) on natural philosophy and the nature of corporeal bodies (Sects.

17–22); (iv) on human understanding, the human will, and their relation to God

(Sects. 23–31); and (v) on the consequences of all of this for piety and religion

(Sects. 32–7).

The second of these groups of sections is a locus classicus for Leibniz’s theory

of individual substances, and of their mirroring of the whole universe each from

its own point of view. The introduction, at Section 17, of scientific considerations

might (even given their importance—as in Introduction, Sect. 3—in Leibniz’s

thought) appear almost as an aside—certainly it comes as something of a sur-

prise. But, as Leibniz says at T3. 2, such things follow from his account of sub-

stance. There also follows from this what is said in the fourth group of sections

(Sects. 23–31), where Leibniz gives us elements of his theory of knowledge, his

philosophy of mind, his ethics and philosophy of religion, and—to mention one

thing in particular—the beginnings of his account of the relationship between

body and mind. C. Wilson (1989, ch. 3), provides an excellent discussion of many

of the themes of the ‘Discourse’.
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From the French at GP iv. 427–63 (and, for the section headings, GP ii. 12–14). This work, to
which Leibniz himself gave no title and which he referred to merely as ‘a short discourse on
Metaphysics’, was unpublished in his lifetime and was first printed in 1846. Bertrand Russell
(1900/1937, xiii–xiv) drew attention to its importance when, discovering it at the turn of the
century, he spoke of the ‘flood of light’ it threw ‘on all the inmost recesses of Leibniz’s philo-
sophical edifice’.

Material in angle brackets is based on various of Leibniz’s manuscript corrections and varia-
tions (as in Discours de métaphysique, ed. H. Lestienne (Paris, 1907; 2nd edn. 1952) ).



THE TEXT

1. The divine perfection, and that God does everything in the most desirable way.
The most widely accepted and the most meaningful notion of God which
we have is fairly well expressed in these terms, that God is an absolutely
perfect being; but the consequences of this have not been sufficiently well
thought out. In order to go into them a little further it should be noted that
there are several completely different perfections in nature, that God pos-
sesses them all together, and that each one belongs to him in the highest
degree. It is also necessary to understand what a perfection is. Here is a
very reliable indicator: a form or nature which cannot be taken to the
highest degree is not a perfection—for example, the nature of number or
shape. For the largest of all numbers (or, better, the total number of all
numbers), as well as the largest of all shapes, implies a contradiction,
whereas the greatest knowledge, and omnipotence, do not involve any
impossibility. Therefore power and knowledge are perfections, and in so
far as they belong to God, they are unbounded. It follows from this that
God, who possesses supreme and infinite wisdom, acts in the most perfect
manner, not only in a metaphysical sense, but also morally speaking. And
it follows that as far as we are concerned we can say that the more we are
enlightened and informed about the works of God, the more we are
inclined to find them excellent, and exactly in accordance with what we
could have wished for.

2. Against those who maintain that there is no goodness in God’s works, and that

the rules of goodness and beauty are arbitrary. So I am far from the opinion of
those who hold that there are no rules of goodness and perfection in the
nature of things, or in the ideas that God has of them; and that God’s
works are good only for the merely formal reason that God did them. For
if that were so, God, knowing that he is their originator, would have had
no need to consider them afterwards to find that they were good, as Holy
Scripture testifies he did. But Scripture seems to have used this anthropo-
morphism only to teach us that their excellence can be recognized when
they are considered in themselves, even when we do not think about this
completely bare denomination which relates them to their cause. This is
all the more so since it is by the consideration of his works that we discover
the workman. Therefore those works themselves must carry his imprint. I
confess that to me the contrary opinion seems very dangerous and gets
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close to that of recent innovators,1 whose view is that the beauty of the
universe, and the goodness that we attribute to God’s works, are only
fancies thought up by people who think of God as being like themselves.
And what is more, it seems to me that in saying that things are good not by
some rule of goodness but only by God’s will, without realizing it we
destroy all God’s love and all his glory. For why should we praise what he
has done, if he would be equally praiseworthy for doing quite the oppo-
site? Where would his justice and his wisdom be, if there were only a kind
of despotic power, if will took the place of reason, and if, in accordance
with the tyrant’s definition, what the most powerful wanted was on that
account just? Besides which, it seems that any will implies some reason for
willing, and that this reason is naturally prior to the will. This is why I also
find the claim by some other philosophers2 completely strange when they
say that the eternal truths of metaphysics and of geometry, and therefore
also the rules of goodness, justice, and perfection, are only the effects of
God’s will. In contrast to this it seems to me that they are the consequences
of his understanding, and do not depend at all on his will, any more than
does his essence.

3. Against those who think that God could have done things better. Nor could I
ever endorse the view of some moderns who rashly maintain that what
God does is not of the utmost perfection, and that he could have done
things much better. For it seems to me that the consequences of this
opinion are completely contrary to the glory of God. Just as a lesser evil is
relatively good, so a lesser good is relatively evil. To act with fewer perfec-
tions than one could is to act imperfectly; to point out to an architect that
he could have done his work better is to find fault with it. Again it goes
against Holy Scripture, which assures us of the goodness of God’s works.
Since imperfections go on down to infinity, whatever God’s work were like
it would always have been good in comparison with some less perfect, if
that were enough. But a thing is hardly praiseworthy if it is good only in
this way. I believe that one could find an infinity of passages in the Holy
Scriptures and the writings of the Holy Fathers which would be in favour
of my opinion, whereas hardly any could be found for that of these
moderns. In my view theirs is completely unknown in antiquity, and is
only founded on the inadequate knowledge we have of the general
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harmony of the universe and of the hidden reasons for God’s conduct,
which makes us recklessly judge that many things could have been done
better. Furthermore, these moderns rely on some clever arguments which
are far from sound. They believe that nothing is so perfect that there is
nothing more perfect; but this is an error. They also think that in that way
they can allow for God’s liberty, as if it were not the highest liberty to act
perfectly, in accordance with sovereign reason. For to believe that God
sometimes acts without any reason for his choice, besides seeming to
maintain something that could never happen, is an opinion which is hardly
compatible with his glory. For example, let us suppose that God chooses
between A and B, and that he opts for A without having any reason for pre-
ferring it to B. I say that that action of God would at the least not be at all
praiseworthy. Because all praise must be grounded in some reason, which,
ex hypothesi, is absent here. By contrast, I hold that God does nothing for
which he doesn’t deserve to be glorified.

4. How the love of God requires complete contentment and acceptance with

regard to what he has done. In my view the general understanding of the
great truth that God always acts in the most perfect and the most desirable
way possible is the basis for the love that we owe to God above all things.
For whoever loves finds contentment in the happiness or perfection of the
loved one, and of his actions. To will the same and to dislike the same is
true friendship. And I believe that it is difficult to love God properly if one
is not disposed to want what he wants, when one has the ability to change
it. In fact those who are not satisfied with what God does seem to me to be
like malcontent subjects whose intentions are not very different from
those of rebels. So in accordance with these principles I maintain that in
order to act in conformity with the love of God it is not enough to force
oneself to be patient, but we must be truly satisfied with everything that
happens to us as a consequence of his will. I mean this acceptance with
respect to the past; for we should not be quietists3 about the future, and
stupidly wait with folded arms for what God will do, as in the fallacy of
what the ancients called logon aergon or the argument for idleness. So far as
we can judge it, we should act according to the *presumptive will of God,
striving with all our power to contribute to the general good, and in par-
ticular to the ornament and perfection of what concerns us, or of what is
close to us and is, so to speak, within reach. For if perhaps the way events
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turn out shows that God did not on this occasion want our good will to
have its effect, it does not follow that he did not want us to do what we did.
On the contrary, as he is the best of masters, he never asks more than the
right intention, and it is for him to know the right time and place for those
good intentions to be realized.

5. What the rules of perfection of divine conduct consist in, and that the simplic-

ity of means is balanced against the richness of ends. So it is enough to have
confidence in God, to believe that he does everything for the best, and that
nothing can harm those who love him. But to have particular knowledge
of the reasons which led him to choose this arrangement of the universe,
to allow sin, to dispense his saving grace in a certain way, is beyond the
power of a finite mind, especially when it has not yet attained the delight of
seeing God. Some general remarks can nevertheless be made about the
workings of providence in the governing of things. We can say that
someone who behaves perfectly is like an expert geometer who knows
how to find the best construction for a problem; or like a good architect
who utilizes the location and the ground for his building in the most
advantageous way, leaving nothing discordant, or which doesn’t have the
beauty of which it is capable; or like a good head of a household, who
manages his property in such a way that there is no ground left unculti-
vated or barren; or like a clever stage-manager who produces his effect by
the least awkward means that could be found; or like a learned author,
who gets the most reality into the least space he can. Now, the most perfect
of all beings, and which occupy the least space, that is to say which
obstruct each other the least, are minds, whose perfections are virtues.
That is why there is no doubt that the happiness of minds is the main aim
of God, which he carries out as far as the general harmony will permit. We
will say more about this later. As to the simplicity of God’s ways, it prop-
erly relates to means, whereas on the other hand, their variety, richness, or
abundance relate to ends or effects. The one should be balanced against
the other, as the expenses allowed for a building are balanced against its
desired size and beauty. It is true that things cost God nothing, less indeed
than it costs a philosopher to invent theories as he constructs his imaginary
world, since God has only to make a decree for a real world to be pro-
duced; but in regard to wisdom, decrees or theories function as costs in
proportion to their independence from each other—for reason requires
that multiplicity of hypotheses or principles be avoided, rather as the most
simple system is always preferred in astronomy.
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6. That God does nothing disorderly, and that it is not even possible to imagine

events which are not regular. God’s wishes or actions are usually divided into
the ordinary and the extraordinary. But we should remember that God
does nothing that is not orderly. Therefore what counts as extraordinary is
only so with respect to some particular order established among created
things. For as regards the universal order, everything conforms to it. So
much is this true that not only does nothing happen in the world which is
absolutely irregular, but also we can’t even imagine such a thing. Suppose,
for example, that someone puts a number of completely haphazard points
on paper, as do people who practise the ridiculous art of geomancy.4 I say
that it is possible to find a geometrical line whose notion is constant and
uniform according to a certain rule, such that the line passes through all
the points, and in the same order as they were drawn. And if someone
drew a continuous line which is sometimes straight, sometimes follows a
circle, and sometimes of some other kind, it would be possible to find a
notion or rule or equation common to all the points on this line in virtue of
which these same changes would occur. And, for example, there is no face
whose contours are not part of a geometrical line, and which could not be
drawn in a single line by some rule-governed movement. But when a rule
is very complex, what is conformable to it is seen as irregular. So one can
say that in whatever way God had created the world, it would always have
been regular and in some general order. But God chose the way that is
most perfect, that is to say that which is simultaneously simplest in theo-
ries and the richest in phenomena—as would be a geometrical line whose
construction was easy yet whose properties and effects are very admirable
and very far-reaching. I make use of these comparisons in order to sketch
some imperfect picture of the divine wisdom, and to say something which
might at least raise our minds to some sort of conception of what cannot
be adequately expressed. But I do not at all claim that they explain the
great mystery on which the whole universe depends.

7. That miracles are in conformity with the general order, although they are con-

trary to subordinate rules. What God wants and what he allows; general and par-

ticular will. Now since nothing can happen which is not orderly, it can be
said that miracles are as orderly as natural operations, which are so-called
because they conform to certain subordinate rules which we call the
nature of things. For we can say that this nature is only a habit of God’s,
which he can dispense with for a reason stronger than the one which
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moved him to make use of those rules. As for general or particular wills,
depending how we want to take it, we can say that God does everything
according to his most general will, which is conformable to the most
perfect order that he has chosen; or we could also say that he has particular
wills, which are exceptions to those subordinate maxims already men-
tioned. Because the most general of God’s laws, which regulates the whole
order of the universe, is exceptionless. We can also say that God wants
everything which is an object of his particular will; but as for the objects of
his general will (such as are actions of other created things, particularly of
those which are rational) with which God chooses to concur, we must
make a distinction: if the action is good in itself, we can say that God wants
it, and sometimes commands it, even if it doesn’t happen. But if it is bad in
itself, and good only by accident (because what happens afterwards, and
especially punishment and reparations, corrects its wickedness, and repays
the evil with interest, so that in the end there is more perfection in the
whole sequence than if all this evil had not happened), then it must be said
that God allows it but not that he wants it, even though he concurs in it
because of the laws of nature that he has established and because he sees
how to derive a greater good from it.

8. In order to distinguish between God’s actions and those of created things, it is

explained what the notion of an individual substance consists in.5 It is fairly dif-
ficult to distinguish God’s actions from those of created things. Some
believe that God does everything, and others think that he only conserves
the force he has given to created things. We shall see in what follows to
what extent either of these things can be said. Now since actions and pas-
sions properly belong to individual substances (actions belong to subjects)
[see also T13. 9], it is necessary to explain what such a substance is. It is cer-
tainly true that when several predicates are attributed to the same subject,
and this subject is not attributed to any other, it is called an individual sub-
stance. But that is not enough, and such an explanation is only nominal. It
is necessary, therefore, to consider what it is to be truly attributed to a
certain subject. Now it is obvious that all true predication has some foun-
dation in the nature of things, and when a proposition is not identical, that
is to say when the predicate is not expressly included in the subject, it must
be virtually included in it. This is what philosophers call in-esse, and they
say that the predicate is in the subject. So the subject term must always
involve that of the predicate, in such a way that anyone who understood
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the subject notion perfectly would also see that the predicate belongs to it.
This being so, we can say that the nature of an individual substance or of a
complete being is to have a notion so complete that it is sufficient to
include, and to allow the deduction of, all the predicates of the subject to
which that notion is attributed. In contrast with this, an accident is a being
whose notion does not involve everything which can be attributed to the
subject to which that notion is attributed. �Thus the circular shape of
Gyges’ ring does not contain everything that the notion of that individual
ring contains, whereas God sees the individual notion of the ring—such as
that it will be swallowed by a fish and nevertheless returned to its master.�
Thus, the quality of being a king, which belongs to Alexander the Great, is
an abstraction from the subject, and so is not sufficiently determinate to
the individual, and does not involve the other qualities of the same subject,
nor everything which the notion of that prince includes; whereas God,
who sees the individual notion or haecceity [see also T6 n. 2] of Alexander,
sees in it at the same time the foundation and the reason for all the predi-
cates which can truly be said to belong to it, such as, for example, that he
would conquer Darius and Porus, even to the extent of knowing a priori
(and not by experience) whether he died a natural death or by poison,
something which we can know only from history. And, moreover, if we
consider carefully the interconnectedness of things, we can say that in the
soul of Alexander there are for all time remnants of everything that has
happened to him, and marks of everything that will happen to him—and
even traces of everything that happens in the universe, although it is only
God who can recognize them all.

9. That each singular substance expresses the whole universe in its own way, and

that everything that happens to it is included in its notion, with all the circum-

stances and the whole series of external things. Several considerable paradoxes
follow from this, amongst others that no two substances are entirely alike,
and differ only in number.6 �Another is that if bodies are substances their
nature cannot possibly consist only in size, shape, and motion; there must
be something else.� What St *Thomas affirms on this point about angels or
intelligences (‘that here every individual is a lowest species’) is true of all
substances, provided one takes the specific difference in the way that
geometers take it with regard to their figures. Another is that a substance
cannot begin except by creation, nor come to an end except by annihila-
tion; that one substance cannot be divided into two, nor one made from
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two, so that there is no natural increase or decrease in the number of sub-
stances, although they are often transformed. Moreover, each substance is
like a whole world, and like a mirror of God, or indeed of the whole uni-
verse, which each one expresses in its own fashion—rather as the same
town is differently represented according to the different situations of the
person who looks at it. In a way, then, the universe is multiplied as many
times as there are substances, and in the same way the glory of God is
redoubled by so many quite different representations of his work. In fact
we can say that each substance in some way carries the imprint of the infi-
nite wisdom and omnipotence of God, and imitates them in so far as it is
capable of it. For it expresses, albeit confusedly, everything which happens
in the universe, past, present, and future, and this has some resemblance to
an infinite perception or understanding. And as in their turn all other 
substances express this one and adapt themselves to it, we can say that 
it extends its power over all the others, in imitation of the Creator’s
omnipotence.

10. That the doctrine of substantial forms has some value, but such forms make

no difference to phenomena, and should not be used to explain particular effects. It
seems that the ancients, as well as many able men accustomed to deep
thought who taught theology and philosophy several centuries ago, and
some of whom were also admirable in their holiness, had some under-
standing of what we have said. That is what led them to introduce and to
defend *substantial forms, which are so decried today. But they were not so
far from the truth, nor so ridiculous as the common run of our new
philosophers suppose. I agree that reference to these forms serves no
purpose in a detailed explanation in physics, and should not be used in the
explanation of particular phenomena. That is where our *Scholastics went
wrong, and the doctors of the past in following their example: they
believed they could explain the properties of bodies by referring to forms
and qualities, without taking the trouble to find out how they worked: as if
we were happy to say that a clock has a time-indicative quality deriving
from its form, without considering what all that amounted to. (That might
in fact be enough for someone who bought it, provided he left its mainte-
nance to someone else.) But this weakness and misuse of forms should not
make us reject something an understanding of which is so vital in meta-
physics, to the extent that I maintain that without it we would not properly
understand the first principles, and could not raise the mind to the knowl-
edge of incorporeal natures and the wonders of God. However, a geome-
ter does not have to worry about the famous labyrinth of the composition
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of the continuum [see T7 n. 2], and a moral philosopher, or even less a
jurist or politician, need not trouble himself with the huge difficulties to be
found in trying to reconcile free will with God’s providence; for the
geometer can do all his demonstrations, and the politician can conclude all
his deliberations, without going in for these discussions, which are never-
theless necessary and important in philosophy and theology. In the same
way a physicist can explain his observations, sometimes using simpler
observations he has already made, sometimes geometrical and mechani-
cal demonstrations, without any need for general considerations which
belong to another sphere; and if he appeals to the concourse of God, or to
some soul, archée [*archeus], or other thing of that kind, he is talking non-
sense, just as much as someone who in an important practical deliberation
went into large-scale reflections about the nature of destiny and our
freedom. Indeed men often enough unthinkingly make this mistake,
when they bother their heads by thinking fatalistically, and sometimes 
are even deterred by it from some good resolution, or some important
action.

11. That the reflections of the so-called Scholastic theologians and philosophers

should not be completely despised. I know I am putting forward a considerable
paradox in claiming to rehabilitate to some extent the ancient philosophy,
and to recall substantial forms when they have been all but banished. �But
I do this only hypothetically, in so far as we can say that bodies are sub-
stances.� But perhaps I will not be quickly criticized when it is known that
I have meditated at length on modern philosophy, that I have devoted a lot
of time to physical observations and geometrical demonstrations, and
that I was long persuaded of the pointlessness of these entities. But in the
end I was obliged to take them up again despite myself, as if by force. This
was after researches of my own which made me see that our moderns do
not do justice to St Thomas and to other great men of that time, and that
in the views of Scholastic philosophers and theologians there is much
more of value than people suppose, provided they are used correctly and
in their proper place. In fact I am convinced that if some exact and
thoughtful mind took the trouble to clarify and digest their thoughts, in
the way the analytic geometers do, he would find a considerable treasure
of many very important and completely demonstrable truths.

12. That the notions which make up extension involve something imaginary, and

cannot constitute the substance of body. But, to return to the thread of our
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reflections, I believe that anyone who thinks about the nature of sub-
stance, as I have explained it above, will find �either that in metaphysical
strictness bodies are not substances (as indeed was the view of the
*Platonists), or� that the whole nature of body does not consist solely in
extension, that is to say in size, shape, and motion [see TT5. 2; 6. 18, 19].
We must also accept that there is something which has some resemblance
to a soul, and which is commonly called a substantial form—even though
it has no effect on phenomena, any more than does the soul of an animal,
if it has one. It can in fact be proved that the notions of size, of shape, and
of motion are not as distinct as we imagine, and that they involve some-
thing imaginary and relative to our perceptions, as also (but much more
so) do colour, heat, and other similar qualities, which we can doubt are
really there in the nature of external things. This is why qualities of this
kind could never constitute a substance. Moreover, if there is no principle
of identity in bodies other than those we have just mentioned, then a body
can never persist for more than a moment. However, the souls and sub-
stantial forms of other bodies are quite different from intelligent souls, the
only ones which know their own actions, and which not only do not natu-
rally come to an end, but in fact always retain the foundation of the knowl-
edge of what they are. This is what makes them alone liable to punishment
and reward, and what makes them citizens of the republic of the universe,
of which God is the monarch. It also follows that all other creatures must
serve them, of which we will speak more fully later.

13. That since the individual notion of each person involves once and for all

everything that will ever happen to him, we can see in that notion the a priori

proofs or reasons for the truth of every event, or why one thing happens rather than

another. But although certain, these truths are nevertheless contingent, for they

are based on the free will of God and of created things. It is true that there are

always reasons for their choices, but those reasons incline without necessitating.7
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But before going any further, we must try to resolve a great difficulty
which can arise from the foundations we have laid down. We have said that
the notion of an individual substance involves, once and for all, everything
that will ever happen to it; and that in considering that notion one can see
in it everything that can ever be truly said of it, just as we can see in the
nature of a circle all the properties that can be deduced from it. But it
seems that this means that the difference between contingent and neces-
sary truths will be destroyed, and that there will no longer be any room for
human freedom, and an absolute fate will reign over all our actions as well
as over all the rest of the events in the world. To this I reply that we have 
to make a distinction between what is certain and what is necessary.
Everyone agrees that future contingents are definite, since God can
foresee them; but this is not to say that they are necessary. But (it will be
said) if some conclusion can be infallibly deduced from a definition or
notion, it will be necessary. And here we are maintaining that everything
which happens to a person is already included implicitly in that person’s
nature or notion, just as its properties are in the definition of a circle; so the
difficulty still remains. In order to settle it decisively, I say that connection
or sequencing is of two kinds. One is absolutely necessary, and its contrary
implies a contradiction; such deduction pertains to eternal truths, such as
those of geometry. The other is necessary only ex hypothesi, and, so to
speak, accidentally; this is contingent in itself, and the contrary does not
imply a contradiction. This kind of connection is founded not on com-
pletely pure ideas and on God’s understanding alone, but also on his free
decrees, and on the history of the universe. Let us take an example. Since
Julius Caesar will become lifelong dictator and master of the Republic, and
will overthrow the freedom of the Romans, these actions are comprised in
his notion; because we are assuming that it is the nature of this kind of
perfect notion of a subject to include everything, so that the predicate will
be involved in it, ut possit inesse subjecto [so that it can be in the subject]. We
could say that it is not because of that notion or idea that he will perform
the action, since that notion applies to him only because God knows every-
thing. But, it will be insisted, his nature or form corresponds to that
notion, and since God has imposed this character on him, it is thereafter
necessary for him to comply with it. I could reply to that by instancing the
case of future contingents—they have as yet no reality except in God’s
understanding and will, yet since God has therein given them that form in
advance, they will nevertheless have to correspond to it. But I prefer to
resolve difficulties rather than excuse them by the example of other similar
difficulties, and what I am going to say will serve to clarify the one case as
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well as the other. So it is here that we have to apply the distinction between
different kinds of connnection. I say that what happens in accordance with
its antecedents is definite, but is not necessary; if anyone did the contrary,
he would not be doing anything impossible in itself, although it is (ex

hypothesi) impossible that it should happen. For if some person were
capable of completing the whole demonstration by means of which he
could prove this connection of the subject (which is Caesar) with the 
predicate (which is his successful enterprise), he would then show that the
future dictatorship of Caesar had its foundation in his notion or nature,
that a reason can be found there why he resolved to cross the Rubicon
rather than stop, and why he won rather than lost the day at Pharsalus: that
it was rational and therefore definite that this would happen, but not that it
is necessary in itself, or that the contrary implies a contradiction. In a
similar way it is rational and definite that God will always do the best,
although what is less perfect implies no contradiction. For we would find
that the demonstration of this predicate of Caesar’s is not as absolute as
those of numbers or of geometry—it presupposes the sequence of things
that God has freely chosen and which is founded on God’s primary free
decision, which is always to do what is most perfect, and on the decision
God made (as a consequence of that primary one) with regard to human
nature, which is that man will always (though freely) do what seems the
best. Now, any truth which is founded on this sort of decision is contin-
gent, even though it is certain, because decisions in no way alter the possi-
bility of things. And, as I have already said, although God certainly always
chooses the best, that does not stop something less perfect from being and
remaining possible in itself, even though it will not happen—for it is not its
impossibility but its imperfection which makes him reject it. But nothing is
necessary if its opposite is possible. We will, therefore, be in a position to
resolve these kinds of difficulty, however great they may seem (and in fact
they are no less serious for every one else who has ever dealt with this
matter), so long as we keep fully in mind that all these contingent proposi-
tions have reasons why they are so rather than otherwise—or alternatively
(and this is the same thing), that they have a priori proofs of their truth
which make them certain, and which show that the connection of the
subject with the predicate in these propositions has its foundation in the
nature of each. But they do not have necessary demonstrations, because
those reasons are only based on the principle of contingency or of the exis-
tence of things, that is, on what is or what appears the best among a
number of equally possible things. By contrast, necessary truths are
founded on the principle of contradiction, and on the possibility or 
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impossibility of essences themselves, without any regard to the free will of
God or of created things.8

14. God produces a variety of substances according to the different views he has of

the universe, and by God’s intervention the particular nature of each substance

results in a correspondence between what happens to one and what happens to all

the others, without their directly acting on one another. Having come to know
something of what the nature of substances consists in, we must try to
explain their dependence on one another, and their actions and passions.
Now, firstly, it is quite clear that created substances depend on God, who
conserves them and indeed who produces them continuously by a kind of
emanation, just as we produce our thoughts. For God, so to speak, turns
on all sides and considers in all ways the general system of phenomena
which he has found it good to produce in order to manifest his glory. And
as he considers all the faces of the world in all possible ways—for there is
no aspect which escapes his omniscience—the result of each view of the
universe, as looked at from a certain position, is, if God finds it good to
actualize his thoughts and to produce it, a substance which expresses the
universe in conformity with that view. And as God’s view is always correct,
so too are our perceptions; it is our judgements which are our own and in
which we go wrong. We said above, and it follows from what we have said
here, that each substance is like a separate world, independent of every
other thing except God. So all our phenomena, that is to say everything
which can ever happen to us, can only be consequences of our being.
These phenomena maintain a certain order in conformity with our
nature, or with the world which is in us, so to speak, and we are therefore
able to make observations which are useful for guiding our conduct, and
which are justified by the favourable outcome of future phenomena, so
that often we can judge the future by the past without falling into error.
We could therefore say that these phenomena are true, without concern-
ing ourselves with whether they are external to us, or whether others per-
ceive them too. Nevertheless, it is certainly true that the perceptions or
expressions of all substances correspond with one another in such a way
that each one, by carefully following certain principles or laws that it has
observed, finds itself in agreement with others which do the same—just 
as when several people have agreed to meet together in some place on 
a certain pre-arranged day, they can in fact do so if they choose. Now
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although they all express the same phenomena, their expressions do not
therefore have to be perfectly alike; it is enough that they are correlated—
just as a number of spectators believe they are seeing the same thing, and
do in fact understand each other, even though each one sees and speaks
according to his point of view. Now it is God alone (from whom all indi-
viduals continuously emanate, and who sees the universe not only as they
see it, but also completely differently from them all) who is the cause of
this correspondence in their phenomena, and brings it about that what is
particular to one is public to all. Otherwise there would be no connection
between them. It can therefore be said, in a way, and in a good sense,
although one far from common usage, that one particular substance never
acts on another particular substance any more than it is acted on by it. For
consider: what happens to each one is only a consequence of its idea or
complete notion and nothing else, because that idea already involves all
predicates or events, and expresses the whole universe. In reality nothing
can happen to us other than thoughts and perceptions, and all our future
thoughts and perceptions are only the consequences (albeit contingent) of
our preceding thoughts and perceptions. So if I were capable of consider-
ing distinctly everything which is happening or appearing to me now, I
would be able to see in it everything which will ever happen or appear to
me for all time. And it would not be prevented, and would still happen 
to me, even if everything outside me were destroyed, so long as there
remained only God and me. But since we attribute what we perceive in a
certain manner to other things, as though they were causes acting on us,
we must consider the basis of this judgement, and what truth there is 
in it.

15. The action of one finite substance on another consists only in an increase in

the degree of its expression combined with a decrease in that of the other, God

having formed them in advance in such a way that they fit together. But without
entering into a lengthy discussion it is enough for now to reconcile meta-
physical language with practice by saying that we rightly attribute more to
ourselves those phenomena which we express more perfectly, and we
attribute to other substances what each of them expresses best. So a sub-
stance which is infinitely extended, in so far as it expresses everything,
comes to be limited by its more or less perfect manner of expression. In
this way, therefore, we can understand how substances obstruct or limit
one another, and consequently we can say that in this sense they act on one
another, and are obliged to fit in, so to speak, with each other. For it can
happen that a change which enhances the expression of one diminishes
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that of another. Now, the virtue of a particular substance is to express the
glory of God well, and it is to the extent that it does so that it is less limited.
And each thing, when it exercises its virtue or power, that is to say when it
is active, changes for the better, and extends itself to the extent that it is
active. So when a change occurs which affects several substances (and actu-
ally all changes touch them all) I believe we can say that one which thereby
immediately passes to a higher degree of perfection or to a more perfect
expression exercises its power and acts; and one which passes to a lesser
degree shows its weakness and is acted on. I hold also that every action of a
substance which has perception signifies some pleasure, and every passivity
some sadness, and vice versa. It can easily happen, nevertheless, that a
present advantage is destroyed by a greater evil which follows. And that is
why we can sin when we are active or exerting our power and finding 
pleasure in it.

16. God’s extraordinary concourse9 is included in what our essence expresses, for

this expression extends to everything. But it goes beyond the forces of our nature or

of our distinct expression, which are finite and follow certain subordinate rules. It
now remains for us only to explain how it is possible that God sometimes
has influence on men or on other substances by an extraordinary or mirac-
ulous concourse, given that as everything that happens to them is merely a
consequence of their nature, it would seem as if nothing extraordinary or
miraculous can ever happen to them. But we must remember what we
said above about the place of miracles in the universe: that they always
conform to the universal law of the general order, even though they are
above subordinate rules. And since every person and every substance is
like a little world which expresses the larger world, we can also say that
such an extraordinary action by God on a substance is none the less mirac-
ulous, even though it is comprised in the general order of the universe in
so far as it is expressed by the essence or individual notion of that sub-
stance. This is why if we include in our nature everything that it expresses,
nothing is supernatural to it, because it extends to everything; an effect
always expresses its cause, and God is the true cause of substances. But
what our nature expresses more perfectly belongs to it more particularly,
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since, as I have just explained, it is in that that its power consists, and that it
is limited. Therefore there are many things which are beyond the powers
of our nature, and even beyond those of all limited natures. Consequently,
in order to speak more clearly I say that miracles and the extraordinary
concourse of God have the peculiarity that they cannot be foreseen by the
reasoning of any created mind, however enlightened, because the distinct
comprehension of the general order is beyond them all. By contrast,
everything which is called natural depends on less general rules that
created things can understand. So in order that our words should be as
blameless as their meaning, it will be as well to link certain ways of speech
with certain thoughts: that which includes all that we express can be called
our essence, and in so far as it expresses our union with God himself, it has
no limits, and there is nothing beyond it. But what is limited in us can be
called our nature or our power, and in this respect what is beyond the
nature of any created substance is supernatural.

17. An example of a subordinate rule of natural law, which shows that God

always systematically conserves the same force, but not, contrary to the *Cartesians

and many others, the same quantity of motion.10 I have already often mentioned
the subordinate rules, or laws of nature, and I think it would be good to give
an example. Our new philosophers standardly make use of the famous rule
that God always conserves the same quantity of motion in the world. In fact
it is very plausible, and in days gone by I used to think it was indubitable. But
I have since realized where the mistake lies. It is that M. *Descartes and
many other able mathematicians have believed that the quantity of
motion, that is to say the speed times the size of the moving thing, is exactly
the same as the moving force; or, geometrically speaking, that forces are
directly proportional to speeds and bodies. Now it is rational that the same
force should always be conserved in the universe. And when we look care-
fully at the phenomena we can clearly see that there is no place for perpet-
ual mechanical motion, because otherwise the force of a machine, which is
always slightly diminished by friction and so soon has to come to an end,
would be restored, and consequently would increase of itself without any
new impulse from outside. We also observe that a body’s force is dimin-
ished only to the extent that it gives some of it to adjacent bodies, or to its
own parts in so far as they have their own independent motion. Therefore,
they thought that what can be said of force can also be said of quantity of
motion. But in order to show the difference, I make an assumption: that a
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body falling from a certain height acquires enough force to rise back up
again, if its direction carries it that way, unless it is prevented. For example, a
pendulum would raise itself back to exactly the height from which it had
fallen, if the resistance of the air and various other little obstacles did not
slightly diminish the force it had acquired. I shall also make this assumption:
that as much force is necessary to raise a one-pound body A to the height of
four fathoms (CD), as to raise a four-pound body B to the height of one
fathom (EF) (see Fig. 1.1). All this is accepted by our new philosophers. It is
clear, then, that body A, having fallen from the height CD, has acquired
exactly as much force as has body B which has fallen from the height EF. For
body B, when it has reached F, has the force to climb back up to E (by the first
assumption), and so has the force to carry a four-pound body (its own body,
that is) to the height of one fathom (EF); and, similarly, the body A, when it
has reached D, has the force to climb back to C, and so has the force to carry
a one-pound body (its own body, that is) to the height of four fathoms (CD).
Therefore (by the second assumption) the forces of these two bodies are
equal. Let us now see whether the quantities of motion are the same on the
one side as on the other. But here one will be surprised to find that there is a
very great difference. For it has been demonstrated by *Galileo that the
speed acquired in the fall CD is double the speed acquired in the fall EF,
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although the height is quadruple. So let us multiply body A, which is equal
to 1, by its speed, which is 2, and the product, or the quantity of motion, will
be 2; on the other hand, multiply the body B, which is equal to 4, by its speed,
which is 1, and the product or the quantity of motion will be 4. Therefore
the quantity of motion of body A at the point D is half the quantity of
motion of body B at the point F, and yet their forces are equal. There is a
clear difference, therefore, between quantity of motion and force—which
is what we were trying to show. We can see from this that force should be
estimated by the size of the effect it can produce—for example, by the
height to which a heavy body of a particular size and type can be raised,
which is very different from the speed that can be given to it. In order to give
it twice the speed, more than double the force is required. Nothing could be
simpler than this proof, and M. Descartes only fell into error here because
he put too much trust in his thinking, even when it was insufficiently
mature. But I am astonished that his followers have not recognized this
mistake since. And I am afraid they are beginning gradually to resemble
some of the *Peripatetics whom they deride, and that they are getting into
the habit, like them, of consulting the books of their master rather than
reason and nature.

18. The distinction between force and quantity of motion is important. Amongst

other things it shows that in order to explain corporeal phenomena we must

appeal to metaphysical considerations apart from extension. This consideration
of force as distinct from quantity of motion is of some importance, not
only in physics and in mechanics for discovering the true laws of nature
and rules of motion—and indeed for correcting several practical errors
which have crept into the writings of some able mathematicians—but also
in metaphysics for understanding its principles better. For motion, if one
considers only what it precisely and formally comprises (that is to say,
change of place), is not an entirely real thing, and when several bodies
change their relative positions, it is not possible by consideration of those
changes alone to determine to which of them motion or rest should be
attributed—as I could show geometrically, if I wanted to break off to do it.
But the force or immediate cause behind those changes is something
which is more real, and there is enough of a basis for attributing it to one
body rather than to another; and it is, moreover, only by this that we can
know to which one the motion better belongs. Now, this force is some-
thing different from size, shape, and motion, and from that we can see that
not everything that we can conceive in bodies is a matter of extension and
its modifications, as our moderns persuade themselves. So we are again
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obliged to reintroduce certain beings or forms which the moderns have
banished. And it becomes more and more apparent that although all par-
ticular natural phenomena can be explained mathematically or mechani-
cally by those who understand them, the general principles of corporeal
nature and even of mechanics are nevertheless metaphysical rather than
geometrical, and relate to certain indivisible forms or natures, as the
causes of appearances, rather than to corporeal or extended mass. And
this is a reflection which is able to reconcile the mechanical philosophy of
the moderns with the circumspection of some intelligent, well-
intentioned people who fear, with some reason, that we might be endan-
gering piety by moving too far away from immaterial beings.

19. The usefulness of final causes in physical science. As I do not like to think
badly of people, I am not criticizing our new philosophers for attempting
to expel final causes from physics, but I have nevertheless to confess that
the consequences of this view seem to me dangerous—particularly when
it is combined with the one I refuted at the beginning of this discourse,
which seems to go as far as to reject them altogether, as if God in acting did
not intend any end or good, or as if the good were not the object of his will.
I hold that, on the contrary, that is just where we should look for the princi-
ple of all existent things and of the laws of nature, because God always
aims at the best and the most perfect. I am quite willing to admit that we
are liable to go wrong when we try to determine God’s ends or counsels,
but that is only when we want to tie them down to some particular design,
thinking he had only some single thing in view, whereas he has regard for
everything simultaneously. So, for example, it is a great mistake to think
that God made the world only for us, although it is true that he made it all
for us, and that there is nothing in the universe which does not concern us
and which is not also adjusted in view of the concern he has for us, in accor-
dance with the principles stated above. So when we see some good effect or
some perfection which happens or which follows from the works of God,
we can certainly say that it was God’s aim, because he does nothing by 
accident. He is not like us, who sometimes fail to do what is good. This is
why, so far from being mistaken in this—like over-enthusiastic political
observers who attribute too much subtlety to the designs of princes, or like
commentators who see too much learning in their author—one could
never attribute too much consideration to this infinite wisdom. There is no
subject in which there is less fear of error, so long as we only make affirma-
tions, and provided we avoid negative propositions which limit the designs
of God. Everyone who sees the admirable structure of animals is led to rec-
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ognize the wisdom of the Creator of things, and I advise those who have
some feeling of piety, and indeed of true philosophy, to avoid the expres-
sions of certain so-called free-thinkers who say that we see because we
happen to have eyes, but not that the eyes were made for seeing. If one seri-
ously maintains these views which attribute everything to the necessity of
matter or to some kind of chance (although either of these will seem
ridiculous to those who have understood what I have explained above), one
will find it difficult to be able to recognize an intelligent author of nature.
For effects must correspond to their causes, and indeed are known best by
the knowledge of their causes; so it is irrational to introduce a sovereign
intelligence which organizes things, and then, instead of its wisdom, to 
use only the properties of matter to explain phenomena. It would be as
though, in explaining a great prince’s victory in taking some important
place, a historian were to say it was because small particles of gunpowder,
released by the touch of a spark, went off with a speed capable of impelling
a hard, heavy body against the walls of the place, while the branches of the
particles of copper in the cannon were so well interlaced as not to be pulled
apart by that speed—instead of showing how the conqueror’s foresight
made him choose the appropriate time and means, and how his power
overcame all obstacles.

20. A memorable passage by Socrates in Plato’s ‘Phaedo’, against over-

materialist philosophers. This reminds me of a beautiful passage by Socrates
in Plato’s Phaedo, which agrees wonderfully well with my views on this
point, and seems to have been expressly written against our over-
materialist philosophers. This agreement made me want to translate it,
although it is a little long. Perhaps this sample will stimulate someone to
make available to us many other beautiful and solid thoughts to be found
in the writings of this famous author.11

21. If mechanical rules depended only on geometry and not on metaphysics, the

phenomena would be quite different. Now since the wisdom of God has
always been recognized in the detail of the mechanical structure of par-
ticular bodies, it must clearly also be shown in the general economy of the
world and in the constitution of the laws of nature. And that is clearly so,
because the counsels of this wisdom are discernible in the general laws of
motion. For if bodies were only extended masses, and motion were only
change of place, and if everything should and could be deduced by a geo-
metrical necessity from these definitions alone, it would follow, as I have
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shown elsewhere, that the smallest body, meeting the largest body at rest,
would give it the same speed as it itself had, without losing any of its own.
And a number of other such rules would have to be admitted, completely
contrary to the formation of a system. But the decision by the divine
wisdom to conserve always the same total force and direction has provided
one. In fact I find that many natural effects can be demonstrated twice
over, firstly by reference to efficient causes, and again by reference to final
causes—for example, by appealing to God’s decision to produce his effect
always in the easiest and the most determinate ways (as I have shown else-
where in explaining the rules of reflection and refraction, and about which
I shall say more presently).

22. Reconciliation of two methods, one of which works through final causes, the

other through efficient causes, in order to satisfy both those who explain nature

mechanically and those who appeal to incorporeal natures. It is good to point
this out, in order to reconcile those who hope to give a mechanical expla-
nation of the formation of the basic tissue of an animal, and the whole
mechanism of its parts, with those who explain that same structure
through final causes. Both are good, both can be useful, not only for admir-
ing the ingenuity of the great workman, but also for discovering some-
thing useful in physics and in medicine. Authors who follow these different
routes should not abuse each other. For I see that those who believe in
explaining the beauty of divine anatomy laugh at the others, who think
that an apparently fortuitous motion of particular fluids could have pro-
duced such a beautiful variety of limbs, and they call such people rash and
profane. They, on the other hand, call the others simple and superstitious,
and say they are like the ancients who took physical scientists to be
impious when they held that it was not Jupiter who produced thunder but
some kind of matter in the clouds. It would be best to combine the two
approaches, because—if a mundane comparison may be permitted—I rec-
ognize and praise a workman’s skill not only by showing what designs he
had in making the parts of his machine, but also by explaining the tools he
used to make each part, especially when those tools are simple and inge-
niously contrived. God is such a skilful worker that he could produce a
machine a thousand times more ingenious than those of our bodies, using
only various quite simple fluids that were expressly produced, so that ordi-
nary laws of nature were all it took to organize them in the appropriate
way to produce such an admirable effect. But it is also true that this would
not be so if God were not the designer of nature. However, I find that the
way of efficient causes, while in fact being deeper and in some way more
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immediate and a priori, is correspondingly rather difficult when it comes
to detail; and I believe that our philosophers are for the most part still far
removed from it. By contrast, the way of final causes is easier, but is never-
theless frequently of use in discovering important and useful truths, truths
which one would take a long time to find by the other, more physical
route. Anatomy provides important examples of this; and *Snell, the first
formulator of the rules of refraction, would have been a long time finding
them, if he had tried first to find out how light is formed. But evidently he
followed the method which the ancients used for catoptrics,12 which is in
fact that of final causes. For, by looking for the easiest way to get a ray from
one given point to another by reflection in a given plane (on the assump-
tion that this is the way nature was designed), they discovered the equality
of the angles of incidence and of reflection—as we can see in a little trea-
tise by *Heliodorus of Larissa and elsewhere. M. Snell, as I believe, and
after him (although without knowing about him) M. *Fermat, have more
ingeniously applied this to refraction. Since rays in the same media
observe the same ratio of sines as that between the resistances of the
media, this turns out to be the easiest, or at least the most determinate
route to get from a given point in one medium to a given point in another.
The demonstration of this same theorem which M. *Descartes tried to
give by the way of efficient causes is far from being as good. There is at
least room to suspect that he would never have found it by his method if he
had not been told in Holland of Snell’s discovery [see also T5. 24].13

23. Returning to immaterial substances, it is explained how God acts on the

mind’s understanding, and whether we always have an idea of what we are think-

ing about. I have thought it appropriate to stress to some extent these con-
siderations about final causes, incorporeal natures, and an intelligent
cause in relation to bodies, in order to show their usefulness even in physi-
cal science and mathematics. On the one hand I hope this will clear the
mechanical philosophy of the profanity it has been charged with, and on
the other I hope it will raise the minds of our philosophers from purely
material considerations to more noble contemplation. It is now time to
return from bodies to immaterial natures, and in particular to minds, and
to say something about the way in which God chooses to enlighten and 
to act on them. There is no doubt that here too there are certain laws 
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of nature, of which I will be able to speak more fully elsewhere. For the
moment it will be enough to say a little about ideas—as to whether we see
all things in God, and how God is our light. Now it is appropriate to point
out that misusing ideas gives rise to many errors. For, when we reason
about something, we imagine we have an idea of it, and on this basis some
ancient and modern philosophers have grounded a very imperfect proof
of God. Thus, they say, it is certain that I have an idea of God or of a perfect
being, because I can think about him, and one cannot think without an
idea. Now the idea of this being involves all perfections, and existence is
one of them—consequently, it exists. But we often think of impossible
chimeras—for example, of the greatest speed, or the largest number, or
the meeting of a conchoid with its base or rule—so this reasoning will not
do. In this sense, therefore, we can say that there are true and false ideas,
according to whether the thing in question is possible or not. And we can
boast of having an idea of the thing only when we are assured of its possi-
bility. So the above argument only proves that God necessarily exists if he
is possible. It is indeed an excellent privilege of the divine nature to need
only its possibility or essence in order actually to exist—exactly what is
called an ens a se [*ens per se].14

24. What clear and obscure, distinct and confused, adequate and inadequate,

intuitive and suppositive knowledge are; nominal, real, causal, and essential defi-

nition. To understand the nature of ideas better we must say something
about the different kinds of knowledge. When I can recognize one thing
among others without being able to say what its differences or properties
consist in, my knowledge is confused. In this way we sometimes know
clearly, without being in any way in doubt, whether a poem or a painting is
good or bad, because there is a certain je ne sais quoi which pleases or
offends us. But when I can explain the evidence I am using, the knowledge
is distinct. An assayer’s knowledge is like this; he can distinguish true from
false gold by means of certain tests or marks which make up the definition
of gold. But distinct knowledge has different levels, because the notions
which enter into the definition usually require definition themselves, and
are known only confusedly. But when everything which enters into a defi-
nition or an item of distinct knowledge is known distinctly, right down to
the primary notions, I call the knowledge adequate. And when my mind
simultaneously and distinctly understands all the primary ingredients of a
notion, it has intuitive knowledge of it. This is very rare; most human
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knowledge is only confused, or suppositive. It is also important to distin-
guish nominal and real definitions: I call it a nominal definition when it can
still be doubted whether the notion defined is possible; for example, if I say
that an endless spiral is a solid line whose parts are congruent or could be
placed one on top of another, anyone who does not already know from
elsewhere what an endless spiral is can doubt whether such a line is possi-
ble—even though this is in fact a reciprocal property of an endless spiral,
because other lines whose parts are congruent (and the circumference of a
circle and a straight line are the only ones) are planar, that is to say they can
be described in a plane. This shows that any reciprocal property can serve
as a nominal definition; but when the property shows the thing’s possibil-
ity, it makes a real definition. Now in so far as we have only a nominal defin-
ition, we cannot be sure of the consequences that we draw from it,
because if it conceals some contradiction or impossibility, inconsistent
conclusions could be drawn from it. This is why truths certainly do not
depend on names, and are certainly not arbitrary, as some new philoso-
phers have believed.15 Finally, there is also a considerable difference
between different kinds of real definition; for when possibility is proved
only by experience, the definition is merely real and nothing more: as in
the definition of quicksilver, whose possibility we know because we know
that there is in fact a body which is an extremely heavy, yet quite volatile,
fluid. But when the proof of the possibility is a priori, the definition is both
real and causal, as when it contains the possible generation of the thing.
And when it takes the analysis to its limits or as far as primary notions,
without assuming anything which itself requires an a priori proof of its
possibility, the definition is perfect, or essential.

25. In what cases our knowledge is combined with the contemplation of an idea.
Now it is obvious that we have no idea of a notion which is impossible.
And when our knowledge is merely suppositive, we do not contemplate the
idea even if we have it. For such a notion is known only in the same way as
notions which involve a concealed impossibility, and if it is in fact possible,
we cannot learn that it is through that way of knowing. For example,
when I think of a thousand, or of a chiliagon, I often do so without con-
templating the idea—as when I say that a thousand is ten times a hundred,
without bothering to think what ten and a hundred are, because I suppose I
know, and do not see any need at the moment to stop to think about it. 
So it can easily happen, and indeed quite often does, that I am mistaken
about a notion which I suppose or believe I understand, when in fact it is
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impossible, or at least incompatible with the others to which I join it; and
whether I am mistaken or not, this suppositive manner of conceiving is the
same. It is therefore only when our knowledge of confused notions is clear,
or when our knowledge of distinct notions is intuitive, that we see their
complete ideas. �However, we actually have in our mind all possible ideas,
and indeed in a confused way we think of them all the time.�

26. That we have within us all ideas; Plato’s doctrine of reminiscence. In order
properly to understand what an idea is, we must avoid an equivocation.
Many people take an idea to be the form or differentia of our thoughts. On
this view we have the idea in our mind only when we are thinking of it, and
whenever we think of it again we have different but similar ideas of the
same thing. But it seems that others take ideas to be immediate objects of
our thought, or permanent forms which remain even when we are not
contemplating them. In fact our soul does always have in it the ability to
represent to itself any nature or form when the occasion for thinking of it
arises. And I believe that that ability of our soul, in so far as it expresses
some nature, form, or essence, is properly called an idea of the thing, and
it is in us, and is always in us, whether we are thinking of the thing or not.
For our soul expresses God and the universe, and all essences as well as all
existences. This fits in with my principles, for nothing naturally enters our
mind from outside, and it is a bad habit of ours to think of our soul as
receiving messenger species, or as if it had doors and windows. We have all
these forms in our mind and indeed always have had; because the mind
always expresses all its future thoughts, and is already thinking confusedly
of everything it will ever think clearly. And there is nothing we could ever
learn of which we do not already have in our mind the idea, which is like
the matter out of which the thought is formed. This is what *Plato under-
stood so well, when he put forward his doctrine of reminiscence, which is
very sound, provided we take it in the right way and remove the mistake
about pre-existence, and do not imagine that the soul must already at
some other time have distinctly known and thought about what it learns
and thinks about now. He also confirmed his opinion by a beautiful exper-
iment.16 He introduces a small boy whom he gradually leads to very diffi-
cult geometrical truths about incommensurables, without telling him
anything, only asking him a sequence of appropriate questions. This
shows us that our souls have virtual knowledge of all these things, and that
to grasp these truths they need only to have their attention drawn to them.
Consequently, they have at least the ideas on which those truths depend,
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and we can even say that they already possess these truths, if we consider
them as relations between ideas.

27. How our soul can be compared with a blank tablet, and in what way our

notions come from the senses. *Aristotle preferred to compare our souls to as
yet blank tablets which could be written on, and he held that there is
nothing in our understanding which does not come from the senses.17 This
squares better with popular notions, as is usually the case with Aristotle;
whereas Plato goes deeper. However, these traditional or practical forms
of speech are acceptable in ordinary usage—just as we see that people who
follow *Copernicus still say that the sun rises and sets. In fact I often find
that we can give them a good meaning, according to which there is
nothing false in them. As I have already remarked, there is a way in which
it can truly be said that particular substances act on each other, and, in this
same sense (because some external things contain or express more partic-
ularly the reasons which determine our soul to certain thoughts), we can
also say that we receive knowledge from outside by the agency of the
senses. But when we are concerned with the exactness of metaphysical
truths, it is important to recognize that the extent and independence of
our soul go infinitely further than ordinary people imagine, although in
the ordinary practice of life we only attribute to it what is most obviously
perceived, and what belongs to us in a particular manner, because there is
no point in going any further. It would nevertheless be good to choose spe-
cific terms for each sense so as to avoid equivocation. So those expressions
which are in our soul, whether conceived or not, can be called ideas; but
those that are conceived or formed can be called notions, or concepts. But in
whatever way we take it, it is always false to say that all our notions come
from the senses that are called external. For the notion I have of myself
and of my thoughts, and therefore of being, substance, action, identity,
and many others, all come from an internal experience.

28. God is the only immediate object of our perceptions which exists outside us,

and he alone is our light. Now in strict metaphysical truth there is no external
cause which acts on us, except God alone, and he alone communicates
himself to us directly in virtue of our continual dependence. It follows that
there is no other external object which touches our soul and which directly
excites our perceptions. Furthermore, in our soul we have ideas of all things
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only because of the continual action of God upon us: in other words,
because all effects express their causes, and so the essence of our soul is a
particular expression, imitation, or image of God’s essence, thought, and
will, and of all the ideas which are comprised in it. So we can say that God
alone is our immediate external object, and that we see all things through
him. For example, when we see the sun and the stars, it is God who gave us
and who conserves in us their ideas, and who by his ordinary concurrence
determines us actually to think of them when our senses are suitably dis-
posed in accordance with the laws he has established. God is the sun and the
light of souls, the light enlightening every man that comes into this world;18

and this is not a new opinion. I remember having remarked on other occa-
sions that in addition to Holy Scripture and the Holy Fathers, who have
always been more for Plato than for Aristotle, in the time of the Scholastics,
many people held that God is the light of the soul, or, as they used to say, ‘the
active intellect of the rational soul’. The *Averroists took this in the wrong
way, but others (among whom I think are *William of St Amour, and
several mystical theologians) have taken it in a manner worthy of God and
capable of raising the soul to knowledge of its true good.

29. However, we think directly through our own ideas and not through God’s.
However, I do not share the opinion of some able philosophers who seem
to maintain that our ideas themselves are not in any way in us, but are in
God.19 In my view this comes from not yet having sufficiently thought
about what we have explained here about substances, and about the total
extent and independence of our soul, which mean that it contains every-
thing that happens to it, and expresses God, and with him all possible and
actual beings, as an effect expresses its cause. And it is in fact inconceivable
that I should think with someone else’s ideas. And what is more, the soul
must actually be affected in a certain way when it thinks of something, and
it must have in it in advance not only the passive power of being affected in
this way (which is already completely determinate), but also an active
power in virtue of which its nature has always contained evidence of the
future production of this thought, and dispositions to produce it at 
the right time. And all this already incorporates the idea comprised in the
thought.

30. How God inclines our soul without necessitating it; that we have no right to

complain; that we should not ask why Judas sinned, since that free act is included

in his notion; we should only ask why Judas the sinner was admitted into existence
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in preference to some other possible people. Original imperfection or limitation,

prior to sin; the different levels of grace. As regards God’s action on the human
will, there are a number of quite difficult points which it would be tedious
to pursue here. Nevertheless, this in outline is what we can say. In his ordi-
nary concourse with our actions, God only follows the laws which he has
established; that is to say, he continually conserves and continually pro-
duces our being in such a way that our thoughts occur spontaneously and
freely in the order laid down by the notion of our individual substance, in
which they could be foreseen from all eternity. Furthermore, he deter-
mines our will to choose what appears the best, yet without necessitating
it. This is in virtue of his decision that our will should always tend to the
apparent good, thus expressing or imitating the will of God in certain par-
ticular areas, with respect to which this apparent good always has some
truth in it. For speaking absolutely, our will is in a state of indifference, in 
so far as indifference is opposed to necessity, and it has the power to do 
otherwise, or to suspend its action altogether, both alternatives being and
remaining possible. It is therefore up to the soul to take precautions against
being surprised by what appears to it by a firm resolution to reflect, and in
certain situations not to act or judge without mature and thorough deliber-
ation. It is true, however, and indeed it is certain from all eternity, that a par-
ticular soul will not make use of this power on such and such an occasion.
But whose fault is that? Does it have anyone to blame but itself ? For all such
complaints after the fact are unjust if they would have been unjust before
it. But would it have been fair for this soul, just before sinning, to complain
of God, as if he were determining it to sin? Since God’s determinations in
these matters are things that cannot be foreseen, how could the soul know
that it was determined to sin unless it was already actually sinning? It is
simply a matter of choosing not to; and God could not have set an easier or
fairer condition than that. Moreover, judges do not look for the reasons
which have led a person to have an evil intent, but concern themselves only
with how evil it is. But perhaps it is certain from all etermity that I shall sin?
Answer that yourself: perhaps not. And instead of wondering about what
you cannot know and what can tell you nothing, act according to your
duty, which you do know. But someone else will say, how does it happen
that this man will certainly sin? The reply is easy: it is that otherwise he
would not be this man. For God sees from all time that there will be a
certain Judas whose notion or idea, which God has, contains that future
free action. The only remaining question therefore is why such a Judas, the
traitor, who in God’s idea is merely possible, actually exists. But to that
question there is no reply to be expected on this earth, except that in
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general we should say that since God found it good that he should exist,
despite the sin which he foresaw, it must be that this evil is repaid with inter-
est somewhere in the universe, that God will derive some greater good
from it, and all in all that it will turn out that the sequence of things which
includes the existence of this sinner is the most perfect out of all the other
possible ways. But while we are travellers in this world we cannot always
explain the admirable economy of that choice. It is enough to know what it
is without understanding it. And at this point it is time to acknowledge alti-

tudinem divitiarum [the extent of the riches], the unfathomable depth,20 of
the divine wisdom, and not to try to find one detail which incorporates infi-
nite considerations. It is, however, clear that God is not the cause of evil.
For not only since the loss of man’s innocence has his soul been possessed
by original sin, but even before that, there was a fundamental limitation or
imperfection intrinsic to all created things which makes them capable of
sin and of error. Thus there is no more difficulty from the point of view of
the supralapsarians21 than there is for anyone else. And it is this, in my view,
that the opinion of St *Augustine and other authors that the root of evil is
in nothingness comes down to—that is to say, it is in the privation or limita-
tion of created things, which God by his grace remedies by the degree of
perfection that he is pleased to give. This grace of God, whether ordinary
or extraordinary, has its levels and its proportions. It is always sufficient in
itself to produce an appropriate effect, and, moreover, it is always suffi-
cient, not only to save us from sin, but also to provide salvation, providing
that man also contributes to it what he has in himself. But it is not always
sufficient to overcome a man’s inclinations—otherwise he would no
longer be responsible for anything; that is true only in the case of
absolutely effective grace, which is always victorious, whether through
itself or through the combination of circumstances.

31. The reasons for election, foreseen faith, middle knowledge,22 absolute decrees,

and that everything comes down to the reason why God chose and decided to admit
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into existence a certain possible person, whose notion contains a certain series of

graces and free actions. Which removes the difficulties at a stroke. Finally, God’s
graces are totally pure, and creatures have no right to them. However,
although it is insufficient in explaining the choices God makes in dispens-
ing these graces to appeal to either his absolute or his conditional fore-
knowledge of men’s future actions, at the same time we must not imagine
that there are absolute decrees, which have no rational grounds. As
regards God’s foreknowledge of our faith or good works, it is quite true
that God has chosen only those whose faith and charity he foresaw, whom
he foresaw he would endow with faith. But the same question recurs: why
will God give the grace of faith or of good works to some rather than to
others? And as regards that knowledge of God which is his foresight, not of
faith and of good deeds, but of the material or predisposition for them, or
of what man himself contributes towards them (since it is true that there is
variation on man’s side corresponding to that on the side of grace, and
since in fact man, although he needs to be stimulated to the good and con-
verted to it, must also then perform it), it seems to many that it could be
said that since God sees what man would do without grace or extraordi-
nary assistance, or at least what there would be from his side if grace were
discounted, he could resolve to give grace to those whose natural disposi-
tions were the best, or at least were less imperfect or less sinful. But if that
were so, it could be said that those natural dispositions, to the extent that
they are good, are also the effect of grace, although in this case ordinary
grace, because God has favoured some more than others. Moreover, since
according to this doctrine he knows perfectly well that the natural advan-
tages he gives will be the ground for his grace or extraordinary help, is it
not true that in the end everything in fact reduces entirely to his mercy? I
believe then (since we do not know to what extent or in what way God
takes account of natural dispositions in the dispensing of grace) that the
most precise and the safest thing to say (in accordance with our principles
and as I have already remarked) is that among possible beings there must
be the person of Peter or of John whose notion or idea contains this whole
sequence of ordinary and extraordinary graces, and all the rest of these
events and their circumstances, and that from amongst an infinity of other
equally possible people it pleased God to choose that person for actual
existence. After that it seems that there is nothing more to ask, and that all
the difficulties disappear. For as to this single great question why it pleased
God to choose him from among all other possible persons, it would be
very unreasonable not to be satisfied with the general reasons that we have
given, the details of which are beyond us. So, instead of having recourse to
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an absolute decree which is unreasonable because there are no reasons for
it, or to reasons which do not succeed in resolving the difficulty and them-
selves stand in need of other reasons, it would be best to say in agreement
with St Paul23 that there are certain great reasons for it, reasons of wisdom
or of appropriateness which God has observed and which are unknown to
mortals and are founded on the general order, whose aim is the greatest
perfection of the universe. The motives of the glory of God and the mani-
festation of his justice, as well as of his mercy and his perfections generally,
and all in all the immense profundity of riches which enraptured the soul
of that same St Paul, come down in the end to that.

32. The usefulness of these principles in matters of piety and religion.
Moreover, the thoughts we have now explained, and in particular the great
principle of the perfection of God’s operations and that of the notion of a
substance which contains all its events together with all their circum-
stances, so far from harming religion, serve to reinforce it. Far better than
the theories we have seen before, they serve to dissipate some very serious
difficulties, to inspire souls with love of God and to elevate minds to the
understanding of incorporeal substances. For it is clear that all other sub-
stances depend on God, in the way that thoughts emanate from our sub-
stance; that God is all in all, and that he is intimately united to all created
things, though to an extent proportional to their perfection; that it is he
alone who by his influence determines them from outside, and therefore,
if to act is immediately to determine, it can be said in this sense and in the
language of metaphysics that God alone operates on me, and he alone can
do me good or harm. Other substances only contribute to the reason for
those changes, because God, who has regard to them all, shares out his
blessings and makes them adjust to one another. So God alone produces
the connection or communication between substances: it is through him
that the phenomena of one coincide or agree with those of another, and as
a result that there is reality in our perceptions. But it is not always neces-
sary to mention the universal cause in particular cases, and so in practice
activity is attributed to particular reasons in the sense that I explained
above. We can also see that every substance has a perfect spontaneity
(which in intelligent substances becomes freedom), that everything which
happens to them is a consequence of their idea or of their being, and that
nothing determines them except God alone. This is why a certain person
[*Teresa] of very lofty mind and revered holiness used to say that the soul
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should often think in terms of there being only God and it in the world.
Nothing can make us understand immortality better than this indepen-
dence and extent of the soul, which means it is completely protected from
everything external, since it alone constitutes its whole world, and
together with God is sufficient for itself. It is therefore as impossible that it
should come to an end without annihilation as it is that the world of which
it is a perpetual living expression should destroy itself. And it is not possible
that changes in the extended mass we call our body should do anything 
to the soul, or that the dissolution of that body could destroy what is 
indivisible.

33. Explanation of the communication between the soul and the body, which has

beeen taken to be inexplicable or miraculous, and the origin of confused percep-

tions. We also get an explanation of the great mystery of the union of the

soul and the body, that is to say, how it comes about that the passive and
active states of the one are accompanied by active and passive states, or by
suitable phenomena, in the other. For in no way is it conceivable that the
one has an influence over the other, and it is not rational just to fall back on
the extraordinary operation of the universal cause in something which is
ordinary and particular. Here, then, is the true explanation of it: we have
said that everything which happens to the soul and to each substance is a
consequence of its notion. Therefore, the mere idea or essence of the soul
specifies that all its appearances or perceptions must arise spontaneously
from its own nature, and in just such a way that they correspond of them-
selves to what happens in the whole universe, but also more particularly
and more perfectly to what happens in the body which is assigned to it.
Because in a way, and for a time, it is because of the relation of other bodies
to its own that the soul expresses the state of the universe. This also
explains how our body belongs to us despite not being attached to our
essence. And I believe that people who think deeply will think well of our
principles for that very reason: that they can easily see what the connection
between the soul and the body consists in, a connection which seems inex-
plicable in any other way. We can also see that the perceptions of our
senses, even when clear, must necessarily contain some confused feeling.
For since all bodies in the universe are in sympathy, ours receives the
impressions of all the others, and although our senses bear relations to
everything, it is not possible for our soul to attend to everything in all of its
particulars. Thus our confused feelings are the result of a variety of per-
ceptions which is indeed infinite—very like the confused murmur a
person hears when approaching the sea-shore, which comes from the
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putting together of the reverberations of innumerable waves. For if
several perceptions do not come together to make one, and there is no one
which stands out above all the others, and if they all make impressions
which are more or less equally strong and equally capable of catching its
attention, the soul can only perceive them confusedly.

34. The difference between minds and other substances, souls, or substantial

forms; and that the immortality we require implies memory. �Something I don’t
attempt to decide is whether, in metaphysical strictness, bodies are sub-
stances, or whether, like the rainbow, they are only true phenomena, and
consequently whether there are substances, souls, or substantial forms
which are not intelligent. However,� [i]f we suppose that bodies which
compose a *unum per se, such as man, are substances and have substantial
forms, and that animals have souls, we have to admit that these souls and
substantial forms cannot completely come to an end any more than, in the
view of other philosophers, atoms or the ultimate parts of matter can. For
no substance ever comes to an end, although it may become very different.
They too express the whole universe, although more imperfectly than
minds. But the principal difference is that they do not know what they are,
nor what they do, and so they cannot reflect, and therefore can never dis-
cover necessary and universal truths. It is also for the lack of such self-
reflection that they have no moral quality, which means that since they
pass through perhaps a thousand transformations (as when a caterpillar
changes into a butterfly), it makes no moral or practical difference to speak
as if they did cease to exist. The same can be said at the level of physical
science, as when we say that bodies perish through dissolution. But the
intelligent soul, which knows what it is, and can say that word ‘I’, which
says so much, not only metaphysically remains and subsists more than the
others, but also morally remains the same and constitutes the same
person. For it is memory, or the knowledge of this ‘I’, which renders it
capable of punishment and reward. Furthermore, the immortality
required by morality and religion does not just consist in this perpetual
subsistence which goes with all substances, for without the memory of
what one has been, it would not be anything desirable. Suppose that
someone could suddenly become the King of China, but only on condi-
tion of forgetting what he had been, as if he had just been born all over
again. Would it not in practice, or in terms of perceivable effects, be the
same as if he had been annihilated, and a King of China had been created
at the same instant in his place? And that is something which that individ-
ual could have no reason to want.
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35. The excellence of minds; that God considers them in preference to other crea-

tures; that minds express God rather than the world, and that other simple sub-

stances express the world rather than God. But to show by natural reasons that
God will always conserve not only our substance, but also our person (that
is, the memory and the knowledge of what we are—although distinct
knowledge of it is sometimes suspended in sleep or in faints), we must
connect morality to metaphysics. In other words, we must consider God
not only as the principle and the cause of all substances and of all beings,
but also as the leader of all persons or intelligent substances, or as the
absolute monarch of the most perfect city or republic, such as is the uni-
verse composed of all minds. For God himself is the most accomplished of
all minds, as well as the greatest of all beings. For minds certainly are the
most perfect of beings, and express the Divinity best. �For minds are either
the only substances there are in the world—if bodies are only true phe-
nomena—or else at least they are the most perfect.� And since the whole
nature, end, virtue, or function of substances is only to express God and
the universe (as I have sufficiently explained), there is no room to doubt
that substances which express it with knowledge of what they do, and
which are capable of understanding great truths about God and the uni-
verse, express it incomparably better than those natures which are either
animal and incapable of knowing any truths, or which are completely
lacking in feeling and knowledge. The difference between intelligent sub-
stances and those which are not is as great as that between a mirror and a
person who sees. For since God himself is the greatest and wisest of
minds, it is easy to see that beings with whom he can enter into conversa-
tion, so to speak, and indeed into society (by communicating to them his
opinions and his will in a particular manner, and in such a way that they
can know and love their benefactor), must concern him infinitely more
than all other things, which can serve only as the tools of minds. In the
same way we see that wise people always value a man infinitely more than
any other thing, however precious it may be. And it seems that the greatest
satisfaction that a soul which otherwise is content can have is to see itself
loved by others; although with regard to God there is the difference that
his glorification and our worship can add nothing to his satisfaction,
because the knowledge of created things, far from contributing to it or
being its partial cause, is only a consequence of his sovereign and perfect
happiness. However, what is good and rational in finite spirits is emi-
nently24 in him, and just as we would praise a king who preferred to save a
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man’s life rather than that of the rarest and most precious of his animals,
so we should not doubt that the most enlightened and the most just of all
monarchs would think the same.

36. God is the monarch of the most perfect republic, composed of all minds, and

the happiness of this City of God is his main aim. Minds are actually the most
perfectible of substances, and their perfections have the special feature
that they obstruct one another the least, or rather that they help one
another—for only the most virtuous can be the most perfect friends. It
manifestly follows from this that God, who always aims at the greatest per-
fection in general, will have the most care for minds, and will give them
(not only in general, but also to each one in particular) the highest level of
perfection that the universal harmony will allow. Indeed we can say that it
is in so far as he is a mind that God is the origin of existences—otherwise,
if he did not have a will with which to choose the best, there would be no
reason for one possible to exist in preference to others. So this quality
which God has, of himself being a mind, takes precedence over all other
considerations that he can have with regard to created things. Only minds
are made in his image, and are of his race, as it were, or as children of his
house, for only they can serve him freely, and act with knowledge in imita-
tion of the divine nature. A single mind is worth a whole world, since it not
only expresses the world, but also knows it, and governs itself there after
the fashion of God, so that it seems that although all substances express all
the universe, nevertheless substances other than spirits express the world
rather than God, whereas spirits express God rather than the world. This
great nobility of nature, which brings minds as near to the Divinity as is
possible for mere created things, means that God derives infinitely more
glory from minds than from all other beings, or rather that other beings
only provide the material for minds to glorify him. This is why this moral
quality of God’s, which makes him the lord or monarch of minds, involves
him, so to speak, personally, in a quite special manner. It is in this that he
makes himself human, that he is willing to suffer anthropomorphisms,
and that he enters into society with us, as a prince with his subjects. This
concern is so dear to him that the happy and flourishing state of his
empire, which consists in the greatest possible happiness of the inhabi-
tants, becomes the most supreme of his laws. For happiness is to people
what perfection is to beings. And if the first principle of the existence of
the physical world is the decision to give it the greatest possible perfection,
then the first aim for the moral world or the city of God, which is the
noblest part of the universe, must be to spread in it the greatest possible
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happiness. So we must not doubt that, in order that his city should never
lose anyone, as the world has never lost a single substance, God has
ordained everything so that minds not only can live for ever, which is
unquestionable, but also that they should always retain their moral quality.
Consequently, they will always know what they are, otherwise they would
not be susceptible of reward or punishment, which, however, is essential
to any republic, and especially to the most perfect, where nothing could
ever be neglected. In fact since God is simultaneously the most just and the
most good-natured of monarchs, and since he demands only a good will,
provided that it is sincere and serious, his subjects could not ask for any
better condition. To make them perfectly happy, all that God asks is that
they should love him.

37. Jesus Christ revealed to men the wonderful mystery and laws of the Kingdom

of Heaven, and the splendour of the supreme happiness that God prepares for

those who love him. Ancient philosophers had very little knowledge of these
important truths. Only Jesus Christ has expressed them divinely well, and
in a manner so clear and so accessible that even the dullest minds could
understand them. And his gospel has entirely changed the face of all things
human. He has told us about the Kingdom of Heaven, that perfect repub-
lic of minds which deserves the title of the City of God, and whose
admirable laws he has revealed to us. He alone has shown how much God
loves us, and how exactly he has provided for everything which concerns
us: that since he cares for sparrows, he will not neglect the rational crea-
tures who are infinitely dearer to him; that all the hairs of our heads are
counted; that the sky and the earth will perish before the word of God and
what relates to the provision of our salvation is changed; that God has
more concern for the least of intelligent souls than for the whole machine
of the world; that we should have no fear of those who can destroy the
body but cannot harm the soul, since God alone can make us happy or
unhappy; that the souls of the just are safe in his hands from all the revolu-
tions of the universe, since nothing is capable of acting on them except
God alone; that none of our actions is forgotten, and that everything is
taken into account, even our idle words, or even a spoonful of water well
used; and, finally, that all must result in the greatest good, that the just shall
be as suns, and that neither our senses nor our minds have ever tasted 
anything approaching the happiness which God prepares for those who
love him.
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APPENDICES

A

Sections 8–11 contain Leibniz’s much discussed ‘complete notion’ account of
individual substances.

The traditional *Aristotelian doctrine according to which an individual sub-
stance is that to which predicates are attributed but which is not the attribute of
anything else is all right as far as it goes, Leibniz says. But it does not go far
enough. It does not explain what it is for a substance to have a predicate ‘truly
attributed’ to it.

It is hardly obvious just what it is that Leibniz thinks needs explaining here. It
remains unclear even when, towards the end of Sect. 8, we have his explanation—
that substances do not just have predicates; they have ‘complete notions’, notions
from which all their predicates can be deduced.

One of Leibniz’s steps on the way to this metaphysical conclusion that sub-
stances have ‘complete notions’ is a logical doctrine about truth: all true proposi-
tions (e.g. ‘Newton was a mathematician’) are such that the ‘subject term must
always involve that of the predicate’.

This logical doctrine that all true propositions are such that the predicate is
contained in the subject appears to involve the idea that all propositions are of the
subject–predicate form (‘Newton was a mathematician’), and that none are of a
relational form (‘Newton was annoyed with Leibniz’). There has been much dis-
cussion whether Leibniz denied relations (both at the level of logic, as here, and
the level of metaphysics, as at Sect. 14, according to which ‘each substance is like
a separate world’): see Cover (1989), D’Agostino (1976), Earman (1977), Hintikka
(1972), Ishiguro (1972a, chs. 5, 6; 1972b), Kulstad (1980), Mates (1968, Sect. 6),
Mugnai (1981, 1988), Rescher (1981b), Wong (1980).

Bertrand Russell (1900, 1937, ch. 1) and Louis Couturat (1972), in their highly
influential work on Leibniz at the beginning of this century, both held this ‘notion
inclusion’ account of truth to be of the utmost importance in Leibniz’s thought—
the latter saying that the whole of Leibniz’s philosophy can be derived from it. It
amounts to saying, they held, that all truths are analytic (to describe them in a
Kantian, post-Leibnizian way) and hence to saying that all truths are necessary
truths. But does Leibniz want to deny that there are contingent truths?

This is a complex and much discussed question—see Abraham (1969), Adams
(1977; 1994, sect. 1), Blumenfeld (1988–9), Curley (1972), Dicker (1982), Fitch
(1979) , Fried (1978), Grimm (1970), Hacking (1982), Hart (1987), Ishiguro (1972a,
ch. 7; 1979a), Jarrett (1978), Meijering (1978), Nason (1942), Rescher (1952), B.
Russell (1900, 1937, chs. 2, 3), Sleigh (1990a, ch. 5), Vailati (1986), M. Wilson (1969,
1979); and also the reading at the end of Introduction, Sect. 7 n. 30. But it should
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be borne in mind here that at T2. 4 §13 the ‘inclusion’ account of truth is explicitly
said to apply not just to ‘every true proposition’ but to ‘all true affirmative propo-
sitions, necessary or contingent’ (T2. 4 §13; see also T1. 13). Leibniz therefore
does not mean to say that all truths are necessary truths. A further indication of
this is his seeming to think that what he is saying is uncontroversial: if this is not
truth, he says, then ‘I do not know what truth is’ (T2. 4 §13) and ‘all philosophers
should agree’ (T2. 4 §14).

Indeed, some commentators suggest that to say that Leibniz has a ‘notion
inclusion’ doctrine of truth, with the implication that all truths are analytic, is
misleading. When Leibniz speaks of the predicate’s being included in the subject
he means, they say, not that there is a necessary connection between them, but
only that the predicate holds of the thing that instantiates the subject concept.
(See Brody (1977), Ishiguro (1979a,b), Jarrett (1978), Wiggins (1987).)

Besides this question of how to understand Leibniz’s doctrine of truth, there is
the further question of how he gets from it to his clearly metaphysical doctrine that
individual substances have complete notions. The nature of the relationship
between Leibniz’s logic and his metaphysics has been much discussed since Russell
and Couturat claimed that the latter followed quite directly from the former as its
foundation. (See Brody (1977), Couturat (1972), Fleming (1987), A. H. Johnson
(1960), MacDonald Ross (1981), Parkinson (1995), B. Russell (1930), ch. 1.)

Finally, there is the question of how to understand the metaphysical doctrine
that individual substances have complete notions. It is a doctrine from which
Leibniz draws some rather startling consequences (see Broad (1972)); for
example, that a substance’s notion includes not only everything about it, but also
everything about the past, present, and future of the whole universe (Sect. 9).
Despite this, Russell took Leibniz’s ‘complete notion’ doctrine to be rather less
than exciting. That substances have complete notions amounts, he held, to ‘the
obvious fact that every proposition about the future is already determined either
as true or as false, though we may be unable to decide the alternative’ (B. Russell
(1930/1937) 46).

According to this, Leibniz is putting forward the ‘obvious’ idea that if some-
thing is true at a certain time, then it always was and always will be true that it is
true at that time. In other words, just as at the end of a person’s life there are deter-
minate truths about his past (e.g. he broke his leg on his fiftieth birthday), so at the
start of his life there already were determinate truths about his future (e.g. that he
would break his leg on his fiftieth birthday).

Whether or not the determinacy of the future and the timelessness of truth are
as ‘obvious’ as Russell claims, it is not very plausible to suppose that this is what
Leibniz’s account of substances as having complete notions amounts to. It hardly
does justice to Leibniz’s rather exciting formulations of it to the effect that ‘every
substance contains within its present state all its past states and all those to come’
(T2. 11 §9), and that ‘the present is big with the future’ (T19. 22). (For a develop-
ment of this point see Woolhouse (1982).) It also leaves unexplained and quite mys-
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terious the connection Leibniz makes between complete notions and substantial
forms. Besides what follows here, there is discussion of the connection, or lack of
connection, between the two at Adams (1994: 315–16), Bartha (1993), Rutherford
(1995b: 138–9), C. Wilson (1989, Sects. 17, 18), Woolhouse (1993: 54–73).

Substantial forms (see Introduction, Sect. 2) are first introduced in an apparent
aside at Sects. 10–11. Then, at Sect. 12, it appears that since substances have com-
plete notions it follows not only that body must be more than extension (see
Introduction, Sects. 2, 3), but also that we must ‘accept that there is something
which has some resemblance to a soul, and which is commonly called a substan-
tial form’ (Sect. 12).

The substantial forms of the Aristotelian tradition are (as in Introduction, Sect.
2) active, organizing natures of substances as they develop and change through
time. So when Leibniz says it is in the nature of an individual substance to have a
complete notion he presumably has in mind this idea that what becomes true of a
substance does so by virtue of its substantial form. The future states of an indi-
vidual substance are contained in its present state in the way that a future as a
mature oak is contained in an acorn. As Leibniz says, ‘in the soul of Alexander
there are for all time . . . marks of everything that will happen to him’ (Sect. 8).

When Leibniz says that he wants to know what it is for a substance to have 
a predicate ‘truly attributed’ to it, it is helpful to read him as being interested in 
the question how it comes about that substances have the properties that they 
do. What he wants to know is what it is for some property to be attributable to a
substance, not in the straightfoward sense of its being an attribute or property of
it, but rather in the stronger sense of the substance itself being responsible for

its having that property—the sense in which the property is attributable to the
substance when it has, as it were, brought that property upon itself. Given that
this is Leibniz’s interest, then his position on the matter is: once God has created
them, substances are themselves responsible for all their properties; all their prop-
erties are ‘truly attributable’ to them for they all follow from their substantial
forms.

One respect in which Leibniz goes beyond the traditional doctrine of substan-
tial forms should be noted. It was part of the tradition that while many of the fea-
tures and characteristics of an individual substance relate to its embodied form,
not all of them do. Many things were supposed to be ‘accidental’ to an individual
substance (and therefore not ‘truly attributable’ to it). Many things were supposed
to be true of it as a result of its being passively affected by some outside cause.
But, as Sect. 8 makes clear, the notion of a Leibnizian substance is ‘so complete’ as
to include ‘all the predicates’ (Sect. 8); ‘everything that happens to [substances] is
merely a consequence of their nature’ (Sect. 16; see also T2. 13 §1).

The subject of how ‘complete’ complete concepts are is discussed in Ishiguro
(1977, 1979b), Kulstad (1993), Manns (1987). The consequences of the complete-
ness of complete concepts for the identity of individuals and the possibility of
their having non-essential properties is discussed in Cover and Hawthorne (1992),
Hunter (1981), Mondadori (1973, 1975, 1985), M. Wilson (1979).
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B

The significance of the argument in this paragraph was explained in
Introduction, Sect. 3. 4. The argument (which appears again in T5. 25–9) aims to
show that the *Cartesians were wrong to use as a measure of the ‘motive force’ of
a moving body the ‘quantity of its (Cartesian) motion’, i.e. its size times its speed.
It will be granted, Leibniz says, that a falling body acquires exactly the amount of
‘force’ as would be required to raise it (if it were a pendulum, for example) back to
its original height; and that the ‘force’ required to raise a one-pound body to a
height of four fathoms is the same as would be required to raise a four-pound
body by one fathom. It follows from these two propositions that in falling four
fathoms a one-pound body acquires the same amount of ‘force’ as a four-pound
body acquires in falling one fathom. The question now is: do two such bodies,
which after their respective falls have the same amount of ‘force’ as each other,
have the same quantity of Cartesian motion?

Leibniz’s answer is that they do not. He appeals to some results already
obtained by *Galileo according to which the speed acquired by a body in a four-
fathom fall will be only twice (not four times) that which is acquired by a body in
a one-fathom fall. So at the end of its fall, the one-pound body is moving at only
twice the speed of the four-times-larger four-pound body and so has only half the
‘Cartesian motion’ of the larger. Therefore, since the ‘motive forces’ of the two
bodies have already been agreed to be the same, it follows that ‘motive force’
cannot, contrary to *Descartes, be the same as ‘motion’. The force of a moving
body is therefore, Leibniz argues, not to be measured by its speed but rather by
the effect that speed can produce—for example, the height to which its speed
could raise it.

Now though Leibniz says nothing about this here, this height is in fact propor-
tional to the square of the speed; for, supposing the four-pound body has one unit
of speed after its fall of one fathom, the speed of the one-pound body after its fall
of four fathoms is two units. By 1695 Leibniz’s preference was to express ‘motive
force’ or ‘living force’ (vis viva) as he came to call it, in this way (T5. 30).

Leibniz’s idea of measuring ‘motive force’ by the effect it can produce is, in
itself, uncontentious. But was he right to take the ‘effect’ which a body’s force of
motion can produce to be the height to which the body can raise itself ? It was
argued against him that the relevant effect is really the time which the body takes
to raise itself (or to fall). Thus, since all bodies, whatever their size, fall at the same
rate and take twice as long to fall four fathoms as to fall one, it is only to be
expected that the four-pound body should have twice as much Cartesian motion
as the one-pound body. (For further reading, see Introduction, Sect. 3 nn. 15, 17.)
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2

CORRESPONDENCE WITH ARNAULD
(1686–1690)

Summary of the Text

In February 1686 Leibniz sent a section-by-section summary of the ‘Discourse on

Metaphysics’ (T1) to Antoine *Arnauld. (They were sent via Ernst von Hessen-

Rheinfels, an acquaintance of both Leibniz and Arnauld and someone who earlier

had unsuccessfully tried to convert Leibniz from Protestantism to Roman

Catholicism.) The lengthy correspondence which ensued was something which,

from time to time, Leibniz thought of publishing together with the ‘Discourse’. In

reading it one should bear in mind that Arnauld had seen, not the ‘Discourse’ as a

whole but merely the summary headings of its thirty-seven sections. Sleigh

(1990a) provides an extensive discussion of the correspondence. 

The correspondence falls into three movements. At the outset, freedom and

Leibniz’s doctrine that substances have complete notions are under discussion.

Arnauld then asks Leibniz about his hypothesis of *concomitance between body

and mind, and about *substantial forms. As the first of these is the main topic of

TT9–12, 14–17, the discussion of it here has been omitted. 

What first and very forcibly caught Arnauld’s attention was the summary of

T1. 13. This amounted, he said, to a denial of human freedom. It meant that once

God had created Adam then ‘everything which has since happened to the human

race, and which will ever happen to it, was and is bound to happen by a more than

fatal necessity’ (T2. 1). 

Pointing out (T2. 2 §1) that the summary of T1. 13 expressly says that this does

not follow, Leibniz replied (T2. 2 §2) that Arnauld was confusing hypothetical

and absolute necessity—two things which, unknown to Arnauld, Leibniz had dis-

tinguished in the main text of T1. 13. Given that God decides to create Adam, then

it is absolutely necessary that he create a creature capable of thought. There is a

contradiction in supposing that God could create a human being that was not

capable of thought. But it is only hypothetically necessary that in creating Adam

From the French at GP ii. 11–138. Writing from France, Arnauld dates his letters according to
the ‘new style’ Gregorian calendar. Germany did not abandon the Julian calendar until 1701,
and Leibniz uses ‘old style’ dating (or, old style/new style).



God created a being that had such and such posterity. In his creation of Adam the

necessity God was under of creating someone with such and such posterity was

only the necessity of doing what he had already decided to do. When God decided

to create Adam he had in mind not some vague idea but a very specific idea about

the whole of his posterity and the whole course of the world (T2. 2 §3). In choosing

Adam God had already decided to choose his posterity. 

Arnauld rejected the charge of confusing absolute and hypothetical necessity.

He replied that he had been speaking about hypothetical necessity (T2. 3 §§3–11):

indeed, just as it is not absolutely necessary that God create Adam (along with his

posterity) so, surely, it is not absolutely necessary that he create any person (along

with the capacity for thought). The question, as Arnauld saw it, is, rather: isn’t

the connection between Adam and what will happen to him going to have to be as

‘intrinsic and necessary’ as that between a human and the capacity for thought?

Unless it is, Arnauld thought, then it can’t be true (as Leibniz seems to think it is—

see T1, Appendix A) that the notion of Adam includes all that is true of him and

his posterity. Yet this can hardly be true since, surely, Adam’s descendants came

into existence through God’s free decision. 

Arnauld also finds difficulty with Leibniz’s talk of possible Adams, and of

ideas of them (T2. 3 §§13–14). If it is not necessary that Adam had three children

then having three children can’t be contained in any idea of a possible Adam, for

such ideas must contain all that is essential to Adam. 

Moreover, though he can understand talk about possibilities relative to the

Adam which God created, Arnauld says that he cannot understand what purely

possible Adams are. 

In his reply in July of the same year (T2. 4) Leibniz first addresses Arnauld’s

question concerning the nature of the connection between the notion of Adam, on

the one hand, and all that is true of him and his posterity, on the other. It is, 

he says, intrinsic, but not necessary independently of God’s free decisions. What is

true of Adam is included in his notion—not, however, in the way that the proper-

ties of a triangle necessarily are included in its notion, but rather included by

virtue of God’s choice. They are included because of God’s will and not as some-

thing which God by his understanding could find already to be there. 

In making this point Leibniz refers (as a proof that there must be complete

notions) to the predicate-in-subject principle of T1. 8 (T2. 4 §8). This figures again

at the end of the letter (Sects. 13–15), when Leibniz refers to various other things

which follow from it, things which, unknown to Arnauld, were outlined in T1. 9,

14–16. One of these is the hypothesis of concomitance, and this leads Leibniz to

introduce, as a final point, the notion of ‘substantial form’. 

Arnauld’s reply (T2. 5) signals a shift in his intitially hostile attitude to the

‘shocking’ summary of T1. 13, and marks a change in the focus of his interest.
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The shift was brought about by what Leibniz had said about the predicate-in-

subject principle, and the new focus of Arnauld’s attention was on two of the

things to which it had led—the hypothesis of concomitance and the notion of sub-

stantial form. 

As mentioned earlier, the subsequent discussion between Leibniz and Arnauld

of the first of these has been omitted here. The present extracts from their corre-

spondence deal with the discussion which was provoked by Leibniz’s remark that

‘[I]f the body is a substance, and not . . . a being unified by accident . . . we have

to conceive of it as having something like what is called a substantial form’ 

(T2. 4 §16). 

The main line of thought which underlies all that Leibniz says in explanation

of this is: extended matter, considered as extended, is divisible; and anything that

is divisible is a being by aggregation, something without substantial unity.

Therefore, a flesh-and-blood human being, on pain of being a mere aggregate and

not a substantial unity, must be more than extended matter—and this will require

substantial forms (T2. 4 §16). Moreover, any aggregated being, such as a piece of

matter, if it is to be real and not a mere phenomenon like a rainbow, must be com-

posed of things which are not also aggregates themselves but which have true sub-

stantial unity (T2. 9 §1). 

On the face of it (see T2. 9 §1) there are four ways in which the requirement that

real, non-phenomenal matter must be made up of real unities might be fulfilled.

Other than (1) simply denying that matter is real and made up of real unities, one

might (2) hold that extension is made up of mathematical points as real unities, or

(3) hold that it is made up from physical atoms as real unities (see T2, note 2). The

fourth way and, as is plain from Introduction, Section 2, the way favoured by

Leibniz, is (4) to hold that it is made up from true substantial unities, of the kind

that involve substantial forms. (When this argument occurs later, in T4, substan-

tial unities are also called ‘formal atoms’, ‘animated points’, ‘atoms of substance’

(Sects. 3, 11).) 

Now as to Leibniz’s initial remark that if the human body is a substance it must

have something like substantial form or soul, Arnauld assumes (along Cartesian

lines) that the body indeed is substantial, and is so quite independently of any soul

that might be associated with it. He therefore asks what the connection is between

any substantial form our body might have and our actual soul (T2. 5 §3). Leibniz’s

reply (T2. 7 §2) makes clear that he simply does not accept the second part of

Arnauld’s assumption: independently of, and apart from, soul the body is not 

a substance; the connection between our soul and the substantial form which

Leibniz understands as being in a substantial human body is that they are one and

the same. 
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Arnauld also asks whether or not substantial forms themselves are divisible

(T2. 5 §3). Even though he clearly recognizes that part of Leibniz’s point in intro-

ducing them is to have indivisible, substantial unities out of which extended divi-

sible material things are aggregated, it looks to Arnauld as if forms too are going to

be divisible. Certainly a marble tile, for example, is divisible, and therefore, pre-

sumably, its substantial form is also. 

Leibniz makes clear in reply that forms are indivisible, as are all genuine sub-

stances (T2. 7 §4). A marble tile, however, is not a real substantial unity any more

than a collection of fish in a frozen pond is. It is not a complete non-aggregated

being. In terms of physical cohesion or closeness of physical contact, a tile, or the

frozen fish, are different from a heap of stones, but all three are merely accidental

unities, beings by aggregation. Leibniz is certain about what a substantial unity

is: an ‘animated machine, the substantial form of which creates substantial unity

which is independent of the external union of contact’ (T2. 7 §5). He is also

certain that without there being corporeal substances for it to be aggregated out of,

matter would be an illusion. But as to exactly which things are substantial

unities—what about the sun? the moon? trees? horses?—Leibniz is consistently

certain only that human being are (TT2. 5 §3; 2. 7 §§5, 9; 2. 9 §§1–2, 9). 

The introduction of substantial forms gives rise to other questions which run

through the correspondence. One is whether Leibniz is right to insist on a connec-

tion between substantiality and unity (TT2. 8 §5; 2. 9 §§1–2). Another, and con-

nectedly, is whether he is right to think, as he does, of substances as being

indivisible (T2. 7 §§3, 4). 

So far as souls or immaterial or incorporeal substances are concerned, this is

a doctrine Leibniz shares with Descartes (T2. 11 §1), and Arnauld is perfectly

happy with the idea that immaterial human souls are indivisible and, conse-

quently, indestructible (T2. 8 §8); but he is far less happy with extending this to the

souls of other animals (TT2. 8 §7; 2. 9 §7; 2. 10 §7; 2. 11 §6). 

As for material or corporeal substances, Arnauld will accept indivisibility in

the one case of the ‘whole, made up of soul and body, which is called man’, for ‘it

is indivisible in the sense that no one can conceive of half a man’ (T2. 8 §8). But he

will not accept other cases: ‘what will you say about worms which have been cut in

two, and each part continues to move as before?’ (T2. 8 §7). 

His point is that whereas the division of the substantial unity which is a man

does not produce two other substantial unities, the division of a worm does

produce other worms. There is a sense in which men are indivisble and worms are

not. Leibniz’s reply follows simply enough (T2. 9 §8). Even if they both move, the

two halves of the original ‘animated’, ‘ensouled’, living substantial worm are not
both ‘animated’, ‘ensouled’, living worms. Only one will be a living, substantial
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worm, the other will be simply matter. Though Leibniz does not put the point like

this, one of the halves is analogous to an amputated limb, which is merely a chunk

of matter; the other is analogous to the still substantial human being from which

that matter is now severed. 

THE TEXT

2.1. Arnauld to von Hessen-Rheinfels, 13 March 1686

I have received what your lordship has sent me of M. Leibniz’s metaphysi-
cal thoughts . . . I find many things in these thoughts which alarm me, and
which nearly all men, unless I am mistaken, will find so shocking that I do
not see what can be the use of a document which it seems will be rejected
by the whole world. I shall give as an example only what it says in article 13:
‘the individual notion of each person involves once and for all everything
that will ever happen to him, etc.’. If that is so, then God was free to create
or not create Adam; but given that he wanted to create him, then every-
thing which has since happened to the human race, and which will ever
happen to it, was and is bound to happen by a more than fatal necessity. For
the individual notion of Adam involved that he would have so many chil-
dren, and the individual notion of each of these children involved every-
thing that they would do, and all the children that they would have, and so
on. So there is no more freedom in God with regard to all that, given that
he wanted to create Adam, than in claiming that God was free, given that
he wanted to create me, not to create a nature capable of thought. . . .

2.2. Leibniz to von Hessen-Rheinfels, 12 April 1686

. . . [1] He [Arnauld] chooses one of my theses to show that it is danger-
ous. . . . I shall try to get him to give up this strange opinion which he has
formed rather too readily. I said in the thirteenth article of my synopsis
that the individual notion of each person involves once and for all every-
thing that will ever happen to him. He concludes from this that everything
that happens to a person, and even to the whole human race, is bound to
happen by a more than fatal necessity. As if notions or predictions made
things necessary, and as if a free action could not be included in the notion
or perfect view that God has of the person to which it pertains. . . .
However, I expressly stated in the same article that I do not accept any such
consequence. . . .
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[2] I come to the proof of his inference [namely, ‘If that is so . . . [as in
T2. 1 . . .] a nature capable of thought’]. . . . These last words ought really
to contain the proof of the conclusion, but it is very clear that they confuse
hypothetical necessity with absolute necessity. A distinction has always been
drawn between what God is absolutely free to do and what he has obliged
himself to do as a consequence of certain decisions which he has already
taken, almost all of which have already taken account of everything. It is
hardly worthy of God to conceive of him (under the pretext of maintain-
ing his liberty) in the way that some *Socinian thinkers do, as like a man
who makes decisions according to the circumstances, and who would now
not be free to create what he thought good if his first decisions about
Adam or others already involved reference to things about their posterity.
By contrast, everyone agrees that God has regulated from all eternity the
whole course of the universe, without that’s diminishing his liberty in any
way. It is also clear that this objection separates God’s decisions one from
another when really they are all related together. For we shouldn’t con-
sider God’s decision to create a certain Adam in isolation from all the
others he has made with regard to Adam’s children and the whole human
race—as if God first decided to create Adam with no thought about his
posterity, even though by doing so, according to me, he took away his
freedom to create Adam’s posterity as seemed good to him. This is very
strange reasoning. [3] Instead we must consider that God does not choose
a vague Adam, but a specific Adam whose perfect representation can be
found amongst the possible beings in the ideas of God, accompanied by
certain individual circumstances and who, among other predicates, also
has that of eventually having a certain posterity. God, I say, in choosing
him, already considers his posterity, and chooses both at the same time. I
do not understand how there is anything wrong with this; if he acted dif-
ferently, he would not act like God. Let me use a comparison. A wise
prince who chooses a general whose connections he knows, in effect
simultaneously chooses various colonels and captains whom he perfectly
well knows that the general will recommend, and whom he would not
want to refuse to him, for certain reasons of prudence which do not in any
way destroy his absolute power, or his freedom. There is all the more
reason why the same is true in the case of God. So in order to proceed cor-
rectly, we must take account of a certain more general and more compre-
hensive decision which God has made with regard to the whole order of
the universe—for the universe is like a whole which God grasps in a single
view. This decision in effect comprehends his other decisions with regard
to the contents of this universe, including among others that to create
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such and such an Adam who is related to the whole of his posterity, which
God has also chosen to be as it is. . . . [4] In fact the wiser one is, the less one
has independent decisions, and the more one’s views and decisions are com-
prehensive and connected. Each particular decision involves a relation to all
the others, so that they harmonize as much as possible. Far from finding 
anything shocking in that, I should think that the opposite destroys God’s
perfection. . . .

[5] If one thinks only a little about what I have said, one will find that it
is also obvious from the terms themselves. For by Adam’s individual
notion I most certainly mean a perfect representation of a particular Adam
who has certain individual conditions which distinguish him from an infin-
ity of other possible people, who closely resemble him but who are never-
theless different from him ( just as all ellipses differ from a circle, however
much they may approximate to it), and to whom God has preferred this
Adam, because it pleased him more to choose exactly this order of the uni-
verse. Everything that follows from his resolution is necessary only by a
hypothetical necessity, and in no way destroys God’s freedom, or that of
created minds. There is a possible Adam with a certain posterity, and an
infinity of others whose posterity would be different. Isn’t it true that these
possible Adams (if one may so call them) are different from each other, and
that God chose from them just one, which is precisely ours? There are so
many reasons which prove the impossibility, not to say the absurdity, and
indeed the impiety, of the opposite, that I believe all men are fundamen-
tally of the same opinion, when they think a little about what they are
saying. . . .

2.3. Arnauld to Leibniz, 13 May 1686

[1] I shall, then, simply tell you what the difficulties are which I still have
with the proposition: ‘The individual notion of each person involves once
and for all everything that will ever happen to him’. 

[2] It seemed to me that it follows that the individual notion of Adam
involved that he would have so many children, that the individual notion
of each of these children involved everything that they would do, and all
the children that they would have, and so on. I believed that it could be
inferred from that that God was free to create or not create Adam, but
given that he wanted to create him, then everything which has since hap-
pened to the human race was and is bound to happen by a fatal necessity—
or, at least, that there is no more freedom for God with regard to all that,
given that he wanted to create Adam, than not to create a nature capable of
thought, given that he wanted to create me. 
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[3] It doesn’t seem to me, sir, that in speaking like this I have confused
hypothetical necessity with absolute necessity. For, on the contrary, I never
speak there about anything but hypothetical necessity. It is only that I find
it strange that all human events should be as necessary (by hypothetical
necessity) from the mere supposition that God wanted to create Adam, as
it is necessary (by hypothetical necessity) that there should be in the world
a nature capable of thought just because he wished to create me. 

[4] On this point you say various things about God which do not seem to
me sufficient to resolve my difficulty. 

1. That ‘[a] distinction has always been drawn between what God is
absolutely free to do and what he has obliged himself to do as a conse-
quence of certain decisions which he has already taken’ [T2. 2 §2]. That is
certainly true. 

2. That ‘[i]t is hardly worthy of God to conceive of him (under the
pretext of maintaining his liberty) in the way that some Socinian thinkers
do, as like a man who makes decisions according to the circumstances’
[T2. 2 §2]. That thought is very foolish: I agree. 

3. That we must not ‘separate God’s decisions when really they are all
related together’. And so ‘we shouldn’t consider God’s decision to create a
certain Adam in isolation from all the others he has made with regard 
to Adam’s children and the whole human race’ [T2. 2 §2]. This too is 
something I agree with. But I do not yet see that it can help to resolve my
difficulty. 

[5] For 1. I confess in good faith that I did not understand that by the
individual notion of each person (Adam, for example), which you say
involves once and for all everything that will ever happen to him, you
meant that person as he is in the divine understanding, rather than as he is
in himself. For it seems to me that we do not normally consider the specific
notion of a sphere in relation to its being represented in the divine under-
standing, but in relation to what it is in itself. And I thought that it would be
the same with the individual notion of each person, or of each thing. 

[6] 2. However, it is enough for me to know that that is the way you are
thinking for me to go along with it, while trying to see whether it resolves
all the difficulty I am having with it. I do not yet see that it does. 

[7] For I agree that the knowledge God had of Adam when he decided
to create him involved that of everything that happened to him, and every-
thing which has happened and is to happen to his posterity. So taking the
individual notion of Adam in this sense, what you have said about it is
quite certain. 
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[8] I similarly admit that the decision he made to create Adam was not
separate from the one he made about what would happen to him, and
about all his posterity. 

[9] But it seems to me that after that we still have to ask (and this is what
causes my difficulty) whether the relation between these objects (I mean
Adam on the one hand, and on the other everything which was to happen
to him and to his posterity) is what it is in itself, independently of all God’s
free decisions, or whether it was dependent on them. That is to say,
whether it is only as a consequence of the free decisions by which God
ordained everything which would happen to Adam and to his posterity
that God knew everything which would happen to Adam and to his pos-
terity: or whether there is, independently of those decisions, an intrinsic
and necessary connection between Adam on the one hand, and what has
happened and will happen to him and to his posterity on the other. Unless
it is the latter I do not see that what you say can be true, namely, ‘that the
individual notion of each person involves once and for all all that will ever
happen to him’; even taking that notion in relation to God. 

[10] And it seems that it is this latter that you stick with. For I think you
suppose that as we understand things, possible things are possible before
all God’s free decisions. From which it follows that what is involved in the
notion of a possible thing is involved in it independently of all God’s free
decisions. Now you hold that God found among possible things a possible
Adam ‘accompanied by certain individual circumstances and who, among
other predicates, also has that of eventually having a certain posterity’. So
there is, according to you, an intrinsic relation so to speak, one indepen-
dent of all God’s free decisions, between this possible Adam and all the
individual persons of all his posterity, and not only the persons, but in
general everything that was to happen to them. Now it is this, sir—I will
not pretend otherwise—that I find incomprehensible. For it seems to me
that you maintain that this possible Adam (which God chose in preference
to all other possible Adams) was related to all the same posterity as the
created Adam: since according to you he is, as far as I can judge of it, just
the same Adam, considered first as possible, and then as created. Now if
that is so, here is my difficulty. 

[11] How many men are there who came into the world only by God’s
completely free decisions, such as Isaac, Samson, Samuel, and so many
others? When therefore God knew them conjointly with Adam, it was not
because they were involved in the individual notion of possible Adam,
independently of God’s decisions. So it is not true that all the individual
persons in Adam’s posterity were involved in the individual notion of pos-
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sible Adam, because they would have had to be involved in it indepen-
dently of the divine decisions. 

[12] The same can be said about an infinity of human events which
have happened by God’s very particular orders, such as, among others, the
Judaeo-Christian religion, and above all the incarnation of the divine
word. I do not know how anyone can say that all of that was involved in the
individual notion of possible Adam. For what is considered as possible
must have everything we conceive it as having under that notion, indepen-
dently of God’s decisions. 

[13] Furthermore, sir, I do not know how, when taking Adam as an
example of a particular nature, you can conceive of several possible
Adams. It is as if I were to conceive several possible ‘me’s, which certainly is
inconceivable. For I cannot think of myself without considering myself as
a singular nature, so distinct from every other existent or possible nature
that I can no more conceive of various ‘me’s than I can conceive a circle
that does not have all its diameters equal. The reason is, that these various
‘me’s would be different from each other, otherwise they would not be
several ‘me’s; so there would have to be one of these ‘me’s which is not
me—which is a manifest contradiction. 

Now, sir, allow me to transfer to this what you say about Adam, and see
for yourself whether it is tenable. Amongst possible beings God has found
in his ideas several ‘me’s, of which one has for its predicates having several
children and being a doctor, and another has living in celibacy and being a
theologian. Since he has decided to create the latter, the me which now
exists contains in its individual notion living in celibacy and being a theolo-
gian, whereas the first would have involved in its individual notion being
married and being a doctor. Isn’t it clear that there would be no sense in
talking like this? For my ‘me’ is necessarily such and such an individual
nature, which is the same thing as having such and such an individual
notion; so it is as impossible to conceive contradictory predicates in the
individual notion of me as to conceive a ‘me’ different from me. From
which we have to conclude, it seems to me, that since it is impossible that I
should not have always remained me, whether I had been married or had
lived in celibacy, the individual notion of me involves neither the one nor
the other of these two states. Just as we should conclude that this square of
marble is the same, whether it is at rest or in motion; so neither rest or
motion is involved in its individual notion. This is why, sir, it seems to me, I
should regard as involved in the individual notion of myself only that
which is such that I would no longer be me, if it were not in me.
Everything which, on the other hand, is such that it could be in me or not
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be in me, without my ceasing to be myself, cannot be considered as being
involved in my individual notion, even though because of the order of
God’s providence—which does not change the nature of things—it cannot
happen that it would not be in me. That is my view, which I think con-
forms with everything which has always been believed by all the philoso-
phers of the world. . . .

[14] I also find many uncertainties in the way we normally represent
God as acting. We imagine that before he willed to create the world he
envisaged an infinity of possible things from which he chose some and
rejected others: several possible Adams, each one with a large succession
of people and events, with which he has an intrinsic relation. And we
suppose that the relation of all these other things with one of these possi-
ble Adams is exactly like that which we know the created Adam had with
all his posterity. This makes us think that it is that one, out of all possible
Adams, which God chose, and that he did not want any of the others. . . . I
confess in good faith that I have no idea of these purely possible sub-
stances, which, that is to say, God will never create. And I am strongly
inclined to think that they are chimeras that we make up for ourselves, and
that what we call possible, purely possible, substances can only be God’s
omnipotence, which since it is pure activity, does not allow any possibility
in God. But we can conceive of possibility in the natures that he has
created, for as they are not by their essences actual beings, they are neces-
sarily composed of potential and actual. This allows me to conceive of
them as possible, as I can also do with an infinity of modifications which
are in the power of these created natures, such as the thoughts of intelli-
gent natures, and the shapes of extended substance. But I am much mis-
taken if there is anyone who dares say he has an idea of a possible, purely
possible, substance. For my part I am convinced that, although we speak
so much of these purely possible substances, we nevertheless never con-
ceive of any of them except through the idea of one of those which God
has created. . . .

[15] [W]e should look for true notions, of things that we know,
whether species or individuals, not in God, who from our point of view
lives in a light which is inaccessible, but in the ideas of them that we find in 
ourselves. Now I find in myself the notion of an individual nature, for I
find the notion of me. I have therefore only to consult it in order to know
what is involved in that individual notion, just as I have only to consult the
specific notion of a sphere in order to know what is involved in it. Now I
have no other method for doing that than to ask what there is that is such
that a sphere would not be a sphere if it didn’t have it (such as having all 
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the points on its circumference equally distant from the centre), and 
what would not make a sphere cease to be a sphere (such as having a diam-
eter of one foot when another sphere might have one of ten feet, or a
hundred). In this way I judge that the former is involved in the specific
notion of a sphere, and that the latter, having a greater or a smaller diam-
eter, is not. I apply the same method to the individual notion of me. I am
certain that in so far as I think, I am me. For I cannot think if I do not exist,
nor exist if I am not me. But I can think that I will take such and such a
journey, or that I will not take it, whilst remaining quite certain that
neither the one nor the other prevents me from being me. So I remain
quite certain that neither of them is involved in the individual notion of
me. But God has foreseen, you will say, that you will take this journey.
Indeed. So it is indubitable that you will take it? Again, indeed. That
changes nothing in the certainty I have that whether I take it, or do not take
it, I will still be me. I must therefore conclude that neither the one nor the
other enters into my ‘me’, into my individual notion, that is to say. That, it
seems to me, is what we should hold on to, without bringing in God’s
knowledge, in order to find out what is involved in the individual notion of
each thing. . . .

2.4. Leibniz to Arnauld, 4/14 July 1686

[1] As I have great regard for your judgement I was delighted to see that
you have moderated your criticism after seeing my explanation of the
proposition which I think is important and which had seemed strange to
you: ‘that the individual notion of each person involves once and for all
everything that will ever happen to him’. At first you concluded from it
that, given only the assumption that God decided to create Adam, all other
human events which happened to Adam and to his posterity followed
from it by a fatal necessity: God would no longer have the freedom to
decide on them, any more than after having taken the decision to create
me he is able not to create a creature capable of thought. 

[2] I had replied to this that since God’s plans concerning this whole
universe are interconnected in accordance with his sovereign wisdom, he
took no decision concerning Adam without thereby taking a decision
about everything which had any connection with him. So it is not because
of the resolution taken with regard to Adam, but because of the resolution
taken at the same time with regard to all the rest (to which that which was
taken with regard to Adam involves a perfect relation), that God decided
upon all human events. In this it seemed to me that there is no fatal neces-
sity, nor anything contrary to God’s freedom, any more than there is in the
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generally accepted hypothetical necessity that exists even in the case of
God himself, for him to carry out what he has decided. 

[3] You agree, sir, in your reply, about the interconnectedness of divine
decisions that I had advanced before, and you are even good enough to
admit that you took my proposition quite differently at first, because ‘we
do not normally’, for example, (these are your words) ‘consider the spe-
cific notion of a sphere in relation to its being represented in the divine
understanding, but in relation to what it is in itself ’ [T2. 3 §5]; and you had
thought (not without reason, I admit) that it would be the same with the
individual notion of each person. For my part, I thought that full and com-
prehensive notions were represented in the divine understanding as they
are in themselves.1 However, now that you know that that is the way I am
thinking, that is enough for you to go along with it, while trying to see
whether it resolves the difficulty. It seems then that you accept, sir, that
when it is explained in this way my position with regard to full and com-
prehensive notions, as they are in God’s understanding, is not only harm-
less, but is in fact certain; for here are your words: ‘I agree . . . [as at T2. 3
§7] is quite certain’. We shall see shortly what the difficulty you still find in
it consists in. However, I must say a word in explanation of the difference
there is in all this between the notions of species and those of individual
substances, in connection with the divine will rather than in connection
with simple understanding. The most abstract specific notions contain
only necessary or eternal truths, which do not depend on God’s decisions
(whatever the *Cartesians say)—and it seems that you too take no account
of them on this point. But the notions of individual substances, which are
complete and capable of entirely distinguishing their subject, and which
consequently contain contingent truths or truths of fact, and individual
circumstances of time, of place, and so on, must also contain in their
notion (considered as possible) God’s free decisions (also considered as
possible), because those free decisions are the principal source of exis-
tences or facts; whereas essences are in the divine understanding before
consideration by the will. 

[4] That should help us to understand everything else better and to
resolve the difficulties which you still seem to have with my explanation;
for this is how you continue, sir: ‘But it seems to me that after that we still
have to ask . . . [as at T2. 3 §9] posterity on the other’. It seems to you that I
will choose the latter option, because I said that ‘God found among the
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possibles an Adam accompanied by certain individual circumstances and
who, among other predicates, also has that of eventually having a certain
posterity.’ Now you think I will agree that possibles are possible before any
of God’s free decisions. So assuming this explanation of my view accord-
ing to the second alternative, you think, sir, that it has insurmountable dif-
ficulties, for there are, as you quite rightly say, ‘an infinity of human events
. . . [as at T2. 3 §12] God’s decisions’. 

[5] I have tried to report your difficulty correctly, sir, and here is how I
hope to resolve it as completely as you could wish. For it must be resolv-
able, since it cannot be denied that there truly is this kind of full notion of
Adam, accompanied by all his predicates and conceived as possible, which
God knows before deciding to create him—as you have just agreed. I think,
then, that the dilemma of the two alternative explanations that you
present has a middle path: the relation I see between Adam and human
events is intrinsic, but not necessary independently of God’s free decisions:
because God’s free decisions, considered as possible, enter into the notion
of the possible Adam, and the actualizing of these same decisions is the
cause of the actual Adam. I agree with you against the Cartesians, that pos-
sibles are possible before any of God’s actual decisions, but not without
sometimes presupposing those same decisions considered as possible. 
For the possibilities of individuals or of contingent truths involve in their
notion the possibility of their causes, namely God’s free decisions. In this
they are different from the possibilities of species or eternal truths, which
depend only on God’s understanding, without assuming his will, as I have
already explained above. 

[6] That may be enough, but in order to make myself better under-
stood, I shall add that I think that there was an infinity of possible ways of
creating the world according to the different plans that God could form,
and that each possible world depends on certain principal plans or aims on
the part of God, which are peculiar to it; that is to say, it depends on certain
basic free decisions (conceived of as possible) or laws of the general order of
that possible universe, to which they are suited and whose notion they
determine, as well as the notions of all the individual substances which
must enter into that particular universe. For everything is in order, even
miracles, although they are contrary to some subordinate maxims or laws
of nature. So no human event could fail to happen as it actually has hap-
pened, once the choice of Adam is made; but not so much because of the
individual notion of Adam, although that notion involves it, but because
of God’s plans, which also enter into that individual notion of Adam, and
which determine that of the whole of this universe, and consequently
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both that of Adam and that of the other individual substances of this 
universe. For each individual substance expresses the whole universe of
which it is a part according to a certain relation, through the interconnect-
edness which exists between all things because of the links between God’s
decisions or plans. 

[7] I note that you make another objection, sir, which is not based on
consequences that seem to be contrary to liberty, like the objection I have
just answered, but which is based on the thing itself, and on the idea we
have of an individual substance. For since I have the idea of an individual
substance, that is to say, of me, it seems to you that it is there we should
look for what should be said about individual notions, and not in the way
God conceives of individuals. And just as I only have to consult the specific
notion of a sphere in order to see that the number of feet in the diameter is
not determined by that notion, so in the same way (you say) I clearly find,
in the individual notion that I have of myself, that I will be myself whether
I make or do not make the journey that I have planned. 

[8] To give a clear reply, I agree that the connection between events,
although certain, is not necessary, and that I am free to make or not make
this journey, for although it may be involved in my notion that I will make
it, it is also involved that I will make it freely. And there is nothing in all 
that is in me that can be conceived in general terms (that is, in terms of
essence, or of a specific or incomplete notion) from which one can deduce
that I will necessarily make it, whereas from the fact that I am a man one
can conclude that I am capable of thought. Consequently, if I do not make
the journey, that will not conflict with any eternal or necessary truth.
However, since it is certain that I will make it, there must obviously be
some connection between me, who am the subject, and the making of the
journey, which is the predicate, for in a true proposition the notion of the
predicate is always present in the subject. So there would be a falsity if I did
not make it which would destroy my individual or complete notion, or
what God conceives or conceived of with regard to me even before resolv-
ing to create me; for that notion involves, as possibilities, existences or
truths of fact, or God’s decisions, on which facts depend. 

[9] I also agree that in order to decide about the notion of an individual
substance it is useful to consult that which I have of myself, just as we have
to consult the specific notion of the sphere in order to decide on its prop-
erties. Although there is quite a difference. For the notion of me in partic-
ular, and that of every other individual substance, is infinitely more
extensive and more difficult to comprehend than a specific notion like that
of a sphere, which is incomplete and does not involve all the circumstances
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which are necessary in practice for arriving at a particular sphere. In order
to understand what myself is, it is not enough that I can feel myself to be a
substance which thinks; we would have to conceive distinctly of what dis-
tinguishes me from all other possible minds, of which I have only confused
experience. That means that although it is easy to see that the number of
feet in the diameter is not involved in the notion of the sphere in general, it
is not so easy to see for certain (although one can see it quite probably)
whether the journey that I plan to make is involved in my notion—
otherwise it would be as easy to be a prophet as to be a geometer.
However, just as experience is insufficient for me to be aware of an infinity
of insensible things in the body, but of which general consideration of the
nature of body and of motion can convince me, so although experience
does not make me feel everything which is involved in my notion, I can
know in general that everything which pertains to me is involved in it, by
the general consideration of the individual notion. 

[10] There is no doubt that since God can and in fact does form this
complete notion which involves what is sufficient to explain all the phe-
nomena which will happen to me, it is therefore possible, and it is the true
complete notion of what I call me, in virtue of which all my predicates
pertain to me as their subject. We could therefore prove it just the same
without mentioning God, except so far as is necessary to indicate my
dependence; but we show this truth more forcibly by deducing the notion
in question from the divine understanding as its source. I admit that there
are many things in the knowledge of God that we can never comprehend;
but it seems to me that there is no need to get involved in them in order to
answer our question. Moreover, if in the life of some person, or even in all
of this universe, something went differently than it does, nothing would
stop us from saying that it would be another person, or another possible
universe, which God had chosen. So it truly would be another individual;
and there must be an a priori reason (independent of my experience)
which makes it true to say that it is I who was in Paris and that it is still I,
and not another, who am now in Germany. Consequently, that notion of
myself must connect or comprehend the two different states. Otherwise it
could be said that it is not the same individual, even though it appears to
be. And in fact some philosophers who have not sufficiently understood
the nature of substance and of individual beings, or beings *per se, have
thought that nothing remains truly the same.2 And that, amongst other
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reasons, is why I think that bodies would not be substances if there were
nothing in them but extension. 

[11] I believe, sir, that I have now resolved the difficulties concerning
the principal proposition; but as you also make some important remarks
about some incidental expressions which I have used, I shall try to explain
those as well. I said that the assumption from which all human events can
be deduced is not that of the creation of a vague Adam, but that of the cre-
ation of such and such an Adam, with all these circumstances determined,
chosen from amongst an infinity of possible Adams. You make two signif-
icant remarks about this: one against the plurality of Adams, and the other
against the reality of merely possible substances. As for the first point, you
quite rightly say that it is no more possible to conceive several possible
Adams, taking Adam to be a singular nature, than to conceive several
‘me’s. I agree with that, but in speaking of several Adams, I was not taking
Adam as a determinate individual, but as a person conceived of in general
terms—that is, under circumstances which seem to us to determine Adam
as an individual, but which in truth do not sufficiently determine him as
one, such as when we mean by Adam the first man, whom God puts in a
garden of pleasure and which he leaves because of sin, and from whose
side God draws a woman. But all that does not determine him sufficiently
well, and so there would be several disjunctively possible Adams, or several
individuals whom all of that would fit. That is true whatever finite number
of predicates which are incapable of determining all the rest we may take;
but what determines a particular Adam must involve absolutely all his
predicates, and it is that complete notion which determines generality so
that the individual is reached. In fact, I am so far from the plurality of
the same individual, that I am quite convinced of what St *Thomas had
already taught regarding intelligences, and which I take to be generally
true, namely that it is not possible that there should be two individuals
who are exactly similar, or who differ only numerically.3

[12] As for the reality of ‘purely possible substances, which, that is to
say, God will never create’, you say, sir, that you are ‘strongly inclined to
think that they are chimeras’. I do not disagree with that, if you mean (as I
think you do) that they have no other reality than what they have in the
divine understanding, and in God’s active power. However, you see from
that, sir, that we have to fall back on God’s knowledge and power in order
to explain them properly. I also find what you say next to be very sound—
that we never conceive of any purely possible substance ‘except through
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the idea of one’ (or through the ideas comprised in one) ‘of those which
God has created’. You also say: ‘we imagine that . . . [as at T2. 3 §14] any of
the others’. Here you seem to acknowledge, sir, that these ideas, which I
accept are mine (provided the plurality of Adams and their possibility is
understood according to the explanation that I have given, and provided
that all of this is taken as being according to the way in which we conceive
of some order in the thoughts or operations that we attribute to God),
enter quite naturally into the mind, when we think about this matter a
little, and indeed cannot be avoided. They perhaps displeased you only
because you thought that the intrinsic relation here could not be recon-
ciled with God’s free decisions. Everything that is actual can be conceived
as possible, and if the actual Adam will in the course of time have such and
such a posterity, the same predicate cannot be denied to that Adam when
conceived as possible—especially as you admit that God envisages all these
predicates in him when he decides to create him. So they do belong to him;
and I do not see that what you say about the reality of possibles contradicts
it. For something to be called possible, it is sufficient that a notion can be
formed of it, even though it is only in the divine understanding, which is,
so to speak, the land of possible realities. So in speaking of possibles I
require only that true propositions can be formed about them, just as we
can, for example, see that a perfect square implies no contradiction, even
though there is no perfect square in the world. If we tried to reject pure
possibilities absolutely, we would destroy contingency and freedom; for if
there were nothing possible other than what God actually creates, then
what God creates would be necessary, and if God wanted to create some-
thing he would not be able to create anything else, and would have no
freedom of choice. 

[13] All of this makes me hope . . . that at the end of the day your
thoughts will turn out to be not so far from mine as they appeared at first.
You agree, sir, with the connectedness of God’s decisions; you accept that
my principal proposition is certain, in the sense I gave it in my reply. You
only doubted whether I make that connectedness independent of God’s
free decisions, and that quite rightly worried you. But I have shown that
according to me it depends on those decrees, and it is not necessary, even
though it is intrinsic. You stressed the difficulty there would be in saying
that if I do not make the journey that I am due to make, I would not be me,
and I have explained how one can say it, and how not. Finally I gave a deci-
sive argument, which in my view amounts to a proof. This is that in all true
affirmative propositions, necessary or contingent, universal or singular,
the notion of the predicate is always in some way included in that of the
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subject—the predicate is present in the subject—or I do not know what
truth is. 

[14] Now, I want nothing more in the way of connectedness here than
what is found objectively between the terms of a true proposition, and it is
only in this sense that I say that the notion of an individual substance
involves all its events and all its denominations, even those that are com-
monly called extrinsic (that is to say, which belong to it only in virtue of the
general interconnectedness of things, and of the fact that it expresses the
whole universe in its way) because there must always be some foundation for

the connection between the terms of a proposition, and it must be found in their

notions. That is my great principle, with which I believe all philosophers
should agree, and of which one of the corollaries is the common axiom
that nothing happens without a reason, and that one can always explain
why things have gone as they have rather than otherwise, even though that
reason often inclines without necessitating, since perfect indifference is a
chimerical and incomplete supposition. It can be seen that from the above
principle I draw consequences which are surprising; but that is only
because people have not got used to pursuing far enough the things we
know most clearly. 

[15] I will add, that the proposition which occasioned all this discussion
is very important, and deserves to be firmly established, for it follows from
it that each individual substance expresses the whole universe entirely in
its way and according to a certain relation, or, so to speak, in accordance
with the point of view from which it regards it; and that its subsequent
state is a consequence (although free, or contingent) of its preceding state,
as if there were only it and God in the world. So every individual substance
or complete being is like a world apart, independent of everything else
except God. Nothing so powerfully demonstrates not only that our soul is
indestructible, but also that it always retains in its nature traces of all its
preceding states, with a potential memory which can always be excited
since it has consciousness, or knows in itself what each of us calls ‘I’. 
This makes it susceptible of moral qualities and of punishment and
reward—even after this life, because immortality without memory would
not be enough. But this independence does not rule out intercourse
between substances; for since all created substances are continually pro-
duced by the same sovereign being in accordance with the same plans, and
express the same universe or the same phenomena, they fit in with one
another precisely. And that leads us to say that one acts on the other,
because one expresses more distinctly than the other the cause or reason
for the changes, rather in the way that we attribute motion to a boat rather
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than to the whole sea. And we are right in that, even though abstractly
speaking we could maintain another description of their motion, since
motion, abstracted from its cause, is always a relative thing. It is in this way
that, in my view, we must understand the mutual intercourse between
created substances, and not by some influence or real physical dependence
which can never be distinctly conceived. This is why, when it is a question
of the union of the soul and the body, or of the activity or passivity of a
mind with respect to another created thing, many people have had to
agree that their direct intercourse is inconceivable. However, the theory of
occasional causes is unsatisfactory, it seems to me, to a philosopher. For it
introduces a kind of continual miracle—as if at every moment God were
changing the laws of bodies on the occasion of the thoughts of minds, or
changing the regular course of the soul’s thoughts by exciting other
thoughts in it, on the occasion of the movements of the body; in general,
as if God involved himself in the ordinary course of events otherwise than
merely in keeping each substance on its course and following the laws
established for it. There is therefore only the theory of concomitance, or of the

mutual agreement of substances, which explains everything in a manner
which is comprehensible and worthy of God, and which indeed is demon-
strable and inevitable in my view given the proposition that we have just
established. It seems to me that it also fits in with the freedom of rational
creatures much better than does the theory of impressions, or that of occa-

sional causes. God created the soul from the outset in such a way that stan-
dardly there is no need for any such alterations; and what happens to the
soul comes to it from its own depths, without its needing thereafter to
accommodate itself to the body, any more than the body does to the soul.
Each one following its own laws (the one acting freely, the other without
choice), they correspond, the one with the other, in the same phenomena.
Yet the soul is nevertheless the form of its body, because it expresses the
phenomena of all other bodies according to their relation to its own. 

[16] It is perhaps more surprising that I deny what nevertheless seems so
clear—the action of one corporeal substance on another. But others have
already denied it, and we should consider it more a play of the imagination
than a distinct conception. If the body is a substance, and not a mere phe-
nomenon, like the rainbow, or a being unified by accident or by aggrega-
tion, like a heap of stones, it cannot consist in extension, and we have to
conceive of it as having something like what is called a substantial form,
which in some way corresponds to the soul. Almost despite myself I have
finally been convinced of this, after having earlier been very far from it.
Nevertheless, however much I agree with the Scholastics in this general
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and so to speak metaphysical explanation of the principles of bodies, I am
as corpuscularian as could be in the explanation of particular phenomena,
and there it means nothing to bring in forms and qualities. Nature must
always be explained mathematically and mechanically, provided we know
that the principles or laws of mechanics or of force themselves do not
depend only on mathematical extension, but on various metaphysical
explanations. 

2.5. Arnauld to Leibniz, 28 September 1686

. . . [1] I am satisfied with the way you explain what had shocked me at
first, with regard to the notion of an individual nature. . . . I have particu-
larly been struck by the thought that in all true affirmative propositions,
necessary or contingent, universal or singular, the notion of the attribute is
in some way included in that of the subject: the predicate is present in the
subject [praedicatum inest subjecto]. . . .

[2] I prefer to ask you to clarify for me two things I found in your last
letter . . . The first is what you mean by ‘the theory of concomitance and
of the mutual agreement of substances’, by which you claim that we
should explain what happens in the union of the soul and the body, and the
activity or passivity of a mind in regard to another created thing. . . .

[3] The second thing about which I would like clarification is when you
say, ‘If the body . . . [as at T2. 4 §16] corresponds to the soul’. There are
many things to ask about that. 

1. Our body and our soul are two substances which are really distinct.
Now if we put into the body a substantial form over and above extension,
we cannot imagine that they would make two distinct substances. I cannot
therefore see how this substantial form could have any connection with
what we call our soul. 

2. This substantial form of the body would have to be either extended
and divisible or non-extended and indivisible. If we say the first [sic, the
second?], it seems it must be indestructible along with our soul. And if we
say the latter [sic, the former?], it seems that nothing is gained towards
making the body *unum per se, as opposed to its consisting only in exten-
sion. For it is the divisibility of extension into an infinity of parts which
makes it difficult to conceive it as a unity; this substantial form cannot help
with that, if it is as divisible as extension itself. 

3. Is it the substantial form of a slab of marble which makes it one? If it
is, what becomes of this substantial form when it ceases to be one because
it gets broken in two? Is it annihilated, or has it become two? The first is
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inconceivable if the substantial form is not a manner of being but a sub-
stance. And it cannot be said that it is a manner of being or a modality,
since the substance of which this form would be the modality would have
to be extension—which apparently is not your thought. And if the sub-
stantial form becomes two from the one that it was, why not just say that
of extension itself, without the substantial form? . . .

5. To what do you attribute the unity we give to the earth, to the sun, to
the moon, when we say that there is only one earth that we live on, only
one sun which shines on us, only one moon which revolves in so many
days round the earth? Do you think that this requires that the earth, for
example, composed of so many heterogeneous parts, has a substantial
form which is proper to it which gives it that unity? There is no indication
that you think that. I shall say the same of a tree, or a horse. And then I shall
move on to all the compound things. Milk, for example, is composed of
serum, of cream, and of the clotting matter. Does it have three substantial
forms, or only one? 

6. In the end it will be said that it is not worthy of a philosopher to
admit entities of which we have no clear and distinct idea, and that we have
no such idea of these substantial forms; and, furthermore, according to
you they cannot be proved by their effects, since you admit that all the par-
ticular phenomena of nature should be explained by the corpuscular phi-
losophy, and that it is saying nothing to adduce such forms. 

7. There are *Cartesians, who in order to find a unity in bodies 
have denied that matter is infinitely divisible, and have asserted that we
have to admit indivisible atoms. But I do not think that you are of their
opinion.4 . . .

2.6. Draft of Leibniz to Arnauld, 28 November/8 December 1686 (T2. 7)

. . . [1] The other difficulty is incomparably greater, concerning *substan-
tial forms and the souls of bodies, and I must confess that I am not at all sat-
isfied on this. First we would have to be sure that bodies are substances and
not just true phenomena, like the rainbow. But assuming that they are, I
think we can show that a corporeal substance does not consist in extension
or in divisibility. For you will grant me that two bodies which are at a dis-
tance—for example, two triangles—are not really one substance. But now
let us suppose that they come together to form a square: can merely being
in contact make them into a substance? I don’t think so. But every
extended mass can be considered as made up of two, or a thousand,
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others. Extension comes only from contact. Thus you will never find a
body of which we can say that it is truly a substance: it will always be an
aggregation of many substances. Or rather, it will never be a real being,
since the parts which make it up face just the same difficulty, and so we
never arrive at real being, because beings by aggregation can have only as
much reality as there is in their ingredients. From this it follows that the
substance of a body—if they have them—must be indivisible, and it
doesn’t matter whether we call that a soul or a form. And what is more, the
general notion of an individual substance—which seems, sir, to be quite to
your taste—proves the same thing. Extension is an attribute which could
never make up a complete being; and we could never get from it any action
or change: it only expresses a present state, and never the future or the
past, as the notion of a substance must do. When two triangles are joined
together, we could never deduce how they came to have been joined, for it
could have happened in various ways. But anything which can have several
causes can never be a complete being. I admit, though, that it is very diffi-
cult to resolve some of the questions you mention. I think we have to say
that if bodies have substantial forms—for example, if animals have souls—
then those souls are indivisible. That is also the opinion of St *Thomas.
Are such souls then indestructible? I admit that they are—and just as it
could be that, in accordance with the views of M. *Leeuwenhoek, all gen-
eration of animals is only the transformation of an already living animal,
so there are also grounds to believe that death is nothing but a further
transformation. But the soul of a man is something more divine: it is not
only indestructible, but it always knows itself, and remains conscia sui [con-
scious of itself]. With regard to its origin, we can say that God produced it
only when the animated body which exists in the seed proceeds to take on
human form. The animal soul which animated that body before the trans-
formation is annihilated when the rational soul takes its place; or perhaps
God changes the one into the other by giving the former a new perfection
through his extraordinary influence—that is a detail about which I am
unclear.

[2] I don’t know whether the body, considered in isolation from the soul
or substantial form, can be called a substance. It could well be a machine,
an aggregation of several substances. So if you ask me what I would say
about the form of a corpse or about a slab of marble, I would say that they
are perhaps united per aggregationem [*ens per aggregationem] like a heap of
stones, and are not substances. We could say the same thing of the sun, the
earth, or machines, and with the exception of man there is no body of
which I can say for certain that it is a substance rather than an aggregation
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of several substances, or perhaps a phenomenon. However, it seems to 
me certain that if there are corporeal substances, man is not the only one,
and it seems probable that animals have souls, although they lack 
consciousness. . . .

[3] It would be unworthy of a philosopher to admit forms with 
no reason, but without them it is incomprehensible that bodies could be
substances.

2.7. Leibniz to Arnauld, 28 November/8 December 1686

. . . [1] As regards the two difficulties which you find in my letter . . . I
think you yourself have explained sufficiently well what you had found
obscure in my thoughts about the theory of concomitance. . . .

[2] [W]ith regard to the other question, which concerns substantial
forms: the first difficulty that you suggest, sir, is that our soul and our body
are two substances which are really distinct, and it seems therefore that the
one cannot be the substantial form of the other. I answer that in my
opinion our body in itself, or the corpse, considered in isolation from the
soul, can only improperly be called a substance, like a machine, or a heap of
stones, which are only beings by aggregation (for the regularity or irregu-
larity of the arrangement of a thing makes no difference to its substantial
unity). . . .

[3] As regards the second problem, I agree that the substantial form of
the body is indivisible, and it seems to me that that is also the opinion of St
*Thomas. I also agree that all substantial forms and all substances are inde-
structible and indeed ingenerable . . . They could therefore never come
into existence except by an act of creation. And I am strongly inclined to
believe that the generation of all animals which are deprived of reason,
which do not require a new act of creation, is only the transformation of
another animal which is already alive, but which is often imperceptible—
on the lines of the changes which occur to a silkworm and other similar
creatures. . . . Thus animal souls will all have been created from the begin-
ning of the world . . . but the rational soul is created only at the time of the
formation of its body, since it is entirely different from the other souls that
we know of, because it is capable of reflection, and imitates the divine
nature on a small scale.

[4] In the third place, I think that a slab of marble is perhaps only like a
heap of stones, and so could never pass for a single substance, but only for
an assemblage of many substances. For imagine there were two stones, for
example the diamond of the Grand Duke and that of the Great Mogul. We
can use a single collective noun to do service for both of them, and say that
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they are a pair of diamonds, although they are a long way apart from one
another; but we would not say that they constitute a substance. Now,
matters of degree play no part here. If we gradually bring them closer
together, therefore, and even bring them into contact, they will not be any
more substantially united. And if when they were in contact we joined
them to some other body which prevented them from separating—for
example, if we mounted them in a single ring—the whole thing would
make up only what is called *unum per accidens. Because it is as if by acci-
dent that they are forced to move in unison. I therefore hold that a slab of
marble is not a single complete substance, any more than the water in a
pond together with all its fish would be, even if all the water and all the fish
were frozen together . . . There is as much difference between a substance
and a being of that kind as there is between a man and a group such as a
nation, an army, a society, or a college; these are moral beings, in which
there is something imaginary, or something which depends on the inven-
tions of our minds. Substantial unity requires a complete indivisible being,
which is indestructible by natural means, because its notion contains
within itself everything that is ever going to happen to it. Such a thing
could never be found in either shape or motion, each of which indeed con-
tains within itself something imaginary, as I have just shown, but only in a
soul or substantial form, something like what I call myself. . . . Now, the
myself that I have just mentioned, or what corresponds to that in every
individual substance, could never be made or unmade by the bringing
together or the taking apart of pieces, which has nothing to do with
making up a substance. I could not say exactly whether there are true cor-
poreal substances other than those which are animated, but at least souls
serve to give us some knowledge of others by analogy.

[5] . . . [F]ifthly, if you ask me in particular what I say about the sun, the
globe of the earth, the moon, trees and similar bodies, and even animals, I
could not say with absolute certainty whether they are animated—or at
least whether they are substances—or whether they are simply machines
or aggregations of several substances. But I can at least say that if there are
no corporeal substances of the kind that I have in mind, then bodies will
only be true phenomena, like the rainbow. Because not only is a contin-
uum divisible to infinity, but every part of matter is actually divided into
other parts which are as different from each other as the two diamonds
mentioned above. And since that goes on and on in the same way, you will
never arrive at something of which you can say it is a true being until you
find animated machines, the substantial form of which produces a sub-
stantial unity which is independent of the external union of contact. And if
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there are none, it follows that except for man there is nothing substantial in
the visible world.

[6] Sixthly, as the notion of an individual substance in general that I
have given is as clear as that of truth, the notion of a corporeal substance
must be so too, and therefore also that of a substantial form. But even if it
were not, we have to accept many things the knowledge of which is not
sufficiently clear and distinct. I hold that the notion of extension is even
less clear and distinct, as witness the strange difficulties over the composi-
tion of the continuum. In fact we can say that there is no precise, fixed
shape of a body, because of the actual subdivision of its parts. And there-
fore bodies would without doubt be imaginary things, or only apparent, if
there were nothing but matter and its modifications. However, it is useless
to mention the unity, notion, or substantial form of bodies when we are
trying to explain particular phenomena of nature, just as it is useless for
geometers to consider the problems about the composition of the contin-
uum when they are trying to work out some particular problem. But these
things are nevertheless important and worthy of consideration in their
correct place. All the phenomena of bodies can be explained mechanically,
or by the corpuscular philosophy, in accordance with certain principles of
mechanics which are taken for granted without worrying about whether
or not there are souls. But in the final analysis of the principles of physics,
and of mechanics itself, it turns out that those principles cannot be
explained solely by the modifications of extension, and the nature of force
itself requires something else.

[7] Finally, in seventh place, I remember that in order to preserve sub-
stantial unity in bodies M. *Cordemoy, in his treatise on distinguishing the
soul from the body, thought himself obliged to accept atoms, or indivisible
extended bodies, so as to be able to find something fixed to constitute a
simple being. But you were right to think, sir, that I would not be of that
opinion. It seems that M. Cordemoy had recognized something true; but
he had not yet seen what the true notion of a substance consists in, or that
it is there that the key to the most important knowledge lies. The atom
which contains only a shaped mass of infinite hardness (which I hold
would not be compatible with divine wisdom, any more than would a
vacuum) could never contain within itself all its past and future states, and
even less those of the entire universe.

2.8. Arnauld to Leibniz, 4 March 1687

. . . [1] As to the second problem, I now understand your view quite dif-
ferently from before. I thought you were reasoning as follows: bodies must
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be true substances; they cannot be true substances if they have no true
unity, and they cannot have true unity if they don’t have a substantial form.
Therefore the essence of body cannot be extension, but every body, in
addition to extension, must have a substantial form. I replied then that a
divisible substantial form—as they nearly all are, according to the opinion
of the supporters of substantial forms—could never give a body a unity
which it would not have had without that substantial form.

[2] You agree with that, but you claim that all substantial forms are indi-
visible, indestructible, and ingenerable, and cannot be produced except by
a true act of creation.

[3] From this it follows . . . that any body which can be divided into
parts each of which remains of the same nature as the whole, such as
metals, stones, wood, air, water and other liquid bodies, has no substantial
form. . . . There will therefore be only animals which have substantial
forms. According to you, therefore, it will be only animals that are true
substances. . . . And yet you are not so sure of that, since you say that if the
lower animals have no soul or substantial form, it follows that apart from
man there will be nothing substantial in the visible world, because you
claim that substantial unity requires a complete indivisible being—and
one which is indestructible by natural means—which could only be found
in a soul or substantial form of the kind which we call myself.

[4] All that comes down to saying that all bodies of which the parts are
only mechanically united are not substances, but only machines or aggre-
gations of several substances.

[5] I shall start with this last point, and I tell you frankly that it is nothing
but a dispute about a word. St *Augustine sees no difficulty in recognizing
that bodies have no true unity, because unity must be indivisible, and no
body is indivisible. There is therefore no true unity except in minds, any
more than there is a true myself. But what conclusion do you draw from
that? That there is nothing substantial in bodies which have no soul or sub-
stantial form. In order for this conclusion to be sound you would need first
to have defined ‘substance’ and ‘substantial’ in these terms: ‘I call “a sub-
stance” or “substantial” that which has true unity.’ But since that definition
has not yet been accepted, any philosopher has as much right to say ‘I call
“a substance” whatever is not a modality or a way of being’, and can there-
fore maintain that it is a paradox to say that there is nothing substantial in a
block of marble, for that block of marble is certainly not the way of being
of some other substance. And all you could say is that it is not a single sub-
stance, but several substances mechanically joined together. Now it seems
to me a paradox, that philosopher would say, that there should be nothing
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substantial in what is made up of several substances. And he might add
that he understands even less when you say that ‘bodies would without
doubt be imaginary things, or only apparent, if there were nothing but
matter and its modifications’ [T2. 6 §6]. Because you regard matter and its
modifications as the only thing that has no soul or indivisible, indestruct-
ible, and ingenerable, substantial form; and it is only in animals that you
think there are such forms. You would therefore have to say that all the rest
of nature is ‘only imaginary, or apparent’, and you would have to say the
same thing all the more about all the works of man.

[6] I could not agree with those latter propositions. But I can see no
obstacle to believing that in the whole of corporeal nature there are only
‘machines’ and ‘aggregations’ of substances, because none of these parts
can be said strictly speaking to be a single substance. That shows only
something which it is very important to notice (as St Augustine did): that
thinking or spiritual substance is much more excellent than extended or
corporeal substance, in that only spiritual substance has true unity, a true
myself, which corporeal substance does not have. From that it follows that
we cannot use that fact to prove that extension is not the essence of body
since it would not be a true unity if it had extension for its essence, because
perhaps it is of the essence of body to have no true unity, as you say it is of
all bodies which are not joined to a soul or a substantial form.

[7] But I do not understand, sir, what it is that leads you to think that
animals have these souls or substantial forms which you claim must be
‘indivisible, indestructible, and ingenerable’. It is not that you think it nec-
essary in order to explain what they do, because you say explicitly that ‘all
the phenomena of bodies can be explained mechanically, or by the corpus-
cular philosophy, in accordance with certain principles of mechanics
which are taken for granted without worrying about whether or not there
are souls’ [T2. 7 §6]. It is also not because it is necessary that the bodies of
animals should have true unity and should not be merely machines or
aggregations of substances, because if plants can be nothing more 
than that, what necessity could there be for animals to be anything differ-
ent? And, moreover, I cannot see how this idea could easily be sustained if
you are going to make these souls indivisible and indestructible, because
what will you say about worms which have been cut in two, and each part
continues to move as before? If fire took hold of one of those houses
where they keep a hundred thousand silkworms, what would become of
those hundred thousand indestructible souls? Would they subsist while
separated from all matter, like our souls? In the same way, what became of
the souls of those millions of frogs which Moses killed when he put an end
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to the plague? And of the uncountable number of quails which the
Israelites killed in the desert, and of all the animals which died in the
Flood? And there are other difficulties about the way in which these souls
get into each animal as soon as they are conceived: were they there in the
seed? . . .

[8] It remains only to talk of the unity which the rational soul provides.
I agree that it possesses a true and perfect unity, and a true myself, and also
that in some way it communicates this unity and this myself to that whole,
made up of the soul and the body, which is called man. Although that
whole is not indestructible—because it comes to an end when the soul is
separated from the body—it is indivisible in the sense that no one can con-
ceive of half a man. But if we consider the body separately, then just as our
soul does not communicate its ‘indestructibility’, so I do not see that prop-
erly speaking it communicates its true unity, either–or its indivisibility.
Although it is united to our soul, it remains true that its parts are only
united together mechanically, and that it is therefore not a single corporeal
substance but an aggregation of several corporeal substances. It remains
just as divisible as all the other bodies in nature. But divisibility is contrary
to true unity; it therefore does not have true unity. But it does, you say,
through the soul. That is to say that it belongs to a soul which is truly one;
but that is not a unity which is intrinsic to the body, but something com-
parable to the unity of different provinces which make up one kingdom
because they are governed by a single king.

[9] However, even if it is true that there is no true unity except in intelli-
gent natures which can say myself, there are nevertheless various degrees
of what is loosely called unity and which is appropriate to bodies. For even
if there is no body which considered by itself is not several substances, it is
none the less reasonable to attribute more unity to bodies whose parts fit
together into a single design, such as a house or a watch, than to those
whose parts are merely close to each other, such as a heap of stones, or a
sack of coins. And strictly speaking it is only these latter that we should call
‘accidental aggregations’ [*aggregatum per accidens]. Almost all the bodies
in nature which we call ‘one’—such as a piece of gold, a star, a planet—are
of the first kind; but there are none in which we see it more clearly than in
animals and plants, without there being any need for that reason to start
giving them souls. (And indeed it seems you do not give souls to plants.)
For why shouldn’t a horse or an orange tree be regarded as a complete and
finished product, just as much as a church or a watch? What difference
does it make from the point of view of being called ‘one’ (with the kind of
unity that is appropriate to bodies, and so has to be different from that
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which is appropriate to spiritual nature) that their parts are only mechani-
cally united, and they are therefore machines? Is it not the greatest per-
fection they could have to be such wonderful machines that only an
all-powerful God could have made them? Our body considered on its own
is therefore of that type. And the relation it has to an intelligent nature
which is united to it and which governs it is capable of adding some further
unity to it, but that is not a unity of the kind which belongs to spiritual
natures.

2.9. Leibniz to Arnauld, 30 April 1687

. . . [1] If the view I have—that substance requires a true unity—were
based only on a definition which I had made up contrary to standard
usage, it would be only a ‘dispute about a word’ [T2. 7 §5]. But quite apart
from the fact that ordinary philosophers have taken the word in more or
less the same way, distinguishing between *unum per se and *unum per acci-

dens, substantial form and accidental form, imperfect and perfect mix-
tures, natural and artificial things, I take things at a higher level, and,
leaving aside language, I believe that where there are only beings by aggre-
gation, there will not in fact be any real beings. Any being by aggregation
presupposes beings endowed with true unity, because it derives its reality
only from that of the things which make it up. It will therefore have no
reality at all if every being of which it is composed is itself a being by aggre-
gation, for whose reality we have to find some further basis, which in the
same way, if we have to go on searching for it, we will never find. I agree,
sir, that ‘in the whole of corporeal nature there are only machines’ (often 
animated ones), but I do not agree that there could be ‘only aggregations
of substances’ [T2. 8 §6]: if there are aggregations of substances, then nec-
essarily there must also be true substances from which all those aggrega-
tions result. So we must necessarily end up either with mathematical
points, which some authors hold extension to be made up of; or with
atoms, like *Epicurus and M. *Cordemoy—which you, like me, have
already rejected; or we will have to say that there is no reality in bodies; or,
finally, we will have to accept that there are in bodies substances which
possess a genuine unity. I have already said in another letter that the com-
posite which is made up of the diamond of the Grand Duke and that of the
Great Mogul can be called a pair of diamonds, but that is only a being of
reason; if they were brought together, that would be a being of imagina-
tion or of perception, a phenomenon that is, because contact, shared
motion, co-operating in a single design do not change anything in substan-
tial unity. . . .
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[2] It would seem, moreover, that what makes the essence of a being by
aggregation is only the way of being of the things that make it up; for
example, what makes the essence of an army is just the way of being of
the men who make it up. That way of being therefore presupposes a sub-
stance, whose essence is not itself the way of being of a substance. So
every machine also presupposes some substance in the parts of which it is
made, and there is no multitude without true unities. To cut the point
short, I hold as an axiom the following proposition which is a statement of
identity which varies only in the placing of the emphasis: nothing is truly
one being if it is not truly one being. It has always been held that one and
being are reciprocal things. It is one thing to be a being, quite another to be
a number of beings; but the plural presupposes the singular, and where
there is no being, still less is there a number of beings. . . .

[3] I do not say that there is nothing substantial or nothing but what is
apparent in things which have no true unity, because I allow them always
as much reality or substantiality as there is true unity in what enters into
their composition.

[4] You object, sir, that it could be of the essence of body to have no
true unity [T2. 8 §6]; but then it would be of the essence of body to be a
phenomenon, bereft of all reality, like a well-ordered dream. For phenom-
ena themselves—such as the rainbow, or a heap of stones—would be com-
pletely imaginary if they were not composed of beings which have true
unity.

[5] You say you do not understand what it is that leads me [T2. 8 §7] to
believe in these substantial forms, or rather these corporeal substances
endowed with true unity. But it is because I cannot conceive of any reality
without a true unity. And according to me the notion of a singular sub-
stance contains consequences which are incompatible with a being by
aggregation. I believe there are properties in substance which could never
be explained by extension, shape, and motion. And what is more a body
has no exact, fixed shape, because of the actual subdivision of the contin-
uum to infinity; and motion, in so far as it is only a modification of exten-
sion, or a change in surroundings, contains something imaginary, in that
we cannot specify to which subject, out of all those which are changing, a
motion belongs, without going back to force, which is the cause of
motion, and which is found in a corporeal substance. I accept that we have
no need to mention these substances and qualities in order to explain 
particular phenomena . . . We can explain the particularities of nature
mechanically, I agree; but only after having accepted, or taken for granted,
the principles of mechanism itself, which can only ever be established a
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priori by metaphysical reasoning. And the difficulties of the composition
of the continuum will never be resolved as long as we consider extension
as making up the substance of bodies, and we confuse ourselves with
chimeras of our own devising.

[6] I also think that to want to try to restrict true unity or substance
almost to man alone is to be as limited in metaphysics as were in physics
those who had the world enclosed in a ball.5 And since true substances are
both expressions of the whole universe regarded from a certain direction,
and also replications of God’s work, this view is in keeping with the great-
ness and the beauty of God’s works, because such substances can never
prevent one another from performing those works in this universe as far as
is possible, and as far as higher reasons allow. The assumption of pure,
naked extension destroys all this wonderful variety. Mere mass (if it were
possible to conceive such a thing) is as far below a substance which can per-
ceive, and which represents the whole universe according to its point of
view and in accordance with the impressions—or rather relations—which
its body is given either mediately or immediately of all others, as a corpse
is below an animal, or rather as a machine is below a man. That is how the
outlines of the future are formed in advance, and how the traces of the
past are conserved for ever in every thing, and how cause and effect express
one another perfectly, down to the slightest circumstance, even though the
effect depends on an infinity of causes, and even though every cause has an
infinity of effects. This would not be possible if the essence of body con-
sisted in a certain shape, motion, or modification of extension, which was
determined. . . .

[7] The multitude of souls (to which I do not thereby always attribute
desire or pain) should not cause us any difficulty, any more than the
*Gassendists’ multiplicity of atoms, which are just as indestructible as
these souls. On the contrary, it is a perfection in nature to have many of
them, since a soul, and indeed an animated substance, is infinitely more
perfect than an atom, which has no variation or subdivision, whereas
every animated thing contains a world of diversities in a true unity. And
experience supports this multitude of animated things. We find that there
are a prodigious number of animals in a drop of water infused with
pepper, and you can kill millions of them at once, so many that neither the
frogs of the Egyptians that you mention, sir, nor the quails of the
Israelites, can come near it. If those animals have souls, we will have to say
of their souls what we can probably say of the animals themselves, namely,
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that they have been living since the creation of the world, and will con-
tinue to do so until its end, and that just as their generation seems to be
nothing but a change which takes the form of growing, so their death will
be nothing but a change which takes the form of a diminution, which
makes the animal sink down again into a world of little creatures among
which its perceptions are more limited, until such time as it might perhaps
receive the order to take the stage again. . . . But minds are not subject to
these cycles; or rather these cycles of bodies must play a part in the divine
economy through their relation to minds. God creates minds when it is
time, and separates them from bodies (at least from their grosser bodies)
through death, because they must always retain their moral qualities and
their memory in order to be perpetual citizens of the all-perfect universal
republic of which God is the ruler. That republic can never lose any of its
members, and its laws are superior to those of bodies. I accept that a body
on its own, without a soul, has only a unity of aggregation; but the reality
which it still possesses derives from the parts which make it up, and which
retain their substantial unity because of the countless living bodies which
are contained within them.

[8] However, although it could be that a soul has a body which is com-
posed of parts animated by separate souls, the soul or form of the whole
thing is not for that reason made up of the souls or forms of the parts. And
as for insects6 that are cut up: it isn’t necessary for the two halves still to be
animated in order for them still to possess some movement. At least, the
soul of the complete insect will remain in just one of the parts, and just as
in the formation and growth of the insect the soul was present from the
beginning in a certain part which was already alive, so it will stay after the
destruction of the insect in a certain part which is still alive . . .

[9] I quite agree that there are degrees of accidental unity. An orderly
society has more unity than a confused mob, and an organized body, or a
machine, has more unity than a society; that is to say, it is more appropriate
to think of them as one thing, because there are more relations between
the ingredients. But in the end all these unities derive their completeness
only from thoughts and appearances, like colours and other phenomena
which we nevertheless continue to call real. The tangibility of a heap of
stones or of a block of marble no more proves its substantial reality than its
visibility does that of a rainbow; and since nothing is so solid that it does
not possess some degree of fluidity, perhaps that block of marble is only a
heap made up of an infinity of living bodies, or something like a lake full of
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fish—even though such animals are normally distinguishable to the eye
only in a body which is half rotten. We can therefore say of these compos-
ites and similar things what *Democritus rightly said, namely ‘they exist by
opinion, by convention’. And *Plato is of the same opinion with regard 
to everything that is purely material. Our minds observe or understand
certain true substances which possess certain modes. Those modes
contain within them certain relations to other substances, as a result of
which the mind has occasion to join them together in thought, and to let a
word stand for all of them together. This is very convenient for reasoning;
but we should not let ourselves be misled into thinking they are so many
substances or truly real beings. . . .

[10] We will never find anything systematic which can make a true sub-
stance out of beings by aggregation. For example, if parts which work
together to the same end are more suited to making up a true substance
than those which are in contact, then all the officers of the Dutch East
Indies Company will make up a substance, much more than a heap of
stones. But what is a common end other than a resemblance, or a sequence
of actions and passions which our mind notices in different things? And if
you prefer unity by contact, you will find other difficulties. Hard bodies
may have their parts united only by the pressure of bodies around them
and of themselves, and in their substance they may have no more union
than a heap of sand without lime. Why should several rings interlinked to
form a chain compose more of a true substance than if they each had
openings in them so that you could take them apart? It could be that none
of the parts of the chain was in contact with the next, and didn’t even
enclose it, and yet that they were so interwoven that unless you took hold
of them in a certain way you could never take them apart, as in Figure 2.1.
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Should we say in that case that the substance which these things make up
is as it were in suspense, and depends on the future skill of a person who
might want to take them apart? Fictions of the mind, everywhere; and if
we cannot discover what is truly a complete being, or a substance, we will
have no stopping-point. . . .

2.10. Arnauld to Leibniz, 28 August 1687

. . . [1] 3. I have more to say about these indivisible and indestructible
*substantial forms which you think we must recognize in all animals and
perhaps even in plants, because otherwise matter (which you take to be
composed neither of atoms nor of mathematical points, but to be divisible
to infinity) would not be *unum per se but only *aggregatum per accidens.

[2] (i) I replied that it is perhaps essential to matter, which is the most
imperfect of all beings, to have no true unity of its own—as St *Augustine
thought—and to be always a number of things, and not properly one
thing. I said that it would be no more incomprehensible than the divisibil-
ity of matter to infinity, which you accept.

[3] Your response is that it cannot be, because there cannot be many
things where there are no single things.

[4] But how can you use that argument, which M. *Cordemoy might
have thought sound but which according to you must necessarily fail?
Because apart from animated bodies, which do not make up a hundred
thousand thousandth part of them, all the others, which according to you
have no substantial forms, must necessarily be many things and not really
one thing. It is therefore not impossible that there should be many things,
when there are no single things.

[5] (ii) I do not see that your substantial forms could resolve this diffi-
culty. For the attribute of the thing which is called ‘one’, taken as you take
it in metaphysical rigour, must be essential and intrinsic to what is called
‘one thing’. So if a parcel of matter is not one thing but many things, I do
not see how a substantial form, which is really distinct from it and so could
give it nothing but an extrinsic denomination, could make it cease to be
many things, and become one thing by an intrinsic denomination. I can see
that it could give us a reason for calling it ‘one thing’, if we do not take it in
a strict metaphysical sense; but we have no need of substantial forms in
order to call an infinite number of inanimate bodies ‘one’. Is it not quite
correct to say that the sun is ‘one’, that the earth on which we live is ‘one’,
and so on? So I cannot see that there is any need to accept these substantial
forms, in order to give a true unity to things which otherwise would not
have it. . . .
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[6] (iv) I have no clear idea of these substantial forms, or souls, of
animals. You must regard them as substances, since you call them substan-
tial, and you say that only substances are truly real beings, among which
you include principally these substantial forms. Now, I know of only two
sorts of substances, bodies and minds, and it is up to those who claim that
there are others to show them to us . . . I assume, therefore, that these sub-
stantial forms are either bodies or minds. If they are bodies, they must be
extended, and therefore divisible, and divisible to infinity—from which it
follows that they are not one thing but many things, just as much as the
bodies which they animate, and so will be far from being able to give them
any true unity. But if they are minds, their essence will be to think—
because that is what I understand by the word ‘mind’. But I find it hard to
believe that an oyster thinks, or a worm thinks. And, moreover, since you
acknowledge in this letter that you are not sure that plants do not have a
soul, or life, or a substantial form, it follows that you are not sure whether
or not plants think, since as their substantial form, if they have one, is not a
body (because then it would be extended), it would have to be a mind,
which is to say a substance which thinks.

[7] (v) The indestructibility of these substantial forms or souls of
animals seems to me even more untenable. I asked you what became of
these animals’ souls when they die, or when they are killed—for example,
when caterpillars are burned, what becomes of their souls? You reply that
in the body of each caterpillar the soul remains in a little part which is still
alive, and which will always be as small as it needs to be in order to be safe
from the action of the fire which pulls apart, or breaks up, the caterpillars’
bodies [T2. 9 §8]. . . . I cannot imagine a more subtle way of resolving this
difficulty. But take note, sir, of what I am going to say about it. When a silk
moth produces its eggs, each of those eggs according to you has a silk-
worm soul, as a result of which it comes about that five or six months later
out come little silkworms. So if you had burned a hundred silkworms
there would according to you be a hundred silkworm souls in as many
little particles of the ashes. But, on the one hand, I don’t know who you
will find who will be persuaded that after being burned every silkworm
remains the same animal, which has kept the same soul joined to a little
particle of ash which used to be a part of its body; and, on the other hand,
if that were so, why aren’t silkworms born from these particles of ash, just
as they are born from eggs?

[8] (vi) But this problem is all the greater in the case of animals which
we know more certainly to be born only from a joining of the two sexes. I
ask, for example, what became of the soul of the ram which Abraham 
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sacrificed instead of Isaac, and which he later burned. . . . Instead you will
reply that it remained in a little particle of the body of the ram which was
reduced to ashes, and therefore it was only a ‘transformation of the same
animal’, which ‘always kept the same soul’. That could be said with some
plausibility in your theory of the substantial form of a caterpillar which
becomes a butterfly, because the butterfly is an organized body, as is the
caterpillar, and therefore it is an animal which can be taken to be the same
as the caterpillar because it retains many of the parts of the caterpillar
unchanged, and others changed only in shape. But this part of the ram
which is reduced to ashes and into which the soul of the ram has with-
drawn, because it is not organized, cannot be taken to be an animal, and so
when the soul of the ram is joined to it it will not make up an animal, still
less a ram, as the soul of a ram must do. So what will the soul of this ram
do in the ashes? . . . And it would be the same with an infinity of other
souls which would not make up animals because they are joined to parts of
matter which are not organized, and which we cannot imagine could be so
in accordance with the established laws of nature. . . .

2.11. Leibniz to Arnauld, 9 October 1687

. . . [1] I now come to the question of these Forms or Souls which I hold to
be indivisible and indestructible. I am not the first to hold this opinion.
*Parmenides (of whom *Plato speaks with veneration), as well as
*Melissus, maintained that generation and corruption were only appar-
ent, according to *Aristotle in chapter 2 of book 3 of De Caelo. . . . It seems
to me that St *Thomas takes animal souls to be indivisible. And our
*Cartesians go much further, because they maintain that every soul or
true substantial form must be indestructible and ingenerable. That is why
they deny souls to animals—although M. *Descartes in a letter to M.
*More makes clear that he does not want to say for certain that they do not
have them. Since no one takes offence at those who bring in permanently
subsisting atoms, why should it be found strange that anyone should say
the same of souls? Indivisibility belongs to souls by their nature, so that by
combining the opinion of the Cartesians about substance and the soul
with that of the whole world about the souls of animals, it follows by
necessity. It would be very difficult to uproot from the human species the
opinion which is accepted at all times and everywhere—a universal
opinion if there ever was one—that animals have feeling. . . .

[2] But to come to your doubts about this indestructibility:
[3] (i) I had claimed that we have to allow that there is in bodies some-

thing which is truly a single being, since matter or extended mass in itself is
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only ever plura entia, as St *Augustine, following *Plato, rightly pointed
out. Now, I argue that there cannot be a plurality of beings where there is
not one being, and that all multiplicity presupposes a unity. To this you
reply in several ways . . . First you say you are astonished, sir, that I can use
that argument, which might have been obvious for M. *Cordemoy, who
has everything made up out of atoms, but which must necessarily fail
according to me (in your opinion), ‘because apart from animated bodies,
which do not make up a hundred thousand thousandth part of [the rest],
all the others . . . must necessarily be many things’, and so the problem
returns [T2. 10 §4]. But this is what shows me, sir, that I have not yet
explained myself sufficiently well for you to take on my theory. Because
not only do I not remember having said that there are no substantial forms
other than souls, but I am in fact very far from the opinion that animated
bodies are only a small part of the rest. Rather, I think that everything is
full of animated bodies, and according to me there are incomparably more
souls than there are atoms according to M. Cordemoy. He has only a finite
number of atoms, whereas I hold that the number of souls, or at least of
forms, is quite infinite. Since matter is endlessly divisible we could never
say that there is any part of it which is so small that it does not contain 
animated bodies, or at least bodies which are endowed with a primitive
*entelechy . . .

[4] (ii) Now for another objection that you raise, sir, namely that when
the soul is joined to matter it does not make it into a being which is truly
one, because matter is not truly one being in itself, and the soul, as you see
it, gives it only an extrinsic denomination [T2. 10 §5]. I reply that it is the
animated substance to which the matter belongs that is truly one being,
and the matter taken as a mass in itself is only a pure phenomenon or well-
founded appearance, as also are space and time. It does not even have the
fixed and precise qualities which could make it pass as a determinate being,
as I have already suggested in my previous letter. For shape itself, which is
the essence of a bounded extended mass, is never exact and strictly deter-
minate in nature, because of the actual division to infinity of the parts of
matter. There is never a sphere without irregularities, no straight line
without curves mixed in with it, no curve of any finite nature which is not
combined with a different one. . . . I could say the same thing of size and of
motion, namely that they are qualities or predicates which partake of the
phenomenal, as do colours and sounds; although they contain more that is
distinctly knowable, they too cannot sustain a final analysis, and therefore
since extended mass considered without entelechies consists only of these
qualities, it is not a corporeal substance, but a pure phenomenon, just like
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the rainbow. . . . I accept, of course, that we can give the name ‘one’ to a
collection of inanimate bodies even if no substantial form connects them,
just as I can say ‘there is a rainbow’, ‘there is a flock’; but that is a phenom-
enal unity or a unity of thought, which is not enough to constitute what is
real in phenomena. But if we take for the matter of corporeal substances
not a formless mass, but secondary matter,7 which is the multitude of sub-
stances the mass of which is that of the body as a whole, we can say that
those substances are parts of that matter, in the way that those which
make up our bodies form parts of it. For just as our body is the matter and
our souls are the form of our substance, so it is with other corporeal sub-
stances. I see no more difficulty with that than with the case of man, which
we all accept. . . .

[5] To assert that every substance which is not divisible (which accord-
ing to me means every substance in general) is a mind, and must think,
seems to me to be beyond comparison more rash and more unfounded
than to believe in the conservation of forms. We know of only five senses
and a certain number of metals; should we conclude from that that there
are no others in the world? It seems much more likely that nature, which
loves variety, has produced other forms than those which can think. . . . [I]t
seems to me that we can conceive that divisible phenomena, or phenom-
ena of many beings, can be expressed or represented in a single indivisible
being; and that is enough for us to conceive a perception, without its being
necessary for us to attach thought or reflection to that representation. I
would like to be able to explain the differences and different degrees of
other forms of immaterial expression which do not have thought, in order
to distinguish corporeal or living substances from animals, in so far as they
can be distinguished. But I have not thought enough about it, and have not
examined nature well enough to be able to estimate forms on the basis of
a comparison of their organs and operations. M. *Malpighi, on the basis of
very considerable anatomical analogies, has a great inclination to think
that plants can be included in the same category as animals, and are in fact
imperfect animals.

[6] (v) It remains for me now only to satisfy you with regard to the
minor difficulties which you raise, sir, against the indestructibility of sub-
stantial forms. First, I am amazed that you find it strange and untenable,
because according to your own position anyone who allows animals to
have a soul and feelings must maintain their indestructibility. . . . People
who think that there is a virtually infinite number of animals in the small-
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est drop of water, as M. *Leeuwenhoek’s experiments have shown there
are, and who do not find it strange that matter should be filled throughout
with animated substances, will not find it any more strange that there
should be something animated even in ashes, and that fire can only trans-
form an animal and reduce it to something very small, rather than destroy-
ing it altogether. . . .

[7] It is only in appearance and according to the imagination that the
problem is any greater with regard to larger animals which we can see are
born only from a joining of two sexes [T2. 10 §8] (which it would appear is
no less true for the smallest insect). I learned some time ago that M.
Leeuwenhoek has opinions quite like my own, in that he holds that even
the largest animals are born by a kind of transformation. . . . It is true that
I am not aware that they have taken their view to the extent of saying that
corruption and death itself is also a transformation with regard to living
things devoid of rational souls, which is what I believe; but I think that if
they had been aware of the idea they would not have found it absurd.
There is nothing more natural than to think that what does not begin does
not come to an end either. If we accept that all generation is only an aug-
mentation and development of an already formed animal, we can easily
persuade ourselves that corruption or death is nothing but a diminution
and encapsulation of an animal which nevertheless still subsists and
remains living and organized. . . . [S]leep, which is an image of death, and
ecstasies; the enshrouding of a silkworm in its shell, which can be taken for
death; the resuscitation of drowned flies brought about by covering them
with some dry powder (whereas they remain completely dead if they are
left unaided), and that of swallows which make their winter quarters in
reeds and which are discovered with no semblance of life; experiments
with people killed by cold, drowned, or strangled, and who are then
brought back to life . . . all these things confirm my opinion that these dif-
ferent states differ only in degree . . . We ought not therefore to stick to
notions of death and of life which the uneducated may have when there
are analogies, and moreover solid arguments, to prove the opposite. For I
believe I have shown that there must be entelechies if there are corporeal
substances; and if we accept these entelechies or these souls, we have to
recognize their ingenerability and their indestructibility. . . . Whether the
animal made by the contraction of the body of the ram which Abraham
burned instead of Isaac should be called a ram is only a question of the
name, rather as would be the question whether a moth can be called a silk-
worm. The difficulty which you find, sir, with regard to this ram which is
reduced to ashes, derives only from the fact that I had not explained myself
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well enough. You suppose that there remains no organized body in the
ashes . . . But I believe that naturally there is no soul without an animated
body, and no animated body without organs; and neither ashes nor other
masses seem to me incapable of containing organized bodies.

[8] As regards minds, substances which think, that is, and which are
capable of knowing God and of discovering eternal truths, I maintain that
God governs them in accordance with laws which are different from those
in accordance with which he governs all these other substances. For while
all forms of substance express the whole universe, we can say that animal
substances express the world more than God, but that minds express God
more than the world. God governs animal substances in accordance with
the material laws of force, or of the communication of motion; but minds
he governs in accordance with the spiritual laws of justice, which do not
apply to the others . . . he takes on a different role in respect of minds.
That role is one which makes us conceive of him clothed in will and moral
qualities; for he is himself a mind, and as it were one of us, even to the
extent of entering into relation with us in a society of which he is the head.
It is that society, or general republic of minds under the sovereign
monarch, which is the noblest part of the universe, made up of so many
lesser gods under the great God. For we can say that created minds differ
from God only as between greater and less, between finite and infinite.
And we can truly claim that the whole universe is made only to contribute
to the ornament and the happiness of this city of God. That is why every-
thing is disposed in such a way that the laws of force or purely material
laws operate in the whole universe in such a way as to carry out the laws of
justice or of love; nothing can ever harm souls which are in the hand of
God, and everything must work out for the greatest good of those who
love him. That is why since minds must keep their personality and their
moral qualities in order that the City of God should not lose anyone, they
must in particular retain a kind of memory or consciousness, or the power
to know what they are. All their morality, sufferings, and punishments
depend on this, and as a result they must be exempt from the revolutions of
the universe which would otherwise make them unrecognizable to them-
selves, and would make them morally speaking into a different person. For
animal substances, on the other hand, it is enough that they remain 
the same individual only in metaphysical rigour, even though they are
subject to all imaginable changes, since they also have no consciousness or
reflection. . . .

[9] Finally, to gather up my thoughts into a few words, I hold that every
substance contains within its present state all its past states and all those to
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come, and indeed it expresses the whole universe according to its point of
view. Nothing is so far away from anything else that it has no connection
with it, in particular through its relation to the parts of its body, which it
expresses more immediately. As a result, nothing can ever come to it
except from its own resources and in virtue of its own laws, provided only
that we add to that the concourse of God. But each substance is aware of
other things, because it expresses them naturally, having been created
from the first in such a way that it would do so later on, and would accom-
modate itself to them as necessary; and it is in this obligation imposed on
it from the beginning that what we call the action of one substance on
another consists. As for corporeal substances, I hold that mass, considering
only what is divisible in it, is a pure phenomenon; that every substance has
a true unity in metaphysical rigour, and that it is indivisible, ingenerable,
and incorruptible. All matter must be filled with substances which are ani-
mated, or at least alive; generation and corruption are only transforma-
tions from small to large or vice versa, and there is no parcel of matter in
which there is not a world made up of an infinity of created things, orga-
nized as well as collected together. Above all, the works of God are infi-
nitely greater, more splendid, more numerous, and better ordered than we
usually think; mechanism, or organization, order, that is, is as it were
essential right down to their smallest parts. Thus there is no theory which
shows us the wisdom of God better than this one, according to which
there are substances which show his perfection everywhere, and which are
all equally but in different ways mirrors of the beauty of the universe;
nothing is empty, sterile, undeveloped, or without perception. . . .

2.12. Leibniz to Arnauld, 4/14 January 1688

. . . Turning to other things, I hope with all my heart that you will have the
time to spend half an hour thinking about my objection to the *Cartesians
. . . Your intelligence and your honesty convince me that I shall get the
point across to you, and that you will recognize in good faith what is
involved. The discussion is not long, and the matter is of some impor-
tance, not only for mechanics, but also for metaphysics, because motion in
itself separated from force is only a relative thing, and its subject can never
be determined. But force is something real and absolute, and since the cal-
culation of force is different from that of motion, as I show clearly, we
should not be surprised that nature retains the same quantity of force and
not the same quantity of motion. However, it follows that in nature there
is something other than extension and motion, unless we refuse all force
and all power to things, which would be to change them from the 
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substances they are into modes. That is what *Spinoza does; he thinks that
only God is a substance, and that all other things are only modifications.
Spinoza is full of fantasies, and his so-called demonstrations in ‘Of God’
don’t even look like proofs. However, I claim that a created substance does
not in metaphysical rigour act on another, that is, it does not have a real
influence. We could never explain distinctly what such an influence con-
sisted in, except in the case of God, whose operation is a continual crea-
tion, the source of which is the essential dependence of created things. But
in order to talk like other people, who have good reason to say that one
substance acts on another, I have to give another notion of what is called
action. But that would take too long to work out here, and besides, I refer
you to my last letter, which was fairly lengthy.

2.13. Leibniz to Arnauld, 23 March 1690

. . . [1] A body is an aggregation of substances, and not strictly speaking a
substance. It must therefore be that there are substances in bodies every-
where, substances which are indivisible, ingenerable, and incorruptible,
and which have something of the nature of souls. That all these substances
have always been and will always be united to organic bodies which are
transformable in various ways. That each one of these substances contains
in its nature the law of the continuation of the series of its operations, and
everything that has ever happened to it or will happen. That all its actions
come from its own depths, except for its dependence on God. That every
substance expresses the whole of the universe, but some more distinctly
than others, each one more particularly with regard to certain things, and
according to its own point of view. That the union of the soul and the
body, and also the operation of one substance on another, consists only in
the perfect mutual accord, specifically established by the order of the first
creation, in virtue of which every substance fits in with what the others
need in accordance with its own laws, so that the operations of the one
follow or accompany the operation or change of the other. That intelli-
gences, or souls capable of reflection, and of knowledge of eternal truths
and of God, have many privileges which exempt them from the revo-
lutions of bodies. That for them moral laws have to be combined with
physical ones. That everything is done primarily for these intelligences.
That together they make up the republic of the universe, of which God is
the ruler. That there is a perfect justice and polity observed in this City of
God, and there is no wrong action without punishment, and no good
action without its appropriate reward. That the more we knew about
things, the more we would see that they are excellent, and in accordance
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with what a wise person would want. That we should always be content
with the events of the past, because they are in conformity with God’s
absolute will, which we discover only in the event; but that we should try
to make the future, in so far as it depends on us, conform to God’s *pre-
sumptive will, or to his commandments. We should seek to grace this
Sparta of ours,8 and work to do good, but without upsetting ourselves,
when we do not succeed, in the firm belief that God will know how to find
more suitable occasions to change things for the better. That people who
are not content with the order of things cannot claim to love God as they
should. That justice is nothing but the charity of the wise. That charity is
universal good will, the execution of which the wise person performs in
conformity with the measure of reason, in order to obtain the greatest
good. And that wisdom is the science of happiness, or of the means of
arriving at lasting contentment, which consists in a continual journey
towards greater perfection, or at least in a variation of the same level of
perfection.

[2] With regard to physics, we have to understand the nature of force,
which is quite different from motion, which is something more relative.
That we must measure that force by the quantity of its effect. That there is
an absolute force, a directive force, and a relative force. That each of these
forces is conserved at the same level in the universe, and in each machine
which is not in communication with the others, and that the two latter
forces taken together make up the first, or absolute force. But that the
same quantity of motion is not conserved, since I have shown that other-
wise perpetual motion would be achieved, and the effect would be more
powerful than the cause.

APPENDIX

Here, having recognized that it is the divisibility of extended matter that accounts
for Leibniz’s rejecting it as substantial, Arnauld, alluding to the Cartesian philoso-
pher *Cordemoy, sees this as a possible reason for suggesting that, after all, matter
is not divisible forever, but consists, in the end, of unified indivisible material
atoms. As Arnauld suspected, Leibniz (T2. 7 §7) does not share this view. He
applauds Cordemoy for having recognized the need for substantial material
unities, but insists that these cannot be found in purely material atoms.
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His own solution to the requirement for genuine substantial unities out of
which material bodies such as human corpses, or marble tiles, can be aggregated
can be seen as a combination of Cordemoy’s purely material atoms with his 
own hylomorphic account of living corporeal substances, such as humans and
animals. Extended matter for Descartes is continuous, homogeneous, potentially
infinitely divisible, and has no ultimate parts; for Cordemoy, by contrast, it is actu-
ally divided into small, extended but indivisible atoms, ultimate material parts.
Leibniz’s view of it aligns him with Cordemoy: matter is actually divided into
unitary parts. Yet it also aligns him with Descartes: matter is not divisible into ulti-
mate parts. Moreover, in agreement with neither Descartes nor Cordemoy, he
holds that the non-ultimate parts of mere non-substantial matter are not them-
selves non-substantial. All matter, whether marble tiles or human bodies, is
divided into or aggregated out of small, animated, living material substances (see
Introduction, Sect. 2).
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3

REFLECTIONS ON THE
ADVANCEMENT OF TRUE

METAPHYSICS AND PARTICULARLY 
ON THE NATURE OF SUBSTANCE

EXPLAINED BY FORCE (1694)

Summary of the Text

This text is an enlarged version of an article, ‘On the Correction of Metaphysics

and the Concept of Substance’, which Leibniz had already published in a learned

journal (Acta Eruditorum, March 1694). He sent it to his correspondent Jacques-

Bénigne Bossuet in July 1694.

It aims to highlight the general importance of metaphysics as a ‘first or primary

science’, and, in particular, within that science, the importance of the notion of

substance (see Introduction, Sects. 1–2)—a rich notion from which there follow

truths about God, the soul, and the nature of body (cf. T1. 12), and something

about which *Descartes went wrong.

In order to give a flavour of his notion of it Leibniz says something (Sect. 4)

about his notions of primary active force, which is an element of all substance,

and of secondary active force or moving force which is derived from this. (For more

of the relations between these, see T4 and Introduction, Sect. 3.)

Primary active force is explained as involving some positive tendency or 

striving—or ‘conatus’ or *‘entelechy’ (as of a bent bow to unbend); as such it is dif-

ferent from an inactive capacity—what the *Scholastics called a ‘faculty’ (as of a

piece of bent wire to be made straight). As for derived active force, Leibniz states

(without giving the argument of TT1. 7; 4. 26–31 for the point), that it is to be

measured in terms of its effects and not, as with the *Cartesians, to be identified

with quantity of motion (or ‘impetus’). (See Introduction, Sect. 3.)

According to Leibniz, the important connection between force and substance

was missed by the Cartesians, who saw corporeal substance as consisting of no

more than extension. This mistake led also (Sect. 2) to their inability to explain the
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relation between body and mind. By contrast, Leibniz’s insight into this matter

(Sect. 5) will, he says, throw light onto that relation and also onto causal relations

between substances in general.

THE TEXT

[1] I notice that most people who take pleasure in the science of mathe-
matics have no taste for metaphysical meditations; they find enlighten-
ment in the one, and darkness in the other. The main cause of this seems to
be that general notions, which are thought to be the best known, have
become ambiguous and obscure because of people’s negligence and the
inconsistent way in which they explain themselves. And ordinary defini-
tions, far from explaining the nature of things, do not even explain the
meanings of words. This problem has spread to other disciplines, which
are subordinate in various ways to this first and architectonic science; 
thus, instead of clear definitions, we have been given petty distinctions,
and instead of universal axioms, we have only local rules, which meet with
almost as many exceptions as they have instances. Yet at the same time
people are obliged to use metaphysical terms all the time, and they con-
vince themselves that they understand words that they have grown used to
using. People are always talking about substance, accident, cause, action,
relation or ratio, and numerous other terms, whose true meanings have,
however, not yet been made clear; for those true meanings are rich in
excellent truths, whereas those we have given to them are barren. That is
why we should not be surprised that this primary science, which is called
‘first philosophy’, and which *Aristotle called the ‘sought after’, is still to 
be found.1

[2] *Plato is often concerned, in his dialogues, to investigate the rich-
ness of these notions; and Aristotle does the same thing in the so-called
metaphysical books; but they do not seem to have made much progress in
it. The later *Platonists spoke in a mysterious way, which they carried to
absurdity; and the *scholastic *Aristotelians were more interested in
raising questions than in answering them. They should have had a Gellius,
the Roman magistrate whom *Cicero reports as having offered his ser-
vices to the philosophers of Athens, where he held office, in the belief that
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their arguments could be settled like lawsuits. In our own day, several
excellent men have extended their interests into metaphysics, but their
success has so far not been very great. It must be admitted, though, that M.
*Descartes did something of importance here: he revived Plato’s efforts to
free the mind from its enslavement to the senses, and he made good use of
the doubts of the *Academicians. But having been too hasty in his asser-
tions, and not having distinguished certainty from uncertainty sufficiently
well, he didn’t achieve his aim. He had a mistaken idea of the nature of
body, which he saw, without proof, as being pure extension, and he 
couldn’t see any way of explaining the union of the soul with the body.
This was through not understanding the nature of substance in general;
he made a kind of leap into examining difficult questions without having
explained their component parts. The dubious nature of his Meditations

couldn’t be seen more clearly than it is in a little work in which he tried, at
the request of Father *Mersenne, to condense them into the form of
demonstrations. The work is included among his Replies to Objections.2

[3] There have been other able men who have had some profound
thoughts; but they have lacked clarity, which is, however, more necessary
here even than in mathematics. In mathematics truths carry their proofs
along with them, and it is the fact that we can always examine those proofs
that has made them so certain. This is why metaphysics, lacking such
proofs, needs a new way of treating things which will take the place of cal-
culation; it will serve as a thread in the labyrinth, and yet will retain an
accessibility comparable to that which is found in the most popular
speech.

[4] The importance of these investigations will be seen in what we have
to say about the notion of substance. The idea I have of it is so rich, that
there follow from it most of the most important truths about God, the
soul, and the nature of body, which are generally either unknown or
unproved. To give some flavour of it, I will say here that the consideration
of force, to which I have assigned a special science which might be called
‘Dynamics’, is of great help in understanding the nature of substance. This
active force is different from a ‘faculty’ of the *Schools, in that a faculty is
only a proximate possibility of action, which in itself is dead, so to speak,
and inactive unless it is excited by something from outside. But active force
involves an *‘entelechy’, or an activity; it is half-way between a faculty and
an action, and contains in itself a certain effort, or conatus. It is led by itself
to action without any need of assistance, provided nothing prevents it. All
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this can be clarified by the example of a hanging heavy body, or a bent
bow; for although it is true that weight and elastic force must be explained
mechanically by the movement of ethereal3 matter, it is nevertheless also
true that the ultimate reason for the movement of matter is the force given
at creation, which is there in every body, but which is as it were constrained
by the mutual interactions of bodies. I hold that this power of action is
there in every substance, and that in fact it always produces some actual
activity, and that body itself could never be perfectly at rest—which is quite
contrary to the idea of those who see body solely as extension.4 It will also
be seen from these meditations that a substance never receives its force
from another created substance; what comes from there is only the con-
straint or determination which gives rise to secondary force, or what is
called moving force, which must not be confused with what some authors
call impetus, which they measure by the quantity of movement, and make
proportional to speed, when bodies are equal. By contrast, moving force,
which is absolute and vital, that is, that which is always conserved, is pro-
portional to the possible effects which can arise from it. [See TT1. 17; 5.
25–6.] This is where the *Cartesians went wrong, in thinking that the same
quantity of movement is conserved in meetings between bodies. And I see
that M. *Huygens is of my opinion in this, according to what he gave us,
some time ago, in the Histoire des ouvrages des savants, where he said that
the same elevating force is always conserved.

[5] Finally, a most important point which will be clarified by these
meditations is communication between substances, and the union of the
soul with the body. I hope that this great problem will be thereby resolved
in such a clear manner that that in itself will serve as a proof to show that
we have found the key to part of these matters. I do not think there is any
way of giving an alternative explanation without reference to an extraor-
dinary concourse of the first cause in the ordinary workings of secondary
causes. But I will talk more of this another time, if the public does not
reject this, which is meant only to test the water. . . .
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4

NEW SYSTEM OF THE NATURE OF
SUBSTANCES AND THEIR

COMMUNICATION, AND OF THE
UNION WHICH EXISTS BETWEEN 
THE SOUL AND THE BODY (1695)

Summary of the Text

This article, which Leibniz published anonymously in 1695 in the Journal des
savants, takes up ideas he discussed ten years earlier in T1 and T2. As he had

hoped, it provoked much discussion, both public and private—in particular, with

Simon Foucher (TT6–8) and Pierre Bayle (TT10–12, 14–17).

As its title indicates, the article falls naturally into two parts. The first twelve

paragraphs give an account of the nature of substance, while the remaining six

deal with the question of causality between substances, in particular between

body and mind.

On the first of these matters Leibniz explains (Sects. 1–2) how, though he was

in favour of giving detailed mechanical explanations of physical phenomena

rather than explanations in terms of substantial forms (see Introduction, Sect. 2),

he nevertheless saw that to give a proper metaphysical foundation for the prin-

ciples of mechanics the *Cartesian account of material substance as merely

extended was insufficient. It needed replacing by an account which (Sects. 3–4)

had its basis in the notion of force (as in T3. 4), and which recognized substances

as individual active unities—in short, an account which reintroduced *substan-

tial forms.

Sections 5–11 contain elements of Leibniz’s philosophy of mind. Though the

Cartesians were wrong to suppose that non-human animals do not have minds,

such minds are different from ours. Unlike theirs, ours are rational, and have a

moral identity and a close relationship with God (see also T1. 34–5, T18. 14–15,

T19. 82–3; and Introduction, Sects. 6, 7).
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These sections also briefly express ideas which Leibniz dwelt on at some length

in his correspondence with *Arnauld (T2): the relation of souls (both animal and

human) to an organic body, the way souls provide substantial unity, the nature of

that organic body, and the nature of birth and death.

Leibniz then turns to the question of the relationship between the body and the

mind. *Occasionalism has something to be said for it (Sects. 12–13), but it is not

quite right. Realizing this led him, Leibniz says (Sect. 14), to his theory of *agree-

ments. It is their ‘representational agreement’ which constitutes the union

between mind and body. This theory shows, he says (Sects. 17–18), something

about causality and the relation of physics and metaphysics.

THE TEXT

[1] I thought of this system several years ago and communicated some of
it to various learned men, and in particular to one of the greatest theolo-
gians and philosophers of our time, who, having heard about them from a
person of the highest rank, had found some of my opinions quite para-
doxical. But after receiving my explanations, he withdrew what he had said
in the most generous and admirable way possible; and, having accepted
some of my points, he withdrew his censure of the others with which he
did not yet agree.1 Since then I have continued my meditations whenever 
I have had the opportunity, so as to give the public only well-considered
opinions; and I have also tried to answer objections raised against my
essays on dynamics, which have some connection with this. And now,
because some notable people wanted to see my views clarified, I have ven-
tured to offer these meditations, although they are by no means popular in
style, nor such as can be appreciated by all types of mind. I am doing this
mainly in order to benefit from the judgements of people who are enlight-
ened in these matters, for it would be too troublesome to seek out and
consult individually all those who might be willing to give me advice—
which I shall always be glad to receive, provided it shows a love of the
truth, rather than a passion for preconceived opinions.

[2] Although I am one of those people who have done a lot of work on
mathematics,2 ever since my youth I have continued to meditate upon phi-
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losophy, for it always seemed to me that there was a way of establishing
something solid in it by clear demonstrations. I had gone far into the
country of the *Scholastics, when mathematics and modern authors drew
me out again, while I was still quite young. Their beautiful way of explain-
ing nature mechanically charmed me, and I rightly scorned the method of
those who make use only of [*substantial] forms and faculties, from which
we learn nothing. But afterwards, having tried to go more deeply into the
principles of mechanics themselves in order to explain the laws of nature
which are known through experience, I realized that the consideration 
of mere extended mass is insufficient, and that use must also be made of
the notion of force, which is perfectly intelligible, though it belongs to 
the sphere of metaphysics. I realized also that the opinion of those
[*Descartes] who transform or demote animals into mere machines,
although it seems possible, is implausible, and indeed contrary to the
order of things.

[3] At first, when I had freed myself from the yoke of *Aristotle, I was in
favour of *atoms and the void, because this view best satisfies the imagi-
nation. But thinking again about this, after much meditation I saw that it is
impossible to find the principles of a real unity in matter alone, or in what is
only passive, since this is nothing but a collection or aggregation of parts
ad infinitum. Now a multiplicity can derive its reality only from true unities

which come from elsewhere, and which are quite different from ·mathe-
maticalÒ points, ·which are only the extremities of extended things, and
mere modifications,Ò from which it is obvious that something continuous
cannot be composed. So, in order to get to these real unities I had to have
recourse to a formal atom ·what might be called a real and animated point,
or to an atom of substance, which must contain some kind of form or
activity in order to make a complete beingÒ, since a material thing cannot
simultaneously be material and perfectly indivisible, or possessed of a
genuine unity. So it was necessary to recall and, as it were, to rehabilitate
substantial forms, which are so much decried these days—but in a way
which would make them intelligible, and which would separate the use
which should be made of them from their previous misuse. I found, then,
that the nature of substantial forms consists in force, and that from this
there follows something analogous to feeling and desire; and that they
must therefore be understood along the lines of our notion of souls. But
just as the soul ought not to be used to explain in detail the workings of an
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animal’s body, I decided that similarly these forms must not be used to
solve particular problems of nature, although they are necessary for
grounding true general principles. *Aristotle calls them first *entelechies. I
call them, perhaps more intelligibly, primary forces, which contain not only
actuality, or the mere fulfilment of a possibility, but also an originating
activity.

[4] I saw that these forms and souls had to be indivisible, like our minds,
and indeed I remembered that this was the opinion of St *Thomas about
the souls of animals. But this truth reintroduced all the great difficulties
about the origin and duration of souls and forms. For, since every ·simpleÒ
substance which has a genuine unity can begin or end only by a miracle, it
follows that they can come into being only by creation and end only by
annihilation. So I had to recognize that (with the exception of souls which
God still intends to create specially) the constitutive forms of substances
must have been created with the world and must always continue to exist.
Thus the Scholastics, such as *Albertus Magnus and John *Bacon, had
glimpsed part of the truth about the origin of these forms. And this idea
should not seem extraordinary, for we are only attributing to forms the
duration which the *Gassendists accord to their atoms.

[5] Nevertheless, I held that we must not mix up with these ·or confuse
with other forms or soulsÒ the mind, or rational soul, which is of a superior
order and has incomparably more perfection than those forms which are
sunk in matter ·, which in my view are to be found everywhereÒ. In com-
parison with those, minds or rational souls are like little gods, made in the
image of God, and having within them a ray of the divine light. That is
why God governs minds as a prince governs his subjects, or as a father
looks after his children; whereas he deals with other substances as an 
engineer handles his machines. Thus minds have special laws which raise
them above the mechanical operations of matter, ·which it carries out in
accordance with the order God has imposed on it,Ò and we might say that
everything else is made only for them, for even those mechanical opera-
tions are arranged for the happiness of the good and the punishment of
the wicked.

[6] To return to ordinary forms or material ·primitiveÒ souls, however,
the duration which must now be attributed to them, rather than to atoms,
as before, might give rise to the idea that they pass from body to body; this
would be *metempsychosis, rather like the transmission of motion and 
of species as certain philosophers have maintained it [*Scholastics]. But
this fancy is very far from how things are: there is no such passing. And
here the transformations noted by MM. *Swammerdam, *Malpighi, and
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*Leeuwenhoek, who are among the best observers of our day, have helped
me, and have led me to accept more readily that no animal or other orga-
nized substance begins when we think it does, and that its apparent gener-
ation is only a development, or a kind of augmentation. And I have noticed
that the author of The *Search after Truth, M. *Regis, M. *Hartsoeker, and
other able men have not been far from this opinion.

[7] But there still remained the even bigger question as to what
becomes of these souls or forms on the death of the animal or the destruc-
tion of the individual organized substance.3 This question is all the more
difficult, because it seems hardly reasonable that souls should remain,
useless, in a chaos of confused matter. This led me to decide in the end that
there is only one view that can reasonably be taken, which is that not only
is the soul conserved, but so also is the animal itself and its organic mecha-
nism; although the destruction of its cruder parts has made it so small as to
be as little perceptible to our senses as it was before its birth. And indeed,
no one can exactly tell the true time of death, which for a long time may be
taken for a mere suspension of observable actions and which ultimately is
nothing more than that in the case of simple animals: witness the resuscita-

tion of flies which have been drowned and then buried in powdered chalk,
and several similar instances which show clearly that there would be many
more resuscitations, even in more extreme cases, if men were in a position
to repair the mechanism. It seems it was of something of this kind that the
great *Democritus spoke, complete atomist though he was, even though
*Pliny laughs at what he said. It is natural, then, that an animal, since it has
always been living and organized (as some people of great insight are
beginning to recognize), should always remain so. And so, since there is
therefore no first birth or entirely new generation of an animal, it follows
that it will have no final extinction or complete death in the strict meta-
physical sense; and that consequently, instead of the transmigration of
souls, there is nothing but a transformation of one and the same animal,
according as its organs are differently packed up, and more or less 
developed.

[8] Meanwhile rational souls follow much higher laws, and are exempt
from everything which could make them lose their status as citizens of the
society of minds; God has provided for them so well that no changes in
matter can ever make them lose the moral qualities of their personality.
And we can say that everything tends to the perfection, not only of the 
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universe in general, but also of these created beings in particular; for they
are destined for such a degree of happiness that the universe becomes
involved in it, in virtue of the divine goodness, which is communicated to
each one to the extent that the sovereign wisdom can allow.

[9] As for the ordinary run of animals and other corporeal substances,
which up until now have been thought to suffer total extinction and whose
changes depend on mechanical rules rather than on moral laws, I was
pleased to see that the ancient author of the book Diet (which is attributed
to *Hippocrates) had glimpsed something of the truth, when he expressly
said that animals are not born and do not die, and that the things which we
suppose to come into being and to perish merely appear and disappear.
This was also the opinion of *Parmenides and of *Melissus according to
*Aristotle. (For these ancients are sounder than we think.)

[10] I am as ready as anyone to do justice to the moderns; nevertheless I
think they have carried reform too far, among other things in conflating
natural things with artificial ones, through not having sufficiently grand
ideas of the majesty of nature. They take the difference between nature’s
machines and ours to be only that between great and small. This recently
led a very able man, the author of *Conversations on the Plurality of Worlds,
to say that on close inspection nature appears less wonderful than we had
thought, it being only something like a craftsman’s window display. I think
that this gives an inappropriate and unworthy idea of nature, and that it is
only my system which shows the true and immense distance there is
between the least productions and mechanisms of divine wisdom and the
greatest masterpieces produced by the skill of a limited mind—a differ-
ence which is not merely one of degree, but one of kind. It needs to be rec-
ognized, then, that nature’s machines have a truly infinite number of
organic parts, and are so well provided for and proof against all accidents
that it is not possible to destroy them. A natural machine is still a machine
even in its smallest parts; and, what is more, it always remains the same
machine it was, being merely transformed by being packed up in different
ways; sometimes extended, sometimes contracted and as it were concen-
trated, when we think that it is destroyed.

[11] Furthermore, by means of the soul or form, there is in us a true
unity which corresponds to what we call ‘I’; this can have no place in artifi-
cial machines or in a simple mass of matter, however organized it may be.
Such masses can only be thought of as like an army or a flock, or like a
pond full of fish, or like a watch composed of springs and wheels. Yet if
there were no true substantial unities there would be nothing substantial
or real in such a collection. It was this that forced M. *Cordemoy to
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abandon *Descartes and adopt Democritus’ doctrine of atoms in order to
find a true unity. But atoms of matter are contrary to reason, quite apart
from being still composed of parts, since the invincible attachment of one
part to another (even if it could rationally be understood or imagined)
would certainly not take away the difference between them. It is only
atoms of substance, that is to say real unities absolutely devoid of parts, that
can be the sources of actions, and the absolute first principles of the com-
position of things, and as it were the ultimate elements in the analysis of
substances ·substantial thingsÒ. They might be called metaphysical points;
they have something of the nature of life and a kind of perception, and mathe-

matical points are their point of view for expressing the universe. But when a
corporeal substance is contracted, all its organs together make what to us
is only a physical point. Thus the indivisibility of physical points is only
apparent. Mathematical points really are indivisible, but they are only
modalities. It is only metaphysical or substantial points (constituted by
forms or souls) which are both indivisible and real, and without them there
would be nothing real, since without true unities there would be no multi-
plicity.

[12] Having decided these things, I thought I had reached port, but
when I set myself to think about the union of the soul with the body I was
as it were carried back into the open sea. For I could find no way of explain-
ing how the body can make something pass over into the soul or vice versa,
or how one created substance can communicate with another. As far as we
can see from his writings, M. Descartes gave up the game at this point, but
his disciples, seeing that the popular opinion is incomprehensible, said that
we are aware of the properties of bodies because God produces thoughts
in the soul on the occasion of the motions of matter; and when in its turn
our soul wishes to move the body, they said that it is God who moves the
body for it. And as the communication of motion also seemed incompre-
hensible to them, they held that God gives motion to one body on the
occasion of the motion of another. This is what they call the System of

*Occasional Causes, which has been made very fashionable by the excellent
reflections of the author of the The Search after Truth.4

[13] It must be admitted that they have gone a long way with this
problem in telling us what cannot happen; but their account of what actu-
ally does happen does not appear to have solved it. It is quite true that in
the strict metaphysical sense, one created substance has no real influence
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upon another, and that all things, with all their reality, are continually pro-
duced by the power of God. But to solve problems it is not enough to
make use of a general cause and to introduce what is called a deus ex

machina. For to do this, without giving any other explanation in terms of
the order of secondary causes, is really to have recourse to a miracle. In
philosophy we must try to show the way in which things are carried out by
the divine wisdom by explaining them in accordance with the notion of
the subject we are dealing with.

[14] Being thus obliged to admit that it is impossible that the soul or 
any other true substance should receive anything from outside, except
through divine omnipotence, I was led gradually to an idea which sur-
prised me, but which seems inevitable, and which in fact has very great
advantages and very considerable attractions. This is that we should say
that God first created the soul, or any other real unity, in such a way that
everything in it arises from its own nature, with a perfect spontaneity as
regards itself, and yet with a perfect conformity to things outside it. And
thus, since our inner sensations (that is, those which are in the soul itself
and not in the brain or in the subtle parts of the body) are only a sequence
of phenomena relating to external things, or are really appearances or sys-
tematic dreams, as it were, these internal perceptions in the soul itself
must arise from its own original constitution, that is to say from its repre-
sentational nature (its ability to express external things which are in rela-
tion with its organs), which it has had since its creation, and which
constitutes its individual character. And this means that since each of these
substances accurately represents the whole universe in its own way and
from a particular point of view, and since its perceptions or expressions of
external things occur in the soul at just the right time in virtue of its own
laws, as in a world apart, as if there existed nothing but God and that soul
(to use the expression of a certain lofty-minded person [*Teresa], famous
for her sanctity), there will be a perfect agreement between all these sub-
stances, which produces the same effect as would be observed if they com-
municated with one another by means of a transmission of species or
qualities, such as most ordinary philosophers [*Scholastics] suppose.
Furthermore, the organized mass in which the point of view of the soul
lies is more immediately expressed by it, and is in turn ready, just when the
soul desires it, to act of itself according to the laws of the bodily mecha-
nism, without either one interfering with the laws of the other, the animal
spirits and the blood having exactly at the right moment the motions
which correspond to the passions and perceptions of the soul. It is this
mutual relationship, arranged in advance in each substance in the uni-
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verse, which produces what we call their communication, and which
alone constitutes the union of soul and body. And in this way we can under-
stand how the soul has its seat in the body by an immediate presence,
which is as close as could be, since the soul is in the body in the way in
which unity is in that resultant of unities which is multiplicity.

[15] This hypothesis is certainly possible. For why could not God give
to a substance at the outset a nature or internal force which could produce
in it in an orderly way (as in a spiritual or formal automaton; but a free one, in
the case of a substance which is endowed with a share of reason) every-
thing that is going to happen to it, that is to say, all the appearances or
expressions it is going to have, and all without the help of any created
thing? This is the more likely since the nature of a substance necessarily
requires and essentially involves some progress or change, without which
it would have no force to act. And as the nature of the soul is to represent
the universe in a very exact way (though with more or less distinctness),
the succession of representations which the soul produces for itself will
naturally correspond to the succession of changes in the universe itself:
just as on the other hand the body has also been adapted to the soul for the
occasions when we think of the soul as acting externally. What is all the
more reasonable about this is that bodies are made only for minds which
are capable of entering into association with God, and of celebrating his
glory. Thus as soon as we see that this Theory of *Agreements is possible, we
see also that it is the most reasonable, and that it gives a wonderful sense of
the harmony of the universe and the perfection of the works of God.

[16] It also has the great advantage that instead of saying that we are
free only in appearance and in a way which is sufficient for practical pur-
poses, as several clever people have held, we must rather say that we are
determined only in appearance, and that, in strict metaphysical language,
we are perfectly independent of the influence of all other created things.
This again puts into a marvellous light the immortality of our soul and the
perfectly unbroken conservation of our individuality, which is perfectly
well-regulated by its own nature and sheltered from all external accidents,
however it may appear to the contrary. Never has any system made our
elevated position more clear. Every mind is like a world apart, sufficient to
itself, independent of every other created thing, involves the infinite, and
expresses the universe, and so it is as lasting, as continuous in its existence,
and as absolute as the universe of created things itself. Thus we should
conclude that each mind should always play its part in the way most fitted
to contribute to the perfection of the society of all minds which consti-
tutes their moral union in the City of God. There is also here a new and
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surprisingly clear proof of the existence of God. For this perfect agree-
ment of so many substances which have no communication with one
another could come only from their common cause.

[17] Besides all these advantages which this theory has in its favour, we
may say that it is something more than a theory, since it hardly seems pos-
sible to explain things in any other intelligible way, and because several
serious difficulties which have perplexed men’s minds up until now seem
to disappear of themselves when we fully understand it. Our ordinary
ways of speaking may also be easily preserved. For we may say that the
substance whose state explains a change in an intelligible way (so that we
may conclude that it is this substance to which the others have in this
respect been adapted from the beginning, in accordance with the order of
the decrees of God) is the one which, so far as this change goes, we should
therefore think of as acting upon the others. So the action of one substance
upon another is not an emission or a transplantation of an entity as is com-
monly thought, and it can be reasonably understood only in the way I have
just described. It is true that we can easily understand in connection with
matter both the emission and the receiving of parts, by means of which we
quite properly explain all the phenomena of physics mechanically. But a
material mass is not a substance, and so it is clear that action as regards an
actual substance can only be as I have described.

[18] These considerations, however metaphysical they may seem, are
nevertheless marvellously useful in physics for grounding the laws of
motion, as my dynamics will be able to show. For we can say that when
bodies collide, each one is affected only by its own elasticity, caused by the
motion which is already in it.5 And as for absolute motion, nothing can
determine it mathematically, since everything ends in relations: the result
being that there is always a perfect equivalence of theories, as in as-
tronomy; so that, whatever number of bodies we take, we may arbitrarily
assign either rest or some degree of velocity to whichever we like, without
it being possible for us to be refuted by the phenomena of motion,
whether in a straight line, a circle, or composite.6 It is still reasonable,
however, in conformity with the notion of activity which we have estab-
lished here, to attribute genuine motions to bodies in accordance with
what explains the phenomena in the most intelligible way.
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5

SPECIMEN DYNAMICUM :  AN ESSAY IN
DYNAMICS, SHOWING THE

WONDERFUL LAWS OF 
NATURE CONCERNING BODILY 

FORCES AND THEIR 
INTERACTIONS, AND TRACING THEM

TO THEIR CAUSES (1695)

Summary of the Text

Only the first of the two parts of this ‘Essay in Dynamics’ was published. The

essay as a whole is an important, detailed working-out and application of

Leibniz’s notion of force, a notion which, as other works (such as T3) at any rate

hint, lies at the heart of his dynamics. It has as its foundation the view (already

familiar from TT1, 2, 3) that the Cartesian conception of corporeal substance as

mere extension is unsatisfactory because of its omission of the idea of force. It is

force that ‘constitutes the inmost nature of bodies’ (Sect. 2), and it is force that is

the underlying reality of motion. In short, underlying the world of extended

matter in motion (the world as conceived by the new mechanical philosophy) is

force. Many other Leibnizian texts say this much, but this one is important for

saying rather more. It expounds many of the ideas explained in the Introduction

(Sect. 3).

Thus, for example, two important distinctions are made (Sects. 6, 7), between

active and passive force, and (in both these cases) between primitive and deriva-
tive force. Primitive active force corresponds to substantial form or soul. It

appeared, though not by this rather technical name, in TT1. 15, 16, 18; 3. 4; 4. 2,

3. It is something which is crucial to a correct metaphysics of substances but,

unlike derivative active force, of no concern for detailed physical explanations of

phenomena. (See also TT1. 8; 4. 3, 13; 13. 7–8; and Introduction, Sects. 2, 3.1,

From the Latin of ‘Specimen Dynamicum . . .’, Acta Eruditorum (Apr. 1695), 145–57, as printed at
GM vi. 235–54. 
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3.3.) Derivative active force is ‘as it were the limitation of primitive force brought

about by the collision of bodies with each other’ (T5. 6; see also T13. 11).

As explained in the Introduction (Sect. 3.2), passive force (Sect. 7) has to do

with various other properties of matter, such as impenetrability, which, Leibniz

thinks, Descartes ignored. At the metaphysical level it relates to the imperfection of

created things (T19. 42).

Leibniz’s concern in this ‘Essay’ is with derivative force, ‘the force by which

[moving] bodies actually act and are acted upon by each other’ in collisions (Sect.

9). It is in terms of motion and the dynamical force associated with it that Leibniz,

as a proponent of the ‘mechanical philosophy’, believes ‘all other material phe-

nomena are explicable’ (Sect. 9), e.g. solidity (Sect. 52).

By considering it (Sects. 41–8), Leibniz demonstrates a law of continuity in

physical phenomena. This highlights absurdities in Descartes’s collision rules,

and shows that all bodies are elastic and rules out indivisible atoms.

THE TEXT

[1] Part 1. Since the time I first mentioned the founding of a new science of

dynamics, a number of distinguished people in various places have asked
for a fuller explanation of the idea. As I have not yet had time to compose a
book, therefore, I will give here something which may throw some light
on the subject; and perhaps that light will be returned with interest, if I can
get the opinions of people who can combine power of thought with ele-
gance of style. Their judgement would be very welcome and I hope useful
in advancing the project. [2] I have suggested elsewhere that corporeal
things contain something other than extension, indeed something prior to
extension, namely the force of nature implanted in all things by the
Creator. This force does not consist of a mere faculty, of the kind with
which the Schools seem to content themselves, but instead is endowed
with a conatus or effort (nisus), such that it will attain its full effect unless it
is impeded by some contrary striving. This effort often makes itself felt by
the senses, but in my view reason shows that it is everywhere in matter,
even when it is not apparent to the senses. Now, as we should not attribute
this force (vis) to God’s miraculous action, it is clear that he must have
placed it in bodies themselves—indeed, that it constitutes the inmost
nature of bodies. For to act is the mark of a substance, and extension
alone, far from itself constituting substance, is no more than the continua-
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tion or diffusion of a given effort-exerting and counter-straining (that is,
resisting) substance. [3] I recognize that all corporeal action arises from
motion, and that motion itself comes only from other motion, either
already in the body or impressed from outside. But when we analyse it,
motion, like time, does not really exist: for a whole never exists if it does
not have coexistent parts. Thus there is nothing real in motion but the
momentary state which a force endowed with an effort for change must
produce. Therefore, whatever there is in corporeal nature besides the
object of geometry, or extension, reduces to this. [4] This theory finally
does justice both to the truth and to the teaching of the ancients. Just 
as our age has already rescued from scorn *Democritus’ atoms, *Plato’s
ideas, and the *Stoics’ tranquillity about the best possible arrangement of
things, so we can now make intelligible the *Peripatetic doctrine of forms
or entelechies, which for very good reason struck people as puzzling, and
was hardly understood even by its own inventors. For it seems to me that
this philosophy, which has been accepted for so many centuries, should
not be rejected, but should be explained in such a way as to make it consis-
tent with itself wherever possible, and should be extended and illustrated
with new discoveries. 

[5] This approach to inquiry seems to me both sensible for the teacher
and useful for the student. We must be careful not to be more eager to
destroy than to build, and not to be continually tossed about in uncertainty
between the different theories of bold new thinkers. Instead, by restrain-
ing the urge to form sects (which the glory accorded to pointless novelties
encourages), mankind will be able to establish secure principles, and to
advance by steady steps towards greater heights, in philosophy just as 
in mathematics. For if we leave aside the harsh things they say about 
each other, the writings of distinguished men, both ancient and 
modern, usually contain a great deal that is true and good, and which
deserves to be taken out and displayed in the treasury of public knowl-
edge. If only people would prefer to do this rather than wasting time 
on criticisms which only serve to satisfy their own vanity! I do not know
why, but although I have myself been lucky enough to discover certain
new ideas—so that my friends often tell me that I should think about
nothing else—I nevertheless can appreciate even hostile opinions, and
judge them on their own differing merits. Perhaps it is because by doing a
lot of things you learn to despise none of them. But let us return to the
matter in hand.

[6] Active force (vis) (which some not unreasonably call power (virtus) ) 
is of two kinds. There is primitive active force, which is inherent in all 
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corporeal substance as such, since it is contrary to the nature of things that
there should be any body which is wholly at rest; and there is derivative

active force, which is as it were the limitation of primitive force brought
about by the collision of bodies with each other, and which is operative in
various ways. Primitive force—which is none other than the first ent-
elechy—corresponds to the soul or substantial form; but for that very reason
it relates only to general causes, which are not enough to explain phenom-
ena. I therefore agree with those who say that we should not appeal to
forms in explaining the particular individual causes of things we experi-
ence. It is important to point this out since, although I am trying to give
back to forms as it were their lost right to be counted among the ultimate
causes of things, I do not want to appear to be also trying to return to the
verbal disputes of the Scholastics. But some knowledge of forms is neces-
sary for correct philosophizing: no one can claim to have properly under-
stood the nature of body unless he has thought about such things, and has
understood the imperfection, not to say the falsity, of the crude notion of
corporeal substance. It is derived entirely from sensory imagination, and
was wrongly introduced into the corpuscular philosophy—which in itself
is most excellent and true—some years ago, through carelessness. This is
shown by the fact that it cannot rule out matter’s being completely inac-
tive or at rest, and cannot explain the laws of nature which govern deriva-
tive force. [7] Passive force is similarly of two kinds, primitive and
derivative. The primitive force of being acted upon or of resistance constitutes
what, if properly understood, the Scholastics call primary matter. It is what
explains why bodies cannot interpenetrate, but present an obstacle to one
another, and also why they possess a certain laziness, as it were, or repug-
nance to motion, and will not allow themselves to be put into motion
without lessening to some extent the force of any body which is acting 
on them. The derivative force of being acted upon therefore shows itself in
various ways in secondary matter.1 [8] Having set out these basic, general
points, and shown that all bodies always act by virtue of their form, and are
always acted upon and resist because of their matter, we must now move
on to deal with the theory of derivative powers and resistances, showing how
bodies act on and resist each other to differing extents in virtue of their dif-
ferent levels of effort. The laws of action which deal with these things
must not only be understood rationally, but must also be confirmed by
experience of the phenomena.
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[9]2 By derivative force, then, the force by which bodies actually act and
are acted upon by each other, I mean here nothing other than that which is
associated with motion (local motion, that is), and which in turn tends to
produce further local motion. For I accept that all other material phenom-
ena are explicable in terms of local motion. Motion is the continuous
change of place, and so requires time. But as a movable thing which is in
motion moves through time, so at any given moment it has a velocity,
which is the greater as it covers more space with less expenditure of time.
Velocity taken together with direction is called conatus, while impetus is the
product of the mass (moles) of a body and its velocity. This is the quantity
which the *Cartesians usually call the quantity of motion, that is, the
quantity of motion at a moment—though, to speak more accurately, the
quantity of motion actually exists over time, and is the sum of the prod-
ucts of the different impetuses existing in the moving thing at different
times and the corresponding time intervals. [10] In discussing with the
Cartesians we have, however, followed their way of speaking. But just as
we can distinguish (and this is very convenient for technical language)
between an increase which is now occurring and one which has occurred,
or which is going to occur, and we can speak of it as an increment 
or element of the increase; and just as we can distinguish the present
falling of a body from the fall which has already taken place, and which 
is increasing, so we can also distinguish the present or instaneous element
of motion from the motion itself taken as extended over time. If we 
call this element instantaneous motion, then what is usually called quan-
tity of motion could be called the quantity of instantaneous motion. (We
can be flexible in our use of words once we have given them a precise
meaning, but until then we must be careful so as not to be led astray by
ambiguities.)

[11]3 Just as the value of a motion taken as extended over time is derived
from an infinite number of impetuses, so in turn the impetus itself, even
though it is momentary, is derived from an infinite series of increments
imparted to the moving body. Therefore impetus too contains an element
which can only arise from an infinite repetition. Consider a tube AC rotat-
ing in the horizontal plane of this page (Figure 5.1) with uniform speed
about the fixed centre C. Consider, too, a ball B inside the tube, released
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from any tie or restraint, and beginning to move by centrifugal force. It is
clear that, at the start, the ball’s striving to move away from the centre (that
is, that in virtue of which it tends towards the end of the tube A) is infi-
nitely small as compared with the impetus it already has from the rotation
(that is, the impetus by which ball B, while remaining at the same distance
from the centre C, has a tendency to move from D to D1 along with the
tube itself ). But if the centrifugal impulse deriving from the rotation is
continued for some time, then because of its motion there must arise in
the ball the full centrifugal impetus D1B1, proportional to the rotational
impetus DD1. It is obvious from this that the effort is twofold—an elemen-
tary or infinitely small one, which I also call an urge (solicitatio), and
another one—the impetus itself—which is formed by the continuation or
repetition of the elementary ones. I am not therefore claiming that these
mathematical entities as such are actually to be met with in nature, 
but only that they are useful as mental abstractions for making accurate
calculations. 

[12]4 Force, therefore, is also of two kinds. One is elementary, and I call
it dead force, since there is no motion in it as yet, but only an urge (solicitatio)
to motion, like that in the ball in the tube, or in a stone in a sling before the
string is released. The other is in fact ordinary force, which is accompanied
by actual motion. This I call living force. Centrifugal force, then, is an
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example of dead force, as is the force of gravity or centripetal force, and
the force by which a stretched elastic body tries to spring back into shape.
But in the case of an impact which arises from a heavy body which has
been falling for some time, or from a bow which has been springing back
into shape for some time, or from some similar cause, the force is living
force, and it arises from an infinite number of continued impulses of dead
force. This is what Galileo meant when he said rather enigmatically that
the force of impact is infinite as compared with the mere effort of gravita-
tional force. However, even though impetus is always accompanied by
living force, I shall show below that the two are nevertheless different.

[13]5 Living force in an aggregate of bodies can also be understood in
two ways—as total or as partial. In its turn partial force is either respective or
directive—that is, it relates either to the individual parts, or to the aggre-
gate as a whole. Respective or individual force is that by which the bodies
which make up an aggregate can act on each other; directive or common

force is that by which the aggregate itself can also act on something else. I
call it directive because in this kind of partial force the whole force of the
overall direction of the aggregate is conserved. If we imagine that the
aggregate suddenly fused together, and its parts stopped moving relative
to each other, this is the only force that would be left. Therefore, total

absolute force consists of respective and directive force taken together. But
this will be clearer from the rules presented below.

[14] As far as we can tell, the ancients only had a science of dead force.
This is what is commonly called mechanics: it deals with levers, pulleys,
inclined planes (which include both wedges and screws), the equilibrium
of liquids, and similar matters. It considers only the primary conatus of
individual bodies in themselves, prior to their acquiring impetus through
action. Although there is a way in which the laws of dead force can be
applied to living force, we have to be very careful in doing so not to be
misled, like the people who realized that dead force is proportional to the
product of mass and velocity, and so confused that with force in general.
[15] As I once pointed out, there is a particular reason why that relation
holds in that case: for example, when bodies of different weights are
falling, then at the very beginning of the fall, when the descent itself, or the
quantity of space covered in the descent, is infinitely small or elementary,
then at that point the descent is proportional to the speed or conatus of
descent. But when some progress has been made, and a living force has
developed, the acquired speeds are no longer proportional to the distances
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fallen (which is, however, as I have shown before and will show again in
more detail later, how the force should be measured) but to the elements
of those distances.6 [16] *Galileo began the treatment of living force
(though he used a different name and, indeed, a different concept), and
was the first to explain how motion arises from the acceleration of falling
bodies. *Descartes correctly distinguished between velocity and direction,
and also saw that the outcome of a collision between bodies is the state
which is least different from the prior state. But he did not calculate that
least change correctly, because he changed either only the direction or
only the velocity, when the change should be determined by both at the
same time. But he could not see how this could be done; because he was
concerned with modalities rather than realities, he could not see how two
such heterogeneous things could be compared and considered at the same
time (not to mention his other errors on this matter).

[17] Honoratus *Fabri, Marcus *Marci, Giovanni Alfonso *Borelli,
Ignace Baptista *Pardies, Claude *Déchales, and other very clever men
have done a lot that is of value in the theory of motion, but they have been
unable to avoid these fatal errors. As far as I know, *Huygens, who has
enlightened our age with his brilliant discoveries, was the first to arrive at
the pure and simple truth on this question, and to purge the subject of fal-
lacies by means of the laws he published some time ago. *Wren, *Wallis,
and *Mariotte, all distinguished men in this field in their own ways, have
arrived at almost the same laws; but there is no agreement as to the causes,
so that even these men, who are so outstanding in the area, do not always
come to the same conclusions. It is clear, therefore, that the true basis of
this science has not yet been discovered. Even the proposition, which to
me seems quite certain, that rebound or reflection arises only from elastic
force (that is, from resistance due to internal motion) is not accepted by
everyone. And no one before me has explained the notion of force itself.
This has always been a problem for the Cartesians and others, who could
not understand that the sum total of motion or impetus—which they took
to be quantity of force—could be different after a collision from what it
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was before, because they thought that would mean that the quantity of
force would be different as well.7

[18] In my youth I agreed with Democritus (and also with *Gassendi
and Descartes, who in this respect are his followers) that the nature of
body consists only in an inert mass, and I put out a small book, called A
Physical Hypothesis, in which I presented a theory of both abstract and con-
crete motion. Some distinguished men seem to have liked this book rather
more than its mediocrity deserved. In it I showed that given this concep-
tion of body, an impacting body will give its conatus to whatever body it
collides with, or whatever presents an obstacle to it. For at the moment of
collision it strives to continue its motion, and so strives to carry the other
body along with it, and (since at the time I believed that bodies are indiffer-
ent to motion and rest) this conatus must have its full effect on the body
collided with, unless it is prevented by an opposing conatus. But even if it is
opposed the same will be true, because the different conatuses will then
have to be combined. This therefore showed that there could be no reason
why the impacting body should not achieve the effect it was tending
towards, or why the body collided with should not receive the full conatus
of the impacting body, so that the motion of the body collided with would
be the combination of its own original conatus and the new external
conatus it had received. [19] From this I also showed that if body is under-
stood as containing only the mathematical notions of size, shape, position,
and their changes, and as containing a striving for change only at the
moment of impact; if there is no explanation by means of metaphysical
notions, such as active power in the form, and sluggishness or resistance 
to motion in matter; if, therefore, the outcome of a collision has to be
determined purely by the geometrical composition of conatuses as just
explained, then it would follow that since the whole conatus of the impact-
ing body, however small it was, would be passed on to the body collided
with, however large it was, then the largest body at rest would be carried
away by the smallest body colliding with it, with no diminution in its
speed—for on this account of matter it has no resistance to motion, but is
wholly indifferent to it. This would mean that it would be no more difficult
to move a large body than a small one, and therefore that there would be
action without reaction, and there would be no way of measuring capacity
for action (potentia), since anything could overcome anything. Because of
this, and of many other things of the same kind which go against the order
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of things and conflict with the principles of true metaphysics, I therefore
came to the conclusion (quite correctly) that in creating the system of
things the all-wise Creator had been careful to avoid the consequences
which otherwise would have followed by pure geometry from the laws of
motion alone.

[20] When I later looked at all of this more thoroughly, however, I came
to see what a systematic explanation of things would consist in, and I real-
ized that my earlier theory as to the nature of body was incomplete. By
means of this and other arguments I was able to establish that something
other than size and impenetrability must be taken to be in bodies, some-
thing which gives rise to considerations of force. When the metaphysical
laws which relate to this are added to the laws of extension there arise what
I call systematic laws of motion—that all change is gradual; that every
action also has a reaction; that no new force is produced without reducing
an earlier one, so that any body which carries away another body will be
slowed down by it; and that there is neither more nor less capacity for
action (potentia) in an effect than in its cause. Since this law is not derivable
from the concept of mass, it must follow from something else which is in
bodies, namely from force itself, of which the same quantity is always
maintained, even if it is carried by different bodies. I therefore concluded
that in addition to what falls under pure mathematics and the imagination,
we must accept something metaphysical which is perceptible only to the
mind, and that some kind of superior, so to speak formal principle must be
added to material mass. For not all truths about corporeal things can be
derived from logical and geometrical axioms alone, that is, from those per-
taining to great and small, whole and part, and shape and position; in order
to give a satisfactory explanation of the order of things we have to bring in
others, concerned with cause and effect, and activity and passivity. It does
not matter whether we call this principle form, or *entelechy, or force, pro-
vided we remember that it can be intelligibly explained only through the
concept of force.

[21] I cannot, however, agree with those distinguished men of the
present day who, on seeing this very fact—that the usual concept of
matter is not adequate—introduce God ex machina and deny that things
have any force for action (a kind of Mosaic Philosophy, as *Fludd called it).
I accept that they have clearly shown that if we examine the matter in strict
metaphysical rigour there can be no real influx from one created substance
into another, and I willingly admit that all things arise from God’s contin-
ual creation. However, I hold that there is no natural truth about things for
which the immediate explanation is to be sought in the activity or will of
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God, but that God has always endowed the things themselves with some-
thing through which all their predicates can be explained. God has created
not only bodies but also souls, to which there correspond primitive ent-
elechies. But I shall show all this elsewhere when I give a more thorough
account of the matter.

[22] Meanwhile, although I hold that there exists everywhere in bodies
an active or, as we might say, vital principle which stands above all material
concepts, I do not agree with Henry *More and other men of outstanding
piety and intelligence who appeal to some kind of unheard of archeus or
hylarchic principle in explaining the phenomena—as if not everything in
nature can be explained mechanically, and as if those who attempt to give
such an explanation were to be suspected of impiety for trying to deny
incorporeal things; or as if we ought to assign intelligences that were
required to rotate the spheres, as *Aristotle did, and say that the rising and
falling of the elements is due to their forms—a theory which covers a great
deal, but which tells us nothing. [23] I do not, as I say, agree with these the-
ories, and philosophy of this kind is no more attractive to me than the the-
ology of people who believed so firmly that it is Jupiter that causes thunder
and snow, that they accused anyone who tried to find more specific causes
of such things of atheism. In my opinion it is best to take a middle path,
which satisfies both religion and science: I accept that all corporeal phe-
nomena can be traced back to mechanical efficient causes, but those
mechanical laws as a whole must be understood as themselves deriving
from higher reasons. Higher efficient causes are therefore appealed to only
in establishing those remote and general explanations, and once they have
been established, entelechies or souls have no place in discussions of the
immediate and specific efficient causes of natural things, any more than do
useless faculties and inexplicable sympathies. The first and most universal
efficient cause should not be considered in the discussion of specific prob-
lems, except when, in order that we should miss no opportunity for prais-
ing him and singing lovely hymns, we contemplate the purposes which
God in his wisdom had in ordering things in that way.

[24]8 In fact (as I have shown by a quite remarkable example of a princi-
ple in optics, which the famous *Molyneux greatly approved of in his
Dioptrics), final causes can sometimes also be introduced to great effect in
particular problems in physics—not only so that we can better admire the
most beautiful works of the supreme Creator, but also sometimes in order
to find out things which by consideration only of efficient causes would be
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less obvious, or only hypothetical. Philosophers have perhaps not yet
really seen how useful such an appeal to final causes can be. I would main-
tain in general that everything can be explained in two ways: in terms of
the Kingdom of Power, or efficient causes, and in terms of the Kingdom of

Wisdom, or final causes. God governs bodies in the way that a designer
governs machines, in accordance with laws of size or of mathematics; but he
does so for the benefit of souls. And souls, which are capable of wisdom,
he governs for his greater glory as citizens, or fellow members of society,
in the manner of a prince, or indeed of a father, in accordance with laws of

goodness or of morality. Though these two kingdoms thoroughly inter-
penetrate each other, their laws are never confused or disturbed, so that
there arises both the greatest in the Kingdom of Power and the best in 
the Kingdom of Wisdom. But our task here is to establish general rules 
for operative forces, which we can then use to explain particular efficient
causes.

[25] I have also worked out how to measure forces accurately, and in
two very different ways. One way is a priori, simply from the consideration
of space, time, and action; I shall explain this elsewhere. The other is a pos-
teriori and measures force by the effects it produces when it is used up. By
‘effect’ here I mean not any effect, but one in which the force is expended
or used up—one which may therefore be called violent. (The effect which a
heavy body has in moving along a perfectly horizontal plane is not of this
kind, for here the same force is retained, however long the effect may be
produced; and although such effects, which might be called harmless, can
be measured in the same way, we will ignore them here.) And the particu-
lar kind of violent force I have chosen is the one that is most homoge-
neous, or capable of being divided into similar and equal parts—such as
that which is found in the upward motion of a heavy body. [26] For the
ascent of a heavy body to two or three feet is exactly two or three times
that of the same body to one foot, and the ascent of one body of double
size to one foot is exactly twice that of a single-sized body to one foot.
Therefore, the ascent of one double-sized body to three feet is exactly six
times that of a single-sized body to one foot (assuming for the sake of
exposition that heavy bodies weigh the same whatever height they are at—
which in fact is not true, but the error is imperceptible). (Elastic bodies do
not so easily lend themselves to considerations of homogeneity.) [27]
Thus, to compare bodies with different sizes and different speeds, I easily
saw that if body A is single and body B is double in size, but they have the
same speed, then the one would have one unit of force and the other two
units—because the second must have exactly twice what there is in the
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first, since the only difference between B and A is that B is twice the size.
But if bodies A and C are the same size, but the speed of A is single and that
of C is double, then I saw that C would not have exactly twice what A has—
since, although the speed of C is twice that of A, its size is not doubled. I
therefore saw that a mistake had been made here by people who think that
force is doubled merely by this kind of doubling of a modality. [28] I have
already, some time ago, pointed this out, and warned that the true art of
calculating (which, despite all the books that have been written on the ‘ele-
ments of universal mathematics’, has not yet been explained) consists ulti-
mately in getting down to something homogeneous; that is, to an accurate
and complete duplication, both in things and in their modalities. There is
no better or more noteworthy example of this technique than that given
by this very proof.

[29]9 In order to obtain a measure of force, then, I asked whether these
two bodies A and C, which are equal in size but different in speed, could
produce any effects which were equal in power to their causes and them-
selves homogeneous. In this way things which cannot easily be compared
directly could still be accurately compared by means of their effects. I
assumed that an effect must be equal to its cause if the whole power of the
cause is expended or used up in producing it, irrespective of how much
time it takes for the effect to be produced. Let us suppose therefore that A
and C are heavy bodies, and that their forces are converted into a change of
height—as would happen if, when they are moving with their speeds of
one unit for A and two units for C, they are taken as being at the ends of the
vertical pendulums PA1 and EC1 (as in Figure 5.2).

[30] Now it is clear from the demonstrations of Galileo and others that
if body A, with its one unit of speed, rises at its highest above the horizon-
tal HR by one foot (A2H), then body C, with its two units of speed, will rise
to a height of four feet (C2R). It follows that a heavy body with two units of
speed has four times the capacity for action (potentia) of one with one unit
of speed, because when it expends all its power (virtus) it can do four times
as much—because raising one pound (that is, itself ) by four feet is just
raising one pound by one foot four times. And in the same way we can con-
clude generally that the forces of equal bodies are proportional to the
squares of their speeds and that, in general, a body’s force is proportional
to the product of its size and the square of its speed.
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[31] I have confirmed this conclusion by reducing to absurdity (to per-
petual motion, in fact) the opposite opinion, which is the usual one, espe-
cially among the Cartesians—that a body’s force should be taken as being
proportional to the product of its size and speed. Using the same method I
give an a posteriori definition of inequality of force, and at the same time
provide a clear distinction between a larger force and a smaller one. If the
substitution of one force for another gives rise to perpetual mechanical
motion, or an effect which is greater than its cause, then the two are clearly
unequal; and the one which was substituted for the other must be the
more powerful, since it produced something greater. I take it to be certain
that nature never substitutes unequal forces for each other, and that the
complete effect is always equal to the total cause. Therefore, we in our cal-
culations can always substitute equal forces one for another with complete
freedom, just as if we were actually substituting them in reality, and
without fear that perpetual mechanical motion will result. [32] If it were
true, therefore, as most people have persuaded themselves it is, that a
heavy body A, two units in size, let us say, and with one unit of speed, is
equal in power to a heavy body C, one unit in size and with two units of
speed, then we could safely substitute the one for the other. But this is not
so. For suppose that A, of two units in size, has acquired one unit of speed
by descending from A2 to A1, a height of one foot (A2H). Now when it is at
A1 on the horizontal, let us substitute for it weight C, of one unit in size and
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two units of speed, which they claim is of equal power. It rises to C2, a
height of four feet. Thus, simply by the falling of the two-pound weight A
from the height A2H of one foot, and the substitution of something sup-
posedly of equal power, we have brought about the raising of one pound
to four feet, something which is twice what we had before. In this way we
would have gained that amount of force, and achieved perpetual mechani-
cal motion—which is absurd. [33] It does not matter whether because of
the laws of motion we can actually make this substitution because we can
always substitute for each other in the mind things which are of equal
power. Even so, I have worked out various ways in which we can actually
carry out, as nearly as we could wish, the transfer of A’s whole force to C,
so that A is brought to rest, and C, which was previously at rest, is now the
only one in motion. So it could actually happen that, if they were equal in
power, a two-pound weight with one unit of speed could be replaced by a
one-pound weight with two units of speed; from which, as I have shown,
an absurdity would result. [34] These considerations are not worthless,
and they are not mere verbal quibbles; they are very useful in comparing
machines and comparing motions. Suppose you had enough force—from
water, animals, or some other source—to keep a heavy body of one
hundred pounds in constant motion, so that it completed a horizontal
circle thirty feet in diameter in a time of a quarter of a minute. If someone
showed that something twice as heavy could complete half the circle in
the same time and at less expense, and suggested that would be a benefit to
you, you should realize that it would be a mistake, and that you would be
being deprived of half your force. But now that we have disposed of the
mistakes, let us set out a little more clearly the true and wonderful laws of
nature in the second part of this study.

[35] Part 2. The fact that the nature of body, and indeed of substance in
general, is not sufficiently well understood has meant, as I have already
mentioned, that some distinguished philosophers of our time have located
the notion of body in mere extension, and as a result have been driven to
fall back on God in order to explain the union between the soul and the
body, and even interactions between bodies themselves. Now, it must be
admitted that it is impossible that pure extension, which contains only
geometrical notions, should ever be capable of activity and passivity.
There seemed, therefore, to be only one thing left: that when a person
thinks and tries to move his arm, God, by a kind of prior agreement,
moves it for him; and conversely, when there is a motion in the blood and
animal spirits, God produces a perception in the soul. But that very fact,
because it is so far from good philosophical reasoning, should have 
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indicated to these writers that they were starting from a false principle, and
had set up a mistaken notion of body, from which such consequences fol-
lowed. [36] I will show, therefore, that in all substances there is a force of
acting, and that in all created substances there is also a force of being
passive. I will show too that the notion of extension is not in itself com-
plete, but is a relation to something which is extended, something whose
diffusion or continuous repetition it implies; it presupposes bodily sub-
stance, which involves the capacity for action (potentia) and of resistance
and which exists everywhere as corporeal mass, the diffusion of which is
contained in extension. I shall one day use this to throw new light on the
union of the soul and the body. For the present, though, what I have to
show is how it gives rise to wonderful and extremely useful practical theo-
rems in dynamics, which is the science which deals specifically with the
laws governing forces in bodies.

[37] The first thing we must recognize is that force is something fully
real, even in created substances, whereas space, time, and motion have
something of the nature of beings of reason: they are not true or real in
themselves, but only in so far as they involve the divine attributes of
immensity, eternity, and activity, or the force of created substances. It
follows immediately from this that there is no vacuum in space or in time,
and also that motion considered apart from force (that is, considered as
involving only the geometric notions of size and shape, and changes in
them) is really nothing more than change of place. Therefore motion, in so

far as we experience it (quoad phaenomena) is nothing but a relationship—as
*Descartes also recognized, when he defined it as the removal of some-
thing from the neighbourhood of one body to that of another. [38] But in
working out the consequences he forgot his definition, and he set up his
laws of motion as if it were something real and absolute. What we must
say, therefore, is that given a number of bodies in motion, there is no way
of determining from the phenomena which ones are in absolute determi-
nate motion or at rest. Any one of them you choose may be taken as being
at rest, and yet the phenomena will be the same. It follows from this (what
*Descartes did not notice) that the equivalence of hypotheses still holds when

there are collisions between bodies; consequently, we must work out laws of
motion which preserve the relative nature of motion: that is, there will be
no way of determining from the phenomena after a collision which bodies
before it had been at rest and which had been in absolute determinate
motion. [39] *Descartes’s law according to which a body at rest can never
be displaced by a smaller body therefore will not do; and neither will his
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other laws of the same kind, than which nothing could be further from the
truth.10 Another consequence of the relative nature of motion is that the

action or impact of bodies on each other will be the same, provided that the speed

with which they come together is the same. That is to say, if the appearances of
the phenomena in question are the same, then whatever in the end may
turn out to be the true hypothesis, that is, whichever bodies might in the
end turn out to be truly in motion or at rest, the outcome in terms of the
phenomena in question or the phenomena which result will be the same,
even when we are dealing with bodies acting on each other. And this is
exactly what we find: we would feel the same pain if our hand knocked
against a stationary stone hanging from a thread, for example, as when a
stone hits our stationary hand with the same speed. In practice what we
say is whatever the situtation requires, in order to give the simplest and
most suitable explanation of the phenomena. [40] This is why we can
make use of the motion of a first mover in studying the heavenly spheres,
while in planetary theory we should use the *Copernican hypothesis. (So
immediately those arguments which have been pursued so vigorously, and
in which even theologians have become involved, completely disappear.)
For while force is something real and absolute, motion belongs to the class
of relative phenomena; and truth is to be found not in the phenomena but
in their causes.

[41] Something further which follows from our notions of body and
forces is that everything that happens in substances can be understood as hap-

pening spontaneously and in an orderly way. Connected to this is the idea that
no change takes place by leaps and bounds. Given this, it also follows that there

can be no atoms. [42] To see the force of this argument, let us assume that
bodies A and B collide, as in Figure 5.3. A moves from A1 to A2, B moves
from B1 to B2, and after colliding at A2B2 they rebound from A2 to A3 and
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from B2 to B3. If we assume that there are atoms—that is, bodies of
maximal hardness and inflexibility—then it is clear that change would be
taking place in a leap, or instantaneously. For the forward motion changes
to backward at the very moment of collision—unless we assume that the
bodies become stationary for an instant immediately after the collision,
that is, that they lose all their force. But, besides being absurd in other
ways, this again would be a change taking place in a single leap, an instan-
taneous change from motion to rest, without any intermediate stages. [43]
We must therefore recognize (as in Figure 5.4) that when bodies A and B
collide by moving from A1 and B1 to the point of collision at A2B2, at that
point they are gradually compressed, like two inflated balls. And as they
approach each other more and more, the pressure continues to increase,
and for that very reason the motion decreases as the force of conatus is
taken up by the elasticity of the bodies, until they come to a complete
standstill. Then, as the elasticity of the bodies eventually begins to restore
them, they rebound from each other in the opposite direction; their
motion begins from rest and gradually increases until they finally reach
the same speed they had when they came together but in the opposite
direction, moving away from each other until, assuming the bodies are of
equal size and had equal velocity, they return to A3 and B3, which coincide
with A1 and B1. [44] From this we see that none of these changes takes place
in a single leap, but the forward motion decreases gradually to rest, after
which the backward motion finally begins. In just the same way, one shape
cannot be made into another (a circle into an oval, for example) except by
passing through all the countless intermediate shapes, and nothing gets
from one place to another, or from one time to another, except by passing
through all the intermediate places and times. Therefore, rest can never
arise from motion (and even less can motion in the opposite direction)
without passing all the intermediate levels of motion. I am amazed that, in
view of how important this is in nature, it has been so little noticed. [45]
There also follows from it something which Descartes rejected in his
letters, and which some great men are even now unwilling to admit—that
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all reflection arises from elasticity. This explains many excellent experiments
which show, as Mariotte has beautifully demonstrated, that bodies are

deformed before they are propelled. There also follows, finally, that most won-
derful conclusion that there is no body so small that it does not have elas-
ticity, and so is not permeated by an even more subtle fluid. This means
that there are no elements of bodies, there is no perfectly fluid matter, and
there are no solid spheres of some supposed second element, of fixed and
unchanging shape: on the contrary, analysis continues to infinity.

[46] It is also in agreement with the law of continuity, which rules out
changes taking place by leaps and bounds, that rest can be considered as a
special case of motion—that is, as vanishingly small or minimal motion—
and that equality can be considered as a case of vanishingly small inequal-
ity. It follows from this that the laws of motion must be formulated in such
a way that there is no need of special laws for bodies which are equal or for
bodies at rest, but that such laws arise simply from the laws of unequal and
moving bodies. Alternatively, if we do want to give special laws for rest and
equality, we must be careful that they are not inconsistent with the theory
which takes rest as the limit of motion and equality as the smallest inequal-
ity; otherwise we will impugn the harmony of things, and our laws will
not be compatible with one another. [47] I first published this new tech-
nique for testing laws, both my own and those of other people, in the
Nouvelles de la république des lettres for July 1687, article 8. I called it a general
principle of order which arises from the notions of infinity and continuity,
and leads to the axiom that the order of what is sought for is the same as
that of what is given. I put the point generally as follows: when instances
(or what is given) approach each other continually and eventually disap-
pear into one another, the consequences or outcomes (or what is sought
for) must do so also. Thus in geometry the case of the ellipse continuously
approaches that of the parabola; if we assume that one focus is fixed and
the other is moved further and further away, then when it reaches infinity,
the ellipse finally turns into a parabola. Consequently, all the laws of the
ellipse must necessarily hold for the parabola, understood as an ellipse
whose second focus is infinitely distant. We can therefore consider parallel
rays striking a parabola as either coming from or going to the other focus.
Therefore, in the same way, the case in which body A collides with the
moving body B can be continuously varied so that, with the motion of A

taken as constant, the motion of B can be made smaller and smaller until it
eventually vanishes into rest, and then turns into increasing motion in the
opposite direction. I hold that when A and B are both in motion, the result
(whether for A or for B) of the collision between them continuously
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approaches the result of that when B is at rest, and eventually vanishes into
it. So the case of rest, both in the givens and in the outcomes or results, is
the limit of cases of motion along a line, or the common limit of continu-
ous linear motion, and so a special case of it. [48] When I examined 
the Cartesian laws of motion by means of this touchstone, which 
I have converted from geometry to physics, it brought out an amazing 
gap or leap, which is quite contrary to the nature of things. If we draw
lines to represent the quantities involved, with B’s motion before the colli-
sion taken as given and shown on the abscissa, and its motion after the 
collision taken as unknown and shown on the ordinate, then if we draw a
line through all the ordinate values in accordance with Descartes’s laws it
turns out not to be continuous, but to have amazing gaps, and to somer-
sault about in an absurd and incomprehensible way.11 I also noted on that
occasion that the laws proposed by the Reverend Father *Malebranche did
not entirely pass this test either. The distinguished gentleman reconsid-
ered the matter, and with his usual honesty he admitted that this had given
him occasion to change his laws, which he published in a small book.12

It must be said, however, that he has yet not fully mastered this new 
technique, for there are still some things in his theory which do not quite
work.

[49] A further remarkable consequence of what I have said is that every

passive state of a body is spontaneous, or arises from an internal force, even if

occasioned by something external. I mean here the passive state which
belongs to the body itself, which results from the impact and which is
unchanged whatever theory we eventually adopt, that is, whichever body
we eventually regard as being absolutely at rest or in motion. For since the
impact is the same whichever body the motion truly fits with in the end, it
follows that the effect of the impact is equally distributed between them.
Consequently, in a collision, both bodies are equally active, and half of the
effect results from the action of one, and half from the action of the other.
And since half of the resulting effect, or the passive state, is in one body,
and half in the other, the passive state of either one of them can be derived
from its own action, so that there is no need for any influx from one into
the other, even though the action of the one provides the occasion for the
other to produce a change within itself. [50] When A and B collide, the
resistance of the bodies, together with their elasticity, causes them to be
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compressed by the collision, and the compression is the same in each of
them, whatever theory we adopt. And this is what we find in experience.
Imagine two inflated balls which collide. Whether both are in motion or
one is at rest, or if the one at rest is hanging from a string, so that it can
easily swing back; nevertheless, if the relative speed of approach is the
same in each case, then the amount of compression or elastic tension will
be the same, and will be equal in both. Similarly, when balls A and B restore
themselves by the force of the elasticity or compression they contain, and
each one drives the other away from itself so that they shoot out as if from
a bow, each one is driving itself away from the other by force, so that each
one recedes from the other through its own force, not through the force of
the other. What is true of these inflated balls must be understood as apply-
ing to all passive states of bodies in impact: their repercussion or flying
apart arises from their own elasticity—that is, from the motion of the
ethereal fluid matter by which they are permeated—and so from a force
existing within them, or internally to them. As I have said, I have in mind
here the individual motion of bodies, as opposed to their common motion,
which we can ascribe to their common centre of gravity. This individual
motion can be thought of for the purposes of theory as if the bodies con-
cerned were being carried on a ship, whose motion is that of their
common centre of gravity, while they themselves are moving around on
the ship. The phenomena can be saved from the composite of the
common motion of the ship or of their common centre of gravity, and
their own individual motion. From what I have said we can also see that
there is no action of bodies without a reaction, and that they are equal and in

opposite directions.
[51] Since only force and its resultant effort exist at any moment (for, as

explained above, motion never really exists), and since every effort tends in
a straight line, it follows that all motion is rectilinear or composed of rectilinear

motions. It follows from this not only that anything which moves along a curve

strives always to go off along the straight tangent, but also—what one would
least expect—there follows the true notion of solidity (firmitatis). In fact
nothing is absolutely solid or fluid, and everything has a certain degree of
both solidity and fluidity: which term we apply depends on the overall
appearance which the thing presents to our senses. However, if we con-
sider something which we call solid rotating about its centre, its parts will
be striving to fly off along the tangent; indeed they will actually begin to
do so. But as each one’s moving away from the others interferes with the
motion of the bodies around it, they are repelled and pushed back
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together again, as if there were a magnetic force at the centre which was
attracting them, or as if the parts themselves contained a centripetal force.
Consequently, the rotation is composed of the rectilinear effort (nisus) of
the parts along the tangent, together with their centripetal striving among
themselves. Thus we see that all curvilinear motion arises from the com-
position of rectilinear and centripetal efforts, and at the same time that all
solidity is caused by this pushing together by surrounding bodies—other-
wise it could not be the case that all curvilinear motion is composed only
from rectilinear motions. This also gives us another—and no less unex-
pected—argument against atoms. [52] For nothing more contrary to
nature can be imagined than to think that solidity derives from rest,
because there is never any true rest in bodies, and nothing but rest can come
from rest. Suppose that A and B are at rest with respect to each other—if
not truly at rest, then at least at rest relative to each other. (Though strictly
speaking this never happens, because no body ever keeps exactly the same dis-

tance from another for even the shortest time.) Suppose further that a thing at
rest will remain at rest unless some new cause comes along to put it into
motion. It does not follow from this that because B resists being moved
when another body strikes it, it will also resist being separated from A, so
that once B’s resistance is overcome and B is set in motion, A will immedi-
ately follow. Yet if there were some real attraction (which is not found in
nature), something to be explained by primitive solidity, or by rest or
somesuch, this certainly would follow. Solidity should be explained, there-
fore, only in terms of this pushing together by surrounding bodies.
Pressure alone is not enough to explain it, as if B were just prevented from
moving away from A; we have to understand that they do in fact separate
from each other, but that they are then driven back towards each other by
the surrounding bodies. It is therefore from the combination of two
motions that the conservation of their togetherness derives. [53] Some
people explain the solidity of hard, perceptible bodies by thinking in terms
of there being imperceptible slabs or layers in bodies—like two slabs of
polished marble which fit perfectly together—which the resistance of sur-
rounding bodies makes it difficult to separate. Although much of what
they say is true, because it assumes that the plates are themselves solid it
cannot provide the ultimate explanation of solidity. [54] All of this shows
why I cannot agree with some of the philosophical opinions of certain
important mathematicians, who not only accept that there is empty space
and seem to have no objections to attraction, but also maintain that
motion is something absolute, and claim to prove this through rotation
and the centrifugal force which arises from it. However, if rotation too
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arises only from a combination of rectilinear motions, then it follows that
since in the case of rectilinear motion the equivalence of hypotheses is
maintained whichever object we take as actually moving, then the same
will be true in the case of curvilinear motions.

[55] From what we have said we can also see that motion which is

common to a number of bodies does not change their actions on one another,
because the speed with which they approach one another—and therefore
also the force of impact by which they act on one another—does not
change. This is what lies behind those fine experiments on motion
imparted by something which is itself being carried, which Gassendi
reported in his letters as a reply to those who thought they could infer
from the motion of projectiles that the earth is stationary. Consider people
who are travelling in a big ship—one which is enclosed, let us say, or at least
set up in such a way that the passengers cannot see anything outside of it.
Clearly, however fast the ship was moving, provided it was moving
smoothly and uniformly they would have no criterion for deciding, on the
basis only of what was happening on the ship, whether it was moving or
not—even if they play ball, and move around in all sorts of ways. [56] This
must be noted in support of those who misunderstand the Copernican
theory, and think it means that things that are thrown up into the air from
the earth are carried along by the air, which is rotating with the earth, so
that they follow the motion of the earth and fall back down as if it were not
moving. They rightly see that this is not acceptable. However, the most
learned users of the Copernican theory believe rather that whatever is on
the surface of the earth is moved along with it, so that a thing which is shot
up from a bow or catapult will carry with it the impetus it has received
from the motion of the earth, as well as that which it was given when it
was projected. Therefore, since it has two motions, one in common with
the earth and one belonging to the projection, it is not surprising that the
common motion doesn’t make any difference. At the same time, it must
not be denied that if something could be thrown up far enough, or if we
imagine the ship as being so large and so fast that, before the body fell back
down, the earth or the ship had traced out enough of an arc for it to be
noticeably different from a straight line, then we would be able to tell the
difference, because then the circular motion of the earth or of the boat
would not remain in common with the rectilinear motion given to the
projectile by the rotation of the earth or the ship. [57] The effort of heavy
bodies to move towards a centre also brings in an external influence which
can produce a further difference in the phenomena, as would be the case if
there were a compass in the enclosed ship which, by pointing to the pole,
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could indicate changes in the ship’s direction. But when we are concerned
with the equivalence of hypotheses, everything which plays a part in the
phenomena must be taken into account. These things also show us that
the composition of motions and the resolution of one motion into two or
any number more can safely be applied—even though according to Wallis
one clever man has expressed reasonable doubts. For the matter certainly
needs to be proved, and cannot simply be taken as self-evident, as many
have done.

APPENDICES

A

Four important notions in this paragraph are ‘motion’ (motus), ‘velocity’ (veloci-

tas), ‘conatus’ (or ‘striving’), and ‘impetus’ (impetus). ‘Motion’ is something 
which takes place over a period of time, as when a body moves from one place to
another; ‘velocity’ is what a body which has motion has at an instant of time.
(Motion, or motus, at an instant of time—what Leibniz here calls ‘velocity’—is
called in the next paragraph motio, which we have translated as ‘instantaneous
motion’.)

In more recent times ‘velocity’ has come to mean not, as here, the ‘instaneous
motion’, or speed, of a body, but rather its speed in a certain direction (so that a
body moving with a constant speed but in a circle is changing its velocity).
Leibniz’s ‘conatus’ is velocity in this sense.

Leibniz’s ‘impetus’ is the mass (moles) of a body multiplied by its Leibnizian
‘velocity’. This is the same thing as the *Cartesians’ ‘quantity of motion’ (see
Introduction, Sect. 3.4). It is different from what Leibniz calls ‘directed force’
(TT8. 7; 19. 80), which we would call ‘momentum’—mass multiplied by ‘conatus’
(i.e. multiplied by velocity with direction taken into account).

Leibniz’s description, at the end of this section, of ‘quantity of motion . . . over
[a period, say t1 to t2 of] time’ effectively amounts to Ú

t2
t1

(mass � velocity)dt, which,
when velocity is a constant, will be mv(t1 � t2).

B

The ‘dead force’ of this section is the urge or solicitatio of the previous section,
which, as it continuously has its effect, produces a continuous acceleration or con-
tinuing increase in velocity. Living force is a function (mv

2, Leibniz holds) of that
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increasing velocity—as Leibniz says, living force ‘arises from an infinite number
of continued impulses of dead force’, i.e. from the velocity which develops as
acceleration acts over time.

C

Within a collection of moving bodies, each body has its own ‘respective’ or ‘indi-
vidual’ living force—due to its own mass and its motion within the system as a
whole. The system as a whole has ‘directive’ or ‘common’ living force—due to its
whole mass and its motion as considered from a point outside of it. Both these
forces are ‘partial’.

‘Total’ or ‘absolute’ living force is the ‘common, directive’ living force of the
whole added to the arithmetical sum of the ‘respective’ living forces of the indi-
vidual bodies. (It is equivalent to the arithmetical sum of the living force of each
individual body when their individual motions are considered, not relative to
each other (as with ‘respective’ individual force), but to some point outside the
system.)

D

Some of what Leibniz has in mind here can be seen by considering Descartes’s
first and third collision laws. According to the third, when A and B, two equally
sized bodies, collide when travelling in opposite directions with B the more rapid,
the direction of A will be reversed and they will travel together with a speed equal
to half the sum of their original speeds. Suppose, accordingly, a series of collisions
in which the original speed of B is gradually decreased (4, . . . 3, . . . 2, . . .) so as to
approach the original speed of A (which, let us suppose, is one unit, from right to
left) (see Figure 5.A1(a) ). The result when B’s original speed is the same as A’s
cannot be given by this rule (which governs only cases where B’s original speed is
greater than A’s), but the graph suggests that in this case B would continue on its
way with undiminished speed, reversing, but not increasing, A’s original speed.

The result is actually governed by Descartes’s first rule, for equally sized bodies
colliding from opposite directions with the same speed. According to it, A and B
on collision will each simply reverse direction, and travel backwards with their
original speeds. That is, B will travel from right to left with unit speed—as at � on
Figure 5.A1(a)—and not, as the continuation of (a) would indicate, from left to
right with unit speed. So at the limit of this series of collisions Descartes’s rules
give us, as Leibniz says, ‘an amazing gap’.

In fact, while his first rule is correct, Descartes’s third rule is not. As explained
in the third paragraph of Introduction, Sect. 3.5, the direction of the speeds of A

and B need to be taken into account and the graph, for A moving with unit speed,
should be as in Figure 5.A1(b). That is to say, when A and B, two equally sized
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bodies, collide when travelling in opposite directions, their directions will 
be reversed and each will take over the other’s pre-collision speed. There is no
‘leap’ here when the first rule takes over at �, the point where B’s speed is equal 
to A’s. 
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6

REPLY OF M. S.  F.  TO M. DE L.  B.  Z.  
ON HIS NEW SYSTEM OF THE
COMMUNICATION BETWEEN

SUBSTANCES (1695)

Summary of the Text

Leibniz’s ‘New System of the Nature of Substances’ (T4) provoked much discus-

sion. Simon Foucher’s (1644–96) reply to it was the first to appear in print. 

Foucher had met Leibniz in Paris in the 1670s. He devoted his intellectual 

activities to reviving *Academic scepticism. In argument he aimed to uncover 

the underlying principles on which his opponent’s position rested, and then to

point out that they are mere assumptions. His main work was A Critique of
[Malebranche’s] Search after Truth (1675).

In Sections 1–3 Foucher gives a good account of the first part of T4. He recog-

nizes that Leibniz introduces *substantial forms partly because of the need for a

basis for extension, and partly as something which unifies and which is a source of

activity. He then (Sects. 4–5) turns to Leibniz’s hypothesis of *concomitance about

the relationship between body and soul. He agrees that the idea of a body acting

completely by itself is perfectly possible, but argues that on Leibniz’s account

bodies really are perfectly useless and needless. 

THE TEXT

. . . [2] The first part is intended only to show that in all substances there
are unities which constitute their reality, and which, since they distinguish
them from others, form (to speak in *Scholastic terms) their individuation.1

From the French of Journal des savants (Paris edn.) no. 36 (12 Sept. 1695), 422–6 (see also GP i.
424–7, iv. 487–90). The section numbers are as in the fuller translation in WF 41–4. The super-
scripts A, B, C, D refer to the comments (as in T7) Leibniz made on this ‘Reply’. 

1 The question of the ‘principle of individuation’—the question of what constitutes the indi-
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That is your first point on the subject of matter and extension. I agree with
you that it is right to look for unities which underlie the structure and
reality of extension. Otherwise, as you quite rightly say, an infinitely divis-
ible extension is only an imaginary composite, the foundations of which
do not exist, since without unities there is no genuine multiplicity.
However, I am amazed that you do not go any further, because the essen-
tial foundations of extension could never really exist.A In reality, points
without parts could not exist in the universe, and two points joined
together do not produce extension. It is impossible that there should exist
any length without breadth, or any surface without depth. And it is useless
to bring in physical points, because such points are extended, and involve
all the difficulties we wanted to avoid. . . .

[3] You also bring in unities of a different kind, which are strictly speak-
ing unities of composition or of relation, and which concern the perfect-
ing or the completing of a whole which, being organic, performs certain
functions. For example, a clock is one, an animal is one; and you want to
give the name *substantial forms to these natural unities of animals and of
plants, so that it will be these unities which constitute their individuation,
by distinguishing them from every other composite. It seems to me that
you are right to give animals a principle of individuation different from
that which they are usually given, which relates only to their external acci-
dents. This principle must indeed be internal, as regards both the soul and
the body; but however the organs of the animal may be arranged, the
animal will not thereby be made sentient, for, after all, all this concerns
only the organic mechanical structure, and I do not see that it gives you
any reason for introducing a principle of consciousness into animals, sub-
stantially different from that in man.B After all, it is not without reason that
the *Cartesians hold that if we allow a principle of consciousness in
animals, capable of distinguishing between good and bad, it will then be
necessary also to allow them reason, discernment, and judgement. And so,
if I may say so, sir, this does not resolve the difficulty either. 

[4] Coming now to your *concomitance, which is the second and most
important part of your system. I can agree that God, the great constructor
of the universe, can assemble the organic parts of the body of a man so

viduality of (for example) one man as distinct from another—was much debated among
Scholastic philosophers. *Aquinas held that the foundation of individuality lay in ‘designated
matter’—the difference between me and you is that I am this material object and you are that
one. John Duns Scotus (1265–1308) later took the opposite view, that a thing’s individuality
resides in the formal property of ‘haecceity’ (‘thisness’) which is directly apprehended by the
intellect. 



well that they would be capable of producing all the movements which the
soul joined to that body might want to produce in the course of its life-
time, without the soul’s having the power to change those movements or
to modify them in any way; and that correspondingly God can so structure
the soul (whether or not this will be a new kind of machine) that all the
thoughts and modifications which correspond to those movements come
successively into being, just when the body performs its actions. And I will
also agree that this is no more impossible than it would be to make two
clocks which are so well synchronized, and which operate so uniformly,
that just when clock A strikes midday, clock B does the same, so that one
would think that the two clocks were driven by the same weight, or the
same spring. But after all, what could be the point of this great contrivance
with substances, if not to make us believe that they act on one another,
even though this is not so? In fact, it seems to me that this system is hardly
any better than that of the Cartesians. We reject theirs because it point-
lessly supposes that God, having regard to the movements which he
himself produces in the body, also produces in the soul the thoughts which
correspond to them—as if it were not more worthy of him to produce the
thoughts and modifications of the soul straight away, without there being
any bodies to guide him,C and so to speak to tell him what to do. If we are
right in that, then is it not reasonable to ask you why God is not content to
produce all the thoughts and modifications of the soul (whether he does it
immediately or by means of some contrivance, as you wish) without there
being any useless bodies which the mind can never either move or know?
After all, even if there were no movement in these bodies, the soul might
still think that there was; just as those who are asleep think they are
moving their limbs, and walking, when all the time their limbs are at rest,
and not moving at all. In the same way, even while awake, souls would be
convinced that their bodies moved according to their wills, even though in
reality these vain useless lumps were inactive, and remained in continual
torpor. [5] In truth, sir, is it not clear that these opinions are concocted spe-
cially for the purpose, and that all these systems are only invented after the
event, to defend certain preconceived principles? Thus the Cartesians,
having assumed that there was nothing in common between spiritual and
corporeal substances, cannot explain how the one operates on the other,
and so are reduced to saying what they say. But you, sir, who could have
disentangled yourself from that in various ways, astonish me by burden-
ing yourself with their problems. For who does not understand that when
an extra weight is added to one side of a balance which is in equilibrium
and at rest, there is an immediate movement, and one side makes the other
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go up, in spite of its efforts to go down? You realize that material beings are
capable of effort and of movement, and it follows very naturally that the
greater effort must overcome the weaker. But then, you also recognize
that spiritual beings can make efforts;D and since there is no effort which
does not presuppose some resistance, this resistance must turn out to be
either stronger or weaker. If it is stronger, it overcomes; if weaker, it gives
way. Now, it is not impossible that when the mind tries to move the body, it
finds that the body makes an opposing effort which resists it sometimes
more and sometimes less—in which latter case the body would give in to
it. . . .
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REMARKS ON M. FOUCHER’S
OBJECTIONS (1695)

Summary of the Text 

On the way towards making a formal response to Foucher’s ‘Reply’ (T6) to the

‘New System’ (T4) Leibniz recorded some remarks on his objections. These focus

on two or three points which, in Leibniz’s view, rest on a misunderstanding: in

particular, Foucher’s claim that on Leibniz’s account of the relation between them

and the soul, material bodies are quite needless.

THE TEXT

[A] ‘it is right . . . never really exist’: It appears that the author of the objec-
tion has not understood my opinion very well. Extension or space, and the
surfaces, lines, and points which can be conceived of within it, are only
systems of relations, or relations of coexistence, as regards both the actual
existent and the possible existent which could be put in the place of what
there is. So they have no constitutive principle at all, any more than
number has. A divided number, for example 1–2, can be divided again, into
two quarters or four eighths, etc., and so on to infinity; we cannot arrive 
at the smallest fraction, and think of the number as a totality formed by
putting together such ultimate elements. And it is the same with a line,
which can be divided just like that number. Thus, properly speaking, the
number 1–2 in the abstract is a simple relation, in no way formed by a com-
position of other fractions, even though among numbered things there is
equality between two quarters and one half. And the same can be said of
an abstract line; for there is composition only in concrete things, or masses,
the relations between which are marked by such abstract lines. And this 
is also the way that mathematical points come about; they too are mere

From the French at GP iv. 490–3. For the complete set of Leibniz’s remarks, see WF 45–7.
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modalities, that is, extremities. And as everything about an abstract line is
indefinite, they have regard only to what is possible, as do the fractions of
a number; we are not concerned with divisions which are actually made,
and which mark out these points in a different way. But in actual substan-
tial things, the whole is a result, or assembly, of simple substances, or
indeed of a multiplicity of real unities. It is this confusion of the ideal and
the actual which has quite obscured, and made a labyrinth of, ‘the compo-
sition of the continuum’.1 Those for whom lines are made up out of points
have quite mistakenly looked for primary elements in ideal things, or 
in relations; and those who realized that relations like number, or space
(which comprises the system or relations of possible coexistent things),
could never be formed by the putting together of points, have for the most
part then gone wrong by saying that substantial realities have no basic 
elements, as if they had no primary unities, and there are no simple sub-
stances. However, number and line are not imaginary things, even though
they are indeed not made up in that way, because they are relations which
involve eternal truths, in accordance with which the phenomena of nature
are structured. In this way we can say that 1–2 and 1–4, taken in the abstract, are
independent of one another, or rather, the complete relation 1–2 is prior (in
nature, as the *Scholastics say) to the partial relation 1–4, since as regards the
order of ideas it is by subdivision of a half that we arrive at a quarter; and
similarly with the line, where the whole is prior to the part, because the
part is only possible, or ideal. But in real things, where we are concerned
only with divisions which are actually made, the whole is only a result, or
assemblage, like a flock of sheep. In fact, the number of simple substances
which make up a mass, however small that mass may be, is infinite, since in
addition to the soul which constitutes the real unity of an animal, the body
of a sheep (for example) is actually subdivided: that is to say, it too is an
assemblage of invisible animals or plants, which themselves are also com-
pounded, in addition to also having that which makes up their own real
unity. And even though this goes on to infinity, it is obvious that, all in all,
everything comes down to these unities, all the rest, or the resultants,
being only well-founded phenomena.

[B] ‘I do not see . . . from that in man’: I do this because we do not con-
sider animals to engage in the kind of reflection which constitutes reason,
and which, by providing knowledge of necessary truths or of science,
makes the soul capable of being a self. Animals can distinguish good from

1 There is an allusion here to a book, Labyrinthus, sive de Compositione Continui (1631), by
Liber Fromond (1587–1653), a Belgian philosopher and theologian, who raised some problems
for *Descartes’s account of matter as infinitely divisible extension.
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bad, since they have perception; but they are certainly not capable of
moral good and bad, which presuppose reason and consciousness.

[C] ‘as if it were not . . . to guide him’: God produced straight away not
all thoughts (for thoughts need to succeed one another), but a nature
which produces them in sequence. And that is exactly my point: all the
body does is to act in conformity with them. But bodies were necessary to
produce not only our unities or souls, but also those of the other corporeal
substances, animals and plants, which are in our bodies and in those which
surround us.

[D] ‘material beings are capable . . . can make efforts’: You want to con-
clude from this that they can act on one another. But their efforts are con-
tained within themselves, and do not pass from one into another, because
they are only tendencies to change in accordance with the particular laws
of each one.
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[FIRST] EXPLANATION OF THE NEW
SYSTEM OF THE COMMUNICATION

BETWEEN SUBSTANCES, IN REPLY TO
WHAT WAS SAID OF IT IN THE JOURNAL

FOR 12 SEPTEMBER 1695 (1696)

Summary of the Text

Following on from the informal notes (T7) he had made on Foucher’s objections

(T6) to his ‘New System’ (T4), Leibniz published a reply, which has come to be

known as the ‘First Explanation of the New System’. It appeared in April 1696,

the very month Foucher died.

Section 2 relates to Foucher’s T6. 3; Sections 3–4 to T6. 4; and Section 5 to 

T6. 5.

THE TEXT

. . . [2] I wanted to explain here, not the foundations of extension, but
those of what is actually extended, of corporeal mass; and these founda-
tions, according to me, are real unities, that is to say, substances with a
genuine unity. In my view the unity of a clock, which you mention, is com-
pletely different from that of an animal; for an animal may be a substance
with a genuine unity, like what we call ‘I’ in ourselves, while a clock is
nothing but an aggregate. I do not locate the principle of the animal’s con-
sciousness in the arrangement of its organs, which I quite agree concerns
only the corporeal mass. I mention these things so as to avoid misunder-
standings, and to show that what you say about them is not at all contrary
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From the French of Journal des savants (Paris edn.), no. 14 (2 Apr. 1696), 166–8, no. 15 (9 Apr.
1696), 169–71 (repr. at GP iv. 493–8). The section numbers used here are as in the fuller transla-
tion in WF 47–52.



to what I have maintained. It also seems that you do not disagree with me
when I demand genuine unities, and so am led to rehabilitate *substantial
forms. But when you seem to say that the soul of animals must be rational,
if we give it feeling, you draw a conclusion for which I see no grounds.

[3] With admirable candour you acknowledge that my theory of
harmony or concomitance is possible, but you are still rather unhappy
with it. No doubt that is because you think it is purely arbitrary, through
not having realized that it follows from my views about unities; but every-
thing is connected to that. Thus you ask, sir, what could be the point of all
this contrivance which I attribute to the author of nature. As if we could
attribute too much contrivance to him, and as if this exact correspondence
between substances, through their own laws that each received at the
beginning, were not something wonderfully beautiful in itself, and worthy
of its author. You also ask what advantage I find in it. I could refer to what I
have already said about this; however, I reply, first, that when something
cannot not be, there is no need to ask what the point of it is, before we
accept it. What is the point of the incommensurability of the side with the
diagonal? I reply in the second place that the point of this correspondence
is to explain the communication between substances, and the union of the
soul with the body, through laws of nature laid down in advance, and so
without recourse either to a transmission of species, which is unintelligible,
or to a further intervention by God, which seems inappropriate. For we
must realize that as there are natural laws in matter, so there are also
natural laws in souls or forms. And the operation of those laws is as I have
just described.

[4] Again, I am asked why God does not think it enough to produce all
the thoughts and ‘modifications of the soul’, without these ‘useless’
bodies, which the soul, it is said, could neither ‘move nor know’. The
answer is easy. It is that God wanted there to be more substances rather
than fewer, and he thought it best that these ‘modifications of the soul’
should correspond to something outside. No substance is ‘useless’; they all
co-operate in fulfilment of God’s plans. I am also far from willing to admit
that the soul ‘does not know’ bodies, even though this knowledge arises
without any influence of the one on the other. I am even willing to say that
the soul ‘moves’ the body: just as, provided we understand them properly,
a *Copernican speaks truly of the rising of the sun, a *Platonist of the
reality of matter, and a *Cartesian of the reality of sensible qualities, so I
hold that it is quite true to say that substances act on each other—provided
we understand that one is the cause of changes in the other in conse-
quence of the laws of harmony. The objection about the ‘torpor’ of
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bodies, which could be at rest while the soul believed them to be in
motion, cannot hold, because of this same unfailing correspondence
which the divine wisdom has established. I have no knowledge of these
‘vain, useless, and inactive lumps’ which you mention. There is activity
everywhere; I have established this more firmly than the received philoso-
phy, for I hold there is no body without motion, no substance without
effort.

[5] I do not understand the objection that is contained in these words:
‘In truth, sir, is it not clear that these opinions are concocted specially for
the purpose, and that all these systems are only invented after the event, to
defend certain preconceived principles.’ All theories are ‘concocted for the
purpose’, and all systems are invented ‘after the event’, in order to save the
phenomena or appearances.1 But I do not see what the preconceived prin-
ciples are that I am supposed to want to defend. If the idea is that I am led
to my theory by a priori reasons, or by certain principles, as is indeed the
case, then this is a commendation of the theory rather than an objection to
it. It is usually enough that a theory should be proved a posteriori by its
fitting the phenomena; but when there are also other reasons for it, and
these are a priori, then so much the better. But perhaps the idea is that,
having fashioned for myself a new opinion, I was glad to make use of it,
more to pride myself on being original than because I had found it useful.
I do not think, sir, that you have such a bad opinion of me as to attribute
these thoughts to me. For you know I love truth, and that, if I were so fond
of novelties, I would be keener to put them forward than I am, even those
whose soundness is recognized. [6] But in order that those who know me
less should not give your words a meaning which we wouldn’t want, it is
enough to say, that in my view it is impossible to give any other explana-
tion of ‘emanating activity’2 which conforms with natural laws, and that I
thought that the usefulness of my theory would be obvious in view of the
difficulty which some of the wisest philosophers of our time have found in
the communication between minds and bodies, and even between corpo-
real substances themselves: and I do not know but that you yourself
haven’t found some difficulty in it. It is true that, according to me, there is
effort in all substances; but this force is, strictly, only in the substance itself,
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and what follows from it in other substances is only in virtue of a ‘pre-
established harmony’ (if I may use the expression), and not by a real influ-
ence or by the transmission of some species or quality. As I have explained
what activity and passivity are, the nature of effort and of resistance can also
easily be inferred. . . . [7] I will add a further reflection, which seems to me
helpful in making the true nature and use of my system better under-
stood.3 You know that M. *Descartes believed in the conservation of the
same quantity of motion in bodies. It has been shown that he was wrong
about this; but I have made clear that it is still true that there is conserva-
tion of the same moving force, which he mistook for the quantity of
motion. However, the changes which take place in the body as a conse-
quence of modifications of the soul caused him some difficulty, because
they seemed to break this law. He therefore thought he had found a solu-
tion, which is certainly ingenious, by saying that we must distinguish
between motion and direction; and that the soul can neither increase nor
decrease the moving force, but does change the direction or determination of
the course of the *animal spirits: and this is how voluntary motions take
place. Even so, he made no attempt to explain how the soul changes the
course of bodies, which seems just as incomprehensible as its giving
motion to bodies—at least so long as we do not have recourse to my pre-
established harmony. But what we have to realize is that there is another

law of nature, which I have discovered and demonstrated, and which M.
Descartes did not know: there is conservation not only of the same quantity
of moving force, but also of the same quantity of direction towards whichever

side one chooses. That is to say, draw any straight line you please, and take
whichever and however many bodies you like; you will find, considering
all these bodies together, and without omitting any of those which act
upon any one of those you have taken, that there will always be the same
quantity of progress in a given direction in all lines parallel to your straight
line. Note that the total amount of progress is to be calculated by subtract-
ing the amount of progress of the bodies which go in the opposite direc-
tion from the amount of progress of those which go in the chosen
direction. Since this law is as excellent and as general as the other, it as little
deserves to be broken; and this is what my system achieves, for it conserves
both force and direction. In a word, it preserves all the natural laws of
bodies, despite the changes which take place in body as a consequence of
changes in the soul.

8. First Explanation of the New System
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9

EXTRACT FROM A LETTER WRITTEN
BY MONSIEUR LEIBNIZ ABOUT HIS

PHILOSOPHICAL HYPOTHESIS (1696)
( ‘THIRD EXPLANATION OF THE

NEW SYSTEM’)

Summary of the Text 

Shortly after the appearance of the ‘New System’ (T4) Leibniz outlined some of

its main ideas in a letter of which Henri Basnage de Beauval, editor of Histoire
des ouvrages des savants, published a shorter version. This was followed in

November 1696 by the publication in the Journal des savants of some of what

Basnage had edited out, together with some further material. 

This latter article came to be known as the ‘Third Explanation of the New

System’. For the most part its focus is sharply on Leibniz’s account of the union of

body and mind. Referring to this account for the first time in public as the ‘way of

pre-established harmony’, Leibniz uses the now well-known analogy of two clocks

to make a contrast with the ‘way of influence’ (the *Scholastics) and the *occa-

sionalists’ ‘way of assistance’. 

THE TEXT

[1] Some learned and acute friends of mine, who have considered my new
theory on the great question of the union of soul and body and have found it
to be of value, have asked me to provide explanations of some of the diffi-
culties which have been found with it, and which arise from its not having
been properly understood. I think the matter might be made intelligible to
all types of mind by the following illustration. 
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[2] Imagine two clocks, or two watches, which always tell exactly the
same time. This can be done in three ways. The first is by the mutual influ-
ence of one clock on the other; the second, by the attentions of a man who
looks after them; the third, by their own accuracy. The first way, that of
influence, was discovered experimentally to his great surprise by the late
M. *Huygens. He had two large pendulums attached to the same piece of
wood, and the continual swinging of these pendulums imparted corre-
sponding vibrations to the particles of wood. But these different vibra-
tions could continue as they were and not interfere with one another only
if the pendulums kept time together, and so it happened, by a kind of
marvel, that even when their swinging was deliberately interfered with,
they still came back to swinging together, almost like two strings vibrating
in unison. 

[3] The second way of making two clocks (even poor ones) always tell
the same time would be to have them constantly looked after by a skilled
workman, who adjusts them from moment to moment. I call this the way
of assistance. 

[4] Finally, the third way would be to make these two clocks, from the
beginning, with such skill and accuracy that we could be sure that they
would always afterwards keep time together. And this is the way of pre-
established agreement. 

[5] Now put the soul and the body in the place of these two clocks.
Their agreement or sympathy can also come about in one of these three
ways. The way of influence is that of the commonly accepted philosophy;
but as we cannot conceive either material particles or species or immater-
ial qualities which can pass from one of these substances into the other, we
are obliged to reject this view. The way of assistance is that of the system of
occasional causes; but I maintain that this is to bring a deus ex machina into
natural and everyday things, where reason says that God should intervene
only in the way in which he concurs with all other natural things. Thus
there remains only my theory, the way of pre-established harmony, set up by
a contrivance of divine foreknowledge, which formed each of these sub-
stances from the outset in so perfect, so regular, and so exact a manner,
that merely by following out its own laws, which were given to it when it
was brought into being, each substance is nevertheless in harmony with
the other, just as if there were a mutual influence between them, or as if
in addition to his general concurrence God were continually operating
upon them. 

[6] Beyond that I do not think I have need of any further proof, unless I
need to prove that God is adequate to produce a contrivance of such fore-
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sight, of which in fact we have instances even among men, where they
have the skill. Assuming that God is capable of this, it is quite evident that
this is the most admirable way, and the one most worthy of him. In fact I
do have other proofs, but they are deeper, and it is unnecessary to present
them here. . . . 

[7] Let me say a word about the dispute between two very clever
people, the author of the recently published Principles of Physics and the
author of the Objections (which appeared in the journal of August 13 and
others), because my theory helps to settle it. I do not understand how
matter can be conceived as extended and yet without either actual or ideal
parts; if it can, I do not know what it is for something to be extended. In
fact, I hold that matter is essentially an aggregate, and consequently that it
always has actual parts. Thus it is by reason, and not only by the senses,
that we see that it is divided, or rather that it is ultimately nothing but a
multiplicity. I hold it true that matter (and indeed every part of matter) is
divided into a greater number of parts than it is possible to imagine. This is
why I often say that each body, however small, is a world of infinitely many
creatures. Thus I do not believe there are atoms, that is to say parts of
matter which are perfectly hard or of unbreakable solidity; nor, on the
other hand, do I believe that there is perfectly fluid matter: my opinion is
that each body is fluid as compared with more solid bodies, and solid as
compared with more fluid ones. I am amazed that people still say that
there is conservation of the same quantity of motion, in the *Cartesian
sense; for I have proved the opposite, and some excellent mathematicians
have already admitted as much. Nevertheless, I do not regard the solidity
or cohesion of bodies as a primary quality, but as a consequence of
motion. [See T5. 51–2.] . . .
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10

NOTE H TO BAYLE’S DICTIONARY

ARTICLE ‘RORARIUS’ (1697)

Summary of the Text 

Pierre Bayle (1647–1706), professor of history and philosophy at Rotterdam,

founded the learned journal Nouvelles de la république des lettres. His exten-

sive Dictionnaire historique et critique, his masterpiece, had great influence on

eighteenth-century thought.

In its first edition (1697) he made comments on Leibniz’s ‘New System’ (T4) in

a lengthy footnote to the article on Jerome Rorarius (1485–1566), who had written

a booklet, ‘That Animals use Reason Better than Man’, published in 1654, as a

contribution to the debate over *Descartes’s view of animals as unthinking

machines (see Introduction, Sect. 6). In the article Bayle holds that the common

view, that animals are capable of reason, has the disadvantage that it obscures the

distinction between humans and animals, and so makes it very hard to show that

the human soul is immortal. He says that both Descartes (successfully) and the

*Aristotelians (unsuccessfully) try to maintain the distinction, but that neither

account can make sense of cases of animal cleverness such as those which

Rorarius presented. Leibniz is introduced into the picture as ‘[a] great mind in

Germany, who has understood these problems, [and who] has provided some

insights which are worth developing’.

Bayle’s note is a reaction to his reading of Leibniz’s ‘New System’ (T4), of

Foucher’s objections (T6) to it, and of a further explanation of his ideas which he

published in the Histoire des ouvrages des savants in February 1696 (a text

closely related to T9).

Bayle begins his discussion (Sects. 1–3) by noting some of the things which

Leibniz holds (as T4. 4, 5, 6, 8) about animals and their souls. Then, turning to the

doctrine of pre-established harmony between bodies and souls (Sects. 5–7), he

questions the comprehensibility of Leibniz’s view that thoughts or perceptions are

From the French in Pierre Bayle, Dictionnaire historique et critique (Amsterdam, 1696–7), i. 966–7.
The section numbers used here are as in the fuller translation in WF 72–5. The superscripts A, B,
C, etc. refer to the comments (as in T11) Leibniz made on this piece. The lower-case superscripts
a, b are cues for Bayle’s own notes, which are given here at the end of the text.



produced quite spontaneously from within a soul, and quite independently of

whatever else is going on in the universe. It is understandable (Bayle thinks) that a

dog should pass from pleasure to pain when hit with a stick, but not understand-

able that it should pass from pleasure to pain independently of being hit. Why

should a soul spontaneously give itself any unpleasant feeling? Leibniz’s T11. 

E, F and T12. 6 provide some clarification of this.

Is it true, furthermore (Sect. 7), that the alternative *occasionalist account (the

‘way of assistance’ of T9. 5) of the relation between soul and body involves God’s

acting miraculously? After all, it does not have God acting otherwise than accord-

ing to general laws (see T11. E). 

Moreover (Sect. 7), the way of assistance is really the only plausible theory. We

do not always know what perceptions we are later to have and so the course of our

perceptions must be guided, not by some internal principle (as Leibniz holds), but

from outside.

Bayle asks, finally, how souls, which are said to be simple, can act like complex

clocks and do different things at different times. A simple thing, left to itself, will

always do the same thing. Where, in a unitary substance, would one find the cause

of any change in activity?

THE TEXT

[1] He [Leibniz] agrees [T4. 6] with the opinion of some of the moderns,
that animals are already organized in the seed, and he also thinks [T4. 3]
that matter alone cannot constitute a true unity, and therefore that animals
are unified by a form, which is a simple, indivisible being, truly unique. In
addition, he holds [T4. 4] that this form never leaves its subject, which
means that properly speaking there is neither death nor generation in
nature. He makes the soul of man an exception to all this [T4. 5, 8]; he sets
it apart, etc.A [2] This theory frees us from one part of the problem; we no
longer need to reply to the crippling objections that are made against the
*Scholastics. The soul of an animal, it is said against them, is a substance
distinct from the body; it must therefore be produced by creation, and
destroyed by annihilation; it would therefore be necessary for heata to have
the power to create souls, and to destroy them,b and what could be more
absurd than that? The *Peripatetics’ replies to this objection are not worth
reporting, or worth bringing out of the darkness of the classroom where
they are expounded to young students; they serve only to convince us that
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as far as they are concerned, the objection is unanswerable. They are no
better at avoiding the precipice towards which they are driven when they
are required to find some sense and some shadow of reason in this contin-
ual production of an almost infinite number of substances, which are
totally destroyed a few days later, even though they are much more noble
and much more excellent than matter, which always remains in existence.
[3] M. Leibniz’s theory parries all these blows, for it would have us believe
(i) that at the beginning of the world God created the forms of all bodies,
and hence all the souls of the lower animals; (ii) that these souls continue
in existence for ever from that time on, inseparably united with the first
organized body in which God lodged them.B That rescues us from
*metempsychosis,C which would otherwise have been an asylum to which
we would have had to run. . . . [5] There are some problematic things in M.
Leibniz’s theory, even though they show the breadth and power of his
genius. For example, he holds that the soul of a dog operates indepen-
dently of its body: ‘that everything in it arises from its own nature, with a
perfect spontaneity as regards itself, and yet with a perfect conformity to
things outside it. And . . . thus its internal perceptions must arise from its
own original constitution, that is from its representational nature (its
ability to express external things which are in relation with its organs),
which it has had since its creation, and which constitutes its individual
character’ [T4. 14]. From this it follows that the dog’s soul would feel
hunger and thirst at certain times, even if there were no bodies in the uni-
verse; even if ‘there existed nothing but God and that soul’ [T4. 14].D He
has explained [as in T9] his thinking by the example of two clocks which
are perfectly synchronized: that is, he suggests that because of the particu-
lar laws which control its operation, the soul will feel hunger at a certain
time, and because of the particular laws which govern the movement of
matter, the body which is united to that soul will be modified at the same
time, in the way it is modified when the soul feels hunger. [6] I shall wait
until the clever author of this system has improved it before preferring it to
that of occasional causes: I cannot understand the series of spontaneous
internal actions which could make a dog’s soul feel pain immediately after
having felt pleasure, even if it were all alone in the universe. I can under-
stand why a dog passes immediately from pleasure to pain when, whilst it
is very hungry and eating some bread, it is suddenly hit with a stick; but
that its soul should be constructed in such a way that it would have felt pain
at the moment that it was hit, even if it had not been hit, and even if it had
continued to eat the bread without being disturbed or prevented, that is
what I cannot understand.E [7] I also find the spontaneity of this soul wholly
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incompatible with its feelings of pain, and in general with all feelings it
finds unpleasant.F Moreover, the reason why this clever man finds the
*Cartesian.system not to his taste seems to me to be based on a false sup-
position; it cannot be said that the system of *occasional causes, with its
reciprocal dependence of body and soul, makes the actions of God into
the miraculous interventions of a deus ex machina.1 For since God inter-
venes between them only according to general laws, in doing so he never
acts extraordinarily. Does the internal active power which M. Leibniz
thinks is communicated to the forms of bodies know what succession of
actions it has to produce? Surely not; for we know from experience that we
do not know what perceptions we will have in an hour’s time. It would
therefore be necessary for the forms to be directed by some external prin-
ciple in the production of their actions. Would that not be a deus ex

machina, just the same as in the system of occasional causes? [8] Finally, as
he supposes, with very good reason, that all souls are simple and indivis-
ible, it is impossible to see how they can be compared to clocks; how, that
is, their original constitution can enable them to do different things, as a
result of the spontaneous activity they received from their creator. It is
obvious that a simple being will always do the same thing, if no outside
cause interferes with it; but if it were made up of several parts, like a
machine, it could do different things, because at any moment the particu-
lar activity of one part could interfere with that of the others. But in 
a unitary substance, where would you find the cause of any change of
activity?

[BAYLE’S NOTES]

a. Chickens are hatched by putting eggs in a slightly warmed oven. This is the
practice in Egypt.

b. Various kinds of animal can be killed by putting them in an over-heated oven.

10. Bayle’s Note H to ‘Rorarius’
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LEIBNIZ’S COMMENTS ON NOTE
H TO BAYLE’S DICTIONARY ARTICLE

‘RORARIUS’ (1705?)

Summary of the Text

After its appearance in the second edition of Bayle’s Dictionary (1702) Leibniz

wrote down these comments on note H (T11). Of particular interest are his further

explanations (E, F) of the system of pre-established harmony, in response to

Bayle’s puzzlement as to how and why an animal should pass from pleasure to

pain without external cause. (See Introduction, Sect. 5.)

THE TEXT

[A] [See T10. 1.] [Leibniz comments:] Because these rational substances
have a double status or position: one physical, like all animals, as a conse-
quence of their bodily mechanism, and the other moral, as a result of
which they are in society with God, as citizens of the City of God. This
means that they conserve not only their substance, but also their personal-
ity and the knowledge of who they are.

[B] [See T10. 3.] It is not that a certain mass always remains inseparable
from the animal or the soul, but rather that certain organs always remain,
at least by the substitution of an equivalent, as happens when a river
remains the same, although matter of the same kind is always entering
and leaving it.

[C] [See T10. 3.] According to which the soul passes all at once into
another body, quite differently organized.

From the French at GP iv. 528–33. For a fuller and differently labelled set of these comments,
see WF 75–8. The comments belong with T15, and their date of composition must be no
earlier than 1705 (see WF 71 n. 19).



[D] [See T10. 5.] I meant this only as a fiction, which is not compatible
with the order of things but which might help make my thought more
intelligible. For God so made the soul that it must correspond to every-
thing external to it, and indeed represent it, in accordance with the impres-
sions that things make on its organic body, which constitute its point of
view. If there were other motions in the body than those which usually
accompany the feeling of hunger or thirst, the soul would not have that
feeling. It is true that if God were to decide to destroy everything external
to the soul, but to keep the soul in isolation, with its affections and modifi-
cations, they would bring it, through its own dispositions, to have the same
sensations as before, just as if bodies were still there, although this would
then be nothing but a kind of dream. But since this is contrary to the
designs of God, who wanted there to be agreement between the soul and
things external to it, it is clear that this pre-established harmony removes
such a fiction: it is metaphysically possible, but it doesn’t accord with the
facts and their explanations.

[E] [See T10. 6.] That is also what I do not say, if it is understood cor-
rectly. The pre-established harmony means that pain comes into a dog’s
soul when its body is hit. And if the dog were not going to be hit at this
moment, God would not at the outset have given its soul a constitution
which would produce that pain in it at this moment, and that representa-
tion or perception which corresponds to the blow of the stick. But if
(though this is impossible) God had changed his mind and had changed the
history of the material world in such a way that the blow never fell,
without changing the nature of the soul and the natural course of its
modifications, the soul would feel what corresponds to the blow, even
though its body never received it. But, says M. Bayle, I understand the
reasons through which the dog’s body is hit by the stick, but I don’t under-
stand how the dog’s soul, which experiences pleasure while the dog is
eating hungrily, suddenly passes to pain without the stick’s being the cause
(in the manner of the schools), and without God’s particular action (as
with the *‘occasionalists’). But neither does M. Bayle understand how the
stick can have an influx into the soul, nor how the miraculous operation
takes place by means of which God gets the body and the soul continually
to agree. I, however, have explained how this agreement happens natu-
rally, by supposing that each soul is a living mirror representing the uni-
verse from its point of view, and above all with respect to its body. Thus the
causes which move the stick (that is, the man stationed behind the dog,
getting ready to hit it while it eats, and everything in the history of the
material world which contributes to his being in that position) are also rep-
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resented in the dog’s soul from the outset, exactly and truly, but feebly, by
small confused perceptions and without apperception, that is, without the
dog’s knowing it—because the dog’s body also is affected by them only
imperceptibly. And just as in the history of the material world these dispo-
sitions eventually produce the blow firmly on the dog’s body, so similarly
the representations of these dispositions in the dog’s soul eventually
produce the representation of the blow of the stick; and since that repre-
sentation is prominent and strong (which the representations of the pre-
dispositions were not, since the predispositions affected the dog’s body
only feebly), the dog apperceives it very distinctly, and this is what consti-
tutes its pain. So we don’t have to imagine that in this encounter the dog’s
soul passes from pleasure to pain arbitrarily, and without any internal
reason.

[F] [See T10. 7.] The crux of M. Bayle’s objection here is that we have
no spontaneous inclination towards what we find unpleasant. I make a dis-
tinction: I admit this when we know that something will displease us, but
in this case the dog does not know. We must also distinguish between the
spontaneous and the voluntary. The principle of change is in the dog, the
disposition of its soul moves imperceptibly towards giving it pain: but this
is without its knowing, and without its wanting it. The representation of
the present state of the universe in the dog’s soul produces in it the repre-
sentation of the subsequent state of the same universe, just as in the things
represented the preceding state actually produces the subsequent state of
the world. In a soul, the representations of causes are the causes of the represen-

tations of effects. And since this subsequent state of the world includes the
blow on the dog’s body, the representation of that subsequent state in its
soul includes the pain which corresponds to that blow.

11. Leibniz’s Comments on Bayle’s Note H 
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A LETTER FROM M. LEIBNIZ TO 
THE EDITOR, CONTAINING AN

EXPLANATION OF THE DIFFICULTIES
WHICH M. BAYLE FOUND WITH THE

NEW SYSTEM OF THE UNION OF 
THE SOUL AND BODY (1698)

Summary of the Text

Having read with evident interest and care what Bayle had to say about the ‘New

System’ in his note H (T10), Leibniz wrote, and published in the Histoire 
des ouvrages des savants, ‘A Letter . . . Containing an Explanation of the

Difficulties which M. Bayle Found with the New System’. In it Leibniz tries to

answer some of the difficulties Bayle found with the system of pre-established

harmony.

In answer to T10. 5–7 he explains (Sects. 2–5) just what is involved in his idea

that thoughts and perceptions arise in the soul quite independently of whatever

else is going on in the universe, and he explains that the spontaneous production

of pain (which Bayle found puzzling) is not the same as its voluntary production.

As against T10. 7 he argues (Sect. 7) that it matters not to his objection to it that

the occasionalists’ ‘way of assistance’ has it that God’s intervention between body

and mind is in accordance with general laws (e.g. that God does not produce pain

arbitrarily but rather as a general correlate of bodily injury). Occasionalism

involves miracles, he says, because it involves the production of changes in the body

and soul by God’s action rather than by the natural activity of the body or soul

themselves. That these changes are regular does not of itself mean that they are not

miraculous.

He addresses himself (Sects. 8–9) to Bayle’s suggestion (T10. 7) that since we

can’t always foresee them, changes in the soul cannot be natural consequences of

earlier states, but must be guided by some external principle. We can foresee the
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changes in our soul (though as a matter of confused sensation, rather than of dis-

tinct knowledge).

Finally (Sects. 10–12), by means of a distinction between two senses of ‘do the

same thing’, Leibniz answers Bayle’s claim (T10. 8) that simple souls, unlike

complex clocks, must always ‘do the same thing’.

In his concluding paragraph (Sect. 13) Leibniz comments on another article in

Bayle’s Dictionary, and makes some remarks about extension, and about the

force and power involved in motion (see Introduction, Sect. 3.3).

The end of that paragraph provides a good illustration of Leibniz’s philo-

sophical catholicity and his desire to take the best from and reconcile different

philosophical perspectives. It also provides a very succinct distillation of his meta-

physical scheme.

THE TEXT

[1] I am taking the liberty, sir, of sending you this explanation with regard
to the difficulties which M. Bayle found with the theory I proposed to
explain the union of the soul and body. . . . He doesn’t deny what I have
said about the conservation of souls and even of animals, but he doesn’t
yet seem satisfied with the way I tried to explain the union and commerce
between the soul and the body, in the Journal des savants of 27 June and 4
July 1695 [i.e. T4], and in the Histoire des ouvrages des savants, February
1696.

[2] Here are his words, which seem to indicate what he found difficulty
with: ‘I cannot understand’, he says, ‘the series of spontaneous internal
actions which could make a dog’s soul feel pain immediately after having
felt pleasure, even if it were all alone in the universe’ [T10. 6]. My reply to
this is that when I said that the soul would still feel all that it feels now even
if there were only it and God in the world, I was only employing a fiction.
In order to show that the feelings of the soul are only a consequence of
what is already within it, I was imagining something which could never
happen naturally. I do not know whether M. Bayle’s argument for the
incomprehensibility which he finds in this series of actions is to be found in
what he says lower down, or whether it is meant already to be there in the
example of the spontaneous transition from pleasure to pain. Perhaps he is
suggesting that such a transition contradicts the axiom that a thing will
always remain in the same state if nothing occurs to make it change, and
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therefore that an animal which once experiences pleasure will have it for
ever if it is all alone, or if nothing external makes it move on to pain. In any
case, I agree with the axiom, and indeed I claim that it supports me, for it is
in fact one of my basic principles. [3] Do we not take this axiom to mean
not only that a body which is at rest will always remain at rest, but also that
a moving body will always retain its motion or progression, that is to say
the same speed and the same direction, if nothing occurs to prevent it?
Thus not only will a thing left to itself remain in the state it is in, but also,
when that state is one of change, it will continue to change, still in accor-
dance with that same law. Now, according to me it is the nature of a
created substance to change continually in accordance with a certain
order, which conducts it spontaneously (if one may use the word) through
all its states, in such a way that someone who saw everything would see in
its present state all its past and future states. And this law of order, which
constitutes the individuality of each particular substance, exactly corre-
sponds to what happens in every other substance, and in the universe as a
whole. I hope it is not too much to claim that I can demonstrate all of this;
but for the moment all that matters is to show the possibility of the theory,
and its ability to explain the phenomena. So in this way the law of the
changes in the substance of an animal takes it from pleasure to pain just
when there is a break in the continuity of its body, because the law of this
animal’s indivisible substance is to represent what happens in its body, just
as we know from our own cases, and indeed to represent in some fashion,
through its relation to the body, everything that happens in the world.
Substantial unities are nothing other than different concentrations of the
universe, which is represented in them in accordance with the different
points of view which distinguish them.

[4] M. Bayle goes on: ‘I can understand why a dog passes immediately
from pleasure to pain when, whilst it is very hungry and eating some
bread, it is suddenly hit with a stick’ [T10. 6]. I am not sure that we do
understand this so well. No one knows better than M. Bayle himself that
this is what the great difficulty consists in: how to explain why what
happens in the body makes a change in the soul. This is what forced the
defenders of occasional causes to have recourse to God’s continually
taking care to represent in the soul changes which take place in the body.
Whereas I believe that it is its own God-given nature to represent 
to itself, in accordance with its own laws, what happens in its organs. He
goes on:

[5] ‘But that its soul should be constructed in such a way that it would
have felt pain at the moment that it was hit, even if it had not been hit, and
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even if it had continued to eat the bread without being disturbed or pre-
vented, that is what I cannot understand’ [T10. 6]. And I don’t remember
having said it either. One can speak in this way only by a metaphysical
fiction, as when one imagines God as annihilating a certain body to
produce a vacuum: the one is as much against the order of things as the
other. For since the soul’s nature was made from the outset in such a way
that it would represent in succession the changes in matter, the case imag-
ined here could never occur in the natural order. God could have given
each substance its own phenomena, independent of all others; but in so
doing he would have made as many unconnected worlds, so to speak, as
there are substances—rather as we say that when dreaming one is in a
world of one’s own, and one enters the common world on awakening.
(Though dreams themselves are related to the organs, and to the rest of
the body, but in a less distinct manner.) Let us continue with M. Bayle:

[6] ‘I also find’, he says, ‘the spontaneity of this soul wholly incompat-
ible with its feelings of pain, and in general with all feelings it finds unpleas-
ant’ [T10. 7]. There certainly would be an incompatibility if spontaneity
and voluntariness were the same thing. Everything voluntary is sponta-
neous, but there are spontaneous actions which are not chosen, and which
consequently are not voluntary. The soul is not able always to give itself
pleasant feelings, since the feelings it has are dependent on those it has had.
M. Bayle continues: ‘Moreover, the reason why this clever man finds the
*Cartesian system not to his taste seems to me to be based on a false sup-
position; it cannot be said that the system of occasional causes, with its rec-
iprocal dependence of body and soul, makes the actions of God into the
miraculous interventions of a deus ex machina. For since God intervenes
only according to general laws, in doing so he never acts extraordinarily’
[see T10. 7].

[7] This is not the only reason why the Cartesian system is not to my
taste; and a little consideration of my own system will clearly show that
the reasons why I adopt it are contained within itself. After all, even if the
hypothesis of occasional causes did not involve miracles, it seems to me
that mine would still have other advantages. I have said that we can think of
three systems for explaining the intercommunication we find between
soul and body: (1) the system of influence understood literally as a flow
from one into the other. This is the system of the *Schools, which I con-
sider impossible, as do the Cartesians. (2) The system of the perpetual
caretaker, who represents in the one what happens in the other, rather like
a man who is employed constantly to synchronize two inferior clocks
which cannot keep the same time by themselves. This is the system of
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occasional causes. And (3) that in which two substances naturally agree, as
would two perfectly accurate clocks. I find this as possible as that of the
caretaker, and more worthy of the creator of these substances, clocks or
machines. Let us see, however, whether the system of occasional causes
really doesn’t involve a perpetual miracle. Here it is said that it does not,
because the system holds that God acts only according to general laws. I
agree that he does, but in my view that isn’t enough to remove miracles.
Even if God produced them all the time, they would still be miracles, if the
word is understood not in the popular sense, as a rare and marvellous
thing, but philosophically, as something which exceeds the power of
created things. It isn’t sufficient to say that God has made a general law, for
in addition to the decree there has also to be a natural way of carrying it
out. It is necessary, that is, that what happens should be explicable in terms
of the God-given nature of things. Natural laws are not as arbitrary and
groundless as many think. If, for example, God decreed that all bodies had
a tendency to move in circles with radii proportional to their size, we
would have to say that there was some way of bringing this about by
simpler laws; otherwise we would have to admit that God brings it about
miraculously, or at least by angels expressly charged with it, rather like
those that used to be assigned to the celestial spheres.1 It would be the
same if someone said that God has given natural and primitive gravities to
bodies, by which they each tend to the centre of their globe without being
pushed by other bodies. For in my view this system too would need a per-
petual miracle, or angelic help at least.

[8] ‘Does the internal active power which is communicated to the
forms of bodies know what sucession of actions it has to produce? Surely
not; for we know from experience that we do not know what perceptions
we will have in an hour’s time’ [T12. 7]. I reply, that this power or, better,
this soul or form doesn’t know them distinctly, but senses them confus-
edly. In each substance there are traces of everything that has happened to
it, and of everything that is going to happen. But this infinite multitude of
perceptions prevents us from distinguishing them, just as I cannot distin-
guish one voice from another when I hear the loud and confused noise of
a crowd.

[9] ‘It would therefore be necessary for the forms to be directed by some
external principle in the production of their actions. Would that not be a
deus ex machina, just the same as in the system of occasional causes? ’[T10.
7]. The preceding reply blocks this inference. On the contrary, the present
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state of each substance is a natural consequence of its preceding state, but
it is only an infinite intelligence which can see that consequence, because it
embraces the whole universe, souls as well as every portion of matter.

[10] M. Bayle concludes with these words: ‘Finally, as he supposes, with
very good reason, that all souls are simple and indivisible, it is impossible
to see how they can be compared to clocks; how, that is, their original con-
stitution can enable them to do different things, as a result of the sponta-
neous activity they received from their creator. It is obvious that a simple
being will always do the same thing, if no outside cause interferes with it;
but if it were made up of several parts, like a machine, it could do different
things, because at any moment the particular activity of one part could
interfere with that of the others. But in a unitary substance, where would
you find the cause of any change of activity?’ [T10. 8]. I find that this objec-
tion is worthy of M. Bayle, and it is one of those most deserving of clarifi-
cation. But I also think that if I had not allowed for it from the outset, my
system would not be worth examining. I compared the soul with a clock
only in respect of the ordered precision of its changes, which is imperfect
even in the best clocks, but which is perfect in the works of God. In fact,
one can say that the soul is a very exact immaterial automaton. [11] When
it is said that a simple being will always do the same thing, a certain dis-
tinction must be made: if ‘doing the same thing’ means perpetually fol-
lowing the same law of order or of continuation, as in the case of a certain
series or sequence of numbers, I admit that all simple beings, and even all
composite beings, do the same thing; but if ‘same’ means acting in the
same way, I don’t agree at all. Here is an example which explains the differ-
ence between these two senses: a parabolic motion is uniform in the first
sense, but not in the second, for the segments of a parabola are not the
same as each other, as are those of a straight line. . . . [12] We must also
bear in mind that the soul, even though simple, always has feelings com-
posed of several simultaneous perceptions; which for our purposes has the
same effect as if it were composed of parts, like a machine. For, in con-
formity with a law of order which exists in perceptions as much as in
motions, each preceding perception influences succeeding ones.
Moreover, for several centuries most philosophers have attributed
thoughts to souls and to angels which they believe are completely incor-
poreal (not to mention the intelligences of *Aristotle), and have also
admitted spontaneous change in simple beings. I will add that the percep-
tions which are simultaneously together in the same soul involve a truly
infinite multitude of small indistinguishable feelings that will be devel-
oped in what follows, so one should not be astonished at the infinite
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variety of what emerges over time. All of this is only a consequence of the
representational nature of the soul which must express what happens, and
indeed what will happen, in its body, and, because of the connection or
correspondence of all the parts of the world, it must also express in some
way what happens in all the others. It might perhaps have been enough to
say simply that God, having made corporeal machines, could also easily
have made immaterial ones which represent them; but I thought it would
be good to explain things a little more fully.

[13] As for the rest, I read with pleasure what M. Bayle says in the article
on *Zeno. He will perhaps appreciate that what comes out of it fits in with
my system better than with any other; for what is real in extension and in
motion consists only in the foundation of the order and regular sequence
of phenomena and perceptions. Also, the *Academics and the *Sceptics, as
well as those who have sought to reply to them, seem to have got into
serious difficulties only because they looked for more reality in external
sensible things than that of regular phenomena. In conceiving of extension

we are conceiving of an order among coexistences; but we should not
think of it, any more than space, as though it were a substance. It is like
time, which presents to the mind only an order of changes. And as for
motion, what is real in it is force or power; that is to say, what there is in the
present state which carries with it a change in the future. The rest is only
phenomena and relations. Consideration of this system shows us also that
when we get to the bottom of things, we find in most philosophical sects
more good sense than we had realized. The *Sceptics’ lack of substantial
reality in sensible things; the *Pythagoreans’ and *Platonists’ reduction of
everything to harmonies and numbers, ideas and perceptions; the one and
the whole of *Parmenides and *Plotinus (though not of *Spinoza); the
*Stoic connectedness, compatible with the spontaneity maintained by
others; the vitalistic philosophy of the *Cabbalists and the Hermetics, who
attributed feeling to everything; the forms and entelechies of Aristotle and
the Scholastics; and meanwhile also the mechanical explanations, by
*Democritus and the moderns, of all particular phenomena, and so on—
all these are reunited as in a common centre of perspective from which the
object (confused when looked at from anywhere else) reveals its regularity
and the congruence of its parts. Our biggest fault has been sectarianism,
limiting ourselves by the rejection of others. The formalists criticize the
materialists or the corpuscularians, and vice versa. We wrongly set limits
to the division and subtlety of nature, as well as to its richness and beauty,
when we posit *atoms and the void, and suppose certain first elements (as
even the Cartesians do) in place of true unities; and also when we do 
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not recognize the infinite in everything, and the exact expression of the
greatest in the smallest, or the tendency of each thing to develop in a
perfect order which is the most admirable and most beautiful effect of a
Sovereign Principle, the wisdom and goodness of which leave nothing
more to be desired by those who understand its economy.
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13

NATURE ITSELF; OR, THE INHERENT
FORCE AND ACTIVITY OF CREATED

THINGS—CONFIRMING AND
ILLUSTRATING THE AUTHOR’S

DYNAMICS (1698)

Summary of the Text

This important article, published in September 1698 in the Leipzig journal Acta
Eruditorum, contributes to a debate which began with Robert *Boyle’s Free
Inquiry into the Vulgarly Received Notion of Nature (1682) (and his On
Nature Itself, 1688). Boyle’s argument that nature should be understood in purely

mechanical terms was defended, in his Idol of Nature (1692), by J. C. *Sturm,

who (along with Boyle) was attacked by G. C. *Schelhammer in his Vindication
of Nature (1697). Sturm’s ‘Defence’, to which Leibniz refers in his opening sen-

tence, was in volume 2 of his Elective Physics (1698).

Leibniz firmly rejects the idea that the natural world, as studied in physics, con-

tains anything non-mechanical such as Henry *More’s hylarchic principles (Sect.

2). But he argues that mechanics itself involves dynamical forces which themselves

require a metaphysical grounding in created substances.

This article is interesting not merely as a defence and elaboration of Leibniz’s

own metaphysics, but also as a sustained and detailed exploration and criticism of

the Cartesian-based metaphysics of the *occasionalists.

THE TEXT

1. I have recently received from the famous John Christopher *Sturm—a
man of outstanding merit in mathematics and physics—the ‘Defence’,
published in Altdorf, of his treatise on The Idol of Nature, which was
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attacked by the eminent and accomplished doctor of Kiel Günther
Christopher *Schelhammer, in his book on Nature. I too once gave some
thought to this question, and there followed a discussion in letters
between myself and the excellent author of this treatise; he recently spoke
kindly of me in his Elective Physics (vol. 1, bk. 1, sect. 1, ch. 3, Epilogue para.
5, pp. 119–20), where he reported some of what passed between us. I was
therefore all the more willing to think carefully about what is an inherently
important topic, and I thought I should set out more clearly my opinion,
and the whole issue, in the light of the principles which I have already pre-
sented on several occasions. The writing of the ‘Defence’ would seem to
offer a good opportunity for attempting this, since in it the author has 
obviously set out the most important points briefly and in summary form.
But I shall not otherwise enter into the argument between these two ex-
cellent men.

2. I want to ask two questions. Firstly, what makes up the nature which
we normally attribute to things, the attributes of which as generally
understood are considered by the famous Sturm to be redolent of pagan-
ism? Secondly, whether there is any energeia in created things, which he
seems to deny. As to the first question, concerning nature itself: if we may
consider what it is not, as well as what it is, I certainly agree that there is no
world soul; and I would also admit that those everyday things with regard
to which we rightly say that the work of nature is a work of intelligence
should not be ascribed to created intelligences with appropriate levels of
wisdom and of power. Rather the whole of nature is, so to speak, the inge-

nious handiwork of God, so much so that every natural machine (and this is
the true but rarely recognized distinction between nature and art) is made up
of an infinite number of other organisms,1 and therefore requires infinite
wisdom and power on the part of its creator and ruler. I therefore hold 
that *Hippocrates’ omniscient heat, *Avicenna’s soul-giving cholcodea,
*Scaliger and others’ all-wise plastic virtue, and Henry *More’s hylarchic
principles are all partly impossible, and partly unnecessary. I say that it is
enough for the machine of things to have been constructed with such
wisdom that these wonders come about through its own workings, and in
particular, I believe, through organic beings which unfold themselves in
accordance with some kind of pre-arranged plan. I therefore agree with
the illustrious author in rejecting these supposed wise created natures
which produce and govern the mechanisms of bodies. But I do not think it
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follows from that, and I do not think it is reasonable, that we should deny
that there is any active created force inherent in things.

3. I have said what it is not; let us now examine more closely what 
this nature is which *Aristotle has appropriately called the principle of

motion and rest—though it seems to me that the philosopher takes this
more broadly, and understands by it not merely local motion and stay-
ing in place, but rather change and stasis, or persistence, in general.
Consequently, I may note in passing, the definition he gives of motion,
though more obscure than it should be, is nevertheless not so silly as it
seems to those who take him to be defining only local motion. But, to
return to the matter in hand, Robert Boyle, a distinguished man experi-
enced in the careful observation of nature, wrote a little book On Nature

Itself, the point of which, if I remember rightly, came down to this: that we
must take nature as being just the mechanism of bodies. In broad terms
we can agree with this; but on a closer look we must distinguish between
the principles of this mechanism and what is derived from them. For
example, in explaining a clock it is not enough to say that it is driven by
mechanical means, without saying whether it is done by a weight or by a
spring. I have already more than once expressed the view (which I think
should be useful in preventing mechanical explanations of material things
from being carried too far, and to the detriment of piety—as if matter
could stand by itself and mechanism needed no intelligence or spiritual
substance) that mechanism itself has its origin not merely in a material
principle or in mathematical reasons, but in some higher and, so to speak,
metaphysical source.

4. Important evidence for this is provided by, among other things, the
foundation of the laws of nature. This foundation is not to be found, as has
usually been thought, in the conservation of the same quantity of motion,
but rather in the fact that the same quantity of active power must be con-
served, and indeed also (and I have found that this happens for a most won-
derful reason) the same quantity of motive action—a quantity which is quite
different from the *Cartesians’ quantity of motion. When two clearly first-
class mathematicians argued with me about this, partly in private letters
and partly publicly, one of them came completely over to my side, and the
other, after long and careful thought, got as far as abandoning all his objec-
tions and openly confessing that he could not yet think of an answer to my
argument. I was therefore very surprised that when this distinguished man
explains the laws of motion in the published part of his Elective Physics, he
takes the common view of them for granted, as if there could be no doubt
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about it (though he does acknowledge that it has not been proved, and
only has a certain plausibility—something which he repeats in this latest
discussion, ch. 3, sect. 2). Perhaps he was writing before my work ap-
peared, and then did not have the time to change what he had written, 
or did not think of it, especially as he believed that the laws of motion are
arbitrary—a view which seems to me to be not entirely coherent. For I
believe that God considered principles of wisdom and reasons of order
when he established the laws which are observed in nature. And I think
that this makes it clear (as I once pointed out when discussing the laws of
optics, and which the famous *Molyneux later accepted in his Dioptrics)
that consideration of final causes is useful not only to virtue and piety—in
ethics and natural theology—but also for discovering and detecting hidden
truths in physics itself. So I wish that when, during his discussion of final
causes in his Elective Physics, the famous Sturm gave my view as one of
various theories, he had also examined it at sufficient length in his discus-
sion, because then he would surely have taken the opportunity to say a lot
of excellent things about the argument, with regard to both its fruitfulness
and its usefulness for piety.

5. But we must now examine what he himself says about the idea of
nature in this article which he has written in his defence, and what seems
still to be lacking in what he says. He admits (in ch. 4, sects. 2 and 3, and
often) that the motions which take place now come about as the result of
an eternal law which God has set up, a law which he then calls a volition and
a command; and also that no new command or volition is then necessary,
far less a new effort or laborious process (sect. 3). And he rejects the view,
which he says is wrongly attributed to him by his opponent, that God
moves things in the way that a woodcutter moves an axe, or a miller con-
trols his mill by holding back the water and then letting it run onto the
wheel. But this explanation really does not seem to me to be good enough.
For, I ask, has this volition or command, or, if you prefer, this earlier-laid-
down divine law, bestowed on things merely an external denomination? Or
has it really produced some permanent impression in things themselves,
an ‘inherent law’ (as M. Schelhammer, who is as distinguished in his judge-
ment as he is in his experiments, nicely puts it) from which their actions
and passions follow—even if it is one which is not always known to the
created things in which it inheres? The first appears to be the doctrine of
the authors of the system of *occasional causes, particularly of the most
intelligent Father Malebranche. The latter is the usual view and, I believe,
the true one.

6. For since this earlier command does not now exist, it cannot now do
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anything unless it left behind some continuing effect which still endures
and operates. Anyone who thinks otherwise, if I am right, gives up all clear
explanation of things: for if what is distant in time and place could operate
here and now without an intermediary, then anything could be said to
follow from anything else equally well. It therefore is not enough to say
that when in the beginning God created things he willed that their pro-
gression should be in accordance with a certain law, if his will is supposed
to have been so ineffective that things were not affected by it, and it had no
lasting effect on them. And in any case it contradicts the notion of pure and
absolute power or will to suppose that God could will, and nevertheless
produce or change nothing through his willing, and that although he
always acts he never achieves anything, and leaves no work or accomplish-
ment behind. If the divine words ‘let the earth be fruitful and the animals
multiply’2 made no impression on created things, if after the command
things were just the same as if there had been no command, then surely it
follows (since there must be some connection, whether direct or through
some intermediary, between cause and effect) either that nothing now
obeys that command, or that it was effective only at the time of its making,
and had always to be renewed in the future—which the learned author
rightly rejects. But if, on the other hand, the law God decreed has in fact
left some trace of itself impressed upon things—if things have been
formed by the command in such a way that they are capable of fulfilling
the meaning of the command—then it must be admitted that things have
been given a certain ability, a form or force (such as we usually call a
‘nature’), from which the series of phenomena follows in accordance with
the dictates of the original command.

7. This inherent force can certainly be distinctly understood, but it
cannot be explained through the imagination; and it should not be
explained in that way, any more than should the nature of the soul. For
force is one of those things which are grasped, not by the imagination, but
by the understanding. So when this learned gentleman (in ch. 4, sect. 6, of
his ‘Defence’) asks for an ‘imaginable’ explanation of how an inherent law
works in bodies which are ignorant of that law, I take him to be wanting it
explained intelligibly—for he certainly would not ask us to picture sounds,
or to hear colours. And, moreover, if difficulty in explaining things were
sufficient grounds for rejecting them, then he would be involved in some-
thing he complains is unfairly attributed to him (ch. 1, sect. 2), namely, pre-
ferring to hold that nothing is moved except by divine agency rather than
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accept something called a nature, the nature of which he does not know.
Indeed this way of thinking can equally well support Hobbes and others,
who make everything corporeal because they have convinced themselves
that nothing but body can be explained distinctly through the imagina-
tion. But they are thoroughly refuted by the fact that there is a power of
action in things, which is not derived from anything that can be imagined.
And simply to trace this back to a command by God, issued once and for all
at some point in the past, and not affecting things in any way or leaving
behind any effect, is so far from making the matter more explicable that it
is more like abandoning the role of the philosopher, and cutting the
Gordian knot with a sword. A more distinct and more accurate explana-
tion of active force than has so far been given may be drawn from my
dynamics, which gives an account of the laws of nature and of motion
which is true and in accordance with the facts.

8. But if some defender of the new philosophy, which maintains the
inertness and inactivity of things, were to go so far as to deprive God’s
commands of any lasting effect or efficacy in the future, and if he did not
mind forever requiring new labours on the part of God (something which
M. Sturm wisely says is not what he wants), then it would be for him to
decide how worthy of God he thinks that is. But he would still need to
explain why things themselves can endure through time while their attrib-
utes (what we call their ‘nature’) cannot. For it is reasonable that just as the
words ‘let there be’ leave something behind them, namely the persisting
thing itself, so the no less wonderful word ‘blessing’ should leave some-
thing behind it, namely a fruitfulness in things, an impulse to produce
actions and to have effects, from which consequences follow if nothing
prevents it. To this we can add a point I have made elsewhere, even if
perhaps it is not yet perfectly clear to everyone, that the very substance of
things consists in the force for acting and being acted on. It follows from
this that no enduring thing can be produced if the divine power cannot
impress on it some force which lasts through time. If that were so, then no
created substance, no soul, would remain the same thing, and nothing
would be conserved by God. Everything would reduce to just transitory,
evanescent modifications or phantasms, so to speak, of one permanent
divine substance. Or, what comes to the same thing, nature itself, or the
substance of all things, would be God—a doctrine of very ill repute which
an irreligious, though admittedly clever, author has recently introduced to
the world (or at least revived).3 If corporeal things contained nothing but
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matter, it would indeed be true to say they are in flux and have nothing
substantial, as the Platonists once correctly recognized.

9. The second question is whether created things can properly and truly
be said to act. Once we understand that their internal nature is no different
from the force of acting and being acted on, this question reduces to the
first. For there cannot be action without a force for acting, and, conversely,
a power which can never be exercised is empty. But since action and power
are nevertheless different things (the one momentary, the other lasting) let
us consider action. Here I confess I find some difficulty in explaining the
thought of the famous Sturm. For he denies that created things can really
act of themselves, but then goes on to admit that they do, in that in some
way he denies the comparison between created things and an axe moved
by a woodcutter. I don’t know what to conclude from this; he seems to
have explained very clearly neither the extent to which he departs from
received opinions, nor what precise idea of action he has in mind (for, as is
clear from the debates of the metaphysicians, that is something which is
far from obvious and easy). For my part, in so far as I have made the
concept of action clear to myself, I believe that the widely received philo-
sophical doctrine that actions belong to subjects4 follows from it, and is
grounded in it. And I hold this to be so true that it holds reciprocally: not
only is everything that acts an individual substance, but also every individ-
ual substance acts continuously, even body itself, in which there is never
absolute rest.

10. But let us now consider a little more closely the view of those who
deny true and proper activity to created things—as Robert *Fludd, author
of The Mosaic Philosophy, did long ago, and as nowadays do some
Cartesians, who believe that it is not things which act, but God who acts in
them, in accordance with what is appropriate to them. They believe that
things are occasions and not causes, and that they receive, but never effect,
or produce. Although *Cordemoy, *La Forge, and other Cartesians had
already proposed this doctrine, *Malebranche in particular, with his char-
acteristic acumen, presented it very persuasively; but, so far as I know, no
one has given any good reason for it. Indeed, nothing could be further
from reason than this view, if it is extended so far as to deny even the imma-

nent actions of substances (something which Sturm, in his Elective Physics,
bk. 1, ch. 4, Epilogue, sect. 11 shows his considerable caution by rejecting).
For who would doubt that the mind thinks and wills, that many of our
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thoughts and volitions are produced by us, and that we possess a certain
spontaneity? To do so would not only mean denying human freedom and
pushing the cause of evil back to God, but it would also contradict the evi-
dence of our inmost experience or consciousness, which makes us feel that
the things which these opponents have, without any semblance of reason,
transferred to God are in fact ours. But if we attribute to our mind an
inherent force for producing immmanent actions, or (in other words) of
acting immanently, then there is nothing to prevent the same force from
being in other souls or forms, or, if you prefer, in the natures of substances.
Indeed this would be only reasonable—otherwise one would have to say
that in the nature of things as we know it, only our minds are active, and
that all power of acting immanently, and so to speak vitally, is coupled with
an intellect. Such claims have no justification in reason, and cannot be
defended without distorting the truth. What we should say about the
transeunt actions of created things can be explained better elsewhere. In fact
part of it I have explained: the interaction between substances or monads
does not arise from an influx, but from an agreement produced by divine
pre-formation, which means that while each one is adjusted to the others
they each follow the internal force and laws of their own natures; and this
is what the union of the soul and body consists in.

11. However, it is indeed true that bodies in themselves are inert, pro-
vided that this is correctly understood, as meaning that what is in some
respect at rest cannot set itself in motion in that respect, or allow itself
without resistance to be set in motion by another; just as it can never of
itself change its degree of velocity or its direction, or easily and without
resistance allow some other body to change them for it. And so it must be
admitted that extension, or what is geometrical in bodies, if taken by itself
contains nothing which can give rise to action and motion. Indeed on the
contrary, we must admit that matter resists being moved by a certain
natural inertia (as Kepler nicely calls it), so that it is not indifferent to
motion and rest (as is commonly thought), but requires for its motion an
active force proportional to its size. It is therefore this passive force of resis-
tance (which involves impenetrability and something more) that accord-
ing to me the notion of primary matter or mass (which is the same in all
bodies and proportional to their size) consists in. And from this I show that
there follow very different laws of motion than would obtain if body and
matter itself consisted only of impenetrability and extension. Moreover,
just as matter has a natural inertia which is opposed to motion, so in a body
itself, and indeed in every substance, there is a natural constancy which is
opposed to change. But this view does not support—in fact it opposes—
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those who deny that things act. For, just as it is certain that matter cannot
of itself begin a motion, so (as well-known experiments on the communi-
cation of motion by moving bodies also show) it is equally certain that a
body considered in itself retains any impetus imparted to it, and that it
remains constant in its mobility—that is, it has a tendency to persevere in
whatever sequence of changes it has begun. Now, since these activities and
entelechies certainly cannot be modifications of primary matter or mass,
which is something essentially passive, we can conclude (as the judicious
Sturm himself clearly recognizes—as we shall see in the next paragraph),
that a first *entelechy or first subject of activity must be recognized in cor-
poreal substance; that is, a primitive motive force, additional to extension
(or what is purely geometrical) and mass (or what is purely material),
which indeed always acts but which in interactions between bodies is
modified in various ways through conatus and impetus. And it is this sub-
stantial principle which is called the soul in living things, and a substantial

form in others, and in so far as together with matter it makes up a substance
which is truly one, or one per se, it forms what I call a monad.5 For without
these true and real unities there would only be beings through aggrega-
tion; indeed it would follow that there would be no real beings in bodies.
For even though there are atoms of substance, namely my monads, which
have no parts, there are no atoms of mass, or smallest extensions, or ulti-
mate elements; because a continuum is not composed of points. In the
same way there is no such thing as the greatest mass, or the infinitely
extended, even though for each thing there is always something bigger;
there is only the greatest in intensity of perfection, or the infinitely 
powerful.

12. I see, however, that in his ‘Defence’ (ch. 4, sect. 7 and following) the
famous Sturm has put forward certain arguments to attack this motive
force inherent in bodies. ‘I shall clearly show here’, he says, ‘that corporeal
substance is not capable of any active motive power’—though I do not
understand what a non-active motive power might be. He says that he will
use two parallel arguments, one from the nature of matter and body, the
other from the nature of motion. The first comes down to this: in its
nature and essentially matter is a passive substance, so it is no more possi-
ble for it to be given an active force than it is for God to will that a stone,
while remaining a stone, should be alive and rational—that is, should be
not a stone. Furthermore, whatever things we may suppose in body can
only be modifications of matter; but (and this I accept is well put) a modi-
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fication of something essentially passive cannot render it active. But it is
easy to reply to this, following either the traditional or the true philosophy,
that matter must be understood as either secondary or primary. [See also
T5.5.] Secondary matter is indeed a complete substance, but it is not
merely passive, whereas primary substance is merely passive, but is not a
complete substance—there needs to be added to it a soul, or form analo-
gous to a soul; a first entelechy, that is a striving or primitive active force
which is itself an inherent law imprinted by divine decree. I do not think
the famous and ingenious man who recently defended the view that body
is composed of matter and spirit will deny this. But a ‘spirit’ is not to be
understood here, as it usually is, as an intelligent being, but as a soul, or a
form analogous to a soul; nor is it to be understood as a mere modification,
but as something constitutive, substantial, and enduring—what I usually
call a monad, which has something like perception and desire. This
received doctrine, therefore, which is consistent with the doctrine (when
properly explained) of the *Schoolmen, must first be refuted if the argu-
ment of this illustrious man is to have any force. It is similarly clear from
this that his assumption that whatever is in corporeal substance is only a
modification of matter cannot be conceded. For, as is well known, the
bodies of living beings, according to the traditional philosophy, have in
them souls, which are certainly not modifications of matter. For although
it seems that this illustrious man holds the opposite opinion, and denies all
real sensation and real souls to brute animals, he cannot assume this as a
basis for his argument before it itself has been proved. I believe on the con-
trary that it is not consistent either with the order, or the beauty, or the
intelligibility of things that there should be something vital or internally
active only in such a small part of matter, when there would be greater per-
fection if it were the same in all of it. And there is nothing to prevent souls,
or things analogous to souls, from being everywhere, even though domi-
nant and hence intelligent souls like ours cannot.

13. The second argument, which the distinguished gentleman draws
from the nature of motion, seems to me no more compelling than the
first. He says that motion is merely the successive existence of a thing in
different places. Let us grant this for the moment (even though it is not
entirely satisfactory, and captures the result of motion rather than its
formal definition); but even then, a moving force is still not ruled out. For
at any moment of its motion, not only is a body in a specific place, but it
also has a tendency or strives to change that place, so that its next state
follows of itself from its present one, by the force of nature. If this were
not so then at the present moment (and therefore at any moment) a
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moving body A would in no way be different from a body at rest B; and it
would follow from this distinguished man’s view, if he holds the opposite
position, that there would be no way at all to distinguish between bodies,
since in a plenum of masses which are uniform in themselves there is no
way of distinguishing except by motion. This view would also mean that
there would be absolutely no change in bodies, and everything would
always remain the same. For if there is no difference between one portion
of matter and another equal and congruent to it (which this distinguished
man must admit, since he has rejected active forces, impetuses, and all
other qualities and modifications, except for existing in this place and suc-
cessively existing in some other place), and if, furthermore, the state of the
corporeal world at one moment does not differ from that at another
except by the transposition of equal and congruent portions of matter
which are exactly similar, it obviously follows that no momentary state of
the corporeal world can be distinguished in any way from any other by this
perpetual substitution of indistinguishables. For it would be by a merely
extrinsic denomination that one portion of matter would be distinguished
from another: namely, by what will happen to it—that it will later be in one
place rather than another. In the present there would in fact be no differ-
ence; indeed we could not derive a well-grounded difference even from the
future, because even in the future we would never arrive at any true dis-
tinction for the present, since there would be no mark by which one place
could be distinguished from another, nor (on the assumption of perfect
uniformity in matter itself ) one portion of matter from another in the
same place. It is also useless to turn to shape in addition to motion. For in a
plenum of perfectly homogeneous and undifferentiated mass no shape, no
boundary or distinction between its various parts can arise, except
through motion itself. So if motion provides no distinguishing mark then
it cannot provide one for shape. And since everything which replaced
something else would be exactly equivalent to it, no observer, not even an
omniscient one, would see even the slightest indication of change. So
everything would be just as if there were no change or differentiation in
bodies, and we could never explain the varied appearances we perceive. It
would be the same as if we imagine two perfect concentric spheres, per-
fectly similar both overall and in their parts, one inside the other, without
even the smallest gap between them. Now assume that the inner sphere is
either revolving or at rest: not even an angel (to say no more than that)
could detect any difference between their states at different times, or have
any way of deciding whether the inner sphere is at rest or is revolving, and
according to what law of motion. Indeed, just as the motion cannot be
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decided because of the lack of any difference, we could not even establish a
boundary between the two spheres, because we have neither a gap nor a
difference. Therefore, we should take it as certain (even if those who have
not gone sufficiently deeply into these matters may not have recognized it)
that such things are foreign to the nature and order of things, and that
nowhere (and this is one of my important new axioms) is there perfect simi-

larity. It also follows from this that there are in nature no perfectly hard
corpuscles, no perfectly thin fluids, no universally diffused subtle matter,
and no ultimate elements of the kind some call ‘primary’ or ‘secondary’. It
is, I think, because *Aristotle (who in my view is more profound than
many think) had understood something of this that he saw the necessity
for alteration over and above change in place, and also that matter cannot
be everywhere the same, or it would never change. And in fact this dis-
similarity, or diversity of qualities, and the alloiosis or alteration which
Aristotle did not properly explain, result from the different degrees and
directions of impulses, and so from the modifications of the indwelling
monads. We can therefore see from this that bodies must necessarily
involve something more than uniform mass, and its motion from place to
place, which could not change anything. Of course, those who maintain
there are atoms and a vacuum do think that matter varies to an extent, in
that they think some is divisible, some indivisible, some places are full,
some have gaps. But long ago I overcame my youthful prejudices, and real-
ized that atoms and the void must be rejected. The celebrated gentleman
adds that the existence of matter through different moments of time
should be attributed to God’s will. So why not, he asks, also attribute to the
same thing its existence here and now? I reply that this, like everything else
that involves perfection, is undoubtedly to be attributed to God. But just as
this first and universal cause which conserves all things does not take away
but actually produces the natural subsistence of a thing coming to exist, or
its perseverance in existence once it does exist, in the same way that cause
does not take away but actually supports the natural efficacy of a thing in
motion, or its perseverance in action once it has begun. 

14. There are many other things in the ‘Defence’ which are problem-
atic, such as what is said in chapter 4, section 11 to the effect that when
motion is transferred from one ball through several intermediaries to
another, that last ball is moved by the same force as the first. It seems to me
that it is moved by an equivalent force, but not by the same force. For, sur-
prising as this may be, as each one is pushed by the next one’s colliding
with it, it is put into motion by its own force, or elasticity. (I am not dis-
cussing here the cause of this elasticity, and am not denying that it must be
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explained mechanically, by the motion of an internal fluid which flows
within bodies.) Similarly, what he says in section 12—namely, that some-
thing which cannot cause itself to move cannot keep itself in motion—
should strike us as very surprising. For, on the contrary, it is clear that just
as force is needed to produce motion, so once an impetus is given, a new
force is needed, not to continue the motion, but rather to stop it. The
necessity of a universal cause which conserves things is not at issue here; as
I have said already, if it took away the efficacy of things, it would also take
away their existence.

15. This again shows that the doctrine of occasional causes which some
defend can lead to dangerous consequences (unless in explaining it we
make certain modifications, some of which the distinguished Sturm
makes, some of which he seems almost to make); though these con-
squences are doubtless not intended by its very learned defenders. Far
from increasing the glory of God by removing the idol of nature, this doc-
trine seems, with *Spinoza, to make God into the very nature itself of
things, and to reduce created things to mere modifications of a single
divine substance. For that which does not act, which has no active force,
which is robbed of any distinguishing characteristic, and finally of all
reason and ground of permanence, can in no way be a substance. I am
firmly convinced that the distinguished M. Sturm, a man notable for piety
and learning, is very far from such monstrosities. So doubtless either he
will show how his doctrine allows there to be some substance, and even
some change, in things, or he will surrender to the truth.

16. Actually there are many things which make me suspect more and
more that I have failed to understand his views properly, and he mine.
Somewhere he admitted to me that a certain portion of the divine power

(meaning, I suppose, an expression, resemblance, or immediate effect of
the divine power—since that power certainly cannot be divided into parts)
can, and even in a way must, be understood as belonging to and attributed
to things. (See his letters to me, repeated in the passage from the Elective

Physics cited at the beginning of this essay.) If, as would appear from what
he says, this is to be understood in the sense in which we say that the soul is
part of the divine breath, then there is no longer any disagreement
between us. But I am not confident that this is what he means since he says
hardly anything like it, or that seems to follow from it, anywhere else. On
the contrary, I note that things he says elsewhere are hardly consistent with
this view, and also that the ‘Defence’ leads to quite different conclusions. It
is true that, after he had raised, in a letter, some objections to my views on
inherent force which were first published in the Acta Eruditorum of Leipzig
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in March 1694 (and further explained in my ‘Specimen Dynamicum’ [T5],
same journal, April 1695), he magnanimously agreed in response to my
reply that there were only verbal differences between us. But when, having
noted this, I went on to raise some other points, he changed his position,
and pointed to many differences between us, differences which I acknowl-
edge. Quite recently, however, he put these on one side and wrote again
that there were only verbal differences between us—something that
would be most pleasing to me. So I have tried, on the occasion of this latest
‘Defence’, finally to explain things in such a way that both of our views,
and the truth of them, can the more easily be ascertained. For this distin-
guished man has great insight and clarity of exposition; so it is to be hoped
that his work will throw no small light on this issue, and that therefore my
own endeavours will perhaps not prove useless if they give him an oppor-
tunity to consider, and, with his usual industriousness and strength of
judgement, to throw light upon important things in the present discussion
which have so far been missed by other authors. If I am not mistaken, I
have supplemented these things by new, more profound, and more
general principles, from which there may sometime arise a restored and
corrected system of philosophy, midway between the formal and the
material, and combining and preserving them both. 
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NOTE L TO BAYLE’S DICTIONARY

ARTICLE ‘RORARIUS’ (1702)

Summary of the Text

One of the changes to the 1702 second edition of Bayle’s Dictionary article on

‘Rorarius’ was the addition of note L, which replied to what Leibniz had said

(T12) about Bayle’s original, first edition, note H (T10). As in note H, the main

focus is on Leibniz’s system of pre-established harmony between body and mind.

Bayle is unmoved by Leibniz’s insistence (T12. 7) that the occasionalist account

of the relation between body and mind involves miracles simply by virtue of its

involving God’s activity rather than the activity of created bodies or minds. But he

agrees to set this matter aside and, in effect, to concede that, whatever the case

with *occasionalism, Leibniz’s system of pre-established harmony (a system he

describes as being an important ‘breakthrough’) does not involve miracles. He also

agrees to set aside other things (e.g. human freedom) which are no less problematic

for occasionalism than they are for Leibniz’s pre-established harmony.

Sections 3–6 question the cogency of what Leibniz maintains about the body in

its pre-established harmony with the soul or mind. (They, and Sections 7–11,

merely develop thoughts on which, as Bayle concedes (Sect. 11), Leibniz has

already commented.) The mechanism which this theory attributes to the body is of

just unbelievable complexity; and why is its harmony with the mind never upset by

interference from surrounding bodies, or by those supposedly spontaneous bodies

which make it up?

In Sections 7–9 Bayle considers the harmony from the point of view of the soul.

In general terms his concern here is with the compatibility of the supposed sim-

plicity of the soul and its spontaneous production of a series of thoughts. He

develops at greater length the objection he originally made at T10. 8 to the effect

that the supposed simplicity, indivisibility, and autonomy of the soul is incompat-

ible with its ever having different states. Taking up the reply Leibniz had already
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made (T12. 2, 11), Bayle suggests that though the thought that the soul’s state is

precisely one of change will go some way with the difficulty, there are some changes

it cannot explain satisfactorily. Why should a soul spontaneously and without

external influence change from a feeling of pleasure to one of pain—the change

which, on our ordinary way of looking at it, happens non-spontaneously when a

suckling child is pricked with a pin? The possible solution that the soul is not one

simple substance but a collection is of no avail (Sect. 10).

From Section 12 onwards Bayle, rather than developing his original objections,

replies to Leibniz’s replies in T12 to those objections. Remarking that in its appeal

to God (as the instigator of the pre-established harmony) Leibniz’s system has

some similarity to occasionalism, Bayle is clear that Leibniz holds that what

happens to the soul (even a change from pleasure to pain) happens as a matter of

its own internal development (though in representation of changes in the body).

But he still cannot see how this can happen. Experience shows that our souls have

no knowledge of their future states—unlike a singer presented with a musical

score to follow. Though it honestly addresses a crucial and quite central difficulty,

Leibniz’s suggestion (T12. 8) that we sense our future perceptions confusedly needs

further development.

THE TEXT

[1] I begin by saying that I am very pleased with the small difficulties I
raised against this great philosopher’s system, for they have given rise to
replies which have further explained the matter to me, and have made me
see more distinctly how marvellous it is. I now consider this new system to
be an important breakthrough, which advances the frontiers of philoso-
phy. We used to have only two theories: the *Schools’ and that of the
*Cartesians; the one was a way of influence of the body on the soul and the
soul on the body, the other was a way of assistance, or of occasional causal-
ity. But here we have a new acquisition; . . . the way of pre-established

harmony. [2] We are indebted to M. Leibniz for it, for nothing can be imag-
ined which gives so exalted an idea of the power and intelligence of the
author of all things. Together with the advantage that it avoids any impli-
cation of miraculous conduct, that fact would incline me to prefer this
new system to that of the Cartesians, if only I could see the way of pre-

established harmony as being at all possible. It must be stressed that when I
say that this way avoids any implication of miraculous conduct, I am not
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retracting what I said before to the effect that the system of occasional
causes does not involve God’s intervening miraculously. I am still as con-
vinced as ever that for an action to be miraculous it must be produced by
God as an exception to general laws, and that anything he does immedi-
ately according to such laws is not, properly speaking, a miracle. But as I
want to cut out of this discussion as many points as I can, I will accept the
suggestion that the best way to get rid of any idea of miracles is to suppose
that created substances are active, immediate causes of natural effects. So I
will not say what I could in response to this part of M. Leibniz’s replies. I
am also leaving out all those objections which can be made against the
views of other philosophers just as much as against his, so I will not raise
all the difficulties which confront the idea that God can give created things
the power of self-movement. Those difficulties are severe,1 and almost
insurmountable; but M. Leibniz’s system is no more open to them than is
that of the *Peripatetics, and I do not know that even the Cartesians would
dare to say that God couldn’t give our soul the ability to act. If they do say
that he couldn’t, how can they claim that Adam sinned? And if they daren’t
say so, they weaken the reasons they give for saying that matter is inca-
pable of any kind of action. I do not see either that it would be any more
difficult for M. Leibniz than for the Cartesians, or other philosophers, to
defend himself against the objection of a mechanical fate, that is, the
destruction of human freedom. So let us leave all that, and consider only
what is particular to the system of pre-established harmony.

[3] 1. My first point is that it raises the power and intelligence of divine
art far beyond anything that we can understand. Imagine a ship which,
without having any senses or any knowledge, and without being steered
by any being, either created or uncreated, has the ability to manœuvre
itself so perfectly that it always has a favourable wind, avoids currents and
rocks, anchors where need be, and goes into harbour exactly when neces-
sary. Suppose that such a ship sails like that for several years, always alter-
ing course and manœuvring as required by changes of wind and differing
circumstances of land and sea. You will agree that even the infinity of God
is not too much for giving such a power to a ship; and you will also say that
a ship is not the sort of thing which could be given such a faculty by God.
M. Leibniz, however, supposes that the mechanism of the human body is
more admirable and more astonishing than all this. Let us apply his system
of the union of soul and body to Caesar.
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[4] 2. According to this system we have to say that Julius Caesar’s body
exercised its power of movement in such a way that from birth to death it
followed out a continual sequence of changes which corresponded in the
smallest detail to the incessant changes in a certain soul, of which it had no
knowledge, and which had no effect on it.A We have to say that even if it
had pleased God to annihilate Caesar’s soul the day after it was created, the
principle, according to which this faculty of Caesar’s body had to produce
its acts, was such that the body would have gone to the Senate on a certain
day at a certain time, and would have uttered such and such words, etc. We
have to say that this power of movement produced its changes and modifi-
cations punctually to correspond to the volubility of the thoughts of this
ambitious mind, and that it moved into some particular state rather than
any other, because Caesar’s soul moved on from one thought to another.
Can a blind force modify itself so appropriately as a consequence of an
impression communicated to it thirty or forty years before, when it has not
been renewed since, when it is left all by itself, and without ever having had
any knowledge of its instructions? Isn’t that much more incomprehensible
than the voyage I spoke of in the preceding paragraph?B

[5] 3. What adds to the difficulty is that the human mechanism has an
almost infinite number of organic parts, anda is continually exposed to the
impact of surrounding bodies, which by an innumerable variety of distur-
bances will stimulate in it a thousand kinds of modification. How can we
make sense of the fact that this pre-established harmony is never upset, and
always stays on course through even the longest life of a man, despite the
infinite variety of actions of all these parts one on another, surrounded on
all sides by an infinity of corpuscles, sometimes cold, sometimes hot,
sometimes dry, sometimes wet, always active, always pricking at the
nerves, in this way or that? I think that this multiplicity of parts and of
external agents is essential for the almost infinite variety of changes in the
human body. But could this variety be as perfectly ordered as this system
requires? Will it never disturb the correspondence between these changes
and those of the soul? This is what seems to be quite impossible.

[6] 4. It is useless to hide behind God’s power, and to maintain that
animals are only automata; it is useless to claim that God was able to make
machines which are so cleverly put together that a man’s voice, the light
reflected from an object, etc., strikes them exactly as is necessary to make
them move in such or such a manner. Everyone except some of the
Cartesians rejects that idea; and no Cartesian at all would be prepared to
accept it, if we were to extend it to man, that is, if we were to say that God
had been able to make bodies which did mechanically everything that we
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see other men do.C In denying this possibility we are not claiming to set
limits to God’s power and knowledge; the intention is only to convey that
the nature of things means that the faculties which can be given to a
created thing must have certain limitations. It is absolutely necessary that
the activity of created things be appropriate to what they essentially are,
and that it be carried out in accordance with the character of all machines,
for according to the philosophers’ axiom, whatever is received is commen-
surate with the capacity of the receiver. So we can reject M. Leibniz’s
theory as impossible, since it involves more serious difficulties even than
that of automata: it suggests a continuous harmony between two sub-
stances which do not act on each other. But even if servants were machines
and punctually did this or that every time their master ordered, the master
would still be having a real effect on them: he would utter words, he would
make gestures, and these would set up a real disturbance in these servants’
organs.D

[7] 5. Let us now consider Caesar’s soul: we will find even more impos-
sibilities. This soul was in the world without being exposed to the influ-
ence of any body or any mind. The power God had given it was the sole
source of the particular actions it produced at each moment, and if these
actions were of different kinds, that was not because some were produced
by the operation of agencies which did not contribute to the production of
the others, for man’s soul is simple, indivisible, and immaterial. M. Leibniz
admits this. And indeed, if he did not admit it, and instead were to suppose
with the common run of philosophers and with several of the best meta-
physicians of this century that something consisting of several suitably
arranged material parts is capable of thought,2 I would regard his theory as
absolutely impossible, and there would be many other ways to refute it,
which are of no relevance here, since he recognizes the immateriality of
our soul and takes it as a starting-point. [8] Returning to Julius Caesar’s
soul, let us call it an immaterial automaton [cf. T12. 10], and let us compare
it with an *Epicurean atom—I mean an atom surrounded by a void on all
sides, and which never comes into contact with any other atom. The com-
parison is very close; for on the one side this atom has a natural power of
self-movement which it exercises without being helped in any way, and
without being hindered or crossed by any thing; and on the other side
Caesar’s soul is a mind which has been given the ability to produce its
thoughts, and exercises it without the influence of any other mind, or of
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any body. Nothing assists it, nothing crosses it. According to common
notions and ideas of order this atom will never stop, and having been
moving a moment ago, it will be moving now and in all following
moments, and the manner of its movement will always be the same. This
follows from an axiom accepted by M. Leibniz [T12. 2], ‘that a thing will
always remain in the same state if nothing occurs to make it change’. ‘We
conclude’, he says, ‘not only that a body which is at rest will always remain
at rest, but also that a moving body will always retain its movement or pro-
gression, that is to say the same speed and the same direction, if nothing
occurs to prevent it’ [T12. 3]. It is clear to everyone that this atom (whether
it moves itself by an innate power, as *Democritus and Epicurus hold, or
by a power given by the Creator) will keep on moving forward uniformly
and regularly along the same straight line, without ever turning to the
right or to the left, or reversing direction. Epicurus was derided for invent-
ing the motion of declination; he introduces it gratuitously only in order
to try to escape the labyrinth of everything’s being necessitated by fate,
and he could give no explanation for this addition to his theory. It conflicts
with our most obvious ideas, for we can see clearly that if an atom which
has moved in a straight line for two days is to turn aside at the beginning of
the third day, it has either to meet some obstacle, or to form some desire to
depart from its course, or to incorporate in it some device which comes
into play at that moment. The first of these is ruled out in an empty space.
The second is impossible, because an atom has no power of thought. The
third is similarly impossible in an absolutely unitary corpuscle.E Let us
now apply all of this.

[9] 6. Caesar’s soul is a being which possesses unity in the strictest
sense. The ability to give itselfb thoughts belongs to its nature: it received
from God both the possession and the use of it. If the first thought it gives
itself is a feeling of pleasure,F it is hard to see why the second should not
also be a feeling of pleasure; for when the total cause of an effect remains
the same, the effect cannot change. Now, in the second moment of its
existence, this soul does not acquire a new ability to think, but only keeps
the ability it had in the first moment; and it is as independent of the effects
of any other cause in the second moment as it was in the first. So it ought
to reproduce in the second moment the same thought it had produced
before. If you object against me that the soul must be in a state of change,
and that in the situation I describe it would not, I reply that its change will
be like the atom’s change: for an atom which keeps on moving along the
same line is in a new situation at each moment, but one which is the same
as the previous situation. Therefore, for a soul to persist in its state of
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change, it is enough for it to give itself another thought which is the same
as the previous one.G But let us not take it so narrowly: let us allow that its
thoughts might be different; but it would at least still be necessary that the
change from one thought to another involved some affinity which con-
nects them. Suppose that at one moment Caesar’s soul sees a tree with
flowers and leaves; I canc understand that it might suddenly want to see
one which has only leaves, and then one which has only flowers, and in this
way how it might make for itself several successive images which arise one
out of another. But we could never make sense of the possibility of bizarre
changes from black to white or from yes to no, or those wild leaps from
earth to heaven which are quite common in human thought. We could
never understand how God might have been able to put into Julius
Caesar’s soul the principle of a change such as the following: no doubt
more than once whilst he was suckling he was pricked by a pin; according
to the theory we are examining here, the soul would have had to modify
itself with a feeling of pain immediately after the pleasant sensations 
of the sweetness of milk which it had been having for two or three 
minutes together. By what means was it determined to interrupt its pleas-
ures and suddenly give itself a feeling of pain, without anything’s having
alerted it to prepare it for the change, and without anything new happen-
ing in its substance? If you review the life of this first Roman emperor, 
you will at each stage find material for an objection even stronger than 
this one.H

[10] 7. We could make some sense of this if we supposed that a man’s
soul is not a mind but rather a host of minds, each of which has its func-
tions which come into play exactly as required by the changes which take
place in the human body. We would then have to say that something analo-
gous to a great apparatus of wheels and springs, or of fermenting material,
arranged in accordance with the vicissitudes of our bodily mechanism,
arouses or deadens for such and such a time the action of each of these
minds. But then man’s soul would no longer be a substance; it would, just
like a material being, be an *ens per aggregationem, a mass or collection of
substances. What we are looking for here is a single being which experi-
ences now joy, now sadness, etc.; we are not looking for several beings, one
of which produces hope, another despair, etc.I

[11] The observations you have just read only develop those that M.
Leibniz has done me the honour of examining. I am now going to
comment on his replies.

[12] 8. He says that ‘the law of the changes in the substance of an
animal takes it from pleasure to pain just when there is a break in the con-
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tinuity of its body, because the law of this animal’s indivisible substance is
to represent what happens in its body, just as we know from our own cases,
and indeed to represent in some fashion, through its relation to the body,
everything that happens in the world’ [T12. 3]. These words give a very
good account of the fundamentals of this system: they are, so to speak, its
denouement and its key. But at the same time they are the point which pro-
vides the perspective from which we can most clearly see the objections of
those who think that this new theory is impossible. The law that is spoken
of here supposes a decree of God, and shows in what respects this system
is similar to that of occasional causes.J These two systems agree on the fol-
lowing point: that there are laws according to which a man’s soul must rep-

resent what happens in his body, just as we know from our own cases [T12. 3].
They differ about the way in which these laws are implemented.
According to the Cartesians, God implements them: M. Leibniz says that
the soul implements them itself. This is what seems impossible to me, for
the soul does not have the equipment it would need for this kind of imple-
mentation. However infinite God’s knowledge and power might be, he
couldn’t do with a machine which was lacking a certain part something for
which that part was necessary. He would have to make up for that lack, and
then it would be he, and not the machine, which produced the effect. Let
us try to show that the soul lacks the equipment necessary for implement-
ing the divine law in question by means of a comparison.

[13] Let us imagine, at random, an animal created by God, and
designed to sing incessantly. It will sing all the time, that is obvious; but if
God intended it to follow a certain score, it is absolutely necessary that he
either puts it in front of its eyes, or imprints it in its memory, or arranges
the animal’s muscles in such a way that by the laws of mechanics one note
is made to follow another exactly according to the score. Otherwise it is
inconceivable that this animal should ever be able to follow the complete
series of notes which God has written.K [14] Let us consider a man’s soul in
the same way. M. Leibniz holds that it has been given not only the power of
continually giving itself thoughts, but also that of always following a
certain sequence in its thoughts, corresponding to the continual changes
in the bodily machine. This sequence of thoughts is like the score set down
for the musical animal described above. Would it not then be necessary, if
the soul is to change its perceptions or modifications at each moment
according to that score of thoughts, for it to know the sequence of notes,
and to think of it at the time? But experience shows us that it knows
nothing of it.L In the absence of such knowledge, is it not necessary that at
least there should be in the soul a set of specific devices, each of which is a
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necessary cause of such and such a thought? Is it not necessary that they
should be precisely arranged so that just this one operates after that,
according to the ‘pre-established’ correspondence between the changes in
the bodily machine and the thoughts in the soul? But it is quite certain that
an immaterial, simple, indivisible substance cannot be composed of this
innumerable multitude of specific devices arranged one in front of
another according to the order of the score in question. It is therefore not
possible for the human soul to implement this law.

[15] M. Leibniz supposes that the soul has no distinct knowledge of its
future perceptions, ‘but senses them confusedly’, and that ‘in each sub-
stance there ared traces of everything that has happened to it, and of every-
thing that is going to happen.M But this infinite multitude of perceptions
prevents us from distinguishing them [T12. 8] . . . the present state of each
substance is a natural consequence of its preceding state . . . the soul, even
though simple, always has feelings composed of several simultaneous per-
ceptions; which for our purposes has the same effect as if it were com-
posed of parts, like a machine. For, in conformity with a law of order
which exists in perceptions as much as in movements, each preceding per-
ception influences succeeding ones [T12. 12]. . . . the perceptions which
are simultaneously together in the same soul involve a truly infinite multi-
tude of small indistinguishable feelings that will be developed in what
follows, so one should not be astonished at the infinite variety of what
emerges over time. All of this is only a consequence of the representa-
tional nature of the soul which must express what happens, and indeed
what will happen, in its body, and, because of the connection or corre-
spondence of all the parts of the world, it must also express in some way
what happens in all the others’ [T12. 8, 9, 12]. [16] I don’t have much to say
about that: I say only that this suggestion, if it were fully developed, would
be the real means of resolving all the difficulties. By the penetration of his
great genius, M. Leibniz has perfectly appreciated the full extent and force
of the objection, and where the solution to the main difficulty is to be
found. I am sure that he will iron out what might otherwise have been
most worrying about his system, and that he will be able to teach us some
wonderful things about the nature of minds. . . .

[17] It does not matter that, whereas the Cartesians suppose that there
is only one general law for the union of all minds with bodies, he holds that
God gives a particular law to each mind, which seemse to entail that the
primitive constitution of one mind is specifically different from that of
another. Don’t the *Thomists say that in the realm of angels there are as
many species as there are individuals?N
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[BAYLE’S NOTES]

a. Note that according to M. Leibniz that which is active in each substance is
something which is reducible to a true unity. So since each man’s body is com-
posed of several substances, each of these substances must have a source of
action really distinct from that of each of the others. He wants the action of
each such source to be spontaneous. But their effects will necessarily be dis-
turbed; and will vary in an infinite number of ways, because neighbouring
bodies will to some extent constrain the natural spontaneity of each one.O

b. This is said from the point of view of M. Leibniz’s system.
c. In saying this I am making a concession; that is to say, I am not insisting on the

reasons which make it impossible for us to understand how a created spirit
could give itself ideas.

d. This is what is incomprehensible in an indivisible, simple, immaterial sub-
stance.

e. Two men never have the same thoughts, not merely for a whole month, but
even for two minutes. So the principle of thought in each one must have its
own rule and its own nature.
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15

LEIBNIZ’S COMMENTS ON NOTE L 
TO BAYLE’S DICTIONARY ARTICLE

‘RORARIUS’ (1705?)

Summary of the Text

Some time after its first appearance in the second edition of Bayle’s Dictionary
(1702) Leibniz wrote these detailed comments on particular points in note L (T14).

They all answer, correct, or adjust various of Bayle’s puzzles about, or misunder-

standings of, the pre-established harmony between body and mind. 

Comment C is of particular interest. Here Leibniz gives a clear and very pleas-

ing summary of both the similarities and the differences between his account of

the mind and the body and those of his predecessors. 

His account essentially consists of three points. (1) That every state of the body

is caused by previous states of the body, never by states of the mind; (2) that every

mental state is caused by earlier mental states, never by bodily states. The materi-

alists accept (1)—though, since they deny minds, they can hardly accept (2). The

*Platonists and the *Peripatetics reject both (1) and (2), holding that some (though

not all) states of the body are caused by mental states and that some (though not

all) mental states are caused by states of the body. The *occasionalists accept (1) so

far as non-human animals go—except that the causation is mediated by God. But

they agree with the Platonists about human beings—except that (along with

Leibniz) they deny that the causation between mind and body can be a matter of

direct and immediate influence. 

A third element in Leibniz’s view is (3) that, though there is no causal interac-

tion (whether direct or indirect) between mind and body, (a) every bodily state has

and is represented by a corresponding mental state; (b) every mental state has and

is represented by a corresponding bodily state. But (as in Sect. H) this representa-

tion of the body by the mind is often a matter of confused unconscious perception

(see also Sects. G, J, L, M). All these notes help us (though not Bayle, who did not
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see them!) with what Bayle said was the most important question: what Leibniz

meant in talking about confused perception. 

Apart from the doctrine of pre-established harmony, one point of particular

interest is in Section E where Leibniz outlines a difference between true substances

and non-substantial matter. Unlike substances or complete beings ‘[m]atter

remembers only what happened in the previous moment’.

THE TEXT

[A] [See T14. 4.] Bodies do not know what happens in the soul, and the
soul makes no physical impression on the body. M. Bayle is right about
that; but God makes up for this—not by himself giving the body new
impressions from time to time, so as to make it obey the soul, but by con-
structing this automaton from the outset in such a way that, at the right
time and place, it will do just what the soul requires. 

[B] [See T14. 4.] It emerges more and more that M. Bayle has not fully
grasped my thought, which is that the body modifies itself as necessary
not by some kind of received impression or power, but by its structure,
which is designed for that purpose. We can again use the automaton which
acts as a servant to resolve the whole problem. The structure it has been
given is sufficient for all its functions, even though it is left to itself, even
though its first impressions are not renewed, and even though it has no
knowledge of what it is to do, or of the instructions it was given. And the
difference between Caesar’s body and this automaton is only one of
degree. 

[C] [See T14. 6.] The *Cartesian would not deny that such an automa-
ton is possible for God; but he would not accept that other people are in
fact inanimate automata of this sort. He would rightly say that they are
like him. According to me, however, they are all automata, human as well
as animal bodies; but they are all animated, animal as well as human
bodies. So pure materialists, like the *Democriteans, and also formalists,
like the *Platonists and the *Peripatetics, are partly right and partly wrong.
The Democriteans had the perfectly justified belief that human as well as
animal bodies are automata and do everything completely mechanically;
but they were wrong to believe that these machines are not associated
with an immaterial substance or form, and also that matter could think.
The Platonists and the Peripatetics believed that the bodies of animals and
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men are animated, but they were wrong to think that souls change the
rules of bodily movement; in this way they took away the automatic side
of animal and human bodies. The Cartesians were right to reject that
influence, but went wrong in taking away the automatic side of man and
the thinking side of animals. I think we should keep both sides for both
things: we should be Democritean and make all actions of bodies mechan-
ical and independent of souls, and we should also be more than Platonic
and hold that all the actions of souls are immaterial and independent of
mechanism. 

[D] [See T14. 6.] But there are servants so well primed that they need
no signs. They anticipate them. Chiming watches, for example, and alarm
clocks are servants of this kind. Far from waiting for signs, they give them
to us. The artificial servant I described above, who imitates or mimics 
a real one, does not even need to be wound up or set by us as do watches
and alarm clocks; its maker has set it for us. Our body is a servant of this
kind. 

[E] [See T14. 8.] It is as well to take note, before going further, of a big
difference between matter and the soul. Matter is an incomplete being; it
lacks the source of action. And when some impression is produced in it, it
registers precisely only that, and what is in it in that moment. This is why
matter is not even capable of keeping itself in circular motion, for this
movement is not simple enough for it to remember, so to speak. Matter
remembers only what happened in the previous moment . . . It remem-
bers, that is to say, the direction of the tangent, but has no ability to
remember the rule it would need to be given for diverging from that
tangent and staying on the circumference. That is why, without something
making it do so, a body can’t keep moving in a circle, even when it has
begun in one. That is why an atom can only learn to go in a simple straight
line: it is so stupid and imperfect. It is completely different with a soul or a
mind. Because this is a true substance, or a complete being, and the source
of its own actions, it, so to speak, remembers (confusedly, of course) all its
preceding states, and is affected by them. It retains not only its direction, as
does the atom, but also the law of changes of direction, or the law of cur-
vature, which the atom cannot do. And whereas in the atom there is only
one change, there is an infinity of changes in the modifications of a soul,
each of which has its law; for the *Epicurean atom, although it has parts,
has a uniform interior, whereas the soul, even though it has no parts, has
within it, because of the multitude of representations of external things,
or rather because of the representation of the universe lodged within it by
the Creator, a great number, or rather an infinite number, of variations. 
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M. Bayle would not bring against me the comparison between an
Epicurean atom and the human soul, as he does here, if he had considered
this difference between the conatuses of bodies and those of souls. . . .

[F] [See T14. 9.] I do not think of the soul as ‘giving itself ’ its first feel-
ings. It received them with its existence from God at the moment of cre-
ation, for it has had feelings from the outset; and in its first ones it received
potentially all the others. 

[G] [See T14. 9.] I have already explained above the great difference
which exists between the laws of change of a body such as an atom and
those of the soul; and it is also shown by the difference between the
thought of a soul and the movement of an atom. Spontaneous movement
consists in the tendency to move in a straight line; there is nothing so
uniform. But thought involves an actual external material object, the
human body; and this is a composite object which contains a very large
number of modifications, through which it is connected with surrounding
bodies and, by means of them, step by step with all others. And the soul’s
tendencies towards new thoughts correspond to the body’s tendency
towards new shapes and new movements. And as these new movements
can make the object pass from order to disorder, their representation in the
soul can also make the soul pass from pleasure to displeasure. 

[H] [See T14. 9.] Let us review what is said here. It is certainly necessary
that the change from one thought to another ‘involves some affinity which
connects them’; this has been shown. If Caesar’s soul had only distinct
thoughts, and produced them all voluntarily, the change from one thought
to another could be as M. Bayle suggests, for example from the thought of
one tree to that of another. But besides the perceptions which the soul
remembers, there is a mass which is made up of an infinite number of con-
fused perceptions which it does not disentangle. It is through these that it
represents outside bodies, and comes to have distinct thoughts which are
unlike the preceding ones, because the bodies which the soul represents
have suddenly changed to something which strongly affects its own. So the
soul sometimes passes from white to black or from yes to no, without
knowing how, or at least involuntarily, for what its confused thoughts and
its feelings produce in it we attribute to the body. So we should not be sur-
prised if a man who is stung by some insect when eating jam should,
despite himself, pass immediately from pleasure to pain. For, in approach-
ing the man’s body before stinging it, this insect was already affecting it,
and the representation of this was, albeit unconsciously, already affecting
his soul. However, in the soul as in the body, little by little the insensible
becomes the sensible. That is how the soul changes itself even against its
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will, for it is enslaved by the feelings and confused thoughts which occur
according to the states of its body, and of other bodies through their rela-
tion to it. These, then, are the means through which pleasures are some-
times interrupted and followed by pains, without the soul’s always being
alerted or prepared for it; as for example when the insect which stings
approaches without making a noise, or, if it is a wasp for example, when
some distraction prevents our noticing the approaching wasp’s buzz. Thus
we must not say that nothing new happens in the substance of the soul
which makes it feel the sting; for what happens is confused presentiments
or, better, insensible dispositions of the soul, which represent the disposi-
tions of the body with regard to the sting. 

[I] [See T14. 10.] M. Bayle is right to deny any such composition to the
soul, which would make it destructible and dissipatable, for it would then
be a mass. But we have no need for the soul’s substance to be composite; it
is enough that its thoughts are composite, and involve a large number of
objects and modifications distinctly or confusedly understood, as experi-
ence in fact shows us. For even though the soul is a simple and single sub-
stance, it never has simple and single perceptions. It always has, all at the
same time, several distinct perceptions which it can remember, and, asso-
ciated with them, an infinite number of confused ones which it cannot dis-
tinguish. Since this composition of thoughts has only to produce other
composite thoughts, it has no need of such a host of minds. Each partial
modification of the preceding state of the soul contributes to the next total
modification of the same soul, and gives it a new variation. 

[ J] [See T14. 12.] I think of the law of succession of a soul’s modifica-
tions not as a simple decree of God, but as an effect of an enduring decree
within the soul’s nature, like a law inscribed in its substance. When God
puts a certain law or programme of future action into an automaton, he is
not content merely to impose an order on it as a decree; at the same time
he provides the means for its implementation—that is, he inscribes a law in
its nature or constitution. He gives it a structure in virtue of which the
actions which he wants or allows the animal to do are produced naturally
and in order. My notion of the soul is the same: I think of it as an immateri-
al automaton whose internal constitution contains in concentrated form,
or represents, a material automaton, and produces in the soul representa-
tions of its actions. 

[K] [See T14. 13.] All we need do is picture a chorister or opera singer
hired to sing at certain times, who finds, at the church or the opera, a book
of music in which are written the pieces of music or scores to be sung, and
on what days and at what times. This singer sings by sight-reading: his eyes
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are guided by the book, and his tongue and throat are guided by his eyes;
but his soul sings, so to speak, from memory, or something equivalent to
memory. For since the music book, the eyes, and the ears can have no
influx into the soul, it has to find for itself, though with no trouble or effort,
and without searching for it, what its brain and its organs find with the help
of the book. This is because the whole score in the book or series of books
that are followed in singing is imprinted potentially in his soul from the
beginning of its existence; just as the score was in some way imprinted in
its material causes before the pieces were put together and made into a
book. But the soul is not conscious of all this, for it is encapsulated in its
confused perceptions, which express all the detail of the universe; it per-
ceives it distinctly only when its organs are noticeably struck by the notes
in the score. 

[L] [See T14. 14.] I have already shown more than once that the soul
does many things without knowing how it does them—when it does them
by means of confused perceptions and unconscious inclinations or appeti-
tions, of which there are always an extremely large number, so that it is
impossible for the soul to be conscious of them, or to distinguish them
clearly. Our perceptions are never perfectly uniform, as a straight line is;
they are always clothed in something sensible, which involves something
confused, even though it is itself clear. It is in this way that notions of
colours are clear, and are easily noticed. But they are confused, for their
composition is not manifest in the sensation we have of them. They
involve in themselves something of the light source which generates
them, of the object from which they come, and of the medium through
which they pass. And they are bound to be affected by all that, and as a
consequence by an infinity of things which have an effect on the medium
they pass through, just as water is always affected a little by its channel. 
I have shown elsewhere that the confused perception of pleasantness 
or unpleasantness which we find in consonances or dissonances consists 
in an occult arithmetic. The soul counts the beats of the vibrating object
which makes the sound, and when these beats regularly coincide at short
intervals, it finds them pleasant. Thus it counts without knowing it. And it
is also in this way that it performs an infinity of other small operations
which are very precise, although they are not at all voluntary, and are
known only by the noticeable effect in which they eventually culminate.
They give us a feeling which is clear but confused, because its sources are
not perceived. Reasoning has to come to our aid—as in music, where the
proportions which produce an agreeable sound have been discovered. 
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[M] [See T14. 15.] What is meant here by traces are marks (which can
be immaterial) such as relations, expressions, representations—that is, the
effects by means of which some past cause can be known, or the causes by
which some future effect can be known. And since there is the greatest
amount of diversity within the present state of the soul, which knows
many things at once and still senses infinitely more, and since this present
diversity is an effect of that of a preceding state and a cause of that of a
future state, I thought they could be called ‘traces’, in which a sufficiently
penetrating mind would be able to recognize the past and the future; but
our own penetration could never reach so far. 

[N] . . . In the end my system comes down to this: each monad is the
universe in concentrated form, and each mind is an imitation of the divin-
ity. In God the universe is not only concentrated, but perfectly expressed;
but in each created monad there is distinctly expressed only one part,
which is larger or smaller according as the soul is more or less excellent,
and all the infinite remainder is expressed only confusedly. But in God
there is not only this concentration of the universe, but also its source. He
is the originating centre from which all else emanates, and if something
emanates out from us, it does not do so without mediation, but only
because from the outset God wanted to accommodate things to our
desires. In fact when we say that each monad, soul, or mind has received a
specific law, we must add that this is only a variation of the general law
which orders the universe; it is like the way in which the same town
appears different from the different points of view from which it is seen. So
human souls do not have to be of different species from each other. The
contrary is nearer the truth; for it is certain that two leaves, two eggs, two
bodies, although of the same species, are never perfectly alike, and all
these infinite variations, which we could never comprehend under one
notion, make up different individuals, but not different species.1 The
marvel is that the sovereign wisdom has found in representing substances
a way to vary the same world at the same time to an infinite degree, for
since the world already contains in itself an infinite variety, and has that
variety diversely expressed by an infinity of different representations, it
possesses an infinity of infinities, and could not be more appropriate to the
nature and intentions of its inexpressible author, who exceeds in perfec-
tion everything that can be thought. 
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[O] [See T14. 5 note a.] I agree that this will vary in an infinite number
of ways the effects of the sources or true unities, but not that it will
‘disturb’ these unities or souls themselves, or conflict with their spontane-
ity. The impact of bodies causes changes in mere masses, but not in souls
or monads, which spontaneously follow out their courses, adjusted to and
representing everything that happens in masses. 
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16

REPLY TO THE COMMENTS IN THE
SECOND EDITION OF M. BAYLE’S

CRITICAL DICTIONARY ,  IN THE 
ARTICLE ‘RORARIUS’,  CONCERNING
THE SYSTEM OF PRE-ESTABLISHED

HARMONY (1702; PUBLISHED 1716)

Summary of the Text

An early reaction to Bayle’s new note L (T14) to the ‘Rorarius’ article was the reply

Leibniz sent him in August 1702. A couple of months later Bayle wrote back that

he had read the manuscript (in which ‘you were good enough to consider my small

objections’), and that he hoped that Leibniz would publish it. Indeed he did so—

but not until 1716, some years after Bayle’s death.
In common with the text to which it replies (i.e. T14), the focus here is on the

system of pre-established harmony between body and soul. It is a feature of that

system that states of the body are never caused by mental states but (as Descartes

held of non-human animals) always by other bodily states.

In Sections 1–8 Leibniz addresses himself to Bayle’s worry (T14. 3–6) that the

required mechanism is quite incredible. The difference between an automaton

capable of walking around a town for a while (something we could produce) and 

a machine which completely simulated the bodily activities of a human being is

only one of degree; and the production of the latter would not be beyond God. 

Of course, on Leibniz’s account of them, human beings are not just complex

automata, for they embody souls. But though these represent everything that goes

on in the body (and though nothing goes on in souls which has no correspondence

in the body (Sect. 7) ) the body is causally completely independent of them.

As at T15. C, Leibniz gives a good account of the various points of simi-

larity and difference between the details of the soul–body relation as 
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described in his pre-established harmony and as maintained by various of his 

predecessors.
Leibniz then turns to the problems Bayle feels that the system of pre-established

harmony produces for the human soul. From Sects. 9–14 he addresses Bayle’s

worries about how a supposedly simple and indivisible soul can produce out of

itself a complex and varied series of perceptions and sensations. As Leibniz notes to

himself at T15. E, the soul, though simple and indivisible, is not like an Epicurean

atom (Sect. 10). Unlike the atom, the soul has a ‘compound tendency’ (Sect. 10); as

he says elsewhere, in it ‘there are traces of everything that has happened to it, and

of everything that is going to happen’ (T12. 8). This compound tendency has to do

with the fact that our thoughts are complex—a point which Bayle (T14. 15) saw as

possibly ‘the real means of resolving all the difficulties’ (T14. 16). Leibniz develops

this thought, his theory of small unconscious perceptions, in T12. 8.

Section 22 broaches the fresh question of why there should be evil in a world

created by a good God. (See Introduction, Sect. 7, note 9.) Finally, Sections 23 and

24 deal with Leibniz’s views about the ideality of space, time, and of mathemati-

cal entities such as points. For some discussion of this see Fox (1970), Hartz and

Cover (1988), Ishiguro (1972b), Winterbourne (1982). Other aspects of Leibniz’s

views on space and time—his rejection of the Newtonian absolute theory—are

discussed in Arthur (1985), Ballard (1960), Broad (1946), Cook (1979), Cox

(1975), Khamara (1988), Parkinson (1969), Vinci (1974), N. L. Wilson (1973).

THE TEXT

[1] I published in the Paris Journal des savants ( June and July 1695) some
essays on a new system, which seemed to me to give a good explanation 
of the union between body and soul [i.e. T4]. In them, instead of the way
of influence of the *Schools, or the way of assistance of the *Cartesians, I
adopted the way of pre-established harmony. M. Bayle, who can give to the
most abstract thoughts the charm they need if they are to capture the
attention of the reader, and yet who goes deeply into them at the same
time as bringing them into public view, was kind enough to take the
trouble to develop this system in his comments in the article on ‘Rorarius’
in his Dictionary. But as at the same time he also raised some problems
which he thought needed to be cleared up, I attempted to do so in the
Histoire des ouvrages des savants for July 1698 [i.e. T12]. M. Bayle has now
replied to this in the second edition of his Dictionary in the same article on
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‘Rorarius’ [i.e. T14]. [2] He is good enough to say that my replies have
developed the subject further, and that if it were certain that the theory of
harmony is a possibility, he would have no hesitation in preferring it to the
Cartesian theory, since it gives an exalted idea of the author of things, and
avoids any implication of miraculous guidance of the ordinary course 
of nature. But at present he finds it hard to understand how such a pre-
established harmony is possible, and to show why he begins with some-
thing which in his view is easier, and yet which we would agree is hardly
feasible. He compares my theory with the supposition of a ship, which,
without being steered by anyone, manages to get itself to its intended
port. He says that it will be agreed that even the infinity of God is not too
much for giving this kind of ability to a ship: he does not definitely say that
it is impossible, but he thinks that others will say it is; for ‘you will also say’,
he adds, ‘that a ship is not the sort of thing which could be given such a
faculty by God’ [T14. 3]. [3] Perhaps he thought that according to the
theory in question we would have to think of God as giving the ship a
*Scholastic-style faculty for achieving this effect, like that which the
Schools attribute to heavy bodies for steering them towards the centre. If
this is what he means, I would be the first to reject such a supposition. But
if he means a faculty of the ship which is explicable by mechanical rules,
through a combination of internal agencies and external circumstances,
and yet he still rejects the supposition as impossible, then I would ask him
to give some reason for doing so. For although, as I shall show below, I have
no need of the possibility of anything quite like the ship as M. Bayle
appears to understand it, nevertheless I think that if we consider the thing
thoroughly, far from there being any difficulty here with regard to God, it
would appear that even a finite mind might be clever enough to bring it
about. There is no doubt that a man could make a machine which was
capable of walking around a town for a time, and of turning precisely at
the corners of certain streets. And an incomparably more perfect,
although still limited, mind could foresee and avoid an incomparably
greater number of obstacles. And this being so, if this world were, as
some1 think it is, only a combination of a finite number of atoms which
interact in accordance with mechanical laws, it is certain that a finite mind
could be sufficiently exalted as to understand and predict with certainty
everything that will happen in a given period. This mind could then not
only make a ship capable of getting itself to a certain port, by first giving it
the route, the direction, and the requisite equipment, but it could also
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build a body capable of simulating a man. The difference, after all, is only
one of degree, which is no difference at all in the realm of possibilities; and
however large the multitude of a machine’s operations, the power and the
skill of the workman could increase in proportion, so that to be unable to
see the possibility of the thing is just a matter of not considering the inter-
vening stages sufficiently well. [4] In fact the world is not composed of a
finite number of atoms; rather, it is a machine, each part of which is com-
posed of a truly infinite number of devices. But it is also true that the one
who made it, and governs it, is of a yet more infinite perfection, since he
encompasses an infinity of possible worlds, from which he selected the
one that pleased him. To return to limited minds, however: we can see
from the odd isolated cases which we sometimes come across how far
others, which we don’t know about, could go. For example, there are
people who can do large arithmetical calculations very quickly in their
heads. . . . And what is a man, however excellent he may be, in comparison
with all the many possible and even actual creatures?—creatures such as
angels and geniuses, who in all sorts of understanding and reasoning
might surpass us incomparably further than these marvellous possessors
of natural arithmetical ability surpass us in the matter of numbers. I
realize that ordinary people have no time for these things: they are
bemused by considerations where it is necessary to think about what is out
of the ordinary, or even completely unheard of. But when we think about
the size and the complexity of the universe, we see things quite differently.
M. Bayle above all cannot fail to see the validity of these conclusions. In
point of fact, my theory doesn’t depend on them, as I shall show presently;
but even if it did, and even if it were right to say that it is more surprising
than the above-mentioned theory of automata (and I shall show later on
that in fact it is only an extension of its good parts, or of what is solid and
reliable in it), I should not be at all worried by that, given that there is no
other way of explaining things in conformity with the laws of nature. For
we must not be ruled by popular notions in these matters, to the prejudice
of conclusions which are certain. Moreover, it is not because of its strange-
ness that a philosopher should object to the theory of automata, but
because of its lack of a foundation, since there must be *entelechies every-
where. It is to have a very impoverished idea of the author of nature (who
multiplies, as far as he can, his little worlds, or indivisible active mirrors) to
accord them only to human bodies: it is in fact impossible that they are not
everywhere.

[5] So far we have only talked of what a limited substance can do; but in
the case of God, it is quite another matter, and far from its being the case
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that what at first seemed impossible actually is impossible, we must in fact
say that it is impossible that God should act otherwise, since he is infinitely
powerful and wise, and maintains order and harmony in everything as far
as is possible. But what is more, that which seems so strange when consid-
ered in the abstract is a necessary consequence of the constitution of
things; and so the universal marvel dispels and, so to say, absorbs the par-
ticular marvel, by explaining it. For everything is regulated and bound
together in such a way that these natural mechanisms which never go
wrong, that we can compare to ships which steer themselves to port
despite all the course changes and all the storms, should not be thought
any stranger than a rocket which runs along a rope, or a liquid which flows
along a channel. Moreover, since bodies are not atoms, but are divisible—
and indeed actually divided—to infinity, and since everything is filled with
them, it follows that the smallest little body is individually affected by the
smallest of changes in any of the others, however distant and however
small it may be, and so must be an exact mirror of the universe. This
means that a sufficiently penetrating mind would, in proportion to its pen-
etration, be able to see and foresee in each corpuscle what is happening
and what will happen both in the corpuscle and outside it. So nothing
happens to it, not even as a result of the impact of surrounding bodies,
which does not follow from what is already internal to it, or which disturbs
its internal order. This is even more obvious in the case of simple sub-
stances, or the active principles themselves, which, following *Aristotle, I
call primitive entelechies, and which according to me nothing can disturb.
[6] This answers one of M. Bayle’s marginal notes [T14 note a] where he
objects to me that since an organic body is composed of several sub-
stances, each of these substances must have a source of action really dis-
tinct from that of each of the others, and since the action of each such
source is spontaneous, their effects will vary in an infinite number of ways,
because neighbouring bodies will to some extent constrain the natural
spontaneity of each one. But we must bear in mind that for all time each
one has been accommodated to every other, and adapts itself to suit what
the others will demand of it. There is therefore no constraint in substances
except in external appearances. And this being so, any point you take in the
world develops along a predetermined line, which that point has adopted
once and for all, and which nothing can make it abandon. I think this point
can be shown very clearly and precisely to the geometrical mind, even
though there are infinitely more lines of this kind than a finite mind can
comprehend. In fact the line would be straight if the point were all alone in
the world; as things are, it owes its shape, in virtue of mechanical laws, to
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the collaboration of all other bodies, and it is by just that collaboration that
it is pre-established. So I claim that there is no real spontaneity in a mass
(unless we consider the universe as a whole, which encounters no resist-
ance); for if this point could be isolated from everything else, it would con-
tinue not in the pre-established line, but in the straight tangent. So, strictly
speaking, what is spontaneous is the entelechy (of which this point is the
point of view); and whereas the point, because it has no memory, so to
speak, nor prescience, can have of itself only the tendency along the
touching straight line, the entelechy expresses the pre-established curve
itself, so that in this sense, no change is violent2 with regard to it. [7] This
shows us that in fact there is no longer any difficulty in all those marvels
such as the ship which gets itself to port, or the machine without intelli-
gence which performs all the actions of a man, and I don’t know how
many other fictions that might still be raised against me, and which make
our suppositions appear unbelievable when considered in the abstract.
And it also shows how everything that had seemed strange disappears
completely, when we understand that things are determined to do what
they have to do. Everything that ambition or whatever other passion pro-
duces in Caesar’s soul is also represented in his body; and all the move-
ments involved in these passions come from impressions of objects
connected to internal movements. And the body is so constructed that the
soul never makes decisions to which bodily movements don’t correspond,
even the most abstract reasonings having their place there, through the
symbols which represent them to the imagination. [8] In a word, every-
thing happens in the body with regard to the details of phenomena as if
the wicked doctrine of those who, following *Epicurus and *Hobbes,
believe that the soul is material were true; or as if man himself were only
body, or an automaton. Thus they extended to man what the Cartesians
maintain with regard to all other animals, since they have in effect shown
that man, with all his reason, does nothing which is not a set of images,
passions, and movements in the body. We have prostituted ourselves in
trying to prove the opposite, and have only prepared the way for the
triumph of the mistake by approaching it in that way. The Cartesians came
off very badly (rather like Epicurus with his declination of the atoms, which
*Cicero made such fun of ), when they tried saying that the soul, though
unable to give motion to the body, could nevertheless change its direc-
tion.3 But it is neither possible nor necessary for it to do either; and since
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the materialists have no need to resort to any such thing, nothing which
happens on the outside of a man is capable of refuting their doctrine—
which suffices to establish one part of my theory. Those who point out to
the Cartesians that the way they prove that animals are only automata

could be taken as justifying someone who said that all other men, except
himself, are simple automata, have said exactly and precisely what I need
for this half of my theory, which concerns the body. But as well as the
metaphysical principles which establish the monads, of which composites
are only resultants, internal experience—the consciousness we have of the
‘I’ which perceives what passes in the body—refutes the Epicurean doc-
trine. And perception, since it cannot be explained by shapes and move-
ments, establishes the other part of my theory: we are obliged to admit an
indivisible substance in ourselves, which must itself be the source of its phe-
nomena. So according to this second half of my theory, everything
happens in the soul as if there were no body, just as according to the first
half, everything happens in the body as if there were no soul. Besides
which, I have often shown that, even in bodies, although in detail phenom-
ena are explicable mechanically, the ultimate analysis of mechnical laws
and the nature of substances in the end oblige us to appeal to active indi-
visible principles; and I have also shown that the admirable order which we
find in them shows that there is a universal principle whose intelligence as
well as whose power is supreme. And just as we can see from what is good
and sound in the false and wicked doctrine of Epicurus, namely that there
is no need to say that the soul changes the tendencies of the body, so it is
also easy to see that it is not necessary either for the material mass to send
thoughts to the soul by the influence of I know not what chimerical
Scholastic species, or for God always to act as interpreter of the body to the
soul, any more than he needs to interpret the soul’s wishes to the body, as
the Cartesians would have it: the pre-established harmony is a good mediator
between both sides. All this shows us that what is of value in the theories of
Epicurus and of *Plato, of the greatest materialists and the greatest ideal-
ists, is united here; and there is no longer anything surprising in it, except
the sole pre-eminent perfection of the sovereign principle, now displayed
in his work far above anything that had been thought before. So why is it
any wonder that it all goes well and smoothly, when all things co-operate
and lead each other by the hand, once we suppose them all to be perfectly
planned? On the contrary, what would be the greatest of wonders, or
rather the strangest of absurdities, would be if the ship which was destined
to find port, or the machine whose path was mapped out from all time,
were to fail despite the measures which God had taken. As regards corporeal
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masses, therefore, we should not compare our theory with a ship which steers itself

to port—but rather with those ferries, fixed to a rope, that run across a river.
Just as with stage-machines and fireworks, whose perfect operation we no
longer find strange when we know how it is all done, we transfer our admi-
ration from the invention to the inventor—just as we do nowadays when
we see that the planets have no need of intelligences to guide them.

[9] As yet we have spoken of almost nothing except those objections
which concern the body or matter, and no difficulty has been raised other
than that of the marvellousness (but beautiful, regular, and universal)
which there will have to be in bodies if they are to agree with each other
and with souls. And in my view this should be taken as a proof, rather than
as an objection, by people who correctly assess ‘the power and intelligence
of divine art’ [T14. 3]—to quote M. Bayle, who has also said that ‘nothing
can be imagined which gives so exalted an idea of the power and intelli-
gence of the author of all things’ [T14. 2]. We must now turn to the soul,
where M. Bayle has found further difficulties after what I said in resolution
of his initial ones. He begins [T14. 8] by comparing a soul which is com-
pletely isolated and taken by itself, receiving nothing from outside, with an
Epicurean atom, surrounded by a void; and indeed I do consider souls, or
rather monads, as atoms of substance, for in my view there are no material

atoms in nature, since even the smallest piece of matter still has parts. [10]
Now, since the atom, as imagined by Epicurus, has a moving force, which
gives it a certain direction, it will, assuming that it doesn’t meet any other
atom, execute that motion without hindrance, and uniformly. In the same
way the soul, placed in the same circumstances, where nothing from
outside affects it, if it has once received a feeling of pleasure, it seems
(according to M. Bayle [T14. 9]) that it must always retain that feeling—for
when the total cause remains the same, the effect must always remain the
same. If I object that the soul should be considered to be in a state of
change, and that therefore the total cause does not remain the same, M.
Bayle replies that this change must be like that of an atom which is moving
continually along the same (straight) line and at a uniform speed. And even
if it were allowed (he says) that its thoughts might be different, it would at
least still be necessary that the change that I am alleging from one thought
to the other should involve some rationale or affinity which connects
them. I quite accept the principles underlying these objections, and I use
them myself to explain my system. The state of a soul, like that of the
atom, is a state of change, a tendency: the atom tends towards a change of
place, the soul towards a change of thought; each of them changes of itself
in the simplest and most uniform way that its state allows. So how does it
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come about (I will be asked [T14. 9–10]) that there is such simplicity in the
changes of an atom, and such variety in those of the soul? It is because the
atom (as we are imagining it, for there is no such thing in nature), even
though it has parts, has nothing to cause any variety in its tendency,
because we are supposing that these parts do not change their relations; on
the other hand, the soul, though completely indivisible, involves a com-
pound tendency, that is to say a multitude of present thoughts, each of
which tends towards a particular change, depending on what is involved in
it, and which are all in it at the same time, in virtue of its essential related-
ness to all the other things in the world. [11] It is in fact the lack of this re-
latedness which rules Epicurean atoms out of nature. For there is no
individual thing which must not express all the others, in such a way that
the soul, because of the variety of its modifications, should be compared
not with a material atom, but rather with the universe which it represents
from its own point of view, and in a way even with God, whose infinity it
represents finitely (because of its confused and imperfect perception of the
infinite). And the reason for a change in the soul’s thoughts is the same as
for the change in things in the universe which it represents. For mechanical
causes, which work themselves out in the body, are brought together, and,
so to speak, concentrated in souls or entelechies, and indeed originate there.
In fact, not all entelechies are, like our soul, images of God; for they are not
all intended to be members of a society or a state of which he is the head.
But they are all still images of the universe. They are in their own way scaled-
down worlds: fertile simplicities; unities of substance, though, because of the
multitude of their modifications, virtually infinite; centres, which express
an infinite circumference. [12] And it is necessary that they should be like this,
as I have explained previously in correspondence with M. Arnauld [T2. 4
§15]. And their enduring should cause no one any difficulty, any more than
the enduring of the *Gassendists’ atoms. As for the rest, as Socrates in
Plato’s Phaedo remarked of a man who scratches himself, often it is only a
step from pleasure to pain: ‘mirth may end in sorrow’.4 So we need not be
surprised by this change; it sometimes seems that pleasure is only a
complex of small perceptions, each of which, if it were large, would be 
a pain.

[13] M. Bayle has already recognized that I have done my best to reply
to a good part of his objections. He also observes that in the system of
occasional causes God has to implement his own laws, whereas in mine
the soul does it; but he objects that the soul has no tools for doing so. I reply
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as I have replied, that it has: it has its present thoughts, from which the sub-
sequent ones are born; and one can say that in the soul, as everywhere else,
the present is big with the future.

[14] I think M. Bayle will accept, and all other philosophers with him,
that our thoughts are never simple, and that in the case of some thoughts
the soul can of itself pass from one to the other, as it goes from premisses
to a conclusion, or from the end to the means. Even the Reverend Father
Malebranche agrees that the soul has internal voluntary actions. Why
shouldn’t this be the case with all thoughts? Perhaps because it has been
thought that confused thoughts are completely different in kind from dis-
tinct thoughts, whereas they are only less well distinguished and less 
developed because of their multiplicity. This has meant that certain move-
ments, which are rightly called involuntary, have been attributed to the
body to such an extent that they have been believed to have nothing corre-
sponding to them in the soul: and conversely it has been thought that
certain abstract thoughts were not represented in the body. But both of
these are mistaken, as often happens with this sort of distinction, for we
have taken note only of what is most obvious. [15] The most abstract
thoughts need some imagination: and when we consider what confused
thoughts (which invariably accompany the most distinct that we can have)
are �such as those of colour, odours, tastes, of heat, of cold, etc.� we
realize that they always involve the infinite, and not only what happens in
our body but also, by means of it, what happens elsewhere. Confused
thoughts thus serve our purpose as the tool which seemed necessary for
the functions I attribute to the soul much better than the legion of sub-
stances of which M. Bayle speaks. It is true that the soul does have these
legions in its service, but not in its interior. �For there is no soul or ent-
elechy which is not dominant over an infinity of others which enter into
the parts of its body, and the soul is never without some organized body
appropriate to its present state.� It is, then, present perceptions, with an
orderly tendency to change, that make up the musical score which tells the
soul what to do. [16] But (says M. Bayle) ‘would it then not be necessary
that it know (distinctly) the sequence of notes, and be thinking (distinctly)
about them?’ [T14. 14]. I reply that this is not so: it is enough that the notes
are contained in its confused thoughts; otherwise, every entelechy would be
God. For God distinctly and perfectly expresses everything at once, the
possible and the actual, past, present, and future. He is the universal source
of everything, and created monads imitate him as far as created things can:
he has made them the sources of their phenomena, which contain rela-
tions to everything, more or less distinct according to the degree of perfec-
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tion of each substance. What is impossible about that? I want to see some
positive argument which leads me to some contradiction, or the denial of
some established truth. It would be no objection just to say that it is sur-
prising. Far from it: everyone who accepts immaterial indivisible sub-
stances attributes to them a simultaneous multitude of perceptions, and a
spontaneity in their reasonings and their voluntary acts. I am therefore only
extending that spontaneity to their confused and involuntary thoughts, and
showing that their nature is to contain relations with everything that is
external. [17] Can it be proved that that cannot be, or that everything
which is in us must be distinctly understood? Isn’t it true that we can’t
always remember even things that we know, and which can immediately
be brought back by some little reminder? Then how many other kinds of
thing might there not be in the soul, which we cannot get at so easily?
Otherwise the soul would be a God, when it is enough for it to be a little
world, that is as imperturbable as the big one, once we realize that there is
just as much spontaneity in the confused, as in the distinct. In another
sense, however, it is reasonable to call those things which consist in con-
fused thoughts, and in which there is involuntariness and incomprehen-
sion, ‘perturbations’ (as the ancients did) or ‘passions’. And this is what in
ordinary speech we not unreasonably attribute to the conflict of the body
with the mind, since our confused thoughts represent the body or the
flesh, and constitute our imperfection.

[18] When I gave substantially this response before, that confused per-
ceptions implicitly contain everything that is external, and involve infinite
relations, M. Bayle recorded it, but did not refute it; instead, he said ‘that
this suggestion, if it were fully developed, would be the real means of
resolving all the difficulties’ [T14. 16]; and he does me the honour of
saying that he expects that I will completely resolve his own. Even if he
said this only out of politeness, I would not have failed to try to resolve his
difficulties. I believe I have not missed any out; and if I have left something
out without trying to resolve it, it must have been because I didn’t under-
stand exactly what objection was being put to me—something which
sometimes makes it most difficult for me to reply. I would have liked to see
why it is thought that there could not be the multitude of perceptions that
I suppose there to be in an indivisible substance; for I believe that even if
experience and common sense did not force us to recognize a large variety
in our soul, it would still be possible to suppose it. It is no proof of the
impossibility of something merely to say that one cannot conceive this or
that, when one doesn’t make clear where it conflicts with reason, and
when the difficulty is only one of imagination, and not of understanding.
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. . . [20] M. Bayle was kind enough to make a point of sparing me those
objections which apply equally to other systems, and I am obliged to him
for that, too. With regard to the force given to created things, I shall say
only that I believe I have replied [about this] in the journal of Leipzig for
September 1698 [i.e. T13; see T14 n. 1] . . . which M. Bayle cites . . . and
indeed I have demonstrated that without an active force in bodies there
would be no variety in phenomena, which would be the same as if there
were nothing at all. . . .

[22] Turning now to [some other] articles of M. Bayle . . . whose sub-
ject is very relevant here, it seems that the reason why evil is permitted has
to do with the eternal possibilities according to which a universe such as
this, which allows evil and yet which has been allowed into actual exis-
tence, turns out to be overall the most perfect of all the possibilities. But it
is a mistake to try to show in detail, as the *Stoics did, what St *Augustine
perfectly understood in general: how useful evil is for drawing attention to
the good, and, so to speak, for helping us step back in order to jump
forward the further. For how can we grasp all the infinite particularities of
the universal harmony? However, if I had to make a rational choice between
the two, I would be in favour of the *Origenist, and never of the
*Manichaean. Neither does it seem to me that we have to deny action or
power to created things on the grounds that if they produced modifica-
tions they would be creators.5 For it is God who conserves and continually
creates their power, that is to say, the source of modifications within a
created thing, or a state of that thing from which it can be seen that there
will be a change of modifications. Otherwise, it seems to me (as I have said
above that I have shown elsewhere) that God would have produced
nothing, and there would be no substances other than God—which would
bring back all the absurdities of the God of *Spinoza. And indeed it seems
that the error of that author comes only from his having worked out the
consequences of the doctrine which takes away the power and action of
created things.

[23] I hold that time, extension, motion, and in general all forms of con-
tinuity as dealt with in mathematics, are only ideal things; that is to say
that, just like numbers, they express possibilities. In the same way, Hobbes
defined space as phantasma existentis.6 But, to speak more accurately, ex-
tension is the order of possible coexistences, just as time is the order of in-

consistent but nevertheless connected possibilities, such that these orders
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relate not only to what is actual, but also to what could be put in its place,
just as numbers are indifferent to whatever may be being counted. Yet in
nature there are no perfectly uniform changes such as are required by the
idea of movement which mathematics gives us, any more than there are
actual shapes which exactly correspond to those which geometry tells us
about. Nevertheless, the actual phenomena of nature are ordered, and
must be so, in such a way that nothing ever happens in which the law of
continuity (which I introduced . . . [see T5. 46–7]) . . . or any of the other
most exact mathematical rules, is ever broken. Far from it: for things could
only ever be made intelligible by these rules, which alone are capable—
along with those of harmony or of perfection, which the true metaphysics
provides—of giving us insight into the reasons and intentions of the
author of things. In fact the unmanageable multitude of infinite combina-
tions means that when we try to apply metaphysical rules, in the end we
get lost and have to stop, just as when we apply mathematical rules to
physics. And yet these applications never mislead us, and if there is any
mistake after a careful calculation, it is because we can never examine the
facts sufficiently closely, so that there is some imperfection in the assump-
tions. And we are the more capable of carrying this application further, the
better we are able to deal with the infinite, as our latest methods have
shown. [24] So the utility of mathematical meditations is not in any way
diminished by their being ideal, because actual things could never go
against their rules; and in fact we can say that this is what the reality of phe-
nomena consists in, and what distinguishes them from dreams. However,
mathematicians have no need at all of metaphysical discussions, or to
puzzle over the real existence of points, indivisibles, the infinitely small, or
strict infinities. . . .

[25] . . . M. Bayle is right to say, with the ancients, that God is a geome-
ter, and that mathematics is a part of the intellectual world, and more suit-
able than anything else for gaining entry to it. But for myself I believe that
within it there is something more. I have suggested elsewhere that there is
a calculus more important than those of arithmetic and geometry, and
which depends on the analysis of ideas. This would be a universal charac-
teristic, whose construction seems to me to be one of the most important
things that could be attempted.7
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DRAFT LETTERS FROM LEIBNIZ TO
BAYLE (DECEMBER 1702)

Summary of the Text

Bayle’s reponse to Leibniz’s reply (T16) to note L (T14) was a letter he sent him in

October 1702. It must have disappointed Leibniz for it contained little to further

their discussion other than these two sentences: ‘It seems to me that we cannot

really deny the feasibility of your theory as long as we do not clearly understand

the substantial basis of the soul and the way in which it can modify itself from one

thought to another. Perhaps if we understood that really clearly we would see that

nothing is more probable than what you maintain.’ 

This problem about how the soul can move on from one thought to another is

one which Bayle has had throughout (TT10. 5–8; 14. 7–10, 12–16). Leibniz tried

again to explain it in two versions of a reply to Bayle which he drafted. 

The third of the extracted passages printed here is from a draft later than the

first two. It arose out of a conversation Leibniz had with the English philosopher

John *Toland, and is of interest as an expression of Leibniz’s anti-materialism,

and for the light it throws on the spiritual side of his pre-established harmony. 

THE TEXT

[A] If your difficulty, sir, now concerns principally only the spontaneous
progression of thoughts, I shall not give up hope that it might one day dis-
appear, since everything that is active is in a state of transition, or succes-
sion, and I know of nothing in nature which is not so. Otherwise where
would change come from? If someone were to say, with some recent
philosophers,1 that only God is active, they must say that God at least is in

From the French at GP iii. 66, 68–9, 71–2. For a complete translation of these draft letters, see
WF 126–32. 

1 A reference to *Malebranche (see Introduction, Sect. 4). 
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a spontaneous progression from action to action on the things he created.
So such a spontaneous progression is a possibility, and it would then be
necessary to prove that it is possible only in God. But why couldn’t souls be
imitations of God in this? And to tell the truth, if we take away their activ-
ity, and therefore the consequences of their activity, or the transition to
other actions, I do not see what they have left. But if it were said that only
God is active, it would be enough for our purposes that the soul or other
substance has in it a progression which is spontaneous in all other respects,
that is to say that in that instance this spontaneous progression would then
come only from God and from itself. And leaving aside that general con-
currence of God’s, and speaking only of relations between created things,
there must be some tendency, or a spontaneous progression, in all sub-
stances. It is that force or tendency which I can call by no better name than
an *‘entelechy’, which has been so little regarded. Yet amongst fundamen-
tals there is almost nothing which is more significant or of greater impor-
tance, although *Aristotle seems not to have sufficiently well understood,
or at least explained, what he called by that name. And so since it seems to
me that the soul is allowed to have such spontaneity on some occasions,
the theory that it also has it on others is all the more plausible. But in the
end it is something more than a theory, as is the maxim which I put in what
I wrote, that ‘the present is always big with the future’, or that ‘every sub-
stance must express in the present all its future states’. 

[B] *Dicaearchus, according to *Cicero, denied that the soul was some-
thing substantial, and reduced it to a temperature or modification of
matter or of extended mass, rather as did one of the interlocutors in
*Plato’s Phaedo,2 who said that the soul was a harmony. It seems to me that
*Epicurus, *Hobbes, and *Spinoza are of the same opinion. Epicurus
allows only the interplay of small bodies. Hobbes reduces everything to
body, and explains feeling by reaction, like that of an inflated balloon. And
*Spinoza claims that the soul is the idea of the body, so that it becomes like
what the shape or the mathematical body is to the physical body. It is in
some such way that the *Cartesians think of the souls of animals. But they
rightly do not allow them any perception: they see them purely as
machines. Our learned Englishman3 seems also to claim that matter can
become able to think, as it can become round, and thus that a certain orga-
nization, or a certain shape, can produce thought, and that when that orga-
nization is destroyed, thought will cease. But I took the liberty of telling
him that thought seems to be of a completely different kind. Even if we

2 Phaedo, 85–86. 3 John Toland.



had eyes as penetrating as you like, so as to see the smallest parts of the
structure of bodies, I do not see that we would thereby be any further
forward. We would find the origin of perception there as little as we find it
now in a watch, where the constituent parts of the machine are all visible,
or in a mill, where one can even walk around among the wheels. [See also
T19. 17.] For the difference between a mill and a more refined machine is
only a matter of greater and less. We can understand that a machine could
produce the most wonderful things in the world, but never that it might
perceive them. Among visible things there is nothing which gets nearer to
thought than does an image in a mirror (and brain traces could be no more
accurate than that is), but the accuracy of that image doesn’t produce any
perception in the thing it is in. We do not even come close to it, whatever
mechanical theory we make up; we remain infinitely far away from it, as
must happen with things which are absolutely heterogeneous, just as a
surface, when folded up on itself as often as you like, can never become a
body. We can also see that since thought is an action of one thing on itself,
it has no place among shapes and motions, which could never provide the
basis of a truly internal action. Moreover, there must be simple beings,
otherwise there would be no compound beings, or beings by aggregation,
which are phenomena rather than substances, and exist (to use the lan-
guage of *Democritus) by nomos [convention] rather than by phūsis

[nature], that is, notionally, or conceptually, rather than physically. And if
there was no change in simple things, there would be none in compound
things either, for all their reality consists only in that of their simple things.
Now, internal changes in simple things are of the same kind as that which
we understand to be in thought, and we can say in general that perception
is the expression of a multitude in a unity. You have no need, sir, of this clari-
fication of the immateriality of thought, of which you have talked
admirably in many places. However, putting these considerations together
with my specific theory, it seems to me that the one helps to throw some
light on the other. 

[C] Before finishing, I will say something with regard to your letter,
where you say, sir, that the plausibility of my theory cannot be assessed
unless we understand clearly the substantial basis of the soul, and how it
can modify itself. I do not know if it is possible to explain the constitution
of the soul any better than by saying (1) that it is a simple substance, or
what I call a true unity; (2) that this unity nevertheless expresses a multi-
tude, that is, bodies, and that it does so as well as is possible according to its
point of view, or its relations; (3) and that therefore it expresses phenom-
ena according to the metaphysico-mathematical laws of nature, accord-
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ing, that is, to the order most befitting to intelligence or reason. From
which it follows, finally, (4) that the soul is an imitation of God as far as is
possible for a created thing, for like him it is simple and yet also infinite, in
that it contains everything implicitly through confused perceptions—
though with respect to clear perceptions it is limited, whereas everything is
clear to the sovereign substance, from which everything emanates, which
is the cause of existence and of order, and is in a word the ultimate reason
for things. God contains the universe eminently, and the soul or unity con-
tains it actually, being a central mirror, though active and vital, so to speak.
Indeed, we can say that each soul is a world apart, but that all these worlds
agree, and represent a different relation to the same phenomena. And this
is the most perfect way of multiplying beings as far as possible, and in the
best way possible.
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MONADOLOGY (1714)

Summary of the Text

The ‘Monadology’ was written when Leibniz was nearing 70, at about the same

time as the similarly synoptic ‘Principles of Nature and Grace’ (T18). It is,

though, perhaps less popular, less easily accessible than it. When he first encoun-

tered it, it struck Bertrand Russell as a ‘fantastic fairy tale, coherent perhaps, but

wholly arbitrary’ (B. Russell 1900/1937, p. xiii). But, as he came to recognize, it

loses some of this appearance when approached with some prior appreciation and

understanding of Leibniz’s case from a reading of the ‘Discourse on Metaphysics’

(T1) and Leibniz’s correspondence with Arnauld (T2). The truth is, it stands as a

very elegant, aesthetically pleasing, and systematic summary of the central tenets

of Leibniz’s metaphysics as they were at the end of his life.

Leibniz begins by characterizing what are now at the centre of his meta-

physics—‘monads’ (see the mental substance theory (b), in Introduction, Sect. 2),

non-extended, simple, ‘atoms of nature’, or souls. They are indivisible (Sect. 3),

‘windowless’ (and so with changes that arise from an internal principle (Sects.

7–11, 18; see Introduction, Sects. 2, 4)), and they are of various kinds, according

as how heightened and distinct their perceptions are (Sects. 19–30; see

Introduction, Sect. 2) and whether, like ours, they are capable of reflective acts.

Our minds or souls are capable of reasoning too (Sect. 30), and Leibniz gives an

account of its principles (of contradiction and of sufficient reason), and of the dis-

tinction between necessary and contingent truths (Sects. 31–7). Leibniz then turns

to God. This necessary substance is the ultimate reason of things, a perfect being

from which all else derives its very existence and perfections (Sects. 38–48). The

interconnected harmonious world he created is the best possible (Sects. 53–60).

Each part of it dense with created life (Sects. 61–70), the whole is reflected by each

individual monad (Sect. 77), and birth and death are merely growth and diminu-

tion (Sects. 71–8).

Leibniz concludes by speaking of two harmonies: one between body and soul, or
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mind (Sects. 78–81; see Introduction, Sect. 5); the other between the physical

Kingdom of Nature (the world as studied by natural philosophy), and the moral

Kingdom of Grace (Sects. 82–90; see Introduction, Sect. 6). This latter consists of

God as monarch, and minds or rational souls, which mirror not only the natural

world, but also, and to an extent, its creator. To him they are related as subjects, or

even as children to a father.

THE TEXT

1. The monad, of which we will be speaking here, is nothing but a simple
substance, which enters into composites; simple, meaning without parts.
(10) 

2. And there must be simple substances, because there are composites;
for the composite is nothing but a collection, or *aggregatum, of simples. 

3. Now, in that which has no parts, neither extension, nor shape, nor
divisibility is possible. And so monads are the true atoms of nature; in a
word, the elements of things. 

4. There is also no dissolution to be afraid of, and no conceivable way in
which a simple substance could come to an end naturally. (89) 

5. For the same reason, there is no way in which a simple substance
could begin naturally, since it could never be formed by composition. 

6. Thus we can say that monads can only ever begin or end all at once:
that is, they can only ever begin by creation, and end by annihilation;
whereas what is composite can begin and end bit by bit.

7. There is also no way in which it could make sense for a monad to be
altered or changed internally by any other created thing. Because there is
nothing to rearrange within a monad, and there is no conceivable internal
motion in it which could be excited, directed, increased, or diminished, in
the way that it can in a composite, where there is change among the parts.
Monads have no windows, through which anything could come in or go
out. And accidents cannot detach themselves and stroll about outside of
substances, as the *Scholastics’ sensible species used to; so neither sub-
stance nor accident can come into a monad from outside. 

8. Nevertheless, monads must have some qualities, otherwise they
would not even be beings. Moreover, if simple substances did not differ in
their qualities, there would be no way of detecting any change in things.
Because what is in the composite can only come from its simple ingredi-
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ents, and if monads had no qualities they would be indistinguishable one
from another, given that they also do not differ in quantity. Therefore,
assuming a plenum, each place could only ever receive through motion
the equivalent of what it had had previously, and so one state of things
would be indistinguishable from another. (Pref.) 

9. Indeed, every monad must be different from every other. Because in
nature there are never two beings that are perfectly alike, and between
which it is not possible to discover some difference which is internal, or
founded on an intrinsic denomination. 

10. I also take it for granted that every created thing is subject to
change, and therefore the created monad as well; and indeed that such
change is continual in every one. 

11. It follows from what we have just said that natural changes in a
monad come from an internal principle, since no external causes could ever
have an influence into its interior. (396, 400) 

12. But we must also accept that in addition to this principle of change
there is a detailed specification of the changes, which as it were determines a
simple substance’s species and variety. 

13. This detailed specification must amount to a multiplicity within a
unity, or within what is simple. Because since every natural change
happens by degrees, something changes, and something else stays the
same; therefore although there are no parts in a simple substance, there
must be a plurality of states, or of relationships. 

14. The transitory state which incorporates and represents a multitude
within a unity or within a simple substance is nothing but what we call 
perception—which must be carefully distinguished from apperception or
consciousness, as will become clear in what follows. That is where the
*Cartesians went badly wrong, because they regarded perceptions which
are not apperceived as nothing. That also made them think that only
minds were monads, and that there were no souls of animals or other *ent-
elechies; and like uneducated people they confused a long stupor with
death in the strict sense, which also led them into the *Scholastic error of
believing in souls which are entirely detached, as well as confirming mis-
guided minds in a belief in the mortality of souls. 

15. The action of the internal principle which brings about change, or
the passage from one perception to another, can be called appetition. In fact
appetite cannot always attain in its entirety the whole of the perception
towards which it tends, but it always obtains some part of it, and attains
new perceptions. 

16. We ourselves experience multiplicity in a simple substance when
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we find that the smallest perception we can apperceive incorporates some
variety in its object. Thus everyone who accepts that the soul is a simple
substance should accept this multiplicity in the monad, and M. Bayle
should not have found any difficulty in it, as he did in the article ‘Rorarius’
in his Dictionary [see TT10. 8; 16. 7–10].

17. Moreover, everyone must admit that perception, and everything 
that depends on it, is inexplicable by mechanical principles, by shapes and
motions, that is. Imagine there were a machine which by its structure 
produced thought, feeling, and perception; we can imagine it as being
enlarged while maintaining the same relative proportions, to the point
where we could go inside it, as we would go into a mill. But if that were so,
when we went in we would find nothing but pieces which push one against
another, and never anything to account for a perception. Therefore, we
must look for it in the simple substance, and not in the composite, or in a
machine. And that is all we can find within a simple substance, namely per-
ceptions and their changes; and that is all that the internal actions of simple
substances can consist in. (Pref.) 

18. We could give the name entelechy to all simple substances or created
monads, because they have within them a certain perfection; there is a
kind of self-sufficiency which makes them sources of their own internal
actions, or incorporeal automata, as it were. (87) 

19. If we want to call anything that has perceptions and appetites in the
general sense that I have just explained a soul, then all simple substances or
created monads could be called souls. But as feeling is something more
than a simple perception, I think that the general name of monad or ent-

elechy is adequate for simple substances which have that and nothing more,
and that we should call souls only those which have perceptions which are
more distinct and accompanied by memory. 

20. For we experience within ourselves a state in which we can remem-
ber nothing and have no distinct perception, such as when we fall into a
faint, or when we are overtaken by a deep sleep with no dreams. In that
state the soul is not discernibly different from a simple monad; but as 
that state is not lasting, and it recovers from it, the soul is something more.
(64) 

21. But it does not at all follow that a simple substance therefore has no
perception at all. Indeed that could not be so, for reasons given above.
Because it cannot come to an end, it also cannot continue to exist without
being in some state; and that is nothing else but its perception. But when
there is a great multiplicity of small perceptions, in which there is nothing
distinct, we are overcome; as, for instance, when you turn round continu-
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ally in the same direction several times together, which produces a dizzi-
ness which can cause you to faint and prevents you from distinguishing
anything. Death can put animals into that state for a time. 

22. And since every present state of a simple substance is a natural 
consequence of its previous one, so that the present is big with the future
(360) . . .

23. . . . then since as soon as you recover from the faint you apperceive

your perceptions, it clearly follows that you were having perceptions
immediately before, even though you did not apperceive them. Because a
perception can only arise naturally from another perception, much as a
motion can only arise naturally from another motion. (401–3) 

24. We can see from this that if we had nothing distinct in our percep-
tions, nothing heightened, or of a stronger flavour, so to speak, we would
be in a permanent stupor. And that is the condition of the completely
naked monad. 

25. And we can see that nature has given heightened perceptions to
animals by the care it has taken to provide them with organs which bring
together a number of rays of light or of undulations in the air, thus
making them more effective by combining them. There is something
approaching this in the case of scent, taste, and touch, and perhaps in
numerous other senses which we are not aware of. I shall explain shortly
how what happens in the soul represents what goes on in the organs. 

26. Memory provides souls with a kind of sequencing which mimics
reason, but which must be distinguished from it. Thus we see that through
the representations of their memory animals which are struck by the per-
ception of something of which they have had a similar perception before
are led to expect whatever was connected to that previous perception, 
and are therefore taken with feelings similar to those which they had on
the previous occasion. For example, when you show a stick to a dog, it
remembers the pain it was caused by it, and it whines, or runs away.
(Prelim. Disc. 65) 

27. The powerful imagination, which strikes them and moves them in
this way, comes from either the size or the multiplicity of the preceding
perceptions. Often a powerful impression achieves all at once the same
effect as a long habituation, or the repetition of a large number of lesser
perceptions. 

28. Human beings operate in the same way as animals to the extent
that the sequencing of their perceptions is brought about only by the prin-
ciple of memory, like the Empirical physicians, who have mere technique
without theory. And we are all merely empirical in three quarters of what
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we do. For example, when we expect there will be daylight tomorrow on
the grounds that it has always been like that up to now, we act like the
Empirics. Only the astronomer believes it on the basis of reason. 

29. But the knowledge of necessary and eternal truths is what distin-
guishes us from mere animals and gives us reason and science, raising us to
the knowledge of ourselves and of God. And that is what in us is called a
rational soul, or a mind. 

30. And it is by the knowledge of necessary truths, and by the abstrac-
tions they involve, that we are raised to acts of reflection, which make us
aware of what we call myself, and make us think of this or that thing as in
ourselves. And in this way, by thinking of ourselves, we think of being, of
substance, of simples and composites, of the immaterial—and, by realiz-
ing that what is limited in us is limitless in him, of God himself. And so
these acts of reflection provide the principal objects of our reasonings.
(Pref.) 

31. Our reasonings are founded on two great principles: the principle of

contradiction, in virtue of which we judge to be false anything that involves
contradiction, and as true whatever is opposed or contradictory to what is
false. (44, 169) 

32. And that of sufficient reason, in virtue of which we hold that no fact
could ever be true or existent, no statement correct, unless there were a
sufficient reason why it was thus and not otherwise—even though those
reasons will usually not be knowable by us. (44, 196) 

33. There are also two kinds of truth: those of reasoning, and those of
fact. Truths of reasoning are necessary, and their opposite is impossible;
those of fact are contingent, and their opposite is possible. When a truth is
necessary, the reason for it can be found by analysis, by resolving it into
simpler ideas and truths until we arrive at the basic ones. (170, 174, 189,
280–2, 367, Summary, obj. 3) 

34. Thus mathematicians use analysis to reduce speculative theorems

and practical canons to definitions, axioms, and postulates. 
35. And finally there are the simple ideas, which cannot be given a defi-

nition; and there are axioms and postulates—in a word, basic principles,
which can never be proved, but which also have no need of proof: these are
identical propositions, the opposite of which contains an explicit 
contradiction. 

36. But a sufficient reason must also be found for contingent truths, or
truths of fact—for the series of things which fills the universe of created
things, that is. Here the resolution into particular reasons could be contin-
ued endlessly, because of the immense variety of things in nature, and
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because of the infinite divisibility of bodies. There are an infinite number
of shapes and of motions, present and past, which play a part in the effi-
cient cause of my present writing; and there are an infinite number of tiny
inclinations and dispositions of my soul, present and past, which play a
part in its final cause. (36, 37, 44, 45, 49, 52, 121, 122, 337, 340, 344) 

37. But since all this detail only involves other prior and more detailed
contingencies, each one of which also stands in need of a similar analysis
in order to give an explanation of it, we are no further forward: the suffi-
cient or final reason must lie outside the succession or series in this detailed
specification of contingencies, however infinite it may be. 

38. And that is why the final reason for things must be in a necessary
substance, in which the detailed specification of changes is contained only
eminently, as in their source; and that is what we call God. (7) 

39. Now, since this substance is a sufficient reason for all this detail,
which is interconnected throughout, there is only one God, and that God is

enough. 
40. We can also see that this supreme substance, which is unique, uni-

versal, and necessary (because there is nothing outside it which is indepen-
dent of it, and it is a straightforward consequence of possible being), must
be incapable of limits, and must contain fully as much reality as is possible. 

41. From which it follows that God is absolutely perfect, since perfection

is nothing but the total amount of positive reality taken in the precise
sense, leaving aside the limitations or boundaries of things that have them.
And there, in something which has no boundaries—in God, that is—per-
fection is absolutely infinite. (Pref. 22) 

42. It also follows that created things have their perfections from the
influence of God, but that they have their imperfections from their own
natures, which are necessarily bounded. For that is what distinguishes
them from God. (20, 27–31, 153, 167, 377) This original imperfection of
created things is shown by the natural inertia of bodies. (30, 380;
Summary, obj. 5)

43. And what is more, God is the source not only of existences, but also
of essences, in so far as they are real; he is the source of what reality there
is among possibilities. This is because God’s understanding is the realm of
eternal truths, or of the ideas on which they depend, and without God
there would be no reality among possibilities: not only would nothing
exist, but nothing would even be possible. (20) 

44. Because it is clear that if there is any reality among essences or pos-
sibilities, or among eternal truths, that reality must be grounded in some-
thing actually existent; therefore it must be grounded in the existence of
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the necessary being, in whom essence includes existence, that is, for whom
being possible is sufficient for being actual. (184, 189, 335) 

45. Thus only God, or the necessary being, has this privilege: that he
must exist if he is possible. And as nothing can prevent the possibility of
something which contains no boundaries, no negation and therefore no
contradiction, that in itself is enough for us to perceive the existence of
God a priori. We have also proved his existence by means of the reality 
of eternal truths, and we have now also proved it a posteriori, because 
contingent things exist, and their final or sufficient reason could only be
found in the necessary being, which has the reason for its existence within
itself. 

46. However, we should not, as some have done, imagine that because
eternal truths are dependent on God they must be arbitrary and depen-
dent on his will—as *Descartes seems to have thought, and after him M.
*Poiret. That is true only of contingent truths, the principle of which is
suitability, or the choice of what is best; by contrast, necessary truths
depend solely on God’s understanding, of which they are the internal
object. (180, 184, 185, 335, 351, 380) 

47. Thus God alone is the primary unity, or the original simple sub-
stance, of which all created or derivative monads are products. They are
generated by the continual flashes of divinity, so to speak, which pour out
from moment to moment, and they are bounded by the receptivity of the
created thing, to which limitation is essential. (382–91, 395, 398) 

48. In God there is power, which is the source of everything; there is
knowledge, which contains all ideas; and finally there is will, which pro-
duces changes or developments in accordance with the principle of what is
best. And these are what correspond to what in created monads constitute
the subject, or base, the faculty of perception, and the appetitive faculty.
But in God these attributes are absolutely infinite or perfect, whereas in
created monads or entelechies (or perfection-havers, as Ermolao *Barbaro
translated the word) they are only limitations, proportional to the perfec-
tion they possess. (7, 87, 149, 150) 

49. A created thing is said to be active externally in so far as it has perfec-
tion, and to be passive towards another in so far as it is imperfect. Thus we
attribute activity to a monad in so far as it has distinct perceptions, and pas-

sivity in so far as it has confused ones. (32, 66, 386) 
50. And one created thing is more perfect than another to the extent

that we find within it what serves to explain a priori what happens in the
other; and that is what makes us say that it acted on the other. 

51. But in simple substances this influence of one monad over another
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is only ideal, and it can have its effect only through the intervention of God;
in the sense that in God’s ideas one monad requires of God, and with
reason, that he take account of it when he organizes the others at the very
beginning of things. Because, as one created monad could never have a
physical influence over the interior of another, this is the only way in
which one monad can depend on another. (9, 54, 65, 66, 201, Summary,
obj. 3) 

52. And this is the way in which there is mutual action and passivity
between created things. God, in comparing two simple substances, finds in
each of them reasons which oblige him to adapt the other one to it, and as
a result the one which is active in certain respects is passive with regard to
a different point of comparison. It is active in so far as what can be clearly
understood in it serves to explain what happens in the other; and it is
passive in so far as the explanation for what happens in it is to be found in
what is known distinctly in the other. (66) 

53. Now, since there are an infinite number of possible universes in the
ideas of God, but only one can exist, there must be a sufficient reason for
the choice God makes, which determines him to choose one of them
rather than another. (8, 10, 44, 173, 196f., 225, 414–16) 

54. And that reason can only be found in the suitability, or the degrees
of perfection, that these worlds contain; each possible world being entitled
to claim existence in proportion to the perfection it embodies. (74, 130,
167, 201, 345f., 350, 352, 354) 

55. And that is the reason for the existence of the best, which God’s
wisdom brings him to know, his goodness brings him to choose, and his
power brings him to produce. (8, 78, 80, 84, 119, 204, 206, 208, Summary,
objs. 1, 8) 

56. Now, this interconnection, or this adapting of all created things to
each one, and of each one to all the others, means that each simple sub-
stance has relationships which express all the others, and that it is therefore
a perpetual living mirror of the universe. (130, 360) 

57. And just as the same town when seen from different sides will seem
quite different, and is as it were multiplied perspectivally, the same thing
happens here: because of the infinite multitude of simple substances it is
as if there were as many different universes; but they are all perspectives on
the same one, according to the different point of view of each monad. 
(147) 

58. And that is the way to obtain the greatest possible variety, but with
all the order there could be; i.e. it is the way to obtain as much perfection as
could be. (120, 124, 241f., 214, 243, 275) 
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59. It is, moreover, only this theory (which I venture to say has now
been demonstrated) which shows up the greatness of God in an appropri-
ate way. This is what M. Bayle recognized when he raised objections in his
Dictionary (the article on Rorarius), where he was even tempted to say that
I had accorded too much to God, in fact more than is possible [T14. 3]. But
he was unable to bring forward any reason why this universal harmony,
which means that every substance exactly expresses every other through
the relationships it has with them, was impossible. 

60. And what is more we can see from the account I have just given the
a priori reasons why things could not have gone otherwise. Because, in
organizing the whole, God has regard to every part, and specifically to
every monad; and since a monad is representative in its nature, nothing
could restrict it to representing only a part of things. But it is of course true
that this representation of the details of the whole universe is confused,
and can only be distinct with respect to a small part of things, namely those
which are either closest or largest in relation to each monad. Otherwise
every monad would be divine. It is not in the object of their knowledge,
but in its modification, that monads are bounded. They all reach confus-
edly to infinity, to everything; but they are limited and differentiated by
their level of distinct perception. 

61. And in this respect composites are analogous to simples.
Everything is full, which means that all matter is interlinked. In such a
plenum, any movement must have an effect on distant bodies in propor-
tion to their distance. Each body is affected by the bodies which are in
contact with it, and in some way or other it feels the effects of everything
that happens to them; but in addition, by means of those bodies with
which it is in direct contact, it also feels the effects of all the bodies which
they are in contact with, so that such communication extends indefinitely.
As a result, every body feels the effects of everything that happens in the
universe, so that he who sees everything could read off from each one
what is happening everywhere; and indeed, because he could see in its
present state what is distant both in space and in time, he could read 
also what has happened and what will happen. ‘All things conspire’, as
*Hippocrates said. But a soul can only read within itself what is repre-
sented in it distinctly; it could never develop all at once everything that it
enfolds, because it goes on to infinity. 

62. Thus, although each created monad represents the whole universe,
it represents more distinctly the body which is particularly assigned to it,
and of which it forms the entelechy. And as that body expresses the whole
universe through the interconnection of all matter in the plenum, the soul
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also represents the entire universe by representing the body which partic-
ularly belongs to it. (400) 

63. The body belonging to a monad, which is either its entelechy or its
soul, makes up together with an entelechy what we can call a living thing,
and together with a soul what we call an animal. Now that body of a living
thing or animal is always organic, because since every monad is a mirror of
the universe in its own way, and since the universe is regulated in a per-
fectly orderly manner, there must also be order within that which repre-
sents it, i.e. in the perceptions of the soul. And therefore also in the body
by means of which the universe is represented in the soul. (403) 

64. Thus every organic body of a living being is a kind of divine
machine or natural automaton, which infinitely surpasses any artificial
automaton, because a man-made machine is not a machine in every one of
its parts. For example, the tooth of a brass cog-wheel has parts or frag-
ments which to us are no longer anything artificial, and which no longer
have anything which relates them to the use for which the cog was
intended, and thereby marks them out as parts of a machine. But nature’s
machines—living bodies, that is—are machines even in their smallest
parts, right down to infinity. That is what makes the difference between
nature and art, that is, between the divine art and our own. (134, 146, 194,
403) 

65. And the creator of nature was able to carry out this divine and infi-
nitely marvellous workmanship because every portion of matter is not
only divisible to infinity, as the ancients realized, but is actually subdivided
without end, every part into smaller parts, each one of which has its own
motion. Without this it would be impossible for each portion of matter to
express the whole universe. (Prelim. Disc. 70; 195) 

66. And from this we can see that there is a world of creatures—of
living things and animals, entelechies, and souls—in the smallest part of
matter. 

67. Every portion of matter can be thought of as a garden full of plants,
or as a pond full of fish. But every branch of the plant, every part of the
animal, and every drop of its vital fluids, is another such garden, or
another such pond. 

68. And although the earth and the air in between the plants in the
garden, and the water in between the fish in the pond, are not themselves
plants or fish, they do nevertheless contain others, though usually they are
so tiny as to be imperceptible to us. 

69. Thus there is no uncultivated ground in the universe; nothing
barren, nothing dead. There is no chaos, and all confusion is merely 
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apparent: rather in the way that there might seem to be confusion in a
pond seen from a distance, when you can only see some confused move-
ment, a heaving, so to speak, of the fish, but can’t make out the fish them-
selves. (Pref.) 

70. We can see from this that every living body has a dominant ent-
elechy, which in an animal is its soul; but the parts of that living body are
full of other living things—plants, animals—each one of which also has its
entelechy or dominant soul. 

71. But it should not be thought—as some who have misunderstood
my ideas have thought—that every soul has a mass or portion of matter
which is its own and which is assigned to it for ever, and therefore that
every soul has other living things which are inferior to it, destined always
to be in its service. Because all bodies are in a perpetual state of flux, like
rivers, and parts are constantly coming into them and going out. 

72. Thus the soul changes its body only in stages, a little at a time, and it
is never suddenly stripped of all its organs. There is therefore frequent
metamorphosis among animals, but never *metempsychosis, or transmi-
gration of souls. There are also no souls which are completely detached

from matter, and no spirits without bodies. Only God is completely
removed from matter. (90, 124) 

73. And it is also because of this that there is never either complete gen-
eration or total death in the strict sense, which consists in the detaching of
the soul. What we call generation is unfolding and growth; just as what we
call death is enfolding and diminution. 

74. Philosophers have had great difficulties over the origin of forms,
entelechies, or souls. Recently, however, we have discovered through
careful investigations carried out on plants, insects, and animals that
nature’s organic bodies are never produced from chaos or from putrefac-
tion, but always from seeds, in which there is without doubt already some
*pre-formation. As a result, we have come to see that not only was there an
organic body already there before conception, but there was also a soul in
that body: in a word, there was the animal itself. Through the process of
conception that animal was merely committed to a great transformation
so as to become an animal of a different kind. And indeed we see some-
thing similar to this in cases other than generation, such as when maggots
turn into flies, or when caterpillars turn into butterflies. (Pref.; 86, 89, 90,
187, 188, 397, 403) 

75. These animals, of which some come to be raised to the level of
larger animals through the process of conception, we can call spermatic.
But even those among them which remain within their own kind, i.e. the
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majority of them, are born, reproduce themselves, and are destroyed, just
like the larger animals. It is only a small number of the elect who move up
onto a larger stage. 

76. But that is only half the story. From this I realized that if the animal
has no natural beginning, it can have no natural end either, and that not
only can there be no generation, but also no complete destruction, or
death in the strict sense. And this a posteriori reasoning drawn from obser-
vation fits in perfectly with the a priori principles I derived above. (90) 

77. Thus we can say that not only is the soul—the mirror of an inde-
structible universe—indestructible, but so too is the animal itself; even
though its machine may often come to an end in part, and throw off or
take on organic coating. 

78. These principles gave me a way of providing a natural explanation
of the union, or the conformity, of the soul with the organic body. The
soul follows out its own laws, just as the body too follows its own. They are
in agreement in virtue of the fact that since they are all representations of
the same universe, there is a pre-established harmony between all sub-
stances. (Pref.; 340, 352, 353, 358) 

79. Souls act according to the laws of final causes, through appetition,
ends, and means. Bodies act according to the laws of efficient causes, or of
motions. And these two realms, that of efficient causes and that of final
causes, are in mutual harmony. 

80. Descartes recognized that souls can never give force to bodies,
because there is always the same quantity of force in matter.1 He believed,
though, that the soul could change the directions of bodies. But that was
because in his day the law of nature which maintains the conservation of
the same total direction in matter was unknown. If he had seen it, he
would have ended up with my system of pre-established harmony. (Pref.;
22, 59–61, 63, 66, 345, 346f., 354, 355) 

81. This system maintains that bodies act as if (per impossibile) there
were no souls; and souls act as if there were no bodies. And both act as if
the one had some influence over the other. 

82. As for minds, or rational souls: I hold, as I have just said, that at
bottom there is the same thing in all living things and animals—namely,
both the soul and the animal begin only when the world begins, and do not
end any more than the world does. But in spite of that, there is something
unique about rational souls, in that their little spermatic animals, to the
extent that they are no more than that, possess only ordinary or sensitive
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souls; but as soon as those who are of the elect, so to speak, achieve
through an act of conception the nature of a human being, their sensitive
souls are raised to the level of reason, and to the prerogatives of minds.
(91, 397) 

83. In addition to the other differences which exist between ordinary
souls and minds, some of which I have already pointed out, there is also
the following: souls in general are living mirrors or images of the universe
of created things, but minds are also images of the divinity itself, or of the
very creator of nature. They are capable of knowing the system of the uni-
verse, and of imitating it in part through their own samples of architec-
tonic endeavour, each soul being like a little divinity within its own sphere.
(147) 

84. This is what makes it possible for minds to enter into a kind of com-
munity with God, and it is what makes him with respect to them not only
what an inventor is to his machine (which is what God is with regard to his
other creations), but also what a prince is to his subjects, and indeed what a
father is to his children. 

85. And from this it clearly follows that the totality of all minds must
make up the City of God—the most perfect possible state, under the most
perfect of monarchs. (146; Summary, obj. 2) 

86. This City of God, this truly universal monarchy, is a moral world
within the natural world, and it is the most noble and the most divine of
God’s creations. And it is in this moral world that the glory of God truly
consists, since there would be no such glory if God’s greatness and good-
ness were not known and admired by minds. It is also with respect to that
divine city that God strictly speaking has goodness, whereas his wisdom
and his power can be seen in everything. 

87. Just as we earlier established a perfect harmony between two
natural realms, the one of efficient causes and the other of final causes, so
we must also point out here another harmony, between the physical realm
of nature, and the moral realm of grace; that is, between God considered
as designer of the machine of the universe, and God considered as
monarch of the divine city of minds. (62, 74, 112, 118, 130, 247, 248) 

88. This harmony ensures that things lead towards grace through the
paths of nature itself, so that this globe, for example, must be destroyed
and restored by natural means at such times as is required by the govern-
ment of minds in order to achieve the punishing of some and the reward-
ing of others. (18f., 110, 244, 245, 340) 

89. We can also say that God the designer meets the requirements of
God the legislator in every respect, and therefore that sins must bring
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along with them their own punishment through the natural order, and in
virtue of the mechanical structure of things themselves. And in the same
way, good actions will attract their reward through mechanical means in
relation to bodies, even though that reward cannot and should not always
arrive right away. 

90. Finally, under this perfect government there will be no good action
which doesn’t have its reward, and no bad one without its punishment, and
everything must work out for the benefit of the good, that is of those in
this great state who are not discontented, who trust in providence when
they have done their duty, and who love and copy as they should the author
of all good. They delight in the consideration of his perfections, in accor-
dance with the nature of genuinely pure love, which leads them to take
pleasure in the happiness of what is loved. That is what makes wise and
virtuous persons work at everything which seems to conform to God’s
*presumptive or antecedent will, and what makes them content neverthe-
less with what God actually brings about through his secret will, which is
consequent and decisive. They recognize that if we could understand the
order of the universe well enough we would find that it surpasses all the
hopes of the wisest people, and that it is impossible to make it better than
it is, not only for everything in general, but also for our own selves in par-
ticular, as long as we are dedicated as we should be to the creator of every-
thing; dedicated to him not only as to the designer, and the efficient cause
of our being, but also as to our master, and to the final cause, which must
be the entire goal of our wills, and who alone can produce our happiness.
(Pref.; 134 end, 278)
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